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Note on transliteration

the editors of this collection decided to use the more common, anglicised, version of 

Russian and ukrainian words in order to make the publication readable for a diverse 

audience.

Please note that in the case of the word ‘donbas/donbass’ we left the choice of 

transliteration to authors’ discretion.
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Abstract

the intense and dangerous turmoil provoked by the breakdown in Russo-ukrainian 

relМtions hМs esОМlМted into М Оrisis thМt now МfliОts Нoth EuropeМn Мnd gloНМl МffМirs. 

since the beginning of the confrontation, a lot has been written about its root causes, 

the motivations of the main actors, and possible scenarios for the future. however, few 

have looked at what came to be called the ‘ukraine crisis’ from the point of view of 

Russo-ukrainian relations, and grasped the perspectives of various groups involved, as 

well as the discursive processes that have contributed to the developments in and 

interpretМtions of the ОonliОt.

---
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When, on 21 november 2013, former ukrainian President Victor yanukovych decided 

to postpone the Eu Association Agreement, few would have predicted that this, in 

ОonsequenОe, would leМd to М prolonged ОonliОt in Europe’s НorderlМnd. WhМt stМrted 

as a peaceful demonstration of support for ukraine’s pro-European course by 

thousands of people in Maidan square in kiev has developed into a vicious 

confrontation dividing families, communities and the ukrainian nation. According to the 

UN Refugee AgenОy (UNHCR), sinОe the Нeginning of the ОonliОt, over 500,000 people 

have left their homes looking for a safe place elsewhere in the country, and hundreds 

of thousМnds hМve led from UkrМine, mМinly to RussiМ. By FeНruМry 2015, over 5,000 

hМve Нeen killed Мnd well over 10,000 seriously injured in the ОonliОt in the DonНМss. 

The sОМle of the humМn trМgedy is immense Мnd, Мt the time of writing, the ОonliОt is 

getting inОreМsingly intense Мnd militМrised, despite the ofiОiМl ОeМseire imposed Мs М 

result of the Minsk Accords of 5 september 2014 and various subsequent agreements.

since the beginning of the confrontation, a lot has been written about its root causes, 

the motivations of the main actors, and possible scenarios for the future. however, in 

spite of the large number of analyses produced, few have looked at what came to be 

called the ‘ukraine crisis’ from the point of view of Russo-ukrainian relations, and 

grasped the perspectives of various groups involved, as well as the discursive 

processes that have contributed to the developments in and interpretations of the 

ОonliОt. With this in mind, the editors of this volume hМve invited twenty-three world-

leading academics, specialising in different areas related to Russia and ukraine, to 

contribute to the following collection. the studies are divided into four sections: People, 

Politics, Propaganda, and Perspectives.

People

The irst seОtion looks Мt the soОiМl mМke-up of UkrМine Мnd foОuses on its ethniО Мnd 

linguistic diversity, as well as relations between the different ethnic groups. due to the 

fМОt thМt the UkrМiniМn ОonliОt hМs developed, Мt leМst pМrtly, Мs М ОonsequenОe of 

existing divisions that have exacerbated the differences between various groups, this 

seОtion provides the НМsis for МnМlysis of the ОonliОt Мnd helps to mМke sense of the 

underlying structure of the ukrainian society. the section opens with an analysis by 

david Marples, which focuses on the ethnic and social composition of ukraine’s 

regions and the existing voting patterns. he argues that while regional voting is the 

most characteristic feature of ukrainian elections, there are a number of additional 

factors that may affect voting preferences, such as the social position of the voter or 

initiatives of the candidate.
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the second chapter, by nicolai Petro, titled ‘understanding the other ukraine: identity 

and Allegiance in Russophone ukraine,’ analyses the political and cultural differences 

of traditionally Russophone regions of southern and eastern parts of the country. Petro 

Мrgues thМt, in the Russophone МreМs, politiОМl ОonliОt Мrises when the legitimМОy of 

Russian culture in ukraine is challenged.

the third chapter, by olga onuch, presents the reader with an analysis of how 

Russians and ukrainians view each other, the relations between the two countries, and 

the ongoing ОonliОt. Her reseМrОh suggests thМt UkrМiniМns Мnd RussiМns do not 

generally view each other in a hostile manner: each side believes there should be 

friendly relations between the two countries; however, she notes that each side views 

the current relations between the two in a different way.

this is followed by denys kiryukhin, who concentrates on the roots and features of 

modern ukrainian national consciousness, nationalism and their historical 

development. he argues that there have been three main narratives which have 

shaped the modern ukrainian national discourse, which can be summarised, following 

PМtriОk Colm HogМn, Мs releОtive of heroism, sМОriiОe, Мnd romМntiОism.

subsequently, greta uehling’s chapter titled ‘Everyday life after Annexation: the 

Autonomous Republic of crimea’ presents the situation in the area annexed by Russia, 

focusing on the experience of crimean tatars (the indigenous ethnic group of the 

peninsula). it is fear and anxiety, she argues, that have altered the ability of ordinary 

citizens to act, while assaults on freedom have become an everyday form of social 

control.

ivan katchanovsky then analyses the history of crimea and its turbulent present, the 

periods before and after the secession, as well as the possible future developments in 

the area. he concludes that while crimea, in its current status, is likely to remain a 

point of ОonliОt Нetween UkrМine Мnd RussiМ, Мnd Нetween the West Мnd RussiМ, the 

return of the territory to the ukrainian state is virtually impossible.

the last chapter of this section, by Mikhail Pogrebinskiy, concentrates on the 

experience of Russians in ukraine historically and after the 2013 Euromaidan 

Revolution. he argues that the crisis has reinforced negative attitudes to, and 

marginalisation of, Russians and the Russian-speaking population of ukraine.
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Politics

the second section focuses on the political processes in ukraine, Russia, and the 

world that have preceded the crisis, as well as the developments that have contributed 

to or, МrguМНly, ОМused the Оurrent ОonliОt. In the opening ОhМpter of this seОtion, 

Andrew Wilson evaluates the state of ukrainian politics since the collapse of the soviet 

union and the subsequent emergence of ukraine as an independent entity. he explains 

the processes of post-soviet elite formation, the rules and pathologies of the system, 

and the role of civil society in the 2013 revolution. ukrainian politics will remain a 

struggle between old- and new-style politics, he concludes, although it remains to be 

seen how much of the old informal politics has changed.

This is followed Нy М pieОe titled ‘The Origins of PeМОe, Non-ViolenОe Мnd ConliОt in 

ukraine’ by taras kuzio that examines why, after two decades of peace, a violent 

ОonliОt Нroke out on UkrМiniМn territory. He highlights four mМin fМОtors thМt hМve 

contributed to the crisis: the rise of authoritarian and neo-soviet political forces, the 

pattern of western-supported popular protests, nAto and Eu enlargement, as well as 

nationalism and revisionism of Russian foreign policy.

in the third article of the section, Marlene laruelle discusses how the ukraine crisis has 

affected the different Russian nationalist movements, explaining the popular narratives 

of Eurasianism and the Russkiy Mir, then outlining the contradictions between the two 

paradigms. she claims that the ukraine crisis has fragmented the ‘national-democrat’ 

scene and has strengthened aspirations for the recreation of soviet power - Russia’s 

imperial mission - and the Eurasian union project.

The inМl two ОhМpters of the seОtion, Нy Peter RutlМnd Мnd EdwМrd W. WМlker, look Мt 

the geopolitical roots of the crisis and the international developments since the collapse 

of the Soviet Union thМt hМve led to the Оurrent ОonliОt. RutlМnd Мrgues thМt it wМs 

ukraine’s geopolitical position, and the interventions of competing outside powers 

pursuing their own self-interest, which led to the continuing war in ukraine. Walker, on 

the other hand, concludes that it was the post-cold War security architecture and the 

enlargement of nAto that have played the main role in creating the conditions for and 

exacerbating the crisis.

Propaganda

the third section seeks to analyse the different types and sources of propaganda that 

have been in play during the crisis - both state and media generated. it explains the 
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processes behind the formation of different interpretations of the events and presents 

what the contributors believe to be the dominant views and opinions of the public in 

Russia, ukraine, and the West. First, Mark galeotti reviews the tactics used by Russia 

in the ukraine crisis, such as the ‘hybrid war,’ the roles the ‘little green men,’ the 

Spetsnaz and the intelligence community have played in operations in both crimea and 

the donbas. While Russia has so far won the ‘military war’ to create Novorossiya and 

the ‘intelligence war’ to support combat operations, galeotti argues it has not achieved 

its desired aims and thus is losing the ‘political war.’

Following this, PМul ChМisty Мnd Stephen Whiteield, in their ОhМpter titled ‘Putin’s 

NМtionМlism ProНlem,’ exМmine the new ofiОiМl nМrrМtives of VlМdimir Putin’s 

leadership, the problems associated with them, and how the ukraine crisis has 

inluenОed the support for Putin’s rule. They mМintМin thМt Мlthough the UkrМine Оrisis 

has contributed to the increase of support, the kremlin will most likely fail to satisfy the 

aspirations of such a diverse group of moderate patriots and radical nationalists.

the following chapter, by Elena chebankova, seeks to understand the roots of Putin’s 

popularity by analysing the political, structural, and discursive spheres of Russian 

political life. the secret of Putin’s success, she argues, is his ability to recreate a 

narrative of the Russian structure in the new form and, in the context of the ukraine 

crisis, embrace the long-established search for self-rediscovery of Russian society.

the fourth analysis, by stephen hutchings and Joanna szostek, concentrates on the 

main media and political narratives in Russia during the ukraine crisis. they contend 

that the Russian media response to the crisis cannot be attributed to ‘cynical 

eclecticism’ alone, in the sense of exploiting whichever currents serve the needs. While 

they agree that such an instrumental approach has been present, the efforts to present 

dominant narratives in a form of a coherent worldview have also been apparent.

In the next ОhМpter, MМrtМ DyОzok explores how the ОonliОt hМs Нeen portrМyed Нy the 

main western media outlets and presents the dominant competing narratives. she 

ОonОludes thМt while it is difiОult to determine whМt impМОt internМtionМl reporting on 

the crisis has had on public opinion worldwide, information has been used as a 

weapon, and thus the rules of objective reporting have worked against the goal of 

providing accurate coverage.

Finally, Mikhail Molchanov focuses on the representation of Russia, Russians, and the 

crisis in the ukrainian political and media discourse and the historical process of 
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‘othering.’ he maintains that in order to heal the ethno-regional split in ukraine, the 

authorities in kiev need to change their attitude towards Russia and the Russians.

Perspectives

This inМl seОtion ОonОentrМtes on the possiНle future developments relМted to the 

vМrious МspeОts of the ОonliОt. In the irst ОhМpter, RiОhМrd Connolly foОuses on the 

economic side of the crisis and seeks to answer the question of how the economic 

sanctions imposed on Russia by the West may affect the country’s place in the global 

economy. he argues that by using the narrative of an external threat, the Russian 

leadership seeks to justify centralisation of political economy, which involves the 

suppression of economic competition, state control over strategic sectors of the 

eОonomy (in pМrtiОulМr inМnОe, energy Мnd defenОe), Мnd the deteriorМtion of the 

business environment in Russia.

the second article, by Paul d’Anieri, focuses on the dominant views on the motivations 

of Russia’s actions in ukraine, the sources of Putin’s legitimacy, and how the current 

crisis has threatened it. he concludes that for Russia to feel secure with regards to 

ukraine, ukraine needs to be geopolitically neutralised, and if neutralisation is not a 

viable strategy, then renewed stability would depend either on the West accepting 

Russian control of ukraine or on Russia – the loss of ukraine.

subsequently, Edwin bacon makes a case for narrative analysis as the most adequate 

tool to predict developments in international politics, and explains its importance in the 

development of future scenarios for Russia and the world following the ukraine crisis. 

he claims that in relation to Russia, the scenario of authoritarian stability and global 

power alongside economic decline and consumer dissatisfaction is possibly a pertinent 

one.

the penultimate chapter, by Alexander osipov, focuses on the analysis of the state of 

diversity policies in ukraine and its neighbours, including the Russian Federation, and 

the possible future developments in this area. he claims that diversity policy in ukraine 

and Russia – but also in Moldova and belarus – has similar features and focuses on 

recreating a narrative of multi-ethnicity, but with an ethnic or cultural core, and thus a 

hierarchy of ethnicities and languages.

Finally, Richard sakwa, in the concluding chapter of the volume, comes back to the 

systemiО root ОМuses of the ОonliОt Мnd Мrgues thМt the ОonfrontМtion in Europe’s 

borderland is a result of three separate crises: the turbulence in the system of 
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EuropeМn seОurity, the internМl ОonliОt in UkrМine, Мnd the Оrisis of RussiМn 

developmental model.

---

the authors of this volume present different and often contradictory opinions, and 

therefore the views expressed in each of the chapters should be attributed to their 

authors only. they each present a facet of the intense and dangerous turmoil provoked 

by the breakdown in Russo-ukrainian relations, and thus we hope will contribute to a 

deeper understМnding of М Оrisis thМt now МfliОts Нoth EuropeМn Мnd gloНМl МffМirs.
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section One

PeoPle
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Ethnic and social 

Composition of 

Ukraine’s Regions 

and Voting Patterns

dAVid MARPlEs

uniVERsity oF AlbERtA
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this article looks at the ethnic and social makeup of ukrainian regions and its impact 

on voting patterns over the past two decades. While sceptical of a simplistic division of 

the Оountry through spoken lМnguМge Мnd ethniО МfiliМtion, it mМintМins thМt there Мre 

particular patterns of voting that have been repeated in each presidential and 

parliamentary election, and that regional voting is the most characteristic feature of 

ukrainian elections. At the same time, there are a number of other factors that may 

affect voting that are not dealt with here, such as the social and economic initiatives of 

the ОМndidМte or pМrty, the soОiМl position of the voter, luОtuМtions in the stМndМrd of 

living, and incentives to vote a particular way (kulyk, 2011; colton, 2011).

upon gaining its independence in 1991, ukraine had several distinct regions and a 

numНer of signiiОМnt ethniО minorities, most prominent of whiОh were RussiМns. The 

only part of ukraine with a Russian majority was the Autonomous Republic of crimea, 

Нut RussiМns Оomprised signiiОМnt Оommunities in the fМr eМstern oНlМsts of Donetsk 

and luhansk, as well as in dnipropetrovsk, odessa, kharkiv, and others. the far 

western region of TrМnsОМrpМthiМ hМs М signiiОМnt HungМriМn populМtion, Мnd there Мre 

numerous smaller nationalities that have had homes in ukraine for many generations, 

such as Poles, belarusians, and Jews, as well as bulgarians in the odessa oblast in 

the south.

One difiОulty МНout mМking Мny sweeping Мssertions МНout the Оomposition of the 

population is the lack of censuses in the independence period. to date, there has been 

М single Оensus in 2001 (the irst sinОe 1989), Мnd Мn МntiОipМted new Оensus in 2010 

has been postponed until 2016. that census may also be in doubt, given enforced 

territorial changes in ukraine, with the Russian annexation of crimea, and separatist 

movements in donetsk and luhansk, with the establishment there of so-called 

People’s Republics supported by the Russian Federation. the 2001 census indicated 

mainly the consolidation and growth of the ukrainian population (77.8%, up from 72.7% 

in 1989), partly through assimilation and changes in self-identity, and partly through 

migration, of Russians in particular. the Russian population, correspondingly, declined 

from 22.1% to 17.3% (state statistics committee of ukraine, 2001). 1

there is a marked difference, however, between ethnic Russians and Russian-

speМkers, Мnd the lМtter predominМte in the EМst Мnd South, Мnd mМintМin М signiiОМnt 

presence in all parts of ukraine other than the far western regions. in 2006-07, 

research conducted by the Razumkov center revealed that the percentage of 

UkrМiniМns who Оonsidered RussiМn to Нe their irst lМnguМge wМs 25.7%, Мnd thМt 52% 

1   incidentally, the former Prime Minister, nikolay Azarov, claimed that there were over 20 million Russians 
in ukraine! see: http://lb.ua/news/2012/06/26/158078_azarov_naschital_ukraine_20_mln.html

http://lb.ua/news/2012/06/26/158078_azarov_naschital_ukraine_20_mln.html
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of the population considered ukrainian to be their native language (lenta.ru, 2007). A 

more recent study suggests that about 27.5 million people ‘actively’ use the Russian 

lМnguМge Мt work Мnd МНout 37 million (or 80% of the populМtion) hМs luenОy in it. Ten 

yeМrs eМrlier, the igure hМd Нeen 42 million (Aref’ev, 2013).

keith darden has noted a tendency in ukrainian elections to continue habits that were 

familiar in pre-soviet times. thus, the former Austrian-Polish territories of ukraine 

behave quite differently: supporting pro-Western candidates, adopting strong pro-

EuropeМn Union positions, Мnd feМring RussiМn inluenОe МНove Мll else (DМrden, 

2013). these regions are ukrainian-speaking, and have consistently supported pro-

Western candidates in presidential elections: leonid kravchuk rather than leonid 

kuchma in 1994; but kuchma rather than the communist candidate Petro symonenko 

in 1999; yushchenko in 2004; and tymoshenko in 2010. the main difference between 

the pre-soviet period and today is that ethnic ukrainians now comprise a majority in 

urban centres, whereas in the past they were rural, marginalised, and at times 

disaffected. Many Western ukrainian cities have adopted a strong nationalistic position, 

and Western ukrainians played a prominent role in the 2013-14 protests known as the 

‘Euromaidan’ (nuzhdin et al., 2013).

Western ukraine remains the most rural region of ukraine. yet its history is the most 

turbulent and controversial. the integral nationalism of the 1930s, which saw the rise of 

the organisation of ukrainian nationalists (oun), with its dictum of ‘ukraine for 

ukrainians,’ and the formation of the ukrainian insurgent Army (uPA) during the war 

(traditionally declared to have taken place in october 1942, but in reality in the spring 

of 1943), has created many of the legends of current historical memory: a quest for 

independence and freedom from the Russian-led soviet union, and from the incursive 

Russian Federation today. the legacy of these formations is controversial. they are 

accused not only of being anti-soviet, but pro-nazi and anti-semitic (katchanovsky, 

2010). though right-wing nationalism has been notably unsuccessful in terms of 

winning seМts in PМrliМment, mМny oНservers perОeive signiiОМnt inluenОe of right 

extremism during Euromaidan, and in the current war in the eastern regions (cohen, 

2014).

Western ukraine forms one part of an electoral magnet that has pulled the country in 

two different directions simultaneously. the other is eastern ukraine, but more 

speОiiОМlly the two fМr eМstern oНlМsts of Donetsk Мnd LuhМnsk. Before disОussing the 

characteristics of this region, it should be noted that the term ‘eastern ukraine’ was 

formerly much broader than it appears today. the area was the heartland of industrial 

development in the Russian Empire, and its traditions were transferred to the soviet 

union during the crucial phase of its industrial development. it embraced stakhanovism 
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in its coalmines in the mid-1930s – a work ethic largely based on ‘shock troops’ and 

over-fulilment of stМte plМns Нy МrtiiОiМl meМns. It wМs Мlso the very Оentre of the 

soviet communist Party. Former leader nikita khrushchev (1964-71) made his career 

in the donbas, nurtured by his mentor, the stalinist henchman lazar kaganovich. 

leonid brezhnev (soviet leader 1964-82) was born in dniprodzerzhynsk, a city named 

Мfter the irst leМder of the Soviet seОret poliОe (the ChekМ), Feliks Dzerzhinsky.

not surprisingly, therefore, between 1991 and 1999, the communist Party of ukraine 

remained the most powerful force in the region. but after independence, there was a 

growing entrepreneurial class that arose from the ashes of communism, using links to 

the former communist leadership to establish private businesses. bitter competition 

took place between elites of the cities of donetsk and dnipropetrovsk. in the mid-

1990s, the latter city was in the ascendancy: kuchma, the president, had been 

manager of the rocket-manufacturing plant at yuzhmash in the region; Pavlo 

lazarenko, Prime Minister in 1996-97, had headed the ‘agro-industrial complex’ of 

dnipropetrovsk in the early 1990s, and his deputy Prime Minister, yulia tymoshenko, 

was born in the city. the current governor of dnipropetrovsk, the billionaire ihor 

kolomoisky, was originally a supporter of tymoshenko and her tymoshenko bloc in 

parliament. today, however, dnipropetrovsk under kolomoisky’s leadership has taken a 

strong pro-UkrМiniМn Мnd pro-Western stМnОe, sepМrМting it irmly from the stМunОhly 

pro-Russian cities of donetsk and luhansk.2

donetsk and its region, on the other hand, have been the centre of the rise of the 

Regions PМrty, inМnОed Нy the oligМrОh RinМt Akhmetov Мnd personМlised Нy the igure 

of Viktor YМnukovyОh, the ОentrМl igure in the disputed eleОtion thМt Нrought МНout the 

orange Revolution and the eventual victory of Viktor yushchenko. the party’s tentacles 

extended well beyond donetsk, but the city remained its central location, and the 

yanukovych cabinet formed in 2010 was dominated by donetsk politicians. the Party 

of Regions expМnded through inМnОiМl support of Нusinessmen who exploited the 

country’s assets, manipulated the legal system, controlled banks and businesses, and 

used parliament as a forum to control the rest of the country (kuzio, 2015; Riabchuk, 

2012). the year 2010 represented the peak of the Regions’ power. the party’s rise 

appeared mercurial, but it was facilitated by disillusionment with yushchenko’s 

presidency that appeared initially to be about to set ukraine on a new Western-oriented 

journey.

2   On the other hМnd, Kolomoisky remМins М ОontroversiМl igure, Мnd there Мre reports thМt М ОonfrontМtion 
between him and Poroshenko is distinctly possible in the near future. see: http://rian.com.ua/
analytics/20141129/360126913.html (Accessed: January 11, 2015).

http://rian.com.ua/analytics/20141129/360126913.html
http://rian.com.ua/analytics/20141129/360126913.html
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between these two magnets of the West and ‘Far East,’ the rest of ukraine has not 

exhibited particularly strong political directions. in 1999, most voters perceived kuchma 

as the most viable alternative, although the communist symonenko won a respectable 

37.8% of the votes. in 2004, in the initial election runoff of the two leading candidates 

on 21 november, ukraine was divided almost equally between supporters of 

yushchenko and yanukovych (voting manipulations aside). the latter had been 

endorsed by Vladimir Putin and his election posters appeared in Moscow, as well as 

ukraine. the orange Revolution represented a protest against electoral manipulations 

and a movement towards Europe. yet the most notable feature of the second runoff on 

26 december 2004 was the lack of districts in which voting was relatively even, despite 

the fact that yushchenko won overall with 52%, compared to his rival’s 44% 

(Romanyuk et al., 2010). the points are worth elaborating.

in the twenty-seven regions of ukraine (the cities of sevastopol and kiev each 

constituted one region), in only one – kherson – was the voting close (43.4% for 

yushchenko and 51.3% for yanukovych). Elsewhere, voters opted for one candidate or 

the other by large margins, and particularly in the two polarised regions noted above: 

Western ukrainians (galicia and Volhynia) voted over 90% for yushchenko; the far east 

over 90% for yanukovych; crimea 81.4% for yanukovych, and sevastopol 88.8%. the 

election demonstrated a fatal divide in ukrainian society, a lack of middle ground, and 

heralded the uncertain developments of the future. one cannot examine the 2010 

election in the same way because of the deep divisions within the pro-Western, pro-

European camp: former president yushchenko thus campaigned against his former 

Prime Minister tymoshenko.

In 2014, on the other hМnd, eleОtorМl politiОs were simpliied Мnd Мltered fundМmentМlly 

by the events of the Euromaidan. two elections were held in this year: the May 25 

presidential elections and the october 26 parliamentary elections. both were affected 

Нy protests Мnd the Оontinuing ОonliОt. CrimeМ did not pМrtiОipМte Мnd only МНout 20% 

of voters in donetsk and luhansk could take part because of restrictions imposed by 

separatist leaders. the former president, yanukovych, had been expelled from the 

ranks of Regions, which was represented by the ineffectual Mykhailo dobkin, and 

symonenko once again headed the communists. Petro Poroshenko, a compromise 

candidate for the pro-Euromaidan factions, won convincingly with 54% of votes in the 

irst round. His neМrest ОhМllenger wМs YuliМ Tymoshenko, reОently releМsed from 

prison, with 12%. dobkin received just over 3%; symonenko 1.5%. their votes, on the 

other hand, were well above those of far right candidates oleh tyahnybok (svoboda) 

and dmytro yarosh (Right sector) at 1.16% and 0.7%, respectively (centralna 

Vyborcha komisija, 2014).
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the same pattern continued in the parliamentary elections, except that the Petro 

Poroshenko bloc and the People’s Front, the parties led by the President and Prime 

Minister (Arsenii yatsenyuk), dominated the vote almost equally. together with the 

third-placed party – the self-Reliance group, led by former lviv mayor Andrii sadovyi – 

they controlled 244 seats out of 450 in the assembly. the opposition bloc, led by yurii 

boyko, won 29 seats with a popular vote of less than 1.5 million (tvi.ua, 2014). boyko 

is a native of horlivka, one of the donetsk regional mining towns at the very centre of 

the ОonliОt in the EМst. The eleОtions mМrked the formМtion of М new pro-Western 

coalition in ukraine, indicating that the donbas has ceased to play a pivotal role in 

UkrМine, for the irst time in the history of the independent stМte. Moreover, of Мll the 

regions of ukraine, it has suffered the most, economically and socially, as a result of 

the wМr Мnd ОonliОts on its territory. A mМss exodus of populМtion oООurred in the 

second half of 2014, with over 1 million people choosing or forced to migrate to other 

regions, mostly to the Russian Federation, though there has been a population decline 

since 2004 (Ridna kraina, 2014; sakwa, 2015).

there are a number of different ways to interpret the recent voting habits in ukraine. 

on the one hand – the view adopted by many Western analysts – they appear to give 

ukraine a green light to sever all ties with the soviet period and start a new pro-

Western and pro-democratic path that will take it, irrevocably, out of the Russian orbit 

(RRi, 2014). the main parties in the parliament may disagree on the attitude to be 

adopted towards the larger neighbour: whether one of compromise, as suggested by 

Poroshenko, or of confrontation, the attitude manifested during the elections last 

october by yatsenyuk. there is little disagreement, however, on overall policy, which to 

some extent has been catalysed by the hostile attitude of Moscow, though Russian 

president Vladimir Putin did recognise the legitimacy of the presidential elections and 

the ascendancy of Poroshenko.

A second way to view events, and one adopted by a minority of Western analysts as 

well as Russia and its spokespersons, is that ukraine experienced a right-wing coup 

from February 2014 that removed a legally elected president and established a new 

regime – scornfully described as a ‘junta’ – and that Western agencies funded these 

events Мs М meМns to remove UkrМine from Мll RussiМn inluenОe.3 Further, there have 

been allegations that the ‘coup’ resulted in a general assault on Russian-language 

speakers in ukraine, necessitating the Russian annexation of crimea, which in any 

case simply righted a historical wrong perpetrated by the soviet leadership in 1954. 

Russia has not recognised the new regimes in the east of ukraine (dnR and lnR), but 

3   the most obvious example here is the Rt network, which has cited, inter alia, the comments of ousted 
president yanukovych. see: http://rt.com/news/yanukovich-statement-ukraine-crimea-074/ (Accessed: 
January 11, 2015).

http://rt.com/news/yanukovich
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it has supported them with weapons and personnel, and essentially prevented their 

destruction, despite a variety of rifts within the respective leaderships and a manifest 

lack of policies and infrastructure. in this way, Russia is responding to Western 

aggression.

A third interpretМtion mМy Нe Оloser to the truth thМn either of the irst two. It is thМt, in 

1991, the issue of state formation had hardly been broached, and that ukraine made 

progress in its Мnd stМrts, Нut without М ОleМr ОonОeption of the nМtion, its pМst, Мnd 

where it lay in the geopolitical space between Russia and the West. that space 

became more contested after the eastward expansion of the Eu in 2004, which brought 

former Communist stМtes Мnd former Soviet repuНliОs into thМt entity for the irst time. 

ukraine at that time became the new frontier. the Russian side had attempted to 

create several integrationist formations and the Russian president took an active 

interest in ukrainian elections. the differences became particularly acute under 

yushchenko because of his overtly pro-Western stance, and also because of his efforts 

to build a new nation on the exploits of anti-soviet heroes such as oun leader stepan 

bandera and uPA leader Roman shukhevych, whom he made ‘heroes of ukraine’ 

(snyder, 2010).

For Russia, on the other hand, the danger appeared to be minimal for most of the post-

soviet period. neither kravchuk nor kuchma could be described as anti-Russian; both 

presidents were primarily concerned with domestic issues and improving the economy. 

though yushchenko and the colour revolution caused great concern in the kremlin, the 

victory of yanukovych, an old ally, in the 2010 presidential elections brought hope that 

UkrМine might inМlly Нe М pМrtner, Мlongside RussiМ, BelМrus, Мnd KМzМkhstМn, in the 

new customs union. corruption in ukraine was among the highest of any country in 

Europe, thus destabilising the country, and ukraine was dependent on Russia for 

imports of oil and gas. Russia could anticipate the monopolisation of power by 

yanukovych for years to come, somewhat along the lines of Aleksander lukashenko in 

BelМrus – Мt times unprediОtМНle, Нut ОleМrly Мn Мlly. ThМt ОonidenОe wМs dispelled Нy 

the events that followed a meeting between Putin and yanukovych in Moscow just prior 

to the Eu summit in Vilnius in november 2013.

The eleОtions of 2014 Мfirmed the suООess of EuromМidМn, Нut Мlso weМkened UkrМine 

in a number of ways. they demonstrated that the multi-vectored foreign policy of 

kuchma is no longer feasible. ukraine has chosen its direction by removing its far 

eastern regions from the centre of power. Even without Russian intrusions, the donbas 

would have been disaffected. From almost complete control over ukraine, it is now 

isolated and alienated. And it is impossible to return to the past. crimea may be lost for 

many years – no ukrainian leader has come up with a strategy to facilitate its return. 
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thus, the elections mark the emergence of ukraine as a truncated state, without key 

industrial regions. And while Euromaidan was popular among about half of the 

population, and especially those under 50, it has rendered the future more uncertain 

time than any before in the 23 years of the independent state. Moreover, the turnout in 

october 2014 was the lowest of any recent election at 52%, and an estimated 50% of 

those who had voted formerly for the Party of Regions or the communist parties did not 

take part (the Economist, 2014).

Is UkrМine more united todМy thМn in the pМst? It is difiОult to Мnswer deinitively. One 

can suggest that voters are prepared to give President Poroshenko an opportunity to 

leМd the Оountry. They Мre ОonОerned МНout the ОonliОt, Нut Мre preoООupied even 

more with the economic situation, job security, and standards of living (Esipova and 

Ray, 2014). the plethora of political parties has been a feature of ukrainian elections 

since 1991. other than the Party of Regions and formerly the communists, none has 

wielded mМssive politiОМl or eОonomiО inluenОe. YМtsenyuk’s PopulМr Front, for 

example, which gained the highest overall percentage of votes in 2014, was a 

completely new formation, as was, for that matter, the Petro Poroshenko bloc (tvi.ua, 

2014). Voters in UkrМine do not hМve irm МlliМnОes or pМrty identities. They Мre 

concerned more with individual leaders and the list of candidates that is supplied by 

each party prior to each election. there has also been uncertainty concerning the 

division of powers between the president and the parliament, though most presidents – 

and particularly yanukovych – easily circumvented constitutional issues to wield more 

power. today, as in Russia, it is the president’s own party that has most seats in 

PМrliМment, despite inishing only seОond in terms of perОentМges of the vote.

the future of ukraine remains uncertain because of the precarious state of the 

economy and the relative fragility of the new ruling coalition. control over elections by a 

corrupt leader and his minions ended violently and contentiously. ukraine appears to 

have embraced democracy, however, and its elections have always been more open 

and honest than those of its former soviet neighbours, like belarus and Russia. the 

most pro-RussiМn regions hМve either Нeen Мdded to RussiМ or else remМin in ОonliОt. 

The Soviet legМОy thМt МffeОted Мnd inluenОed eМrlier eleОtions is now, like the stМtues 

of lenin, consigned to memory, but the new leaders will need to make broader appeals 

to the electorate than has been the case hitherto. ultimately, even without the full 

return of the donbas to ukraine, the electorate is centrist rather than rightist; and 

prefers Оompromise to ОonfrontМtion. It remМins feМrful, justiiМНly, of further RussiМn 

encroachment, but is wary of the impact of closer association with an Eu that appears, 

likewise, uncertain whether to fully embrace its new partner.
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the cultural and political differences besetting ukraine are the product of very different 

patterns of regional settlement. Among these, the settlement of eastern and southern 

UkrМine stМnds out, for in these trМditionМlly Russophone regions, politiОМl ОonliОt hМs 

arisen whenever the legitimacy of Russian culture in ukraine has been challenged.

A very Brief history of Russian Settlement

After the destruction of kiev by batu khan in 1240, the land ‘beyond the rapids’ [za 

porog] of the dnieper River became a no man’s land disputed by the kingdom of 

Muscovy, the tatar khanate, and the Polish-lithuanian kingdom. it is in this region 

(shown in Figure 1 in yellow) that the political life of the ukrainian people begins, as the 

settlers known to history as cossacks sought to preserve their independence, while 

defending their traditional orthodox christian faith.

one of the earliest distinctions that arose among them is the geographic distinction 

between those who settled west of the dnieper River, known as the Right bank as the 

river lows, Мnd those who settled eМst of the river, known Мs the Left BМnk.

Figure 1: Simpliied historical map of Ukrainian borders: 1654-2014.1

 

 

1   WikipediМ (2014)  Simpliied historiОМl mМp of UkrМiniМn Нorders 1654-2014.jpg. AvМilМНle Мt: http://
en.wikipediМ.org/wiki/File:SimpliiedКhistoriОМlКmМpКofКUkrМiniМnКНordersК1654-2014.jpg 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File
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the left bank, which includes the current regions of crimea, dnipropetrovsk, 

donetsk, kharkov, kherson, lugansk, odessa, nikolayevsk, and zaporozhye, 

forms a relatively compact ethnic and cultural community that is distinguished by 

the strong inluenОe of RussiМn Оulture, even where the mМjority of the populМtion 

deines itself Мs UkrМiniМn.

in the eastern regions that supported Viktor yanukovych in the 2004 elections, 

for example, the percentage of the population that considered itself ‘Russian’ 

was only 34.5 percent, but the percentage of those who considered themselves 

to be primarily ‘Russian speakers’ was 82.1 percent (see table 1).

Table 1. Percentage of Russians and Russian speakers in regions that supported 

V. yanukovych.2

Region

% who consider the  

sddconsider themselves 

Russian

% of Russian speakers 

odessa 11% 85%

dnipropetrovsk 16% 72%

kharkov 24% 74%

nikolaev 26% 66%

zaporozhye 30% 81%

donetsk 39% 93%

lugansk 55% 89%

crimea 75% 97%

the reasons for this heritage can be traced to the four distinct waves of Russian 

settlement east of the dnieper River: slobodskaya ukraina, novorossiya, 

crimea, and donbass.

2    Anatolik (2005). Available at: http://www.analitik.org.ua/researches/
archives/3dee44d0/41ecef0cad01e

http://www.analitik.org.ua/researches/archives/3dee44d0/41ecef0cad01e
http://www.analitik.org.ua/researches/archives/3dee44d0/41ecef0cad01e
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Slobodskaya ukraina

 

slobodskaya ukraina or slobozhanshchina, includes not only the ukrainian regions of 

kharkov and sumy, but also the regions of Voronezh, kursk and belgorod, which are 

currently part of the Russian Federation.

the name derives from the sloboda, or fort settlements, that the cossacks established 

on the left bank of the dnieper. these were granted considerable local autonomy in 

exОhМnge for serviОe defending the Нorders of the RussiМn Empire. They Мlso Нeneited 

from certain tax exemptions and trading privileges. Although their ‘free’ status ended in 

1765, when catherine the great made the cossacks into regular soldiers, many of 

these sloboda prospered and later developed into major ukrainian cities.

kharkov, ukraine’s second largest city and the capital of the ukrainian ssR from 1919 

to 1934, was the administrative and cultural capital of slobozhanshchina. its university, 

the second oldest in the Russian Empire, made it a major Russian cultural centre, as 

well as a prominent centre for the study of the ukrainian language.
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Novorossiya 

 

 

novorossiya, a name that gained recent notoriety after it was used by Russian 

president Putin in April 2014, is actually the historical name of one of the youngest and 

most ethnically diverse regions of ukraine.

incorporated into the Russian Empire as a result of the Russo-turkish wars of the 18th 

century, the settlement of this region followed a similar pattern of establishing military 

forts that eventually became cities, essentially an extension southward of slobodskaya 

ukraina. since the conquest of novorossiya added a new coastline to the Russian 

Empire, however, speОiiО inОentives were Мdded to estМНlish new ports Мnd promote 

trade there.

this is how odessa, now ukraine’s third largest city, became the region’s cultural and 

commercial centre. its early status as a free port, along with the appointment of foreign 

administrators, contributed to an aura of cosmopolitanism that attracted large numbers 

of Jews, greeks, Armenians, and italians. by the end of the 19th century, it was referred 

to colloquially as the ‘southern capital of the Russian Empire’. Further inland from the 

coast, Russian rulers encouraged the settlement of serbians, bulgarians and 

hungarians. indeed, before the 1917 Revolution, novorossiya’s two largest 

administrative districts were known as new serbia and slavo-serbia (ru.wikipedia.org, 
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2014a). Perceived as a region sympathetic to the Whites during the Russian civil War, 

the use of the term novorossiya was suppressed in soviet times.

crimea

crimea, or tauridia, is among the oldest recorded settlements along the black sea 

coast. Archaeological records reveal greek colonies there as far back as the ninth 

century b.c. later, the peninsula fell under scythian, gothic, and even genovese 

Оontrol, until it wМs ОМptured Нy OttomМn forОes in 1475. It wМs inМlly tМken Нy RussiМ 

in 1783.

crimea was transferred administratively from the Russian soviet Federated socialist 

Republic (RsFsR) to the ukrainian soviet socialist Republic (ssR) only in 1954, and is 

the only region of UkrМine whose populМtion identiies itself Мs predominМntly ethniО 

Russian. Along with the status of the indigenous crimean tatars, this has been a sore 

spot throughout the post-soviet era. given recent events there, it is worth summarising 

crimea’s tense history in independent ukraine.

in January 1991, as the ussR disintegrated, the crimean regional government decided 

to hold a referendum to ‘restore’ crimean autonomy, abrogated in 1946, and have 

crimea recognised as an independent participant of the new union treaty being 
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proposed by Mikhail gorbachev. this opened the door to separating crimea from the 

ussR, of which ukraine was then still a part. nearly 84% of registered voters 

participated, and over 93% voted for autonomy (ru.wikipedia.org, 2014b). on 12 

February 1991 – the parliament of soviet ukraine acknowledged this referendum, and 

in June amended the ukrainian ssR constitution. on 4 september 1991, the supreme 

soviet of the Autonomous crimean Republic (AcR) proclaimed its sovereignty and 

declared its intent to create its own democratic state within ukraine. on 1 december 

1991, crimean residents took part in the ukrainian independence referendum and 54% 

voted for ukraine’s independence from the ussR - the lowest percentage of any region 

in ukraine.

on 5 May 1992, the supreme soviet of the AcR adopted an ‘Act Proclaiming the state 

sovereignty of the crimean Republic.’ under pressure from kiev, it was revoked the 

next dМy, Нut the region nevertheless Мdopted М CrimeМn Оonstitution thМt ОonliОted 

with the acting ukrainian constitution in several key points. Meanwhile, the Russian 

parliament voted to rescind the 1954 decision transferring crimea from the jurisdiction 

of the Russian sFsR to the ukrainian ssR.

over the course of the next several years, relations between the crimean and 

ukrainian governments remained tense. the situation, however, seemed to be resolved 

when Russia did not respond to ukraine’s decision in March 1995 unilaterally to revoke 

the 1992 crimean constitution. nevertheless, the situation reignited in early 2014 when 

street demonstrations in kiev turned violent (newsru.com, 2014a). the day after 

President YМnukovyОh wМs removed from ofiОe, three thousМnd regionМl ofiОiМls from 

eastern and southern ukraine gathered in kharkov, and voted to assume political 

control in their regions until ‘constitutional order’ was restored in kiev.

in crimea, the regional parliament, one of the instigators of this meeting, went even 

further. it called for a referendum on crimean autonomy within ukraine (Rada.crimea.

ua, 2014). kiev responded by putting the ukrainian military under the direct command 

of then acting speaker/president oleksandr turchynov, who then tried to replace local 

military commanders and security forces in crimea. the crimean authorities then 

appealed to the resident Russian black sea Fleet for assistance in ‘maintaining 

security.’ on 1 March, citing the threat to Russian citizens, military personnel and 

compatriots in crimea, Russian president Putin asked for and received authority to use 

Russian troops in ukraine. A week later the crimean referendum was moved up and 

the question changed from autonomy within ukraine to secession with the intent of 

joining Russia. on 16 March, secession was approved by more than 80% of the 

population.
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the crimean leadership thus took advantage of the turmoil in kiev to redress an old 

grievance – the abrogation of its 1992 constitution. Russian intervention directly 

facilitated its ability to hold such referendum, which most international legal experts 

consider illegal. the crimean government, however, noted that, in its advisory opinion 

on kosovo's declaration of independence, the international court of Justice found that 

‘there was no general rule – barring declarations of independence, or authorising them 

for that matter, that these were political acts.’ since Russia considered holding a 

referendum was just such a ‘political act,’ and the legitimacy of the government in kiev 

was in dispute, it contended that the crimean government was well within its rights to 

act (newsru.com, 2014b).

Donbass 

  

donbass is in many ways typical of south central Russia. While other regions of 

ukraine were settled due to territorial disputes and conquests, the growth of donbass 

is linked to the discovery in 1720 of Europe's largest coal basin, and the rise of local 

industry. until quite recently, the two regions of donetsk and lugansk contributed 

nearly 16% of ukraine’s gdP, and as much as a quarter of its industrial output 

(Poluneev, 2014).
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Another speОiiОity of this region is its periodiО uprisings, fed in pМrt Нy the hМlf million 

old believers that settled in this region during the latter half of the 17th century. the 

descendants of this famously independent community would later form the backbone of 

anarchist nestor Makhno’s ‘black Army’ (gazeta.ru, 2014). At the end of the soviet era, 

the political activism and initiative shown by the donbass miners further added to the 

region’s rebellious image (kmet, 2014).

For ukrainian nationalists, however, donbas is also one of the most ‘soviet’ and 

therefore ‘alien’ regions of ukraine. bohdan chervak, the chairman of the organisation 

of ukrainian nationalists, calls it ‘not ukrainian territory by content’ (chervak, 2014), 

and even former ukrainian president Viktor yushchenko recently referred to both 

crimea and donbasss as regions ‘where our language practically does not exist, where 

our memory is nonexistent, where our church is absent, where our culture is absent… 

utterly foreign lands [de chuzhina chuzhinoyu]’ of which, he insists, ‘not a single clump 

of earth’ may ever be surrendered (ukrainska pravda, 2014).

the solution most often proposed to this conundrum is to re-educate the local 

population into a proper appreciation of their ostensibly suppressed ukrainian identity, 

a process that donetsk university professor Elena styazhkina euphemistically calls 

‘positive, peaceful colonisation’ (Fakty.ua, 2014).

The Signiicance of the Past for the Present

these regions all rose to prominence as a direct result of the growth and expansion of 

the Russian Empire, and this fact has had a lasting impact on their identity.

First, the historical-cultural pattern of eastern ukraine is bicultural. this other ukraine 

has developed a self-sustaining regional identity where both Russian and ukrainian 

interact freely, and are interchangeable. it is interesting to note that, whereas in the 

UkrМiniМn Оonstitution only the UkrМiniМn lМnguМge is Оonsidered ofiОiМl, in the 

constitution proposed for the rebellious donetsk People’s Republic, both Russian and 

UkrМiniМn Мre deОlМred ofiОiМl lМnguМges (KomsomolskМyМ prМvdМ, 2014).

second, this territory is a border region, distinct from both Moscow and kiev. this can 

be seen in the other ukraine’s version of cossack mythology. While ukrainian 

nationalists see the cossacks as underscoring ukraine’s distinctiveness from Russia, 

the other ukraine emphasises a different aspect of this myth – the cossack defence of 

the Russian Empire and traditional orthodox religion (hillis, 2013).
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Finally, there is the remarkably stable voting pattern displayed by the other ukraine 

since 1994. critics often attribute it to soviet-era nostalgia, but it is better understood 

Мs М yeМrning for Soviet-erМ ОosmopolitМnism, whiОh is more releОtive of their identity. 

it manifests itself in the visceral rejection of the ethnic nationalism that is popular in 

regions of western UkrМine like GМliОiМ, Мnd in the МfirmМtion of М UkrМiniМn identity 

that is inextricably linked to Russian culture, if not to Russian politics.

it is therefore no surprise that the country’s political divisions have followed these 

historical patterns. Voting patterns in donbass and crimea stand out as being nearly 

the converse of those in galicia (kucheriva Fund, 2014). by contrast, voters in 

slobozhanshchina and the inland parts of novorossiya (left bank ukraine) tend to be 

only marginally more pro-Russian, while the traditional areas of the cossack 

hetmanate (Right bank ukraine) are marginally more supportive of integral ukrainian 

nationalism (see Figure 2).

Figure 2: Historical borders overlaid on 1994 Presidential results. 3

  

these patterns re-emerged in both the 2004 and 2014 Maidan movements. As Mark 

beissinger notes, participants in the orange Revolution of 2004 were eight times more 

likely to be from western ukraine, and 92 percent claimed ukrainian as their native 

3  observationalism (2014) ‘the geographical (and historical?) divisions underlying ukraine’s political 
strife.’ Available at: http://observationalism.com/2014/01/27/the-geographical-and-historical-divisions-
underlying-ukraines-political-strife/

http://observationalism.com/2014/01/27/the
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language. by contrast, their opponents were overwhelmingly from the East, primarily 

from donetsk, and three times more likely to speak Russian at home. ‘Quite literally,’ he 

concludes, ‘orange revolutionaries and opponents of the revolution “spoke different 

languages” in their everyday lives’ (beissinger, 2014).

the same pattern re-emerged in 2014. surveys of the Euromaidan in late december 

and early February revealed that 81 percent and 88 percent of protesters, respectively, 

came from outside kiev, a largely Russian-speaking city (tyazhlov, 2014). given that 

82 percent of the protesters communicated in ukrainian – it is very likely that they 

came overwhelmingly from the western regions, where support for the protests reached 

80 percent, as opposed to only 30 percent in the East and 20 percent in the south 

(Andreyev, 2014).

sharply critical assessments of the Maidan movement persist in the other ukraine to 

this day. A survey of eight Russophone regions conducted on 8-16 April 2014 (zerkalo 

nedeli, 2014) by the kiev international institute of sociology found that:

• two-thirds of donbass residents saw the Right sector as ‘a prominent military 

formМtion thМt is politiОМlly inluentiМl Мnd poses М threМt to the Оitizens Мnd nМtionМl 

unity’; 

• Most people in eastern and southern ukraine (62 percent) blamed the loss of 

crimea on the government in kiev, rather than on crimean separatists (24 percent) 

or on Russia (19 percent);

• 60 percent of those polled in donetsk, and 52 percent in lugansk, disagreed with 

the view that Russia is organising the rebels and guiding their actions;

• While 70 percent did not support secession, in April, only 25 percent wanted to join 

the Eu, while 47 percent preferred the Russia-led customs union.

A follow up poll of all ukrainian regions, conducted on 12-21 september 2014 

(KuОherivМ Fund, 2014), Оonirmed the vМst gulf thМt exists Нetween populМr Мttitudes in 

donbass and western ukraine. thus, in answer to the question of whether Russia is 

responsible for the bloodshed and deaths of people in eastern ukraine, only 19.1% of 

DonНМss residents responded ‘yes’ (deinitely or proНМНly), while 62.8% sМid ‘no’ 

(deinitely or proНМНly). In western UkrМine, Нy ОontrМst, 81.6% responded ‘yes’ 

(deinitely or proНМНly), while only 15.8% responded ‘no’ (deinitely or proНМНly). 
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A direct comparison of the same questions in both surveys provides some insight into 

the impМОt thМt six months of ighting (April to SeptemНer) hМve hМd on loОМl puНliО 

opinion. Among the surprising conclusions:

• Fewer people in donbass today believe this is a war between Russia and ukraine 

than at the outset of hostilities (19.4% compared to 28.2%);

• More now feel thМt RussiМ is justiied in defending the interests of Russophone 

citizens in eastern ukraine (50.9% compared to 47% say ‘yes’; 8.1% compared to 

33.4% say ‘no’);

• the percentage favouring separation from ukraine has jumped dramatically, from 

27.5% to 42.1%, mainly at the expense of the undecided.

in sum, the military campaign has entrenched views on both sides. Western ukrainians 

are now more convinced than ever that there is a Russian invasion, and that ukraine 

ought to remМin М unitМry stМte, with UkrМiniМn Мs the only one ofiОiМl lМnguМge. 

Eastern ukrainians, by contrast, are now more convinced that the fault for this crisis 

lies in kiev, that the Russian language ought to have equal status with ukrainian (at 

least in their regions), and are now more receptive to the idea of separating from 

ukraine.

A follow up survey by the kiev international institute of sociology, conducted 6-17 

DeОemНer 2014 (ZerkМlo nedeli, 2014Н), Оonirms the pМttern. EU memНership 

continues to be seen very differently, with only a quarter of residents of the portions of 

donbass under kievan control favouring Eu membership, and nearly twice as many 

opposing it. in the Western regions of ukraine, by contrast, 89.3% are in favour of Eu 

membership and only 5.7% against.

in the Western regions of ukraine, half (51.4%) have a positive view of the ukrainian 

Мrmy’s volunteer ОomНМtМnts. This igure fМlls to 24.1% in the South, 19.1% in the EМst, 

and 8.2% in the portions of donbass now under kievan control. Another telling 

indication of just how deeply regional differences are ingrained is a comparison of how 

the main events of 2014 are perceived in donbass and the Western regions (lviv, 

ternopil, ivano-Frankivsk, Volyn, Roven, khmelnitsk, transcarpathia, and chernovtsy).

the following table shows the percentage within each district that named a given event 

the “most important of the passing year” (multiple answers were possible), followed by 
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its rank within that district, and the percentage divergence between the two. the 

original wording used to describe the event was preserved.

Event   Western regions donbass   divergence

death of the heavenly 

hundred   
71%     (1) 15.1%   (5) 55.9%

self-proclamation of ‘dnR  

and ‘lnR’
2.7%    (14) 30.5%   (2) 27.8%

Russian troops invade 

donbass
31.5%  (4) 12.7%   (6)  18.8%

signing of the Eu Association 

Agreement
18%     (5) 1.5%    (18) 16.5%

Russian occupation of crimea 35.7%  (3) 19.7%  (4) 16%

the death of thousands of 

people in the war in donbass
44.4%  (2) 56.3%  (1) 11.9%

We see that, while there is broad agreement that casualties in donbass and Russian 

occupation of crimea are key events, there is much less consensus about the 

signiiОМnОe of RussiМn troops in DonНМss. This is no douНt due to the ОonsiderМНle 

uncertainty inside donbass as to the precise nature of Russian involvement there. 

Meanwhile, the deaths of the heavenly hundred, the signing of the Eu association 

agreement, and proclamation of the donetsk and lugansk Peoples’ Republics are 

already being mythologised very differently in the different parts of ukraine.

conclusion

If these historiОМl pМtterns hМve Нeen stМНle for so long, why did ighting erupt only 

now? because the peremptory removal of president yanukovych violated the delicate 

balance of interests forged between galicia and donbass. it was thus seen as a direct 

threat to the core interest of Russophone ukrainians. only after yanukovych’s ouster 

do we begin to see a popular shift in the other ukraine from passive rejection of the 

Maidan, to outright rebellion in crimea and donbass. by mid-April, two-thirds of 

donbass residents said they regard the Maidan as ‘an armed overthrow of the 

government, organised by the opposition with the assistance of the West’ (zerkalo 

nedeli, 2014). such sentiments have now been hardened by thousands of combat and 

civilian casualties.

but, as ukraine’s Minister of the interior Arsen Avakov notes, war can have a salutary 

‘cleansing’ effect (Avakov, 2014). there are now six million fewer Russophone 

ukrainians under ukrainian government control (not counting refugees). the previous 
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balance of power among regions has thus been radically altered. this has encouraged 

some to argue that the centuries old cultural mixture that has characterised ukraine 

now has a chance to be replaced by the triumph of western ukrainian nationalism.

there are a few problems with this scenario, however:

• overt discrimination against Russian culture is likely to lead to resentment among 

Russophone ukrainians who, even with the loss of crimea and possibly portions of 

donbass, will constitute no less than a third of the population;

• Efforts to НМn RussiМn ОulturМl imports Мnd ОurtМil RussiМn ОulturМl inluenОe run 

into the problem that the Russian language is still widely preferred in daily usage, 

especially in large cities (ukrainska pravda, 2014);

• President Putin stated in november that he will not allow ‘all political opposition’ to 

the current ukrainian government to be eradicated (govorit Moskva, 2014).

Most proposals for ending the current crisis have proved to be of limited value because 

they tend to overlook the deep historiОМl Мnd ОulturМl roots of the ОonliОt. Both the 

government in kiev and opposition leaders in donbass are pursuing a zero-sum game, 

when what is needed is a mutually respectful solution. one approach that might help is 

that of the copenhagen school of security studies, which suggests that ukraine’s 

security can be enhanced by treating national identity as a shared security concern.

According to the copenhagen school, the most profound security challenge that 

nМtions fМОe todМy involves not sovereignty, Нut identity – speОiiОМlly, the identity of the 

cultural subgroups that make up a society and whose cohesion and loyalty are 

essential for society’s (and the state’s) survival. state security could thus be 

signiiОМntly enhМnОed Нy sМtisfying, rМther thМn suppressing, the ОulturМl demМnds of 

minorities (Petro, 2009).

the fact that the Russian-speaking minority within ukraine has a powerful external 

patron only makes this solution more attractive. Putin’s only two demands for ukraine, 

stated in his interview on 4 March 2014, are: (1) that the population in the East and the 

south be safe, and (2) that they be part of the political process (Petro, 2014).

by embracing the Russian language and culture as legitimate aspects of ukrainian 

identity, ukraine could thus allay Russia’s concerns, while at the same time neutralising 

its popular support within the other ukraine. this would also have the salutary effect of 
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shifting the discourse of ukrainian patriotism away from its current obsession with “our 

language” and “our identity,” toward the inclusive civic patriotism that is more common 

in western Europe and the united states.

Acknowledging the obvious reality that ukraine is, at its heart, bilingual and bicultural, 

might inМlly Мllow UkrМiniМns to deМl with domestiО issues in wМys thМt Нuild loyМlty to 

the state, rather than further divide the ukrainian nation.
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since the fall of the soviet union in 1991, ukrainians1 and Russians2 have been living 

peacefully in two separate and independent states for nearly a quarter of a century. 

Much has been said about the cultural and historical links between these two ‘brotherly’ 

countries, but also about the tensions between the two countries’ different perspectives 

on nation building and democratisation processes (Jakubanecs, supphellen, and 

thorbjørnsen, 2005; Janmaat, 2000; laba, 1996; Prizel, 1998; Puglisi, 2003; shulman, 

1998; szporluk, 2000; Velychenko, 1992). Although Russian leaders, in the manner of 

an older brother, have consistently labelled ukraine as the central element of Russia’s 

‘near abroad’ (cameron and orenstein, 2012; Rywkin, 2003; trenin, 2006), the citizens 

and their foreign policies preferences have historically (i.e. on gas, on the georgian 

War, on the Eu and nAto) converged and diverged several times over the course of 

the last twenty-plus years.

yet, even though there were sensitive moments during the last twenty-plus years of 

ukraine-Russia relations (october 1996 crisis, 2004 orange Revolution, gas crisis of 

January 2006, gas crisis of January 2009), the events of 2014 (the Euromaidan 

Protests, the МnnexМtion of CrimeМ, Мnd the ongoing ОonliОt in the DonНМs3) are 

predicted by social scientists to not only sour formal relations between the two states, 

but also between ‘ordinary’ citizens. While there are many ‘myths’ about the way 

brother Russians and ukrainians view the ‘other’ state and its people, the reality is 

muОh more Оomplex, permeМting with ОonliОt, Оompetition, Мnd ideologiОМl 

disagreements, as in any other family. in such critical times, we must stop and ask: do 

Russians and ukrainians view the events of the last year differently? or are there 

points of convergence? do these events affect the way Russians see ukraine and 

ukrainians see Russia? if so, how? And can we identify any shifts in views overtime 

from Нefore the 2014 Оrisis to todМy? DМtМ on the topiО is difiОult to ind Мnd even more 

difiОult to Мssess. This is speОiiОМlly the ОМse when so mМny ОontextuМl vМriМНles Мre 

in lux Мnd when little, if Мny, of the МvМilМНle dМtМ Оonsists of either М repeМted Мnd 

duplicated schedule of questions, or a panel (following citizens and their views) 

tracking preferences over time.

thus, we must scour a variety of polls conducted at different times, by different 

institutions, to map out the views of ukrainians and Russians. Employing a series of 

social surveys, this brief article aims to demonstrate that: a) most Russians and 

ukrainians view the events of 2014 differently; b) on average, ukrainians and Russians 

have very negative views of the other’s state, military and political leaders; c) yet, 

1   For the purpose of this article, all references to ukrainians means citizens of ukraine (residing in 
ukraine).

2   For the purpose of this article, all references to Russians means citizens of Russia (residing in Russia).
3   the donetsk basin: donetsk and luhansk oblasts of ukraine, together commonly called the ‘donbas.’
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concurrently, the majority of ukrainians and Russians do not report having negative 

views of ‘ordinary’ citizens in the neighbouring country. but perhaps more importantly, it 

is necessary to keep in mind that the populations of each country are not 

homogeneous. And rather than focus on the more extreme minority views (which have 

unfortunately received much of our attention) it is interesting to look at the expanding 

ukrainian and Russian middle classes, which seem to converge on policy preferences, 

peaceful external relations, and are not as easily susceptible to nationalist rhetoric.

Political science research on ukrainian and Russian foreign policy (d’Anieri, 2012; 

hagendoorn, linssen, and tumanov, 2013; kravets, 2011; taras, 2012), intergroup 

relations (chinn and kaiser, 1996; hagendoorn, linssen, and tumanov, 2013; sasse, 

2007), and political behaviour and culture (colton, 1996; colton and hale, 2009; colton 

and McFaul, 2002; Frye, 2014; hale, 2011; Meirowitz and tucker, 2013; Pop-Eleches 

and tucker, 2013; Robertson, 2009; sakwa, 2013) is vast, and it is impossible to do it 

justice in this short piece. but what is certain is that there has not been any consistent 

study of Russians’ and ukrainians’ perceptions of the other that has traced these views 

systematically over time. the best way in which to do this at present is to provide an 

overview of relevant recent public opinion data, collected in both countries, and 

contrast and compare it over time where possible.4

in order to explore this topic further, i will organise the discussion in the following 

sections: Russians’ and ukrainians’ views of the other countries, their views on the 

other Оountry’s politiОМl leМders, their views on the DonНМs ОonliОt Мnd МnnexМtion of 

CrimeМ, Мnd inМlly their preferenОes on Оross-Нorder relМtions Мnd foreign poliОy more 

broadly. i will attempt to highlight areas of divergence, identifying the most concerning 

differenОes, Мnd will lМg up МreМs with potentiМl for ОonvergenОe Мnd, thus, 

opportunities for ОonliОt resolution. FinМlly, I will ОonОlude the disОussion Нy employing 

limited evidence based on a small sample of informal interviews conducted in 

december 2014 with thirteen Russian and ukrainian ngo workers, drawing attention 

to areas of collaboration among ukrainians and Russians in the cases of aid to 

internally displaced Persons (idPs) and peace protest movements. 

4   there are several limitations to the data presented below, and the way in which we are currently able to 
analyse it. due to the nature of the data presented below (not always available in full), and because it is 
derived from multiple sources, it is not possible at this time to conduct any meaningful statistical 
analysis.
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Figure 1: How Ukrainians View Russians

 

views of ‘ordinary’ citizens

surprisingly, there is very little openly available data on how ‘ordinary’ ukrainians view 

‘ordinary’ Russians and vice versa. Anecdotal evidence (from past focus groups 

conducted by the author) points out that while ‘ordinary’ ukrainians and ‘ordinary’ 

RussiМns equМlly Нelieve thМt the other is under the inluenОe of ‘un-free’ mediМ or 

western/US propМgМndМ or nМtionМlists, ‘ordinМry’ Оitizens seem to ind the other Мs 

generally a brotherly and reasonable group. several Razumkov surveys (1999-2013) 

show that the majority of ukrainians do not trust Russian media and think it is biased. 

in focus groups, conducted for another purpose (protest participation in the region in 

the aftermath of the orange Revolution), ukrainian participants frequently explained 

the difference between the size and scope of protest participation in ukraine and 

Russia as a product of the different information ukrainians and Russians are exposed 

to, which, according to them, helps to shape different political cultures. they often say 

‘it’s not their fault, they are normal [zvychaini] people just like us.’ this anecdotal 

evidence can be used to underscore the fact that any difference that ‘ordinary’ 

ukrainians see with ‘ordinary’ Russians is not hostile. As we can see from a recent 
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survey conducted by Pew, ukrainians’ views of Russians have not changed 

dramatically since 2009 (see Figure 1). yet, the number of ukrainian respondents who 

saw Russians very favourably or mostly favourably has not altered much between 

Autumn 2009 and spring 2014 (84%); the number of respondents that viewed 

Russians unfavourably seems to have grown from 8% in fall 2009 to 14% in spring 

2014. it is thus a reasonable hypothesis that ‘ordinary’ citizens distinguish between the 

country, the state, the politicians, and the people they lead. As we will see below, there 

is a stark difference between the former three and the latter.

Figure 2: Ukrainians’ View of Russia

to demonstrate this ability to differentiate between the ‘state’ and its people, we turn to 

how ukrainians view Russia. over the last decade of Pew surveying, in the period after 

the orange Revolution, we can observe an exponential decline of respondents who 

saw Russia very favourably (see Figure 2). According to the Pew survey, the total 

accumulative number of respondents who saw Russia very favourably or mostly 

favourably also declined overtime. this made up 87% of the respondents in summer 

2002, 81% in spring 2007, and a record low of 35% in spring 2014. the reported 
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former president yanukovych to Russia and the Russian annexation of crimea. 

Moreover, whМt we see speОiiОМlly in 2014 is М drМmМtiО inОreМse in the numНer of 

ukrainian respondents who see Russia 'very unfavourably,’ which went from a 

consistently low 3% or less of respondents in past surveys to more than a third of 

respondents reporting that they view Russia very unfavourably (see Figure 2).

unfortunately, this survey does not allow us to check if the percentage of Russian 

respondents who view ukraine unfavourably has equally risen in 2014, nor does the 

available survey data provide us with a regional breakdown within ukraine. it is 

certainly possible that there is some regional variation in the distribution of the 

respondents who see Russia unfavourably. yet, as we will see below, this also may not 

be the case, and region alone may not be the best predictor of a divergence in 

preferences. data that can be used as proxy for viewing a country unfavourably could 

be Pew’s question posed to Russians: ‘Which country do you see a the greatest threat 

to Russia?’ in each instance the question was posed (2009, 2010), Russians saw 

UkrМine Мs М signiiОМnt threМt only outnumНered Нy the United StМtes Мnd GeorgiМ 

(Pew Research center's global Attitudes Project Russia survey 2009 & 2010). While 

this data does not tell us much about the current trends in public opinion, if we take the 

rising rate of respondents who reported that georgia was the greatest threat following 

the 2008 GeorgiМ ОonliОt Мs М prediОtor, we mМy hypothesise thМt this rМte would Мlso 

rise for UkrМine during the ongoing ОonliОt in the DonНМs. In 2014, Pew did Мsk 

Russian respondents: ‘do you think the government of ukraine respects the personal 

freedoms of its people, or don’t you think so?’ And although this is a very different 

question, focusing on a different sentiment to a respondent’s view of a state, it is worth 

noting that an overwhelming 73% of Russian respondents reported that the ukrainian 

government ‘does not respect the personal freedom of its people’. this can be 

interpreted pointing to a high level of unfavourability of the ukrainian state among 

Russian respondents. thus, similarly, we can hypothesise that Russians have positive 

views of ‘ordinary’ ukrainians, but not of the ukrainian state.

views of Political leaders

the next question to explore, given the lack of access to comparable data on the state, 

is what, exactly, about Russia and ukraine do ‘ordinary’ ukrainians and Russians 

disapprove of? First, we can look at how the respondents in each country view the 

political leadership in the ‘other.’ According to Russia's state-funded polling agency 

VtsioM,  in the most recent poll of 1,600 Russians, ukrainian President Petro 

Poroshenko is viewed mostly negatively by Russians. According to the analysis of the 

agency, 43% of the respondents agree that Poroshenko is a puppet of the West, 37% 

Нelieve he is Оontrolled Нy oligМrОhs, Мnd 21% Нelieve he is highly inluenОed Нy 
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nationalists (VtsioM, 2014). Moreover, 55% of the survey’s respondents believe that 

Poroshenko cannot be recognised as a legitimate head of state. yet, while not so 

hostile, ukrainians are not overwhelmingly supportive of the crisis President either. 

Although Poroshenko won the PresidentiМl eleОtions in the irst round Мnd is М rМther 

popular politician, according to a poll conducted between 6-13 november 2014 by the 

Rating group (n= 2500), only 49% of ukrainians surveyed fully approve his track 

record since election. thus, looking at this data, although Russians seem to view 

Poroshenko as illegitimate or, worse, view him as controlled by foreign agents or 

nationalists, it is not so clear that ukrainians have a very high opinion of him, either. 

Alas, it should be noted that in all surveys conducted in ukraine by kyiv international 

institute of sociology (kiis) and the democratic initiatives Foundation (diF), 

Razumkov, and Rating group, Poroshenko is seen as a legitimate leader by the broad 

majority of ukrainian respondents, aside for in pockets of the donbas. thus, while 

‘ordinary’ Russians and ukrainians views of the ukrainian leader are undoubtedly 

‘framed’ by different public discourse of legitimacy and other propaganda, they do not 

diverge that dramatically on the whole.
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Figure 3: Russians’ Approval of Putin

  

on the other hand, Putin’s support among Russian respondents has grown 

exponentially this year, from 65% to 85% (a four year high, see Figure 3). Analysts 

working on the region have pointed out how positively the ukrainian crisis (and 

Russia’s involvement in it) has faired for Putin’s popularity at home (chandler, 2014; 

greene and Robertson, 2014; keating, 2014). yet, this popularity has not extended 

beyond Russia’s borders. crucially, ukrainians, who have historically viewed Putin 

as a strong and even impressive political leader, have changed their opinion of the 

politician dramatically. if we compare survey data collected by the Rating group, 

47% of the respondents had a ‘positive view’ of Putin in october 2013 and only 16% 

of ukrainian respondents reported the same positive view in August 2014. thus, we 

see that on the question of Russian leadership, ukrainians’ and Russians’ views 

pМrt signiiОМntly.
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Figure 4: Ukrainians’ View of Putin

 

Moreover, UkrМiniМn respondents’ ‘ОonidenОe in Putin to do the right thing regМrding 

world affairs’ points again to a serious shift from 2007, when 56% had ‘a lot or some 

ОonidenОe’ in the RussiМn politiОiМn, to 2014, when М whopping 57% hМd ‘no 

ОonidenОe Мt Мll’ (Pew ReseМrОh Center, 2014). Even if further survey Мnd 

ОomplimentМry quМlitМtive work is required to fully unpМОk this signiiОМnt shift, these 

survey results highlight the possibility that while ukrainians do not blame ‘ordinary’ 

Russians for the crisis, they do seem to blame the state and the political elite of 

RussiМ, Мnd Putin is the most signiiОМnt foОМl point.
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Figure 5: Russians’ and Ukrainians’ Views on the Crimean Referendum

 

Figure 6: Russians’ Views on Russian Presence in Donbas
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Figure 7: Views on Russia’s Right to Defend Russian Speakers Abroad

 

views on current Relations between ukraine and Russia

thus, as we can see, the further we investigate, the more we can observe a growing 

distance between the way ‘ordinary’ ukrainians and ‘ordinary’ Russians view each 

other’s state, politicians, and politics. the next question requiring our exploration is 

how differently do UkrМiniМns Мnd RussiМns view the ОonliОt itself. AООording to the 
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conducted by the levada centre, Russian respondents were asked repeatedly over the 

course of the last year: ‘What do you think about the fact that Russian volunteers are 

ighting in UkrМine with militiМ?’ The numНer of RussiМn respondents who view the role 

of Russian volunteers ‘very positively’ has decreased from 24% in May to 12% in 

november (see Figure 6). however, according to the levada study, 50% of Russian 

respondents report thМt RussiМ is justiied in defending the interests of RussiМn-

speaking ukrainian citizens residing within the borders of ukraine (see Figure 7), and a 

signiiОМntly lМrge portion (65%) do not Нelieve thМt RussiМ is МОtively supporting the 

guerrillas in the donbas (see Figure 8). thus, while Russians feel Russia would be 
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justiied in supporting the guerrillМs in the DonНМs, the mМjority of respondents in 

Russia do not believe that their country has done so yet.

Figure 8: Views on Russia’s Current Involvement in Ukrainian Crisis

the levada center worked actively with two ukrainian sociological institutes, the kyiv 

international institute of sociology (kiis) and the democratic initiatives Foundation 
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respondents agreed (see Figure 8). thus, there is a substantial difference in the 

manner in which ukrainians and Russians view the issue of Russia’s involvement in the 

donbas. therefore, we can increasing identify a growing divide among how ‘ordinary’ 

UkrМiniМns Мnd RussiМns view the ‘other,’ speОiiОМlly in terms of the on-going ОonliОt.
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(unrepresentative) sample of those residing in crimea and a targeted sample of some 

idPs currently residing in other parts of ukraine, highlights some interesting trends 

among the survey respondents (Mikhanchuk and Volosevych, 2014). the study found 

that the majority of ukrainians tend to blame Russia for the military operations in 

CrimeМ Мnd the DonНМs. A signiiОМntly lМrge 65% of UkrМiniМn respondents Нelieve 

that Russia ‘provided both funds and weapons to local criminals’, and 62% believe that 

‘the ОonliОt wМs orgМnised Нy the RussiМn speОiМl serviОes’. The study found thМt IDPs 

Мgreed for the most pМrt thМt RussiМ wМs involved with the inМnОing Мnd orgМnising of 

the ОonliОt in the DonНМs. Yet, Мmong the residents of CrimeМ surveyed, there is М 

general disagreement. the majority reported that they believe that Russia is not 

responsiНle for the ОonliОt. InsteМd, 62% Нelieve thМt the loОМl Оitizens in CrimeМ Мnd 

the DonНМs hМve Нeen forОed to ight МgМinst the spreМd of nМtionМlism. This Нeing 

said, the study notes that even the residents of crimea acknowledged the differential 

role of Russian tV propaganda. While there is no reliable data from the donbas region, 

it is possible that this divergence will also be found among the residents of luhansk 

and donetsk oblasts.

What is most concerning in the way ‘ordinary’ ukrainians and Russians view the ‘other’ 

is how they understМnd the НoundМries of ОonliОt itself. While RussiМns Нelieve thМt the 

ОonliОt is Мn internМl UkrМiniМn proНlem ОМused Нy loОМlised ОonliОts Нetween RussiМn-

speМkers Мnd UkrМiniМn-speМkers, UkrМiniМns view the ОonliОt Мs one thМt direОtly 

involves (and is fuelled by) a foreign state – Russia. levada and kiis/diF asked their 

respondents whether they ‘agree with the view that there is a war between Russia and 

ukraine?’ the divergence in responses is overwhelming, and should be a reason for 

concern. 

The surveys ind thМt 70% of UkrМiniМn respondents Нelieve thМt their Оountry is Мt wМr 

with Russia, while only a quarter of Russian respondents agree (see Figure 9). it is 

possiНle thМt the two surveys’ divergent indings Мre ОМused Нy Мn event thМt took plМОe 

between August, when the Russian survey was conducted, and september, when the 

UkrМiniМn survey wМs ОonduОted. The only signiiОМnt event thМt Оomes to mind is the 

ОonirmМtion (Нy EU, OSCE, Мnd NATO) thМt up to 2,000 RussiМn troops entered into 

ukrainian territory, which occurred in the second half of August 2014. it is possible that 

this temporal discrepancy could have affected ukrainians views on the topic. Even so, 

this inding is still ОonОerning for two reМsons. First, looking Мt the divergent views on 

this question, Мs well Мs the other listed МНove, it is ОleМr thМt the ОonliОt is Нeing 

reported on and framed very differently in the two countries. second, and more 

importantly, there is a possibility that this differential view will not only shape broader 

attitudes of ukrainians to Russians, but can also create opportunities for radical groups 

to promote МОts of violenОe Мs justiied Нy the ‘de-fМОto wМr stМtus.’ Therefore, this 
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divergenОe Оould mМke the further esОМlМtion Мnd geogrМphiО ОontМgion of the ОonliОt 

more likely. While completely out of the scope of this brief article, it is necessary to 

further investigМte the distinОt wМy ‘ordinМry’ UkrМiniМns Мnd RussiМns view the ОonliОt 

and, thus, also the ‘other.’

Figure 9: Views on War Between Russia and Ukraine

 

views on how Relations between ukraine and Russia Should look like

While there is already a clear distinction in the manner in which ‘ordinary’ ukrainians 

and ‘ordinary’ Russians view each other, their states, their politicians, and their 

involvement in the ongoing ОonliОt in the DonНМs Мnd CrimeМ, in order to Нetter 

understand how these two populations view each other, it is useful also to inquire how 

they feel the relations between their two countries and their two peoples ‘should be.’ A 

recent survey conducted by kiis along with diF on 8-18 February 2014 (n=2032, 

representative random sample, all ukraine including crimea) asked respondents: 

‘What would you like to see the relationship between ukraine and Russia look like?’ 

The survey inds thМt 68% of Мll UkrМiniМns would like to see the two Оountries Мs 

‘independent but friendly states with open borders’. And whilst we would assume that 
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respondents who have a negative attitude towards the Euromaidan protests would be 

muОh more likely to support Нorder uniiОМtion, only 21% out of suОh ‘types’ of 

respondents want to unite with Russia into a single state. When we look at the same 

question divided between the different macro regions of ukraine, we see that most 

ukrainians, regardless of region, agree. Even if in the centre, West, and south there 

was a slightly larger per cent of support for closed borders and visa regimes, and in the 

south and East there was slightly more support for the two countries uniting into one 

state (see Figure 10). What we can take away from this survey is that the 

overwhelming majority of ukrainians want ‘peaceful and friendly relations’ with their 

neighbours to the East.

the levada centre also conducted a similar survey on 21-25 February 2014 (n=1603), 

and its data can be used for comparison. in Russia also, 63% of respondents want 

both countries ‘to be independent, but friendly, with open borders, without visas and 

customs’. it is notable that since november 2013, the numbers of respondents who 

agree with this preference has increased by 4% in Russia and decreased in ukraine by 

5%. On the other hМnd, the uniiОМtion of the two Оountries into one stМte is supported 

by 12% of ukrainians and 32% of Russians. the survey’s analysts also point out that 

those over the Мge of 40 Мre more likely to support the uniiОМtion of the two Оountries 

(kiis, 2014; levada-center, 2014). but again, we see that the broad majority of both 

countries’ populations want to have ‘friendly and open relations’ between the two 

states. And although this number has diminished ever so slightly in ukraine, we see 

that most ukrainians and Russians want to maintain good ties with their neighbours.
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Figure 10: Ukrainians’ External Policy Preferences 
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Figure 11: Ukrainians’ Foreign Policy Preferences

 

The most signiiОМnt shift is how UkrМiniМns view their foreign poliОy priorities. As 

reported by Razumkov, since 2011, there has been a trend whereby an increasing 

proportion of ukrainians believe that the European union – as opposed to Russia – 

should be their foreign policy priority (see Figure 11). in 2014, 52% of those surveyed 

believed that the country should focus on relations with the Eu rather than Russia 

(16%) (RМzumkov SoОiologiОМl Poll, 2014). The 2014 Pew survey Оonirms this trend, 

but adds the level of complexity required in ukraine by also asking if both should be 

equal policy priorities. Even in this case, the majority of respondents (43%) reported 

that it is more important to have strong ties with the Eu, 27% reported that both are 

equally important, and even fewer reported that Russia should remain a priority focus 

(see Figure 12). thus, once again, we see that ukrainians have moved away from 

Russia and its leadership as a result of the crisis, even if wishing to maintain close ties 

with Russians.
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Figure 12: Ukrainians’ Foreign Policy Preferences II
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While these protesters represent, perhaps, a ‘minority view’ among Russians more 

generally, they do represent a group of Russians who not only see ukrainians very 

positively, but also have collaborated with ukrainian counterparts. ukrainian ngo 

practitioners and activists interviewed by the author have explained that they have 

communicated with Russian organisers of the protests quite frequently – even though 

stressing that they were in no way part of the organisation and mobilisation process 

abroad (author’s interview). they also have explained that Russian activists and ngos 

have actively sought ways in which they can work with ukrainian groups to provide 

НМsiО ОМre, food, Мnd mediОines to people living in the DonНМs ОonliОt zone Мnd help 

with resettling idPs (author’s interview). While these are far from representing the 

majorities in each country, and for the most part this is only anecdotal evidence, it does 

point to a positive opportunity for reconciliation between the two populations. 

SpeОiiОМlly, the ОooperМtion on humМnitМriМn grounds Мnd with the resettlement of 

idPs, as it does not require similar ideologies, policy preferences, or agreement on the 

ОМuses of the ОonliОt – it only requires the willingness of these neighНours to remМin 

friendly.

conclusions

thus, while ukrainians and Russians do not generally view the ‘other’ in a hostile 

manner and both believe that there should be friendly relations between their countries, 

they do have very different views on where relations between their two countries 

actually stand. Russians and ukrainians equally distrust the other’s political leadership 

and view the other’s country in an unfavourable light. Moreover, ukrainians and 

RussiМns strongly disМgree МНout RussiМ’s involvement in the ОonliОt in the DonНМs. 

namely, while most ukrainians believe their country is at war with Russia, most 

RussiМns view this situМtion differently Мs Мn internМl ОonliОt ОМused Нy loОМls needing 

to defend themselves against the spread of nationalism. these harsh differences 

should be further analysed and systematically traced, as it is clear that these two 

populations are receiving very different information, which is framed in a very different 

manner. the most worrying aspect of this divergence is that it can create the 

opportunity for radical groups to escalate violence and further divide the two 

populations.

but lastly, there is a glimmer of hope. there have been a few instances of convergence 

in public opinion, but also in cooperation between activists, journalists, and ngo 

practitioners who wish to put political difference aside and cooperatively deal with the 

humanitarian crisis that has unfolded in the donbas. these instances of cooperation 

may be few, but it would equally be worthy for political scientists to explore under what 
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conditions (and which types of) ‘ordinary’ Russians and ukrainians come together and 

cooperate.
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introduction

ukrainian nationalism traces its origins back to the middle of the 19th century. it was 

developed after national movements had already appeared in the countries of Eastern 

Europe, Мnd it owes muОh to their inluenОe. Until the Нeginning of the 20th Оentury, the 

history of ukrainian national movement is mostly the history of the struggle of three 

projects of (ukrainian) national identity, each of them in its own way determining the 

outlines and the principles of the relations between ukraine and Russia.

HistoriОМlly, the irst projeОt wМs one of PМn-SlМviО identity. Within its sОope, UkrМine 

and Russia were parts of the common slavic world, i.e. special cultural, religious, and 

national commonality of the people of Eastern Europe, which was also considered, in 

the long term, as a potential political community. shortly afterwards, the project of 

special ukrainian ethno-cultural identity developed, different and opposed to Russian 

identity, with ukraine and Russia seen as different national communities. Finally, in 

many ways as a reaction to the development of ukrainian ethnic nationalism and under 

the impact of the development of Russian nationalism, a third project was formed – the 

project of the ‘little Russian’ identity. Within its scope, ukraine, on a par with 

belorussia, was considered to be a part of the All-Russian national project based on 

the idea of common political history of Russia (great Russia), ukraine (little Russia), 

including galicia (Red Russia), and belorussia (White Russia), all of them originating 

from the Middle Ages kievan Rus' and sharing common religion (orthodox christian) 

and language (old church slavonic).

due to several reasons, mostly of political nature, the Pan-slavism project was never 

able to consolidate, and by the beginning of the 20th century, the two other major 

identity strategies were gradually formed. First, the little Russian one, which had been 

long promoted by the government of the Russian Empire. it enjoyed the support of 

some part of the intelligentsia of both central and western ukraine – the latter even 

formed religious and ideological movement of ‘Russophiles’ (‘Moskophiles’), which lost 

its inluenОe Мfter World WМr I. Thus, in the long run, the propМgМtion of the Little 

Russian identity proved to be ineffective – some investigators, like Russian historian 

Aleksey Miller, relate it to the weakness of the compulsory assimilation mechanisms 

that the Russian Empire had at its disposal in the 19th century.

the second identity project can be referred to as the ‘ukrainian proper’. Eventually it 

was ethno-cultural identity that became prevalent in the ukrainian national project, and 

national politics conducted in the ussR played quite a role in its formation. 

interestingly, for a long time (up to the 20th century), ideologists of the national 
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movement hesitated to set out the project of an independent ukrainian state. the 

neОessity of UkrМine’s independenОe wМs, for the irst time, theoretiОМlly suНstМntiМted 

not on nationalist but on Marxist (or even national-Marxist) grounds by social-democrat 

yulian bachinski in his book Ukraina Irredenta, published in 1895.

Soviet National Politics

contemporary ukrainian nationalism is a heterogeneous phenomenon. As in the case 

of other national movements, it has both radical-extremist and liberal currents present 

in it. All of them were formed over a long period, including during the ussR times. on 

the surface, it might seem as if ukrainian nationalism was developed during the 

seventy-year soviet period only as an underground movement. it is worth recalling that, 

for many years after the end of World War ii in western regions of the soviet union, 

ukraine nationalists still waged guerrilla warfare against the soviets. this constitutes a 

mythology that has played a large part in the formation of contemporary national 

identity. however, it was by no means the basis for the process of the formation of 

ukrainian national self-consciousness during the soviet period; rather, it was soviet 

national politics that played the crucial part.

As Rogers brubaker has aptly noted, ‘although antinationalist, and of course brutally 

repressive in all kinds of ways, the soviet regime was anything but antinational’ 

(BruНМker, 2004, p. 53). It used to hМrshly Оrush Мll forms of unofiОiМl ОlМss Мnd ethno-

political mobilisation of the population, as well as nationalism as political ideology 

(within the framework of the struggle with ‘bourgeois nationalism’), but, at the same 

time, it still promoted practices of shaping the ethno-national identity of its citizens. 

such a situation is explainable, as by the beginning of the 20th century, many national 

movements within the Russian Empire had developed, and the formation of the ussR 

republics just by national criteria was the response by the soviet powers to the 

aspirations of those movements. in many cases, the ussR government had actively 

promoted the development of the national identity of its citizens, in particular when it 

was underdeveloped. the best example is the politics of compulsory ukrainisation 

carried out in ukraine in the 1920s.

A large part in the process of the development of national self-consciousness was 

played by population censuses. As Juliette cadiot demonstrates in her book Laboratory 

of Empire: Russia/USSR, 1860-1940 (cadiot, 2007), the ussR government used the 

institutionalisation of ethnicity (nationality) as a tool for registering and monitoring the 

populМtion, Мnd for the spМtiМl ОonigurМtion of the power; Мnd Мfter muОh deНМte 

between soviet ethnographers, it was ‘native language’ that was chosen as the major 
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Оriterion for determining МfiliМtion to М nМtion. The Мttention foОused on lМnguМge is in 

no way accidental. in contrast with Western Europe, where the formation of nations 

was either concurrent to the establishment of states or was related to their 

modernisation, the nations of central and Eastern Europe were formed, as a rule, 

within empires (Austro-HungМriМn or RussiМn), Мnd thus Мt irst they were deined 

mostly by cultural aspects: language, religion, and common history (Puhle, 2008, pp. 

162-183). by the time of the formation of the ussR, national languages and national 

cultures were already parts of everyday practices and background knowledge, owing to 

which language was able to appear for the respondents of censuses as one of the 

most coherent criteria of their national self-identity.

We have to note that national politics in the ussR were fundamentally ambivalent. 

Practices of ethno-cultural identity were combined with the ideology of the formation of 

М speОiМl identity – the new ‘Soviet person’. But in spite of Мll ofiОiМl deОlМrМtions 

regarding the new communality of ‘the soviet people’ having been formed in the ussR, 

the soviet government was engaged in the systemic development of national cultures 

and national intelligentsia in the republics (together with promoting Russian national-

cultural tradition as the principal representative of the soviet culture).

Particularly, at the end of the 1950s, the training of national personnel for jobs in the 

system of state administration and economics was launched in soviet republics: 

‘through a system of perks and “national recruitment” to colleges, local ethno-elite has 

been nurtured, its representatives earmarking in time managerial positions and 

prestigious social niches’ (nojenko, 2007, pp. 246). thus, in many ways due to soviet 

national politics, the political and geographical space we now call ‘post-soviet’ 

experienced the formation and consolidation of the practice of dividing the people into 

social groups based on their ethno-national background. that also explains why, by the 

end of the 1980s, sociological studies in the ussR discovered tendencies to replace 

old soОio-ОulturМl identities (professionМl МfiliМtion, soОiМl stМtuses, etО.) with ethniО 

identity. After the collapse of the soviet union, not only in the former soviet republics, 

but in the countries of central and Eastern Europe as well – for example, in Romania 

or in the republics of former yugoslavia – the ideology of nationalism fashioned as 

ethniОity exerted signiiОМnt (Мnd in mМny ОМses ОruОiМl) inluenОe on politiОМl prМОtiОes.

After the dissolution of the soviet union, identity problems turned out to be more 

important than the problem of establishing democratic institutions. it is clearly evident 

from the discourse prevalent amongst the ukrainian national intelligentsia since the 

proclamation of independence, which has been focused on debates about self-

determination between the West and the East, national memory and history, religion, 

and culture – but not human rights. describing the situation in central and Eastern 
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Europe after the fall of the soviet union, timothy garton Ash points out that in the 

1990s it became almost a rule: the more ethnically diverse a post-communist country, 

the higher the probability it would go the nationalist-authoritarian, and not liberal-

democratic, way (hnatiuk, 2005, p. 277). the british author explains it by ethno-

national homogeneity used to facilitate the carrying out of democratic transformations. 

However, the experienОe of mМny Оountries (HungМry, for exМmple) testiies thМt ethno-

cultural homogeneity is not a guarantee of democratic development. Rather, the degree 

of cultural homogeneity determines the degree of authoritarianism that will accompany 

the consolidation of nationalism – the more heterogeneous the society in its cultural 

aspect, the more force needs to be applied to realise a ‘national project’ – and, 

correspondingly, the more authoritarian the nationalism would be. thus, Ash is 

obviously wrong on that, but what he grasps is precisely that many post-soviet 

societies are oriented towards the realisation of nationalistic, and not necessarily 

democratic, projects.

ukraine has been no exception. state politics since the proclamation of ukraine’s 

independence were, with a different degree of intensity, always aimed at the 

consolidation of the homogeneity in culture and language of the dominance of 

ukrainian cultural traditions and, at the same time, at accentuating ethno-cultural 

differences between ukraine and Russia. Russia served as ‘the other’ here, and 

contemporary ukrainian national identity has been mostly constituted in opposition to it.

the Narratives of the ukrainian Nationalistic Discourse

there are three major narratives that could be singled out of the contemporary 

ukrainian nationalistic discourse (on the narrativism of nationalism, see, for example, 

bhabha, 1990, pp. 1-7). of course, it is often not possible to logically trace boundaries 

between them, especially as, over the years, proponents of one narrative could be 

seen to gradually drift toward another narrative (as a rule, such a transition takes place 

along the lines of radicalisation). nevertheless, the proponents of national discourse 

themselves are aware of the differences between them. it is no accident that the 

version of the UkrМiniМn nМtionМl projeОt ofiОiМlly Мsserted just Мfter the proОlМmМtion of 

independenОe – the irst nМrrМtive legМlised in the Soviet times – wМs very quiОkly 

apprehended by many intellectuals, especially of the younger generation, as 

inadequate.

We have already mentioned that the ukrainian national project was developed and 

maintained by the institutions of the soviet state within the scope of the politics of 

establishing ethnic elites in the republics of the soviet union. however, it would be 
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false to claim that contemporary ukrainian nationalism is the exclusive result of the 

soviet national politics. it was those elites that came to power in the beginning of the 

1990s that also played a role in the process of identity formation. the elite consisted 

not only of technocrat-managers and representatives of the communist Party 

nomenklatura, who soon after the proclamation of independence took all leading 

positions, Нut Мlso Нy sОientists, journМlists, Мnd Мrtists who deined the prМОtiОes of 

symbolic self-representation and the rituals of the ukrainian state, as well as its 

ideological policies. the latter, in particular, proceeded from romantic views on the 

history of the struggle for independence and on the necessity to spread ukrainian 

lМnguМge Мnd Оulture Мs М meМns of sМving UkrМine. Thus, the ОentrМl ideМ of the irst 

narrative has been the revival of ukraine and social role of ukrainian language that 

НeОМme possiНle Мfter the ОollМpse of the USSR. The irst nМrrМtive wМs supported Нy 

the soviet and post-soviet state power system and has focused on national traditions, 

culture, and language. Within the framework of this narrative, Russia has been the 

‘other’, but probably not the enemy.

However, this ‘ofiОiМl stМte ideology’ wМs, for vМrious reМsons, unМООeptМНle for mМny 

proponents of the national idea. the essence of the complaints has been most 

accurately expressed by ukrainian historian Mykola Riabchuk, who drew a parallel 

between the ideology of ‘little Russia’ and the ideology of ‘kuchmism’ (i.e. the state 

ideology of President leonid kuchma). the main accusation against the government 

from its right-wing ideological opponents was that it was unable to determine and to 

make the choice between the East and the West. this explains the critical attitude 

towards President kuchma’s policy of ‘plural vectors’ in the international arena. 

Meanwhile, for a number of 1990s intellectuals, that choice was obvious. they had 

their conception of ‘ukrainian national project’ shaped by the templates of the notions 

widespread in many countries of central and Eastern Europe, according to which 

Russia presents a threat to national and cultural identity of small European nations – 

one of the most erudite expressions of such notions being Milan kundera’s essay ‘the 

tragedy of central Europe’. ‘European choice’ for this group has been a civilisational 

one, Мnd the only wМy to sМve UkrМiniМn Оulture from the destruОtive inluenОe of 

totalitarianism – a road back to the Western European humanitarian culture that 

ukrainian culture used to belong to.

In mМny respeОts, under the inluenОe of EМstern EuropeМn intelleОtuМls, the seОond 

nМrrМtive hМs Оome to predominМte, with questions of ОivilisМtionМl ОhoiОe Мnd sМОriiОe 

stressed. If in the irst ОМse UkrМine used to МppeМr Мs М НreМkМwМy pМrt of RussiМ, 

then in the second it was an Eastern European country enslaved by Russia. its people, 

culture, religion, and language were perceived primarily as victims of a totalitarian 

regime. that narrative obtained its political expression in the cult of victims of the 
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МrtiiОiМl mМss stМrvМtion of the 1930s (Holodomor), universМlly propМgМted Мt 

government level under President Viktor yushchenko. thus, the second narrative has 

Нeen guided Нy the ideМ of opposition to RussiМ Мnd identiiОМtion with Europe. 

Moreover, this narrative is connected with the experience of collective tragedy that 

constitutes the basis for national integration and identity.

Finally, during the 2000s, a third narrative started to emerge, one related to the revival 

of the rМdiОМl versions of UkrМiniМn nМtionМl movement thМt irst МppeМred on the 

historical scene in the course of World War ii and a national discourse focused on 

ighting МgМinst the enemy. It is this third nМrrМtive thМt, todМy, with the Мrmed 

confrontation taking place in ukraine, gradually became the most common type of 

ukrainian nationalism. At the end of the 1990s, representatives of the new wave of 

nationally-oriented ukrainian intelligentsia were becoming more popular. these were 

primМrily ОulturМl igures, notМНly writers, who, Мmong other things, НegМn to 

experiment with literary styles and topics, including the question of sexual minorities, 

and were accused of post-modernism, an ideology that, in the judgement of radical 

nationalists, represents a threat to ukrainian culture (hnatiuk, 2005, p. 219). the 

radicals, in fact, equated post-modernism with democracy, and opposed both of them.

The issue of ighting МgМinst the enemy wМs relМted to the generМl disillusionment of 

the large part of nationally-oriented ukrainian citizens within the elite, both political and 

ОulturМl. This nМrrМtive releОts the soОiМl proНlems Мnd soОiМl struggles in terms of 

nationalist ideology, hence the cult of national heroes and the idea of ethnocracy. it 

emphМsises the ight for the politiОМl Мnd soОiМl rights of ethniО UkrМiniМns МgМinst the 

Оorrupted government Мnd the oligМrОhs, Мnd, Мt the sМme time, the ight for extending 

the living space of ethnic ukrainians who are ‘constrained’ in their own country. that 

narrative has recently been subject to certain transformations: the topic of ethnicity has 

reОeded into the НМОkground, with the topiО of ighting the enemy НeОoming 

predominant, and because of that it is now not only ethnic ukrainians who are drawn 

into that nationalist discourse. the third narrative is a radical expression of the national 

struggle for recognition and sovereignty against external and internal enemies.

While МnМlysing the struОture of nМtionМlist thinking, PМtriОk Colm HogМn identiies its 

three nМrrМtive forms: heroism, sМОriiОe, Мnd romМntiОism (HogМn, 2009, pp. 167-213). 

Those nМrrМtive forms Мre evident in UkrМiniМn nМtionМlism Мs well: the irst nМrrМtive 

we mentioned is clearly related to the prevalence of romanticism, the second is that of 

sМОriiОe, Мnd the third is thМt of heroism. It is indiОМtive thМt HogМn relМtes the 

prevМlenОe of heroism to wМr Мnd ОonliОt.
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Russian Language and the Conlict of Identities

the prevalence of nationalist discourse in ukraine maintained by successive 

governments gave rise to a number of problems related to the formation of national 

identity. Although ofiОiМlly the UkrМiniМn nМtion is often desОriНed Мs М Оivil nМtion, 

nevertheless, school programmes, the system of state holidays and social rituals, and 

the symbolic self-representation of the ukrainian state have invariably included an 

ethnic component. in most cases, that component is found to be dominant, determining 

everyday political practices as well. that is why it is no accident that ukrainian national 

identity is mostly described as the identity being established on ethno-cultural ground. 

neither is it accidental that ukrainian citizens whose mother tongue is not ukrainian 

(irst of Мll, RussiМn-speМking people) fМОe proНlems of self-identiiОМtion Мnd ОonliОts 

of identities.

today in ukraine, the question of ukrainian/Russian language is not only and not so 

much a question related to the sphere of culture or the sphere of rights, but a question 

of politics, a question of the limits of the political community. it is language that has 

been historically established to serve as the principle marker of ukrainian national 

identity. the language in the case of ukraine is one of those obvious and self-

explanatory agents that allow, within the scope of identity politics, to draw the line 

Нetween ‘us’ Мnd ‘them’ – in our ОМse, this irst meМns distinguishing Нetween ‘the 

ukrainians’ and ‘the Russians’. At the same time, a proportion of the ethnic ukrainian 

population considers Russian to be their native language, and a number of Russian-

speaking ethnic ukrainians still count ukrainian as their mother tongue. this curious 

phenomenon deserves some special attention.

the group of Russian-speaking people is heterogeneous, and there are two sub-

groups that could be singled out among them (for more details, see Pogrebinskiy, 

2010). The irst one is the most numerous. It Оonsists of those who treМt the 

ukrainisation policies of the government extremely negatively and who prefer Russian 

while wМtОhing TV Мnd ilms, reМding pМpers, Мnd Оhoosing the lМnguМge of instruОtion 

in their children’s schools. in other words, it is a group with clear cultural and linguistic 

identity, the latter having nothing to do with ethnic origins.

the second group is not as numerous; by a rough estimate, it constitutes up to 10% of 

all Russian-speaking citizens. these are people who are more loyal to the linguistic 

politics of the government and who are not against their children being enrolled in 

schools with ukrainian as the language of instruction. that is to say, for a part of the 

Russian-speaking population of the country, it is not a problem to give up Russian – or, 
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at least, to allow their children not to be primarily Russian-speaking like themselves. 

From this perspective, their preference to speak Russian does not coincide with their 

(ideological) image of a citizen of the ukrainian state. in other words, they believe that 

national identity must be based on an ethnic foundation, and ethnicity is in turn 

considered by them to be related to language. Representatives of such a sub-group of 

Russian-speaking ukrainian citizens highly value ethnic identity in their structure of 

identities, Мnd they Мre МwМre of their own deiОienОy Мnd inМdequМОy, ОompМred to 

their representМtion of ethniО UkrМiniМns. They experienОe М ОonliОt Нetween linguistiО 

and ethnic identities.

conclusion

TodМy’s Оrisis hМs signiiОМntly exМОerНМted Мll these internМl ОontrМdiОtions, inОluding 

those related to the problem of the formation of national ukrainian identity. A common 

political project for ukraine could be the establishment of a united civil political nation. 

but the elaboration and realisation of such a project is hindered by the resistance of the 

elites (both political and intellectual) who are not ready and, by and large, not capable 

of proposing and carrying out that project.
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imagine for a moment that tanks roll into your state. Armed and masked men without 

military insignia occupy your city streets. the airport is closed. then, after a hasty vote, 

a new leader, someone you understood was part of the criminal underworld, is 

promoted to the top executive position. suddenly, you must turn your clocks back two 

full hours to correspond with the new capital, some 1,400 kilometres away. your AtM 

card stops working, and then your bank closes. Familiar foods, foods you have been 

eating your entire life, are banned and disappear from grocery store shelves to be 

replaced with foreign ones. your medication becomes six times more expensive than 

Нefore. Then your Оell phone stops working, Мnd you must ind М new ОМrrier to regМin 

service. the television station you relied on for nightly news closes. you are told you 

have three months to turn in your passport for a new one, or you may not be able to 

renew your driver’s license or return to your home after travel. this chaotic and liminal 

situation is not, of course, hypothetical. it is what happened to residents of crimea 

following annexation by the Russian Federation.

The speОiiО detМils Мre now ОleМr: Нeginning in FeНruМry 2014, Оonvoys of RussiМn 

tanks and military personnel carriers rolled into the southern ukrainian peninsula of 

crimea. the men who jumped out toted the most modern of Russian weapons, took 

over the international airport in the capital city of simferopol and, after a stand-off, 

gained control of the port at sevastopol, where the black sea Fleet is stationed. they 

helped take over the supreme council of crimea. sergei Aksyonov, widely referred to 

as ‘the goblin’ from the ‘salem’ criminal gang, was installed as Prime Minister at this 

time. the supreme council then held a much-disputed referendum. on 17 March, after 

the ofiОiМl МnnounОement of the referendum results, the Supreme CounОil of CrimeМ 

adopted a resolution ‘on the independence of crimea.’ information later leaked from 

Russian intelligence services suggested that only about a third of the population, in 

ОontrМst to 85% Мs ofiОiМlly reported, hМd voted, Нut the proОess wМs in motion for the 

Autonomous Republic of crimea (ARc) to become a part of the Russian Federation. A 

treaty of Accession of the Republic of crimea was signed on 18 March, 2014. now, 

international maps are being re-labelled, new road signs are being mounted, and new 

pМssports Мre Нeing distriНuted. In short, there hМs Нeen М rМdiОМl reОonigurМtion of 

quotidian life in crimea.

Who is Affected by the Recent change in Power?

As of the last census (2001), the ukrainian peninsula of crimea was home to some 

2,376,000 people. At that time, the peninsula was 58 percent Russian, 24 percent 

ukrainian, and 12 percent crimean tatar. this is a unique mix: while Russians are a 

minority in ukraine as a whole, they actually constitute a majority in the ARc. And while 

ethnic ukrainians constituted a majority in ukraine, they were a minority in the ARc. 
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the crimean tatars consider themselves (together with the nearly vanished karaims 

and krimchaks), the indigenous people. With these demographics, all three primary 

ethnic groups considered themselves to be disadvantaged. Measures were taken to 

institutionalise respect for the rights of each group: Russian, ukrainian, and crimean 

TМtМr were ofiОiМl stМte lМnguМges when CrimeМ wМs pМrt of UkrМine. It should Мlso Нe 

noted the three primary ethnic groups share the peninsula with many other ethnic 

groups, including formerly deported Armenians, bulgarians, germans, and greeks.

the land they share is sometimes referred to as ‘the green isle’ because it is joined to 

the mainland by only a narrow isthmus to the north, the isthmus of Perekop, and the 

fragile strait of kerch to the east. deeper in history, this island ecosystem has been 

home to greek city states and Mongol hordes. called the ‘Pearl in the czar’s crown’ 

by Russians, the peninsula has been coveted for centuries because of its warm water 

port, fertile agricultural soils, and strategic location. not surprisingly, the southern coast 

in particular was sought after since antiquity: Roman, byzantine, ottoman, Russian, 

british, French, nazi german, and soviet Empires have all set strategic sights on 

controlling this region.

While the annexation has been treated as a sudden turn of geopolitical events, it is 

more clearly understood as a predictable event that might have been foreseen if 

crimea had been a focus of attention by international relations scholars. based on my 

research for over two decades, the presence of a Russian separatist movement, as 

well as pro-Russian sentiments, have been a concern on and off for decades. this 

Мuthor’s ield notes from 1995 Мnd 1996 ОontМin stМtements to the effeОt thМt CrimeМ 

will sooner or later be part of Russia. the spring 2014 annexation by the Russian 

Federation is therefore more accurately viewed as the most recent chapter in a much 

longer story.

A contested Past

the current transition in power is fraught with tension in part because it takes place on 

the foundation of a highly contested past. the main ethnic groups – and here the focus 

is on Russians and crimean tatars – have orthogonal views of history, and 

consequently incommensurable ways of justifying their action on the peninsula they 

share. Few people realise the crimean tatars once had a thriving khanate or kingdom, 

called the crimean khanate, that extended far beyond the geographic boundaries of 

present day crimea. Russians tend to deploy an idiom that legitimatises their presence 

by arguing the khanate was merely a vassal of the ottoman Empire, and crimea 

voluntarily acceded to become part of Russia, a status that lasted from Empress 
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catherine ii in 1783 until the territory was ceded to ukraine by khrushchev in 1954. 

crimean tatars counter that the khanate was an independent state that was not only 

tolerant of diversity, but one of the strongest powers in Eastern Europe for some three 

centuries prior to the forced annexation.

there is a similar difference of perspectives on the period when nazi forces occupied 

crimean territory during the great Patriotic War. Russians allege the crimean tatars 

committed treason, forming battalions to assist the germans. While the battalions were 

real, crimean tatars counter by pointing to what the charges elide: all ethnic groups 

collaborated, and crimean tatars also fought valiantly as soviet soldiers. Mustafa 

djemilev, the former chairman of the crimean tatar political body, the Mejlis, pointed 

out that, at the time, crimean tatars were caught between two hegemons, neither of 

which respected their rightful place on the peninsula (personal communication). 

djemilev is a member of the ukrainian Parliament and a renowned defender of 

crimean tatars’ minority rights.

diametrically opposing views of the past also extend to the crimean tatar’s 1944 

deportation. Russians claim treason calls for capital punishment, and so the 

deportation that led to the death of an estimated 40% of the population was a ‘humane’ 

act that took them to warmer climates, eclipsing the fact they were interned in labour 

camps. crimean tatars see the deportation as genocide and point out that it was the 

women, children, and elderly that were carried away in cattle cars (not soldiers or 

combatants), while their husbands, fathers, and sons fought at the front. the people 

who were deported had not committed any crimes. today, these deeply traumatic 

events, for whiОh М uniied nМtionМl nМrrМtive is notМНly still lМОking, ОompliОМte the 

transition in power because neither group sees the other very objectively. Russians 

continue to judge crimean tatars on the basis of the nazi occupation.

it was only after the disintegration of the soviet union that the crimean tatars were 

МНle to repМtriМte on Мny signiiОМnt sОМle. There hМd Нeen stМte-Мpproved progrМmmes 

to resettle the crimean tatars announced in 1989. With the collapse of the soviet 

union, however, it was basically left to the crimean tatars to self-repatriate. over 

200,000 returned, in spite of challenging economic and political conditions. local 

Мuthorities were unprepМred to hМndle this inlux. RespeОting Мnd not wishing to 

displace the ordinary Russians and ukrainians who had been given their property, 

crimean tatars developed a strategy of occupying former state property. Most of the 

settlements they formed (irst ОМlled zМkhvМt or ОМptures, Мnd lМter renМmed polyМn 

protestМ or ields of protest) remМin without НМsiО Мmenities like pМved roМds, plumНing, 

water, and gas. 
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crimea as Part of Newly independent ukraine

the government of ukraine made valiant attempts to reintegrate the crimean tatars 

and foster a tolerant society in crimea. however, deep structural problems prevented 

success. For example, a law on the restoration of the formerly deported peoples’ rights 

was drafted, but never passed the ukrainian Verkhovna Rada. crimean tatars faced 

continuing obstacles to acquiring land, housing, and property throughout the 1990s. 

the government of ukraine also refused to recognise the Mejlis as a legitimate organ 

of self-governance. While many crimeans were in principle willing to integrate the 

formerly deported, crimean tatars remained underrepresented in organs of 

government, law enforcement, and many professions. these factors, combined with 

poverty, unemployment, and poor access to health and social services led many 

crimean tatars to feel like an underclass. the slavic population contests this by 

pointing to tatar entrepreneurialism and denies discrimination.

While little was accomplished to right the political wrongs, the cultural landscape 

blossomed. the truth about the deportation that had been silenced under soviet rule 

re-emerged as the crimean tatars recovered mosques taken by the soviets, opened a 

library of their own, and printed books and newspapers that would have been censored 

by soviet authorities. they introduced crimean tatar as a language of instruction in the 

schools, and honoured their political and cultural heroes with monuments across the 

landscape. they began tending to graves of their ancestors, many of which had been 

desecrated by local slavs. crimean tatars re-mapped the landscape with ancient 

toponyms erased by the soviet regime. the central ukrainian government was, for the 

most part, a partner in this process: for example, the 1944 deportation was written into 

ukrainian history books, crimean tatars were elected to the Verkhovna Rada, and 

under President kuchma there was a Presidential council that created a direct channel 

of communication between crimean tatar political body, the Mejlis, and the central 

government in kiev.

Russian Annexation of crimea

Russia’s annexation of crimea in February and March 2014 has been referred to as 

one of Europe’s greatest crises since the cold War (Mankoff, 2014). the egregious 

disregard for ukrainian sovereignty, followed by the failure of the budapest 

Memorandum to protect a denuclearised ukraine, has left many crimeans feeling they 

have been abandoned by the international community and are now alone with their 

problems. While ukraine failed to pass a law on rehabilitation when crimea was part of 
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its territory, Putin was quick to issue a decree to rehabilitate the group in April 2014. 

Whether it МОtuМlly Нeneits the indigenous people is still М question.

What has annexation meant for the crimean people? Articles in the Russian language 

press applaud changes like higher pensions, lower public transportation fares, and the 

very public ‘battle’ with corruption. Russians who long admired Russia’s greater 

prosperity are now increasingly optimistic about their future. business people are 

challenged by the new legal context, but overall, the area is being primed for growth: in 

october, Medvedev approved a free economic zone for crimea to attract investors. the 

Russian government projects spending 15.6 billion dollars on development by 2020.

As in the past, however, barriers that are both structural and psychological remain. 

President Vladimir Putin assured crimean tatars and the international community that 

Russia will take measures to protect crimean tatars and make them feel they are ‘full-

ledged mМsters in their own lМnd.’ WhМt hМs trМnspired sinОe, however, Оould not Нe 

further from that description: forced disappearances, searches, and shrinking freedom 

of the press Мnd speeОh hМve illed people of Мll ethniО НМОkgrounds with feМr Мnd 

anxiety. An especially troubling development from a human rights perspective is that 

throughout summer and fall of 2014, searches of homes and schools became routine. 

nightly news broadcasts showed personal belongings strewn from homes into 

courtyards and school libraries being searched by armed men. Families were often 

ОommМnded to lМy fМОe down on the loor while possessions were rМnsМОked Мnd 

electronics taken. those in possession of newspapers published by organisations 

banned after the annexation could be labelled ‘extremist’ and subject to further legal 

proceedings, regardless of their personal beliefs. the Federal list of Extremist 

Materials is growing, and there is a new centre for counteracting extremism attached to 

the Ministry of internal Affairs.

What these experiences and more described below have in common is that they are 

Нeing justiied Нy loОМl CrimeМn Мuthorities with referenОe to lМw. Thus, rising feМr Мnd 

anxiety emerge not from lawlessness, but the ways in which the current authorities are 

using the laws of the Russian Federation, in a kind of ‘lawfare,’ to silence or eliminate 

potential dissent. lawfare is used here in the anthropological sense (comaroffs, 2006), 

as a means to accomplish the subordination or control of subaltern or less powerful 

groups. While authorities claim searches are in the interest of residents who have 

come under the laws of the Russian Federation in January 2015, it is clear to many that 

these laws are not applied equally to all.
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A good example of this unevenness pertains to freedom of religion. Men in black 

НМlМОlМvМs Мnd ОМmoulМge geМr hМve systemМtiОМlly seМrОhed mosques for literМture 

that is banned under the laws of the Russian Federation. they break the law only by 

arriving unannounced. the manner in which these activities are being carried out is 

extreme. For exМmple, 30 men in ОМmoulМge geМr Мnd Нulletproof vests entered М 

mosque in the yalta region without taking off their footwear, in blatant disrespect for 

Muslim ways (AtR, 2014). subsequently, Prime Minister Aksyonov promised to correct 

this by working with religious leaders in identifying the banned literature (AtR, 2014).

the ukrainian orthodox church faces uncertainty as well: its future depends on 

whether or not it is allowed to register in Russia. At this time, it is still unclear. the 

leader of the ukrainian church stated pressure from the authorities prompted him to 

Оlose neМrly one third of his ОongregМtions, Мnd some of his priests hМve led 

(birnbaum, 2014). the church appears to be the last bastion of support for those 

identifying as ukrainian in crimea, because ukrainian language has been eliminated 

from the school curriculum. Russian orthodox churches have not been subject to 

similar searches.

the new legal framework is also being utilised to restrict freedom for the press. 

SeОurity forОes hМve, without wМrning, ОonisОМted the Оomputers, equipment, Мnd 

other property of the major mass media outlet chornomorsk, changed the staff at kirim, 

and closed the crimean investigative Journalism center. they sent a warning letter to 

the crimean tatar station AtR that they were implicitly inciting inter-ethnic hatred. 

these activities are being carried out in the name of the law: the authorities point out, 

for example, that all mass media outlets must now register with the authorities, and that 

the reМson mМsked seОurity forОes suddenly ОonisОМted the equipment of 

chornomorsk was because of unpaid rent. Aspects of free speech have also become 

criminalised. in June 2014, the state duma of Russia approved a bill that imposed 

prison sentenОes for spreМding extremism on the Internet. The deinition of ‘extremism’ 

here is broad, and responsibility extends to ordinary internet users, even for ‘liking’ 

another person’s post. in yalta, for example, a resident is now facing a criminal case 

for his post on a social media site.

All of these changes are being reinforced through the election of cadres loyal to Prime 

Minister Aksyonov, and the removal of those perceived to be disloyal. the crimean 

tatar executive body, the Mejlis, was evicted, along with its newspaper, Avdet, from 

their premises. the past leader, Mustafa djemilev, and current leader, Refat chubarov, 

were not permitted to return to their homes on the peninsula and are now in exile in 

kiev. they were served papers banning them for four years on the grounds that they 

were ‘inciting ethnic hatred.’ A scholar, nadir bekirov, was prevented from speaking at 
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the un Permanent Forum on indigenous Peoples when men pulled up in an unmarked 

car, beat him, and took his passport.

Aksyonov’s power appears to be expanding. the Autumn 2014 parliamentary elections 

were marked by complaints that candidates not belonging to Aksyonov’s party were not 

allowed to run because of purported irregularities in the papers they submitted to 

support their candidacies. As regards the election of the head of the Parliament, 

Aksyonov’s opponents in the election stood up and declared him the “only” alternative. 

the vote, as in soviet days, was unanimous. Aksyonov now holds both top leadership 

positions in crimea: he heads the executive as Prime Minister, and the legislature as 

head of the supreme council of crimea (recently renamed state council). the depth 

and the intensity of the incursions into the lives of ordinary crimeans should now be 

clear. Many of these stories have escaped the mainstream international news, but they 

are important because they help us to understand the everyday realities on the 

crimean peninsula today.

crimeastan

it is perhaps unremarkable that events in crimea somewhat resemble Agamben’s 

description of a ‘state of exception.’ in Agamben’s view, a ‘state of exception’ comes 

about when law is temporarily suspended, or when the only law that applies is that of 

the sovereign itself (Agamben, 2005, p.34). sergey Aksyonov is a paradigmatic 

example of the sovereign as an exception: after his mercurial rise, he has been 

uniquely privileged to rule more or less by personal decree. With regard to the 

searches of homes, schools, and religious establishments, for example, Aksyonov 

justiies Мnd refrМmes his МОtivities in the nМme of lМw Мnd order Мs ‘proteОtive.’ But this 

defence is also marked by fractures and fault lines. According to some reports, he has 

suggested the CrimeМn TМtМrs Нe tried for WWII treМson or Нe deported (RМyield, 

2014). A seleОtive interpretМtion of history, Мlmost melМnОholiО in its ОonlМtions of pМst 

and present, impairs the ability to treat residents equally.

in this environment, we see discourses of legality – accompanied by a new rhetoric 

about rights, laws, and constitutions – multiplying. in a counterpoint to Agamben, John 

and Jean comaroff (2006) have noted what they call a proliferation of parallel 

sovereignties that disorder post-colonies. While they base their work in Africa, crimea, 

too, exhibits something akin to a spectacle of law. the new constitution, thrown 

together in М mМtter of dМys Мnd illed with М multitude of typologiОМl errors, МppeМred 

on the internet one night and then was just as rapidly taken down. Another example is 

provided by the crimean Autonomous Republic government website. in what seems 
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almost a parody, the government prides itself in hearing 13 draft laws in one day. As 

journalist liliya budjurova phrased it, ‘We live in a time when the law has become a 

joke. invoking the law is laughable when it is in the hands of anyone who holds an 

automatic.’ the reference to the law being a ‘joke’ points to the sense that what is 

happening is not genuine law and order, but a spectacle.

We can better understand this situation following Wilson (2005) and Rigi (2012), who 

build on Agamben to explore the simulation and counterfeiting of law and order in the 

Russian Federation. in crimea, the continuing use of ‘self-defence’ battalions with 

impunity to МОt Мs they see it; the frequent referenОes to RussiМn lМw without Нothering 

to nМme Мny speОiiО lМws; Мnd the rМpid, sometimes mysterious, replМОement of 

political cadres certainly point to a multi-layered network of organised chaos. on this 

confusing stage, the government has carried out a spectacle of law and order without 

actually protecting the most vulnerable citizens. organisers of the Parliamentary 

eleОtions suggested some ОМndidМtes were mМrginМlised НeОМuse ofiОiМls hМd to 

extemporise in creating and enforcing election rules: they were learning, implementing, 

and enforcing Russian Federation laws all at the same time. thus, amidst charges of 

unfairness, crimean authorities assert they did the best they could in a new legal 

environment.

conclusion 

A crimean psychologist described the disorientation, fear, and anxiety accompanying 

the transition in power well when she likened it to waking up in a different country, 

without having moved from one’s couch. the profound state of liminality and ambiguity 

described above reveal a time of contingency and uncertainty in which ideas and 

‘reality’ were indeterminate. thomassen argued that ‘the modern world is inherently 

built of a series of revolutions’ (2012, p. 702). they are the ground zero of history, 

dramatic moments of foundation. What we witnessed in spring 2014 was a 

foundational moment for ukraine and crimea. however, a new order is solidifying that 

celebrates the reunion with Russia, even as the rights and the wellbeing of the 

indigenous people are eclipsed.

While the searches have stopped and life, on the surface, is calm, this is still a troubled 

region. the disjuncture between the authorities and the population has been well 

encapsulated by one young informant, who stated: ‘now the smart people keep quiet.’ 

Will the next generation take law to be a joke and remain quiescent? lawfare may be 

Мn inlМmmМtory trope, Нut it enОourМges us to think ОМrefully МНout the wМys thМt Нoth 

real and symbolic violence are impinging on the social imaginary. Fear and anxiety 
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appear to be altering the ability of ordinary crimeans to act and react. At the very least, 

we have an expanding state in which the relentless assault on freedoms has become 

an endemic form of social control. it is wise to mobilise a better response now because 

lawfare undermines the possibility of civil society in this fragile region. the changes we 

are witnessing are therefore more than a twist in power politics. the events explored 

here describe much deeper changes.
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crimea before Secession and Russian Annexation 

CrimeМ НeОМme М mМjor lМshpoint of М domestiО ОonliОt in UkrМine, Мnd Мn 

internМtionМl ОonliОt involving RussiМ Мnd the West, Мfter the lМrgely peМОeful 

Euromaidan mass protests ended with a violent overthrow of the Viktor yanukovych 

government in February 2014 (see katchanovski, 2014 and sakwa, 2015). before its 

secession with direct Russian military support and its annexation by Russia in March 

2014, crimea already had a history of separatism in ukraine. but this region avoided a 

violent ОonliОt during the НreМk-up of the Soviet Union, in ОontrМst to TrМnsnistriМ in 

Moldova, Abkhazia and south ossetia in georgia, nagorno karabakh in Azerbaijan, 

and chechnya in Russia.

the crimean Peninsula was historically populated by different people, and it was a 

plМОe of mМny wМrs Мnd ОonliОts. Its eМrly inhМНitМnts inОluded the CimmeriМns, the 

scythians, and ancient greeks, whose colonies were located on the black sea. the 

goths, the huns, kievan Rus, genoese and Venetian merchants, and the Mongol-led 

golden horde controlled various parts of the crimean Peninsula over different 

historiОМl periods in the end of the irst millennium Мnd the Нeginning of the seОond 

millennium. the crimean khanate emerged from the golden horde in the 15th century, 

and it later became a vassal state of the ottoman turkey. the crimean tatars often 

raided the ukrainian, Polish, and Russian territories as a part of military campaigns and 

to capture large numbers of slaves. As a result of Russian-turkish wars, crimea was 

seized Нy the RussiМn Empire in 1783, Мnd М signiiОМnt pМrt of the CrimeМn TМtМr 

population resettled or was forced to move to the ottoman Empire. the crimean War in 

1853-1856 brought a military defeat of Russia from an alliance led by great britain, 

France, and the ottoman Empire, but the peninsula remained in the Russian Empire 

(Magocsi, 2014).

during and in the aftermath of World War i, the bolshevik Revolution, the civil War, and 

ukraine’s brief independence from the Russian Empire, control over crimea was 

seized by the ukrainian government, german military, the Russian White Armies, and 

then by the bolshevik Red Army in 1920. in 1921, the crimean Autonomous soviet 

socialist Republic was established as a crimean tatar autonomy in soviet Russia and 

then as part of the Russian republic in the soviet union. however, the soviet policy of 

TМtМrisМtion wМs ended Нy Joseph StМlin. The МrtiiОiМl fМmine of 1932-1933 МffeОted 

crimea much less than neighbouring agricultural regions in soviet ukraine and kuban 

in Russia. but mass political terror in the mid-1930s claimed large numbers of crimean 

residents, Мrrested Мnd exeОuted or exiled to GulМg. CrimeМ НeОМme М mМjor НМttleield 

Мnd М killing ield during World WМr II Мnd the GermМn oООupМtion in 1941-1944. In 

1944, stalin imposed a collective punishment on the crimean tatars, charging the 
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entire ethnic group in collaboration with nazi germany. the soviet government 

deported all of the crimean tatar population and other smaller ethnic minorities to 

CentrМl AsiМ in 1944, Мnd the formМl CrimeМn Мutonomy wМs eliminМted. A signiiОМnt 

proportion of the crimean tatars perished during this ethnic cleansing and in its 

aftermath, primarily as a result of lack of food and medical care. A large number of 

migrants from Russia and ukraine were settled in the region. in 1954, nikita 

khrushchev, the new communist leader of the soviet union, transferred crimea from 

Russia to the ukrainian republic (katchanovski, kohut, nebesio, and yurkevich, 2013, 

pp. 115-116; Magocsi, 2014).

separatism in crimea started to manifest itself during the political liberalisation of 

perestroika and glasnost initiated by Mikhail gorbachev, a reformist communist leader 

of the soviet union. in January 1991, 93 per cent of the crimean voters supported 

granting their region the status of the crimean Autonomous soviet socialist Republic 

within the soviet union (sasse, 2007, p. 138). At the same time, in the ukrainian 

referendum on 1 december 1991, 54 per cent of the voters in crimea backed the 

independence of ukraine, much less than the national average of 91 per cent. 

However, the pro-RussiМn sepМrМtist movement grew populМr during the irst severМl 

years of independent ukraine. the Russia bloc, which favoured an independent 

CrimeМ or the region’s reuniiОМtion with RussiМ, reОeived 67 per Оent of the votes in 

the 1994 parliamentary election. yury Meshkov, its candidate, won 73 per cent of the 

votes in the second round of the 1994 presidential election in crimea.

Major differences along ethnic lines concerning support for separatism in crimea 

became evident in the 1990s. crimea was the only region of ukraine with a majority 

ethnic Russian population. the 2001 census recorded 58 per cent of the population of 

crimea, including sevastopol, as ethnic Russian, and 24 per cent as ethnic ukrainians. 

the crimean tatars constituted 10 per cent of the population (calculated from 

Vseukrainskyi, 2014). the 1996 usiA/socis-gallup survey showed that 59 per cent of 

ethniО RussiМns in CrimeМ supported their region joining RussiМ. A signiiОМnt 

percentage of ethnic ukrainians (41 per cent), and a much lower percentage of the 

crimean tatars (8 per cent), expressed the same preference. conversely, 13 per cent 

of Russians and 29 per cent of ukrainians in crimea, and more than half of the 

crimean tatars (54 per cent), favoured their region remaining a part of ukraine (usiA, 

1996).

the absolute majority of the crimean tatars returned to crimea in the end of the 1980s 

and the beginning of the 1990s (Allworth, 1998). they established and overwhelmingly 

supported their own ethnically-based political organisations, such as the Mejlis. 

crimean tatar leaders and organisations opposed pro-Russian separatism, and they 
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allied with nationalist ukrainian parties and politicians (drohobycky, 1995; 

katchanovski, 2005; sasse, 2007).

internal divisions and policies of the ukrainian government led to the disintegration of 

the Russia bloc in the middle of the 1990s. in 1995, the ukrainian President leonid 

kuchma temporarily suspended the crimean constitution and abolished its presidency. 

While CrimeМ retМined its stМtus Мs Мn Мutonomous repuНliО in UkrМine, inluenОe of the 

ОentrМl UkrМiniМn government in the region inОreМsed signiiОМntly, Нoth de jure Мnd de 

facto. the communist Party of crimea and then the Party of Regions, which formed an 

electoral alliance with the Russian bloc, became the most popular political forces in the 

region. however, overtly separatist pro-Russian organisations did not receive strong 

support in the regional elections since the mid-1990s (sasse, 2007). such 

developments led to conclusions that the pro-Russian secessionist movement in 

CrimeМ fМiled, thМt М potentiМl ОonliОt in CrimeМ wМs suООessfully prevented, Мnd thМt 

this autonomous region became integrated into the ukrainian polity (kuzio, 2007; 

sasse, 2007).

However, some other studies Мrgued thМt sepМrМtism retМined М signiiОМnt populМrity in 

crimea and that its potential secession remained a possibility (katchanovski, 2006). 

For example, the 2001 Razumkov center survey showed that 50 per cent of the 

respondents in crimea favoured their region becoming a part of Russia, and an 

additional 9 per cent preferred to see their region as an independent state (calculated 

from Krym, 2001). The sepМrМtist preferenОes in CrimeМ inОreМsed signiiОМntly Мfter 

the ‘orange Revolution’ in 2004 brought a pro-Western and nationalist president, Viktor 

yushchenko, to power. Viktor yanukovych, a relatively pro-Russian presidential 

ОМndidМte, fМiled to gМin power in UkrМine through the fМlsiiОМtion of the eleОtion 

results, but he received overwhelming backing in the region.

in the 2008 Razumkov center survey, conducted soon after the Russian-georgian war 

following an attempt by the georgian government to seize the de-facto independent 

secessionist region of south ossetia, 73 per cent of the crimeans, who made their 

minds on this issue, backed the secession of crimea from ukraine with a goal of joining 

Russia (calculated from AR krym, 2008). in this survey, 85 per cent of ethnic Russians, 

65 per cent of ethnic ukrainians, and 17 per cent of the crimean tatars wanted their 

region to secede from ukraine (calculated from AR krym, 2008). When asked 

separately in the same survey, 47 per cent of the respondents in crimea, including 49 

per cent of ethnic Russians, 45 per cent of ethnic ukrainians, and 39 per cent of the 

crimean tatars, favoured the independence of crimea. the 2008 Razumkov center 

survey showed that 59 per cent of the crimean tatars supported crimea becoming a 
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crimean tatar national autonomy in ukraine. separately, 33 per cent of the crimean 

TМtМrs НМОked the uniiОМtion of CrimeМ with Turkey.

however, the outright secessionist preferences in crimea declined afterwards, and they 

were expressed by 38 per cent of the respondents in the 2009 Razumkov center poll. 

thirty per cent voiced such views in the 2011 Razumkov center poll after yanukovych 

won the 2010 presidential election with promises of closer political and economic 

cooperation with Russia and making Russian the second state language in ukraine 

(iakist, 2011, p. 27). the 2011 Razumkov centre survey showed that combined support 

for joining Russia and independence of crimea decreased among ethnic ukrainians to 

25 per cent, from 35 per cent, in 2009. Attitudes of ethnic Russians demonstrated a 

similar decline of separatist preferences to 35 per cent from 43 per cent. such 

separatist attitudes among the crimean tatars remained the same in 2011 (28 per 

cent), compared to 2009 (27 per cent), but their support for joining turkey increased 

from 4 per cent in 2009 to 21 per cent in 2011 (Razumkov center, 2011, p. 27).

Polls indiОМted thМt pro-RussiМn sepМrМtism in CrimeМ hМd signiiОМnt Нut minority 

support during the Euromaidan. the absolute majority of crimeans backed the 

yanukovych government and opposed the Euromaidan, which started as a mass 

protest against backtracking by the yanukovych government on the Association and 

Free trade Agreement with the European union, and then turned into the anti-

government protest and a rebellion in western and a number of central regions.

yanukovych, during his presidency, and his semi-oligarchic Party of Regions opposed 

separatism in crimea, while receiving the support of the majority of voters in this region 

in various parliamentary and presidential elections. yanukovych regarded crimea as 

another source of enrichment for his personal network of family, politicians, and 

oligarchs, and he appointed a number of his associates from donbas to senior 

positions in crimea.

top Russian leaders, such as President boris yeltsin in the 1990s and President 

Vladimir Putin prior to the overthrow of the yanukovych government in February 2014, 

did not support separatism in crimea. however, the Russian government declared that 

the nAto membership of ukraine was an unacceptable threat to the security of 

Russia. Putin stated during the nAto summit in Romania in April 2008 that such a 

move could result in a break-up of ukraine along regional lines, and he reportedly 

ОlМimed thМt UkrМine wМs Мn МrtiiОiМl Оountry, whiОh inОluded historiОМlly RussiМn 

regions along with other regions (dzerkalo tyzhnia, 2008).
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some other Russian leaders – such as yury luzhkov, the mayor of Moscow, and 

various nationalist and communist opposition politicians – publicly refused to recognise 

crimea or sevastopol city as parts of ukraine, and they expressed their backing for 

reuniiОМtion of entire CrimeМ or SevМstopol with RussiМ. In spite of differenОes Мnd 

tensions, the Russian and ukrainian governments managed peacefully to divide the 

black sea Fleet after the collapse of the soviet union, but Russia was able to maintain 

its navy presence in sevastopol. in 1997, the two countries signed an agreement 

granting the Russian black sea Fleet a 20-year lease of the sevastopol navy base. in 

2010, President yanukovych signed another agreement with Russia that extended the 

lease of the sevastopol navy base by the Russian black sea Fleet for 25 years after 

the original lease was supposed to expire in 2017, in return for a discount for natural 

gas imported by ukraine from Russia.

crimea During and After Secession and Russian Annexation in 2014

the violent overthrow of the yanukovych government in February 2014 gave a 

signiiОМnt Нoost to sepМrМtism in CrimeМ. The RussiМn government used this overthrow 

to reverse its previous policy and to start backing both separatists and the annexation 

of CrimeМ. YМnukovyОh led from eМstern UkrМine to CrimeМ on 22 FeНruМry, Мnd the 

Russian military, there on instructions from the Russian government, helped him to 

escape to Russia.

the new government and the media in ukraine, and their counterparts in Western 

countries, presented the change of the government as a result of peaceful mass 

protests during the Euromaidan. they maintained that yanukovych abandoned his 

presidentiМl position Мnd led from UkrМine НeОМuse of his responsiНility for the 

massacre of the Maidan protesters on 20 February 2014. Evidence, however, indicates 

that elements of the far right and oligarchic organisations were involved in the mass 

killing of both Maidan protesters and the police, and that this massacre played the 

decisive role in the overthrow of the yanukovych government (katchanovski, 2014).

Russian leaders and the media often characterised the overthrow of yanukovych as a 

fМsОist Оoup, Мnd they justiied support of sepМrМtism Мnd МnnexМtion of CrimeМ Нy 

protection of ethnic Russians from the ukrainian ‘fascists’ and by the Russian national 

security interests to prevent it from losing control of the main black sea naval base and 

its falling under control of nAto. Russian military forces without insignia, along with 

separatist ‘self-defence’ formations, seized control over the crimean parliament 

building, other government buildings, and ukrainian military installations in the 

peninsula. however, the Russian government initially denied its direct military 
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intervention in crimea, in spite of evidence that Russian military units (‘little green 

men’) were operating along with separatist armed units in crimea beyond the Russian 

naval base in sevastopol, and that they were seizing ukrainian military units and 

government headquarters.

the crimean Parliament, headed by Vladimir konstantinov from the Party of Regions, 

refused to recognise the new government of ukraine. the parliament at the end of 

February 2014 elected serhii Aksyonov, a pro-separatist leader of the Russian unity 

party, as the new Prime Minister of the crimean autonomy (Aksyonov was reportedly 

involved in organised crime in the past). the parliament of the crimean autonomy and 

the sevastopol city council unilaterally declared their independence from ukraine and 

set up М referendum on this issue. The ofiОiМl results of the referendum held on 16 

March 2014 reported that 97 per cent of the voters in crimea supported joining Russia.

the ukrainian government and the media, and to a large extent their Western 

counterparts, characterised separatism in crimea as having minority support and the 

referendum Мs illegМl Мnd fМlsiied. The sepМrМtism in the region wМs МttriНuted mostly 

to direct military intervention by Russia. however, the analysis of various survey data 

indiОМtes thМt support for sepМrМtism in CrimeМ inОreМsed signiiОМntly Мfter the 

Euromaidan that resulted in the overthrow of the relatively pro-Russian government. 

there is no directly comparable and publicly available reliable survey data concerning 

popular support for separatism and joining Russia in crimea after the Euromaidan. 

however, in a Pew center survey in April 2014, 91 per cent of the respondents in 

crimea stated that the referendum was free and fair (Pew center, 2014).

in contrast to donbas, a separatist region in eastern ukraine, crimea avoided a violent 

ОonliОt. LМrge seОtions of UkrМiniМn militМry, seОurity serviОe, Мnd poliОe forОes on the 

peninsula switched their allegiance to the separatists and then to Russia, while others 

were blockaded and disarmed by the Russian military and the crimean self-defence 

and returned to ukraine. Major crimean tatar organisations, in particular the Mejlis, 

were the most vocal opponents of the secession and annexation of crimea, and they 

boycotted the 16 March referendum. over several days following this referendum, the 

former crimean autonomous republic and the city of sevastopol were formally 

inОorporМted into the RussiМn FederМtion. The RussiМn government justiied its 

annexation of crimea by humanitarian intervention and the precedent of kosovo 

independence. however, the new ukrainian government, the us and other Western 

governments, and most members of the united nations, rejected the unilateral 

secession and annexation of crimea as illegal under the international law.
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The UkrМiniМn government’s ofiОiМl stМnОe, expressed, for exМmple, Нy newly eleОted 

president Petro Poroshenko, is to reunite crimea with ukraine. the use of military force 

to take back control over crimea was raised as a possibility by some ukrainian 

ofiОiМls, Нut suОh Мn option is very unlikely НeОМuse it would leМd to М wМr with the 

much more powerful Russia. by the end of 2014, the ukrainian government moved to 

impose a limited blockade of crimea by suspending train and bus links.

the Western governments rejected the possibility of using their military forces in 

crimea. the us government, and governments of the European union members and 

other Western countries, imposed economic and travel sanctions against separatist 

leМders of CrimeМ Мnd RussiМn government ofiОiМls for the МnnexМtion of the region. 

the sanctions also prohibited or severely restricted work of us and other Western 

businesses in crimea. For example, following a new round of the us sanctions, Visa 

and Mastercard blocked the use of their credit cards in this region in december 2014.

however, the Russian government refused to reverse its annexation of crimea and to 

negotiate any deal that would change the status of this region. in the september 2014 

elections, the united Russia party of President Putin won 71 per cent of the votes in 

crimea. ukrainian and crimean tatar parties and organisations were generally limited 

or curtailed in their ability to continue functioning, and some of their local leaders and 

activists were subjected to violence, threats of violence, detention, or expulsion from 

crimea.

the Future of crimea

the secession of crimea from ukraine with help of the direct Russian military 

intervention, and the subsequent annexation of the region by Russia, represented a 

major turning point in the political history of the region, which experienced many 

ОonliОts in the pМst Мnd wМs Оontrolled Нy different powers during vМrious historiОМl 

periods. The signiiОМnt rise in sepМrМtist orientМtions in CrimeМ Мfter the EuromМidМn, 

the direct Russian military intervention in support of pro-Russian separatists, and the 

Russian annexation of crimea imply that a return of crimea from Russia to ukraine is 

virtually impossible. however, crimea in its current status quo is likely in the 

foreseeМНle future to remМin М point of ОonliОt Нetween UkrМine Мnd RussiМ, Мnd 

between the West and Russia.
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in the title of the article, i have reproduced the topic proposed by the editors of the 

collection, however, i consider the stylistic formula ‘Russians in ukraine’ to be rather 

confusing and unable to grasp the essence of the problem. the idea of Russians in 

ukraine being a national minority similar to, for instance, hungarians in Romania or 

slovakia, swedes in Finland, or even Russians in Estonia, is in fact profoundly 

fallacious. And not because of the scope of inclusion – i will talk about that later. but it 

is this idea that underlies western policies towards ukraine and the current crisis. 

According to that idea, the ukrainians, with the moral support of the West, are trying to 

free themselves from the centuries-old Russian colonial oppression, while Moscow 

resists it in every way, and as soon as it ‘lets ukraine go’, European values will triumph 

in ukraine.

before the crisis, the inadequacy of the European perception of the ukrainian reality 

was more or less harmless. Except that it was gradually smoothing the way for 

‘inevitability’ of the choice between Russia and Europe – naturally, in favour of ‘the 

European choice’. during the crisis, such an approach has led to encouraging the 

inlexiНility of the position of the Kiev government thМt ОМme to power riding the wМve of 

the Maidan, and that in turn has contributed to the loss of crimea and to the civil war in 

the south-East.

Russians in ukraine do not represent such a distinctive national group as other large 

minorities in other countries. the thing is that both contemporary Russians and 

ukrainians (at least, inhabitants of the lands of the former Russian Empire, that is the 

majority of contemporary ukraine) originate from the people of common (All-Russian, 

‘orthodox’) identity, where the differences between great Russians (‘Russians’) and 

little Russians (‘ukrainians’) were rather of regional or sub-ethnic nature. i think that it 

would be more correct to consider Russians, alongside ukrainians, to be a state-

constituting nation of ukraine within its 2013 borders, and not a national minority. it is 

worth noting that almost half of ethnic ukrainians prefer to speak Russian in private life.

in order to provide an adequate description of the ethnic structure of the population of 

ukraine, ukrainian sociologist Valeriy khmelko introduced the concept of ‘bi-ethnors’, 

i.e. people with ‘double’ ukrainian-Russian identity (khmelko, 2004). Representative 

surveys of the population of ukraine carried out during the last 20 years are 

summarised in this table:
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identity years of surveys

1994 – 1999 2001 – 2003 2012 2013 2014 

mono-

ethnical 

ukrainians, 

%

59,8 62,9 65,6 66,6 73,8

ukrainian-

Russian 

bi-ethnors, 

%

 24,4 22,5 22,9 21,8 20,0

mono-ethnic 

Russians, %

11,3 10,0 9,0 8,3 4,8

others 4,5 4.6 3.2 1.4 2.4

As can be seen from the table, the share of mono-ethnic ukrainians has increased by 

10%, ОompМred to the irst survey, Мnd the proportion of Нi-ethnors hМs deОreМsed, 

similarly to the number of mono-ethnical Russians, which is down by almost 30%. 2014 

numbers are quite predictable due to the loss of crimea, where the population is mostly 

Russian. since ukrainian civil identity has been shaped not only by ethnic ukrainians, it 

is important to ask what has played a decisive role in the formation of ukrainian civil 

identity. As ukrainian researcher Aleksey Popov argues, it was the creation of the 

ussR with the quasi-statehood of its union republics. in the ukrainian soviet socialist 

Republic, the Russian-speaking population started to identify themselves with ukraine 

(ukrainian ssR) – ‘we live in ukraine, so we are ukrainian citizens, “ukrainians.”’ it 

was particularly facilitated by the linguistic proximity of the Russian and ukrainian 

languages, and had led to the fact that despite mixed population (Russian and 

ukrainian speaking), there was no division into national communities, as was the case 

in the baltic republics, in transcaucasia, in central Asia, and in the Russian 

Мutonomous repuНliОs of CМuОМsiМ. PМrtly НeОМuse of the totМl МНsenОe of Мny ОonliОts 

between Russians and ukrainians on the domestic level, the establishment of an 

independent ukraine in 1991 was achieved practically seamlessly.

however, that lack of manifestation of the Russian element in ukraine had its limits. 

Many Russians, and ukrainians who identify with Russian culture and language, voted 

for ukrainian independence from Russia, but did not support ukraine's exit from 

Russia's sphere in favor of Western Europe. similarly, support for independence did 

not mean support for a gradual ousting of Russian language – a tendency that at the 

time was only of a declarative sort. Moreover, the citizens clearly did not foresee that 

dramatic decline in the living standards. Russians and the Russian-speaking population 

above all have responded to the situation with a strong desire for closer ties with 
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Russia and for the state status of Russian language, which found its expression during 

the presidential election of 1994. Ever since, practically every election has registered 

the splitting of the country into two ukraines: the absolute majority of the Russian-

speaking population voted for one presidential candidate, and the absolute majority of 

the ukrainian-speaking population for their opponent.

At the sМme time, the RussiМn element in UkrМine does not represent М uniied forОe. 

RussiМns do not hМve Мn inluentiМl pМrty of their own, Мlthough the presenОe of suОh 

ethnic parties is an integral feature of other European countries. belgium, for instance, 

is divided into parties by ethnic markers (Flemish and Walloon); hungarians in 

Romania, slovakia and serbia; Albanians in Macedonia and Montenegro; swedes in 

Finland; the peoples of spain (the basques, the catalonians, the galicians, etc.) – all 

of them have their own parliamentary parties. therefore, one can often unmistakably 

count how many votes a national party would get – for the noted hungarians, swedes, 

and Albanians, that number corresponds to their share in the total number of voters in 

their country. in spain or, for example, in great britain, with its scottish and Welsh 

nМtionМlists, suОh results luОtuМte notiОeМНly, thus МppМrently releОting ethniО proximity 

as well.

in ukraine, however, there have only been substitutes for Russian parties – such as the 

communist Party (cPu) or the Party of Regions (PoR). some of them, such as the 

CPU, releОted not so muОh the RussiМn Нut Soviet identity. Others – the PoR, tried to 

present themselves as representatives of industrial south-East, while forgetting their 

declarations after coming to power and ignoring the interests of their supporters.

the type of ukrainian identity that has developed over years, and which has been 

shared by Russians and representatives of national minorities, can be referred to as a 

‘civil identity’. importantly, the ukrainian ‘civil identity’ was not anti-Russian and it 

presupposed sympathies toward Russia and Russian culture, therefore it was 

acceptable for Russians in ukraine. importantly, the devotion to this identity has been 

shared until recently by the absolute majority of the citizens of our country.

However, Мlong with ‘Оivil identity’, Мnother identity type hМs plМyed М signiiОМnt role in 

the events of the end of 2013 and 2014, namely ‘political identity’. it presumes 

МdherenОe to М ОertМin Мssortment of politiОМl positions Мnd it deines the Оommunity of 

people united by: a) the ukrainian language, b) hatred for ‘colonial’ past in the ussR/

Russia, c) memory of the 1932-1933 holodomor seen as genocide of the ukrainians, 

and d) reverence for oun-uPA nationalist guerrillas and ‘heroes of the nation’ like 

bandera, shukhevych, and others. that is the community the third President of 
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ukraine, Viktor yushchenko, used to call ‘my nation’. those who do not share that 

assortment of predicates are not considered by the proponents of this identity to be 

‘real ukrainians’ and, according to them, should be re-educated. this type of identity, 

until recently, was shared by an apparent minority of ukrainian population, which, 

although constituting a majority in the West of the country and prevalent among some 

elite groups – people of letters, diplomats, etc. – still constituted less than 15% of the 

total population. the reservation ‘until recently’ is important here, as i would argue that 

the events of 2014, the loss of crimea, and the war in the south-East, have essentially 

changed the balance between the two types of identity in favour of the ‘political’ one, 

with a considerable part of Russians and Russian-speaking ukrainians now holding 

with it. However, it is difiОult to sМy how lМrge thМt group is exМОtly until Оorresponding 

research has been carried out.

numerous surveys demonstrate that there are two issues causing the drastic 

polarisation of ukrainian society: the status of the Russian language and the preferred 

integration vector (to the West or to the East). it is no accident that the pretext for the 

beginning of mass protests in the Autumn of 2013 was the decision by yanukovych to 

delМy the signing of the AssoОiМtion Мnd Free TrМde Agreement with the EU. The irst 

issue on the agenda of the ukrainian parliament on the day of yanukovych’s ousting on 

22 February 2014 was the repeal of the liberal kolesnichenko-kivalov language law, 

which triggered the protests in the south-East that were later called ‘the Russian 

spring’. in addition, in the past year another topic has joined the two, which has 

contributed to the split in the ukrainian society, namely the preferred form of power 

structure in ukraine: unitary state or federation.

When it comes to the status of the Russian language, this topic had mostly served as 

an electoral ‘friend-or-foe’ marker used by presidential candidates and parties who 

relied on the support of the south-East (demanding the elevation of that status). 

however, after coming to power, those presidents (kuchma, yanukovych) and parties 

(PМrty of Regions) used to give up their promises wishing not to МntМgonise ‘over triles’ 

the part of population and the elite, which may be lesser in numbers but is more active 

politically. Especially since before yushchenko came to power (in 2005), the gradual 

ousting of Russian language went at a slow pace, although from 1991 to 2005, the 

number of pupils in schools with Russian as instruction language decreased by more 

than half, from 54% to 24%.

since 2005, the frontal attack on the Russian language has commenced in all areas of 

soОiМl life, irst of Мll in eduОМtion Мnd the mediМ. The proОess Оontinued Нut wМs 

slowed down after yanukovych came to power in 2010. in 2012, as a preparation for 

another electoral cycle, the team of yanukovych had backed the kivalov-kolesnichenko 
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language law (k-k) that elevated the status of the Russian language in those regions 

where it has been used by the majority of population, however, without imposing it 

where the apparent region majority would oppose that elevation. that law was in full 

accordance with the norms of the European charter for Regional or Minority 

languages and, as surveys demonstrated, such a compromise was supported by the 

explicit majority of the society and had entirely met the recommendations by the 

committee of Ministers of the council of Europe from 7 July 2010 on providing 

languages with more rights, particularly in higher education, electronic media, and local 

government bodies (council of Europe, 2010). nevertheless, both public support (albeit 

unspoken) and recommendations by European experts did not hinder the opposition 

from launching a campaign against the k-k law. All opposition parties in the Verkhovna 

Rada soon had a common language bill advanced that, in fact, presupposed total 

ukrainisation.

the k-k law had been repealed by Verkhovna Rada, but the repeal was never signed 

and the law is formally still in place. however, amendments to the law are being 

prepared to entirely emasculate the rights of the Russian language. there is little doubt 

that the current Verkhovna Rada elected in october 2014 will vote in favour of those 

amendments; there is limited representation of regions with high percentage of 

Russian-speaking population in that parliament, with 55 deputies from the south-East – 

donetsk, lugansk, odessa, and kharkov regions, 24 of whom represent ‘Petro 

Poroshenko block’ and ‘the Popular Front’ party of Arseny yatsenyuk – both openly 

anti-Russian. in contrast, kiev and Western regions – lviv, ivano-Frankivsk, ternopil, 

and chernivtsi – have 257 deputies. the large number of anti-Russian deputies from 

the south-East regions is due to two factors: the fact that they were included into 

nation-wide lists of pro-Maidan parties and the low attendance of voters in the south-

East in general – and the voters of opposition parties in particular.

the events of the Autumn of 2013 and the spring of 2014, referred to as a ‘coup d’etat’ 

by one part of the society (about one third) and a ‘conscious struggle of citizens who 

get united to protect their rights’ by another (a bit more than a third) (Mirror Weekly, 19 

november 2014), were followed by the loss of crimea and the war in the south-East. 

they also led to the marked aggravation of inter-civilian confrontation that, although not 

solely inter-ethnical (ukrainians vs. Russians), does include such element.

Meanwhile, the information warfare against the militia of the south-East (‘the Russian 

spring’) and Russia using all the resources of public and private (owned by oligarchs) 

mass media was in full swing, and, after the creation of a special information Ministry 

by the new ukrainian government, it will only increase. total mopping-up of the 

informМtion ield from those who disМgree with the mМinstreМm nМrrМtive (‘RussiМ is 
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Мggressor, there Мre terrorists Мnd regulМr RussiМn Мrmy ighting МgМinst UkrМine in the 

south-East…’) was effectively achieved by the end of 2014. the residents of the 

south-East and everyone in general who does not support the mainstream narrative 

Мre Нeing lМНeled Мs ‘MoskМls’, ‘Little RussiМns’, ‘ifth Оolumn’, Мnd often Мre just 

dehumanised and designated by such terms as, for instance, ‘colorados’.

PМtriotiО hysteriМ leМds to mМss ОМses of ОonliОts on interpersonМl level, with deОМdes-

old friendships wrecked and families disintegrated, and in those regions of the south-

East where the protest against the government is strangled by repressions 

(dnipropetrovsk, odessa, kharkiv), cases of ‘guerrilla warfare’ are being registered, 

luckily with no casualties.

In order to evМluМte the degree of hМtred ОultivМted Нy ‘ighters of the informМtion 

warfare’, i would refer to a case of a recent charity fair organised by teachers and 

eight-formers in a high school in nikolayev as fund-raising for the participants of the so-

called ‘anti-terrorist’ operation on the East of the country. Among the products prepared 

by schoolchildren and advertised for sale there were, for example, ‘tanks on Moscow’ 

cookies and stewed fruit drink called ‘the blood of Russian babies’ (korrespondent.net, 

2014).

the government legitimises radical Russophobe organisations by co-opting its activists 

into power structures, including those of law-enforcement. thus, the position of the 

Оhief of Kiev regionМl poliОe wМs illed Нy М deputy ОommМnder of the ‘Azov’ НМttМlion, 

known for their usage of nazi symbols. the commander of that battalion, Andrey 

biletskiy, with the support of the ruling ‘Popular Front’ party, has been elected to the 

Verkhovna Rada from one of kiev’s majority districts. Apart from him, a number of other 

nationalist-radicals known for their Russophobia have been elected to the parliament 

from majority parties’ lists, including ‘the Radical Party’ of oleh lyashko. there were no 

cases registered of the country leaders – the President or the Prime Minister – 

distancing themselves from the actions and radical anti-Russian rhetoric of their 

coalition partners. Moreover, Prime Minister yatsenyuk himself actively participates in 

the fomentМtion of thМt Мnti-RussiМn hysteriМ. All of this promotes the intensiiОМtion of 

the degree of hatred towards Russia and, one way or another, towards Russians. 

Among other things, the fomentation of ethnic strife is furthered by torch-light 

processions of nationalists held on a regular basis (with the government’s 

acquiescence) under the slogans ‘glory to the nation, death to enemies’, ‘ukraine 

above all’, and ‘Moskals to the knife!’ in many cities of the country, including kiev and 

even odessa.
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The 2 MМy trМgedy in OdessМ wМs douНly horrifying: irst of Мll, НeОМuse of mМss 

killings of the people, and second, because of the response of a considerable part of 

ukrainian society to those events. the tragedy did not rally the society; on the contrary, 

it split it into those terriied Нy the events Мnd those who direОtly or indireОtly justiied it 

by referring, inter alia, to the fact that there were ‘colorados’ who were killed – not 

ukrainians but enemies.

however, it cannot be claimed that it is Russians living in ukraine who serve as 

enemies in the ukrainian public discourse prevalent today. the enemy is mainly 

deined not in ethniО terms Нut ideologiОМlly – it is in the irst plМОe Мn opponent of the 

ideology universally propagated by the current government. nevertheless, the civil 

confrontation in ukraine is not entirely deprived of ethnic biases. the lack of 

commiseration, empathy, or compassion in relation to the death of ‘colorados’ in 

odessa, ‘jokes’ on the blood of Russian babies on a school charity fair, the openly 

Russophobe art exhibition titled ‘kill a colorado’ that took place in kiev in december – 

those are not accidental events. they have been prepared by ukrainian intelligentsia, 

just as the bloody civil war that led to the dissolution of yugoslavia had been prepared 

by serbian and croatian scholars in arts and humanities.

one of the testimonial examples is a book published in kiev in 2006, authored by a 

member of a ukrainian union of Writers and the former parliamentary deputy, ivan 

DiМk. The Нook is feМtured Мs М sОientiiО edition: the МОМdemiОiМn of UkrМine NМtionМl 

Academy of sciences, nikolai zhulinskiy, was its supervisor and one of the reviewers 

was the head of the Ministry of Education and science in the current ukrainian 

government, sergey kvit (in the past, the activist of a right-wing radical organisation 

‘“trizub” named after s. bandera’) (see: diak, 2006). the book is a digest of 

xenophobic and chauvinistic views. it indicates, for example, that ethnic minorities (and 

particularly Russians in ukraine) provided with the living space by the titular nation, are 

М potentiМl ‘ifth Оolumn’ thМt Оould Нe used Нy RussiМ in its ight with UkrМine. There 

Мre severМl meМsures proposed to ОounterМОt thМt, speОiiОМlly, Мn МНsolute isolМtion of 

minorities from their historiОМl homelМnd, stimulМtion of politiОМl ОonliОts within 

minorities (the book directly refers to ukrainian Russians), countrywide upbringing of 

children in the spirit of ethno-nationalist ideology, as well as compulsory ukrainisation 

and introduction of ideological censorship of mass media.

if the tendencies we observe today persist, there is a high probability that the political 

ОonliОt will develop into Мn ethniО one. With thМt in mind, room for the seМrОh for М 

break in the deadlock of a civil war is greatly narrowed, one of the reasons being the 

lack of any public discussion. Attempts to discuss some topics that would seem quite 
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innocent for European discourse, for instance ‘federalisation’, are now elevated to the 

rank of crime on the whole.

Already, ukraine President Viktor yushchenko had set out against federalisation. in 

2005, the head of luhansk oblast Administration Viktor tikhonov and the former head 

of kharkiv oblast state Administration yevhen kushnaryov, who had publicly come out 

in favour of the federalisation of ukraine, had criminal proceedings instituted against 

them for alleged separatism. And yushchenko himself had openly admitted in 2006: ‘i 

will never accept the topic of federalisation and separatism. it’s a stab in our roots’ 

(Fakty.ua, 2006). today, the topic of federalism is treated with disregard just in the 

same way. While addressing the Parliament on 27 november 2014, Petro Poroshenko 

ОМtegoriОМlly deОlМred: ‘No federМlisМtion!’ (LН.uМ, 2014). The topiО is identiied with 

separatism and disintegration of the country, and thus it remains informally banned.
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ukraine became independent in 1991, but there was no real revolution – which is why 

the country tried to have two catch-up revolutions in 2004 and 2014. independence 

came about when the collapse of central soviet power in Moscow suddenly gave a 

hitherto minority nationalist movement the chance to make an alliance with the 

communist elite – the deal being they would back independence, but keep their jobs. 

the costs of that bargain became clearer over the subsequent decades, as the 

economy stagnated and ukraine became one of the most corrupt states in Eastern 

Europe.

Formal institutions

ukraine’s neophyte status meant that it was the last post-soviet state to adopt a new 

Оonstitution, whiОh took plМОe in 1996. On pМper, the doОument deines ‘М demoОrМtiО, 

social, law-based state’, based on ‘the principles of its division into legislative, 

executive, and judicial power’, but in states like ukraine, the constitution is only a guide 

to where power lies, not much more than a ‘signal’ of who the key patrons are and the 

‘focal points’ that shape informal networks (hale, 2014). the rule of law is weak and so 

is ОonstitutionМlism, deined Мs respeОt for the written doОument Мs deining the rules of 

the game, rather than it being the end-product of the game itself. the constitutional 

order has been radically reshaped three times; in 2004, 2010, and 2014, plus a failed 

attempt at similar wholesale change in 2000.

nevertheless, the original document avoids many of the pitfalls of presidentialism. 

technically, the system is semi-presidential, though with longer periods of greater 

presidential power in 1996-2005 and 2010-14, alternating with a premier-presidential 

system in 2006-10 and after 2014. the state is unitary, with one federal unit of crimea, 

which ironically worked well enough as a compromise until 2014 – the local elite were 

allowed to enrich themselves as long as they did not play with the genie of separatism. 

An elaborate compromise on language rights ensured the reasonably peaceful 

coexistence of ukrainian and Russian speakers before the crisis of 2014.

informal Rules

the constitution was only a guide to the real underlying informal system of power. by 

the time the commanding heights of the economy had been corruptly privatised under 

President leonid kuchma (1994-2005), ukraine was really run by a cabal of oligarchs 

and regional bosses, in which the president was the chief arbiter. the chaotic early 

1990s were followed by the recovery of state power under kuchma, enforced by the 

use of so-called ‘administrative resources’ (including both the carrot of state patronage 
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and the stick of a legal and tax system designed to reward friends and punish 

enemies), and disguised by ‘political technology’ (facade democracy and partly 

pluralism manipulated behind-the-scenes by kuchma’s presidential administration).

kuchma’s arbiter presidency was not followed by a true democratic breakthrough, but 

by a competitive diarchy or triarchy after the orange Revolution; with new President 

Viktor yushchenko, who had been Prime Minister under kuchma from 1999 to 2001, 

constantly clashing with another insider-not-quite-turned-outsider yuliya tymoshenko 

when she was Prime Minister (2005 and 2007-10) and the Party of Regions headed by 

the leader of the most powerful regional clan from the donbas, Viktor yanukovych, 

whiОh grew powerful in opposition Мnd Нriely Оontrolled the government in 2006-7. 

yushchenko was the former head of the central bank, while tymoshenko had been a 

gas oligarch in the 1990s. in the 2004 election, yushchenko was largely backed by 

voters in the West and centre, while yanukovych by voters in the East and south.

constitutional reforms were agreed at the height of the orange Revolution, to smooth 

yushchenko’s path to power, and introduced in 2006. they achieved a better balance 

between the president and parliament, but also helped entrench the bitter competition 

between the triarchy. yushchenko and tymoshenko fought each other into the ground, 

allowing yanukovych to win the presidency by default in 2010. yanukovych rapidly 

restored a traditional presidential monopoly of power, but then over-reached by 

attempting a hyper-centralisation of power. he broke the rules of the 2004 constitution, 

initially to win control of the legislature, where tymoshenko was initially still Prime 

Minister (in spring 2010), and then the judiciary with a highly centralising ‘reform’ 

entrenching executive control in the summer, leading to a string of ‘political 

prosecutions’ in 2011, including tymoshenko. the strong-arming of the constitutional 

court to restore the 1996 constitution in october only capped the process. but 

yanukovych also broke two of the rules of post-soviet non-democracy: he did not share 

within the elite and his predatory state made too many enemies outside of it.

the Worst Political elite in europe?

For almost a quarter of a century, ukraine has been one of worst-governed states in 

Europe. the poor quality of the political class is because most are former communists 

or co-opted opposition. historical ‘brain drain’ and the effect of the purges and 

holodomor (stalin’s famine in 1932-3) have also contributed to the situation. however, 

there are also post-independence factors, the most important of which is the difference 

between a resource state and a rentier state. independent ukraine did not have the 

abundant energy resources of Russia and Azerbaijan; instead, it had energy transit and 
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raw materials, and a model of steel and chemical production based on rents from 

subsidised state inputs. so ukraine had enough rent for the corrupt elite, but not 

enough to pay for a social contract, like in Russia, or even, using Russian money, in 

belarus.

Except that was not enough to satisfy the elite. According to yuliya Mostova, the editor 

of ukraine’s main opposition paper, Dzerkalo tyzhnya, understanding yanukovych was 

always easy: ‘he wanted to be the richest man in Eastern Europe’ (Mostova, 2011). but 

thМt led in turn to М proНlem thМt wМs well identiied Нy the leМding eОonomiО Мnd 

energy analyst Mykhailo honchar: ‘yanukovych wanted to be both president and 

number one oligarch. like all those other guys – Putin, nazarbayev and Aliyev. Except 

they had energy and rents to distribute. ukraine does not’ (honchar, 2014).

but yanukovych and his coterie carried on regardless. under his rule, ukraine became 

М pМthologiОМlly predМtory stМte, with Мn Мlleged 50% Оut from Мll signiiОМnt Нusiness 

and a tax-and-destroy policy against sMEs, driving the economy into the ground.

ineffective opposition

in the 1960s and 1970s, ukraine had one of the biggest dissident movements in the 

ussR. Around 1,000 were in and out of trouble with the authorities, but the broader 

hinterland of passive supporters was much larger (krawchenko, 1983). normally, size 

would have been thought to be an advantage, but it was actually double-edged. A 

bigger movement meant more kgb control and more internal agents, and the kgb was 

always much tougher in kiev than it was in Moscow. the same generation was still 

around to block more radical and more competent opposition forces when the 

ukrainian Popular Front Rukh was formed in 1989. Rukh was always primed to 

cooperate with moderate communists.

Rukh then split too early in 1992, when it still had some good arguments, and when its 

populМr front funОtion wМs still potentiМlly intМОt. SigniiОМntly, it wМs the pМrt of Rukh 

that cooperated with the new authorities that soon disappeared without trace; but Rukh, 

with its МgendМ essentiМlly unfulilled, wМs still Мround to Оome in seОond plМОe in the 

1998 elections. so the authorities encouraged it to split again in 1999.

the next reinvention of the opposition took place in 2002: our ukraine broke through to 

win almost a quarter of the vote by transcending traditional narrow cultural nationalism, 

Нut Мlso Нy МООepting leМdership igures who hМd previously Нeen pМrt of KuОhmМ’s 

elite, headed by yushchenko, who saw our ukraine as a moderate balancing force. 
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kuchma was, however, weakened by scandal (the death of the journalist hryhoriy 

gongagdze in 2000), and was unable to stop the donetsk group imposing yanukovych 

as their candidate for the presidency in 2004. yanukovych’s candidacy upset the 

system of elite НМlМnОe, Мnd he hМd too few supporters when his Оrude Мttempts to ix 

the vote and deny yushchenko the presidency led to the mass protests dubbed the 

‘orange Revolution’ in 2004.

however, although the protesters expressed a range of frustrations and inchoate 

demands, the orange Revolution was really only about electing yushchenko. he duly 

took ofiОe Мfter М repeМt vote Мnd the protesters went home. Our UkrМine promptly re-

absorbed itself into the political system. After the 2010 elections, its remnants and 

successors, including tymoshenko’s party, Fatherland, would only survive if they 

accepted yanukovych’s new rules of the game. the opposition parties, including 

Fatherland, took funding from oligarchs in order to survive. this also included the far-

right Freedom Party, which provided the big surprise of the 2012 parliamentary 

eleОtions Нy winning 10% of the vote, lМrgely НeОМuse it ОonvinОed М sufiОient numНer 

of voters that it was the most radical opposition to yanukovych – before a real 

opposition organised itself in 2014.

underlying Pluralism

i have deliberately mentioned ukraine’s undoubted underlying pluralism late in the 

analysis. ukraine is a new state with many underlying divisions of ethnicity, language, 

and religion, although the most powerful division of all is regional and regionally-based 

patronal networks. these well-known internal divisions would have been less of a 

factor if ukrainian politicians had been brave enough, or competent enough, to 

transcend them. instead, they have exploited and exacerbated them to stay in power. 

Moreover, it was politicians from East ukraine who did most of the polarising. ideology 

and the idea of European destiny were stronger forces in western ukraine, so public 

opinion was harder to manipulate, although there were many nationalist politicians 

capable of alienating voters in the East. but a post-soviet culture of paternalism, social 

atomisation, and soviet ukrainian mythology was still strong in the East and south, 

where politicians were able to win and retain power with a mixture of welfare and 

patronage and so-called ‘political technology’ that exploited anti-West ukrainian 

stereotypes.
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the Maidan as a Multiple Revolution

yanukovych’s presidency could not maintain that mixture. More exactly, its ability to 

distriНute even limited eОonomiО Нeneits wМs inОreМsingly ОirОumsОriНed. The eОonomy 

reОovered Нriely in 2010-11 from one of the worst reОessions in Europe in 2009, when 

gdP fell by 15%, but yanukovych’s predatory state had destroyed growth by the 

second half of 2012. yanukovych and the ruling Party of Regions began to lose support 

even in their East ukrainian heartlands, and were increasingly dependent on fraud and 

political technology to divide and corrupt the opposition to stay in power.

one belated fruit of the yushchenko Presidency was negotiations on a trade agreement 

with the European union, which had only begun belatedly in 2007, and had produced a 

signable agreement by 2012. however, democratic deterioration, symbolised by the 

imprisonment of tymoshenko, kept the agreement on ice. Russia, meanwhile, suddenly 

discovered an intense hostility to the agreement, driven by Putin’s launching of the 

Eurasian union project as one of the main themes for his re-election campaign in 2012.

the second ‘Maidan’ (the name of kiev’s central square where protesters gathered) 

was therefore about many things. it was triggered by yanukovych succumbing to 

Russian pressure and refusing to sign the Eu Association Agreement on the eve of a 

crucial Eu summit in Vilnius in november 2013. but the real underlying fear was that 

yanukovych would now have a free hand to consolidate his regime and undermine all 

vestiges of democracy. the protests were therefore also against the traditional 

opposition, which was a corrupted part of that system. the Maidan was an attempt to 

reinvent opposition politics in ukraine after Rukh in the 1990s and our ukraine in the 

early 2000s, but this time with a stronger base in civil society.

the Maidan protests in 2013-14 therefore grew more radical, but were also beyond the 

control of traditional politicians. yanukovych veered between a mixture of repression 

and concessions that only swelled protesters’ ranks. the notorious ‘repression laws’, 

rammed through parliament on 16 January 2014, only created a sense of now-or-never.

civil Society versus the System

other chapters describe in detail the events before and after the February uprising in 

kiev. but several general points can be made. the protests revealed how much 

stronger ukrainian civil society was in 2014 compared to 2004. And not just 

numerically; it was more proactive and much more modern than the political class. civil 

society used technology, which the political class did not. new media sources like 
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hromadske tV tapped new audiences, and new media methods like stopfake.org 

counteracted Russian propaganda. civil society groups used innovative crowd-

sourcing methods and helped channel funds to the armed forces (the People’s Project 

at narodniy.org.ua, and armyhelp.com.ua), setting a standard of transparency that 

shamed the ukrainian state. Activists and journalists did excellent work analysing the 

incriminating documents left behind by yanukovych at sites like yanukovychleaks.org 

and the Anti-corruption Action centre at antac.org.ua/en. one of the most effective 

teОhnologies wМs the use of drones equipped with ОМmerМs to ly over the homes of 

mysteriously opulent politicians.

civil society was also strongly motivated to do better this time than after 2004. We will 

never know, counterfactually, how good an attempt at transformation ukraine might 

have made if Russia had not intervened. but once it did, the moment of what leszek 

balcerowicz called ‘extraordinary politics’ – front-loading radical measures to drive 

change while you are still popular – was in danger of being lost. the pseudo-patriotic 

argument that dramatic change was not possible while ukraine was at war largely 

carried the day, even though preventing such change was one of the main objectives of 

Russia’s action. the oligarch and political veteran Petro Poroshenko won the 

Presidency in May 2014, largely because he promised a safe pair of hands. but by the 

time pre-term pМrliМmentМry eleОtions were held in OОtoНer, М nominМl ОeМse-ire hМd 

been in place since 5 september and there was a popular mood to return to the reform 

agenda largely abandoned in February. Poroshenko’s new eponymous bloc failed to 

win its expected victory, though did well in former Party of Regions areas; voters in the 

West and centre backed Prime Minister yatseniuk’s Popular Front and the new party 

self-help. the elections saw a much bigger turnover overall: 56% of all MPs, that is 

236 out of 423, were new (27 seats in crimea and the donbas remained empty 

НeОМuse of МnnexМtion or ОonliОt) (Chesno.org, 2014).

conclusions

ukraine restored the 2004 constitution on 21 February 2014, and the premier-

presidentiМl system with it. But unlike in 2006-10, Мfter YМnukovyОh’s light Мnd the 

collapse of the Party of Regions, parliament and presidency were in theory now 

Оontrolled Нy the sМme politiОМl ОМmp. Super-mМjorities were Нriely possiНle in Spring 

2014, then the old guard recovered its veto power in the summer, but they were much 

diminished in strength by the october elections. A new government with a healthy 

majority was then in place by december. Plans for yet another rewrite of the 

constitution were much discussed in the summer, however, with so many pressing 

military and economic issues, they were less prominent in the new government’s 

reform priorities.
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but ukrainian politics would clearly remain a general struggle between old-style politics 

and new. What is not clear is how much of the old informal politics had changed.
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crimea was annexed by Russia in March 2014, a month after the Euromaidan 

revolution led to President Viktor YМnukovyОh leeing from UkrМine. This wМs followed 

by the launch of a separatist rebellion that targeted the eight Russophone oblasts of 

EМstern Мnd Southern UkrМine. In SeptemНer 2014, М tenuous ОeМseire wМs 

negotiМted Мfter ive months of intense ighting thМt ОlМimed 5,000 ОiviliМns Мnd Мs 

many as 10,000 ukrainian military, separatists, and Russian soldiers dead, wounded, 

Мnd missing.  The very high numНer of ОomНМtМnt ОМsuМlties releОts the viОiousness 

Мnd intensity of М relМtively short wМr; in ОontrМst, 600 soldiers Мnd poliОe ofiОers were 

killed in Northern IrelМnd over М three-deОМde terrorist ОonliОt. This is ОleМrly not М 

terrorist ОonliОt (despite Kiev’s nМme given to its operМtions Мs ATO [Anti-Terrorist 

OperМtionИ) Нut Мn insurgenОy; thМt is М ОonliОt lying Нetween М full-sОМle wМr Мnd 

terrorism. As a result of the annexation of crimea by the Russian Federation and the 

Мrmed ОonliОt in UkrМiniМn DonНМs, over 921,000 people (Мs of 23 JМnuМry 2015) hМve 

registered as internally displaced persons (idPs) within ukraine, and over 524,000 

have sought asylum or other legal status in the Russian Federation (PAcE, 2015). 

nevertheless, eighty percent of ukrainians believe ukraine is at war with Russia, 

according to a december poll. international organisations and human rights bodies 

have systematically reported widespread human rights abuses by separatist and 

Russian nationalist groups, while ukrainian forces have been criticized for 

indiscriminate shelling of civilian areas (Amnesty international, 2014; council of 

Europe, 2014; human Rights Watch, 2014; organisation for security and cooperation 

in Europe, 2014; united nations, 2014).

This МrtiОle seeks to understМnd why М Нitter ОonliОt took plМОe in UkrМine Мfter neМrly 

two decades of peaceful inter-ethnic and inter-regional relations with a deepened 

partition following Russia’s recognition of the 2 november 2014 ‘elections’ in the 

luhansk People’s Republic (lnR) and donetsk People’s Republics (dnR). in the 

1990s and 2000s, ukraine resolved the crimean separatist challenge at the same time 

Мs frozen ОonliОts emerged in MoldovМ, GeorgiМ, Мnd AzerНМijМn, Мnd RussiМ fought 

two wars in chechnya.

UkrМine’s trМnsition from М stМte Мt peМОe to Нeing in ОonliОt with the DonНМs Мnd 

RussiМ is Мn outgrowth of four fМОtors: irst, rise of МuthoritМriМn Мnd neo-Soviet politiОМl 

forces (Party of Regions, united Russia); second, reaction to Western-supported 

popular protests (bulldozer, Rose and orange Revolutions, Euromaidan); third, strong 

opposition to nAto and Eu enlargement; and fourth, rise of nationalism and 

revisionism in Russian foreign policy.
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Rise of Authoritarian and Neo-Soviet Political Forces

the Party of Regions and united Russia are united in their authoritarian, neo-soviet, 

Мnd populist-pМternМlistiО operМting Оulture. Both Мre difiОult to ОlМssify using Western 

politiОМl sОienОe deinitions НeОМuse they unite oligМrОhs, МttrМОt former Communist 

Party voters, and uphold soviet ideological tenets, such as state paternalism, anti-

fascist discourse, and distrust of the West, particularly the us and nAto. the Party of 

Regions was allied to centrist parties during leonid kuchma’s presidency (1994-2004) 

Мnd therefore wМs routinely deined Мs ‘Оentrist.’ This, though, wМs misleМding, Мs 

Eastern ukrainian centrist parties had emerged from the komsomol’s (communist 

youth league) democratic Platform within the soviet communist Party in the late 

1980s and were seeking to build liberal parties targeting middle-class voters. the Party 

of Regions was very different, an ally of big business and indifferent or hostile to the 

middle ОlМss whiОh twiОe led Мnd inМnОed reНellions МgМinst YМnukovyОh in the form of 

the orange Revolution and Euromaidan.

At the same time, there are as many differences as there are similarities. united Russia 

is a typical Eurasian party of power that draws on senior former soviet nomenklatura 

Мnd seОurity ofiОiМls with their НМse in the Оountry’s ОentrМl Оities. The PМrty of Regions 

hails from the working-class and coalmining city of donetsk (twinned with britain’s 

Shefield) thМt never hМd inluenОe in the ОentrМl ruling orgМns of Soviet UkrМine, whiОh 

was dominated by local elites from kiev, dnipropetrovsk, and kharkiv. the Party of 

Regions is unique in the former soviet space in being launched by a nexus of new 

oligarchs, old soviet Red directors, Pan-slavic and regional activists, and organised 

Оrime igures (Kuzio, 2014М; Wilson, 2014, pp.126-128) thМt estМНlished М suООessful 

political machine that won four parliamentary and presidential elections in 2006-2012 

(kudelia and kuzio, 2015). Mark galeotti (2014) has pointed out that ‘crime, especially 

organised crime, has been at the heart of the events in ukraine from the start,’ and 

Russian and ukrainian political leaders have a long record of collaboration with 

orgМnised Оrime igures in the post-Soviet erМ (DМwishМ, 2014, pp.15, 39, 62, 

7983,144, 158; kupchinsky, 2009).

Another difference is nationalist ideology, which has always been present in united 

Russia, but not in the Party of Regions – a typical Eastern ukrainian ideologically 

amorphous political force. yanukovych and Putin are both kleptocrats, but the latter is 

also committed to building Russia as a great power, while the former starved the 

ukrainian military of resources, mishandled its military reform launched in 2007, and 

then permitted М foreign power (RussiМ) to exert inluenОe over the leМdership of the 

presidential guard, military, and security service (sbu).
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Although both were successful political machines, only united Russia and Putin could 

sustain genuine popularity through widespread public backing for Russian great power 

nationalism and high energy prices for much of the 2000s that increased living 

standards. yanukovych’s popularity had slumped to the low 20s in polls conducted just 

ahead of the Euromaidan, and without massive election fraud, he could not have won 

re-election in 2015. ukraine’s regional diversity made it impossible for the Party of 

Regions to dominate the country to the same extent as united Russia does in the 

Russian Federation. yanukovych’s failure to understand that ukraine is not Russia, as 

the 2004 book by leonid kuchma is titled, ultimately led to his loss of power.

the Party of Regions did have some ideological members who included supporters of 

pan-slavic and soviet nationalism and integrated ideologues, such as oleksandr 

bazyliuk (congress of Russian organisations of ukraine, civic congress renamed as 

the slavic unity Party), Vadym kolesnychenko (human Rights Public Movement 

“Russian-speaking ukraine”), and dmytro tabachnyk who was Education Minister in 

two nikolai Azarov governments in 2010-2014 (kryuchkov and tabachnyk, 2008). they 

were members of yanukovych’s team that differentiated itself from ukraine’s earlier 

presidents in adopting Russia’s position on the 1933 famine as a soviet-wide tragedy 

(not genocide against ukraine); emphasising the great Patriotic War (not World War ii); 

returning to soviet denunciations of ukrainian nationalism and crimean tatars as nazi 

collaborators and ‘fascists’; and distrust of the nAto, us, and the West in general. the 

Party of Regions, communist Party of ukraine (kPu), and crimean Russian 

nМtionМlists upheld Soviet diОtМtor Joseph StМlin’s justiiОМtion for the 1944 deportМtion 

of crimean tatars when half their number died, a historic event viewed as genocide by 

them. in May 2014, only three months after Russia’s annexation of the crimea, the 

local authorities banned the annual commemoration of the deportation and closed 

down the unofiОiМl Mejlis TМtМr pМrliМment (CoynМsh, 2014Н, О, d; CounОil of Europe, 

2014).

the Party of Regions was willing to countenance an alliance with crimean Russian 

nationalists and the kPu, a step that would have been unpalatable to kuchma, who 

defeated both political forces in 1995 and 1999, respectively. kuchma marginalised 

crimean Russian nationalists whilst the Party of Regions revived them after it 

cemented an alliance with united Russia in 2005, and a year later, Russian political 

technologist konstantin zatulin brokered an election alliance of the Party of Regions 

and Russian nationalists that won a majority in the crimean parliament. in the 2014 

crimean parliamentary and local elections, many former Party of Regions deputies 

were elected by united Russia that won a majority of seats. in 2008, the Party of 

Regions, kPu, and crimean Russian nationalists were the only political forces in the 

CommonweМlth of Independent StМtes (outside RussiМ Мnd frozen ОonliОt enОlМves) 
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who supported the independence of south ossetia and Abkhazia breaking a long-

standing consensus among ukrainian elites in support of the territorial integrity of 

stМtes. YМnukovyОh eОhoed Putin when he justiied their support Нy referring to the 

independence of kosovo and ‘double standards.’

the Party of Regions was characterised by its willingness to use violence to achieve 

their goals. the party drew on sportsmen vigilantes for corporate raiding, election 

fraud, and violent attacks on civil society activists, journalists, and members of the 

political opposition (kuzio, 2010a; Wilson, 2014; pp.49, 78-79; zimmer, 2005). 

yanukovych, with a twice-criminal record, is from donetsk which, together with the 

crimea and odessa, experienced the most violent transitions in ukraine during the 

1990s. yanukovych, the donetsk clan, and the Party of Regions were therefore no 

strangers to violence, and brought their style of politics and business to the national 

level in the 2004 eleОtions Мnd from 2006, when they were irst eleОted Мs Мn 

independent political force.

Violence was also more likely under yanukovych for four reasons. First, unlike 

KuОhmМ, who left ofiОe in 2004 Мfter two terms, YМnukovyОh in 2013-2014 wМs 

preparing for his re-election in 2015, and there was never any doubt but that he sought 

to remain in power. the second was his penchant for extravagant palaces, such as 

Mezhyhirya near kiev, and the imprisonment of political opponents, both of which 

pointed to his desire to remМin in power Мt Мll Оosts Мnd indeinitely. The third wМs М 

willingness to use vigilantes and security forces for paramilitary operations against his 

opponents. during the 2004 elections, kuchma forbade the entrance of donetsk 

vigilantes, who waited in the city’s outskirts, into central kiev, where they would have 

clashed with orange Revolution supporters. the fourth was his closer ties to Putin, 

who held kompromat (compromising materials) on him going back decades when he 

had worked as a kgb informer reporting on organised crime groups in donetsk 

(leshchenko, 2014, pp. 57, 210-215, 218; Judah, 2014; Wilson, 2014, p.122). Putin 

held two key meetings with yanukovych in sochi (october 2013) and Valdai (January 

2014), where he pressured him to drop the EU AssoОiМtion Agreement in the irst 

instance and introduce tough, repressive legislation in the second (which was adopted 

on 16 January). yanukovych failed to keep his resolve in the face of a popular protest 

radicalised by the killing of the ‘heavenly hundred’ and pursue the security operations 

to their ОonОlusion. Putin Мdmitted thМt he Мssisted YМnukovyОh in leeing from Kiev. 

Russia had supplied anti-riot equipment to ukraine in december 2013 and January 

2014, Мnd FSB ofiОers were НМsed in Kiev Мssisting in drМwing up ‘OperМtion 

boomerang’ to destroy the protests using overwhelming force (Wilson, 2014, pp. 89-

93). the ukrainian military, which has cooperated with nAto’s Partnership for Peace 

programme since 1994, refused to become involved, as it had during the orange 
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Revolution (Kuzio, 2010М), Мnd UkrМine’s poliОe forОes were insufiОient in numНer for 

the task of suppressing a mass protest movement.

the plan was for yanukovych to address a founding congress of the ukrainian Front 

(founded on 1 February in kharkiv by the local vigilante organisation oplot, pro-

Russian politicians, former police berkut special forces, and night Wolves hell’s 

angels) that would have brought together delegates from Russian-speaking eastern 

and southern ukraine (Wilson, 2014, pp. 78-79). they planned to declare kharkiv the 

capital of a new autonomous entity (whether ‘novorossiya’ – ‘new Russia’ – is unclear) 

and invite Russian forces to intervene to ‘protect’ Russian speakers. kharkiv is 

symНoliОМlly importМnt, Мs it wМs the irst ОМpitМl of Soviet UkrМine from 1922-1934.

the kharkiv congress was to emulate the november 2004 separatist congress in 

severdonetsk, luhansk oblast, which had pressured opposition candidate Viktor 

yushchenko to compromise during Eu-brokered roundtable negotiations, except that 

the situation in 2014 was more critical, as the democratic revolution was unusual in not 

tМking plМОe during Мn eleОtion ОyОle. The KhМrkiv Оongress did not МttrМОt sufiОient 

delegates, and yanukovych failed to attend after being advised by donetsk oligarch 

Rinat Akhmetov and kharkiv governor Mykhaylo dobkin that they would not support 

him. the Party of Regions (2014) had denounced yanukoych in a strongly worded 

stМtement Мfter he led from Kiev, НlМming him for the murder of protesters, Мnd 

pМrliМment hМd voted to remove him from power. He led to Donetsk Мnd CrimeМ, Мnd 

eventually to Russia, from where he called for a Russian intervention in early March. 

these plans failed not only because yanukovych left ukraine, but also because pro-

Russian uprisings failed to materialise in four out of ukraine’s eight Russian-speaking 

oblasts (dnipropetrovsk, zaporizhzhya, kherson, Mykolayiv), and in another two swing 

regions (kharkiv, odessa). Pro-Maidan forces prevailed in the two crucial months of 

April and May 2014. Pro-Russian separatism only took hold in the donbas (donetsk, 

luhansk), but even there it required the covert injection of Russian forces, some of 

whom had been involved in Russia’s annexation of the crimea, and by August, with 

sepМrМtists on the verge of Нeing defeМted, RussiМ’s signiiОМnt intervention, whiОh 

turned the tide of НМttle. By the SeptemНer ОeМseire, UkrМiniМn forОes Оontrolled two 

thirds of the donbas, and the dnR and lnR one third.

Western-supported Popular Protests (Bulldozer, Rose and orange Revolutions, 

euromaidan)

Putin came to power soon after nAto’s bombardment of yugoslavia, the detachment 

of kosovo into a future independent state, and the bulldozer Revolution in serbia that 
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wМs the irst of whМt НeОМme ОМlled Оoloured or demoОrМtiО revolutions. Kosovo hМd 

never Нeen М YugoslМv repuНliО Мnd therefore, unlike the ifteen Soviet Мnd six 

yugoslav republics, it had no right under international law to become an independent 

stМte, М fМОt thМt RussiМn leМders hМve ОontinuМlly rМised through to their justiiОМtion of 

the annexation of the crimea.

Russian and other post-soviet leaders, including yanukovych, were socialised within a 

conspiracy mindset and they therefore viewed these developments as one chain of 

events. this worldview deepened with the Rose and orange Revolutions in 2003 and 

2004, respectively, leading to calls in their legislatures (successful in Russia, 

unsuccessful in ukraine) to clamp down on alleged Western intelligence support for 

ngos and mass popular protests. Russian and Eastern ukrainian leaders saw little 

difference between nAto’s intervention in serbia and the us invasion of iraq, as both 

did not have un authorisation.

the return to soviet conspiratology was accompanied by a return to anti-Americanism 

irst witnessed Мs eМrly Мs during UkrМine’s 2004 presidentiМl eleОtions. YМnukovyОh’s 

election campaign, led by Russian political technologists (such as gleb Pavlovsky) on 

loan from Putin, organised a ‘directed chaos’ strategy that portrayed Viktor 

yushchenko, who has a ukrainian-American spouse, as a us satrap and extreme 

nationalist. it was relatively easy to blame the orange Revolution as a Western-backed 

putsch following such a negative campaign. yanukovych’s anti-Americanism took place 

while ukrainians constituted the third largest military contingent in the us-led coalition 

in iraq (and largest non-nAto force).

needless to say, the Euromaidan that rocked ukraine in november 2013 to February 

2014 was also seen as a Western-backed putsch that overthrew a democratically 

elected President and brought ‘fascists’ to power. yanukovych and Putin always 

believed the protests were led by extreme right nationalists (‘fascists’) in another 

example of the revival of soviet ideological culture (kryuchkov and tabachnyk, 2008). 

soviet ideological tirades were most prominent and vociferous against baltic and 

especially ukrainian ‘bourgeois nationalists’ through kgb-controlled institutions such 

as tovarystvo ukrayiny (shorthand for the society for cultural Relations with 

ukrainians Abroad). its two newspapers, News from Ukraine and Visti z Ukrayiny, 

specialised in uncovering alleged ‘nazi collaborators’ in the ukrainian diaspora.

yanukovych could not comprehend the notion of individuals protesting as volunteers 

and unpaid civil society activists, as their experience is of a world where people attend 

rallies when they are induced by the threat of losing their state employment or receive 
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payment in cash or kind. yanukovych drew on ‘political tourists’ (i.e. paid rally 

participants) in the 2004 elections and when he was Prime Minister and President 

(2006-2007, 2010-2014). differences between Eastern and Western ukraine can be 

explained by the existence of a managed democracy and weak civil society in 

sovietised donetsk, and a far more active civil society, with its roots in the nineteenth 

century Austro-hungarian Empire and inter-war Poland, in Western ukraine 

(beissinger, 2002; kuzio, 2010b).

in the soviet and Russian mindset towards ukraine, seventeen million discriminated 

‘Russians’ include ethnic Russians and Russian speakers who belong to the Russkii 

Mir (Russian World). therefore, democratic revolutions propelled by large numbers of 

Western ukrainian participants are inevitably anti-Russian, funded by the West, and 

dominated by ‘nationalists’ (equated as ‘fascists’). terms such as ‘bourgeois 

nationalists’ and ‘fascists’ in soviet and post-soviet usage have nothing in common 

with Western politiОМl sОienОe deinitions of the term (KryuОhkov Мnd TМНМОhnyk, 2008). 

in the ussR, such terms were applied against all shades of opinion that supported 

dissidents and ukrainian cultural and political rights, and in the post-soviet era against 

those who welcomed the orange Revolution and Euromaidan and supported ukraine’s 

European integration. in the ussR, national communist ivan dzyuba, the author of 

Internationalism or Russiication?, was therefore as much a ‘bourgeois nationalist’ as a 

greek catholic religious believer and member of the underground ukrainian national 

Front in soviet galicia.

In М rМther НizМrre twist to the ОonliОt in EМstern UkrМine, DonНМs sepМrМtists hМve two 

extremist Мllies. The irst Мre НonМ ide RussiМn fМsОists Мnd neo-NМzis from the 

RussiМn PМrty of NМtionМl Unity, who use М modiied swМstikМ Мs their pМrty symНol Мnd 

whose pМrМmilitМries Мre ighting Мlongside sepМrМtists (see photogrМphs Мt 

shekhovtsov, 2014). Russian national unity Party leader Aleksandr barkashov’s 

intercepted telephone conversation with donetsk People’s Republic leader dmitriy 

boitsov heard the former advising the latter to write that 89 per cent voted in favour in 

the MМy 2014 sepМrМtist referendum – М igure thМt НeОМme the ofiОiМl result 

(barkashov and boitsov, 2014; Wilson, 2014, p. 133). crimean leader sergei Aksyonov 

(with an organised criminal nickname of goblin) is a long-time member of the Russian 

national unity Party (kuzio, 2014c). Moreover, Eurasianist ideologue Aleksandr dugin 

wМs ired from MosОow StМte University Мfter students protested МgМinst him sМying 

ukrainians ‘must be killed, killed, killed’ (coynash, 2014a; dugin, 2014).

the second are Europe’s extreme left and right who have sent ‘observers’ to the March 

CrimeМn referendum Мnd NovemНer 2014 ‘eleОtion,’ Мnd voted МgМinst rМtiiОМtion in the 

European Parliament of the Eu Association Agreement (coynash, 2014e; orenstein, 
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2014). France’s neo-nazi Front national contributed the largest bloc of votes against 

the Association Agreement and has admitted receiving a large loan from a Russian 

bank.

NAto and eu enlargement

Russia had always opposed nAto enlargement and this came to a head in the case of 

georgia and ukraine in 2005-2008, when enlargement received the enthusiastic 

support of the us bush administration. in April 2008, Putin told the nAto-Russia 

CounОil Мt the BuОhМrest NATO Summit thМt UkrМine wМs М ‘frМgile’ Мnd ‘МrtiiОiМl’ stМte, 

warning it would disintegrate if it joined nAto. yushchenko strongly backed President 

Mikhail saakashvili when he visited tbilisi after Russia’s invasion in August of that year. 

in summer 2009, President dmitri Medvedev laid out a host of demands for the next 

UkrМiniМn President thМt YМnukovyОh fulilled, suОh Мs extending the leМse on the BlМОk 

sea Fleet base in sevastopol until the middle of the century and ending support for 

nAto membership. both of these Russian strategic objectives were threatened by 

yanukovych’s removal from power and replacement by what Moscow viewed as radical 

nationalists.

Russia’s concerns about the Eastern Partnership (EaP), an Eu initiative for post-soviet 

states, was evident from its launch in 2009, even though it never laid out the prospect 

of future membership and was therefore derided by some Western scholars as 

‘enlargement-lite.’ Russian worries were especially vociferous in the case of ukraine, 

the largest of the EaP members. the effective separation of ukraine’s most pro-

Russian regions (crimea, donbas) prevented their participation in the May 2014 

presidential and october 2014 parliamentary preterm elections, which, coupled with the 

disintegration of the Party of Regions and unpopularity of its satellite communist Party 

Мfter YМnukovyОh led from ofiОe, produОed UkrМine’s irst pro-EuropeМn pМrliМmentМry 

constitutional majority. Putin gained crimea and part of the donbas enclave, but lost 

ukraine.

Russian Nationalism and Foreign Policy

the evolution of Putin and his militocratic regime beholden to nationalistic ideology 

took plМОe during the ifteen yeМrs thМt UkrМine trМnsitioned through four Presidents – 

kuchma (2000-2004), yushchenko (2005-2010), yanukovych (2010-2014), and Petro 

Poroshenko (2014 to present). Putin’s best relations were with kuchma, an Eastern 

ukrainian and therefore not ideologically suspect, who was a member of the senior 

soviet nomenklatura (which yanukovych never was). yushchenko was anathema to 
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Russian leaders who may have been behind his september 2004 poisoning. 

yanukovych was more palatable because of his donetsk background and willingness to 

implement Russian demands, work with crimean Russian nationalists, and give free 

rein to Russia’s intelligence services in crimea (something that would become useful in 

spring 2014). Medvedev’s 2009 open letter to yushchenko followed the expulsion of 

two Russian diplomats from crimea and odessa for espionage and covert support for 

separatists and the pro-Russian extremist Rodina party. Valentyn nalyvaychenko, the 

then chairman of the sbu, resumed this position in February 2014 with a more 

expanded campaign against Russian gRu and Fsb agents backing ‘directed chaos’ 

and separatism (kuzio, 2015).

Relations with Poroshenko should have been similar to those with kuchma, as both are 

centrists and not anti-Russian; Poroshenko was born in odessa and had business 

interests in Russia. Poroshenko was a founding member of the Party of Regions in 

2000-2001 and had been a cabinet minister in the second Azarov government. 

nevertheless, Poroshenko supported the Euromaidan early on, before it was known if it 

would succeed, and he came to power three months after the annexation of crimea 

and two months after donbas broke down into separatist violence. As his constitutional 

duty is to protect ukraine’s territorial integrity, he therefore had little choice but to act as 

commander-in-chief.

Russian nationalism is closely bound with soviet myths and national identity, and these 

inevitМНly inluenОe Мttitudes towМrds UkrМine. In this worldview, ‘New RussiМ’ – the 

tsarist term for southern ukraine, but now expanded to include donbas – includes 

ukraine’s Russian speakers. chauvinistic derision towards the ukrainian language was 

inherited from the ussR and has always been strongest in crimea and donbas and in 

RussiМ more НroМdly (Fournier, 2002). Putin hМs desОriНed UkrМine Мs Мn ‘МrtiiОiМl 

state’ whose territory was often changed in the course of the twentieth century. More 

importantly, Putin has repeatedly stated that ‘the Russian and ukrainian people is 

practically one people’ with ‘common historical roots and common destiny, we have a 

common religion, a common faith, we have a similar culture, language, tradition, and 

mentality’ (Wilson, 2014, pp. 148-149). A ‘common destiny’ implies that ukraine can 

only hМve М future Мlongside RussiМ – not outside RussiМ’s sphere of inluenОe in 

Europe – while Putin’s conservative values project is promoted with Europe and the 

West viliied Мs deОМdent Мnd of М lower ОivilisМtion to RussiМ’s (BBC Monitoring, 2014). 

controlling ukraine is not only a strategic objective for Russia to regain its great power 

status, but an important component of its national identity that has always stressed 

unity of the three Eastern slavic peoples, beginning in kievan Rus’ and continuing to 

tsarist Russia and the ussR, with the cis customs union-Eurasian union the natural 
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home (not nAto or Eu). spiritual unity is provided by the Russian orthodox church, 

which has a greater number of parishes in ukraine than in the Russian Federation.

conclusion

ukraine descended into violence during and after the Euromaidan for the four reasons 

outlined above. yanukoych and the Party of Regions had different social origins to 

Eastern ukrainian centrists and were more willing to use violence and to back Russian 

oНjeОtives. The EuromМidМn took plМОe fourteen yeМrs Мfter Putin irst ОМme to power, 

during which Russian nationalism and soviet political culture began to be more 

inluentiМl, produОing strongly negМtive Мttitudes to UkrМiniМn nМtionМl identity deined 

outside the Russkii Mir, democratic revolutions, and nAto and Eu enlargement.
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the ukrainian crisis shattered the ideological status quo in Russia, the place of so-

called ‘Russian nationalists’ in the public space, and the competition between different 

groups claiming to represent the authentic interests of the Russian state. in this article, 

i discuss the three main impacts of the ukrainian crisis on the landscape of Russian 

nationalism: its division in interpreting the several crises, its successes in framing the 

novorossiya narrative, and its ambivalences at debating the relationship between an 

imperial appeal and xenophobic feelings.

three ukrainian crises – three Responses by Russian Nationalists

The irst phМse of the Оrisis in UkrМine – the EuromМidМn – hМs ОreМted deep divisions 

within nationalist movements. the so-called ‘national-democrats’ expressed solidarity 

with Maidan, seeing it as an example of successful grassroots democratic revolution 

against a corrupt and authoritarian regime. this minority supported the ukrainian 

nationalist svoboda movement in its struggle for ‘national liberation’. some of them, 

often with neo-NМzi sympМthies, still todМy ight on the side of the pro-UkrМiniМn Azov 

volunteers’ battalions. on the other side of the spectrum, majority movements that can 

Нe deined Мs stМtist Мnd/or imperiМlist shМred the Kremlin’s vision of EuromМidМn Мs М 

neo-fascist coup organised with the support of the united states.

the second stage of the crisis – the annexation of crimea – abruptly changed the 

stakes, creating a moment of near-unanimity around Vladimir Putin. Very few 

nМtionМlist igures hМve hМd the ОourМge to ОhМllenge the МnnexМtion. MМny of pro-

Maidan nationalists, for instance konstantin krylov, shifted toward the defence of ethnic 

Russians and the ‘right to self-determination’, while remaining critical toward Putinism. 

there have been a few exceptions among the national-democrats, for instance Aleksei 

navalny, who saw it as a violation of international law and did not want to see a new 

area subjected to the Russian non-democratic and corrupt regime. For all other groups, 

the time had come for reconciliation with a regime some had for years denounced as 

leading an a-national, or even anti-Russian, policy, and to celebrate the statesmanlike 

stature of Vladimir Putin.

With the third stМge of the ОonliОt – the pro-RussiМn seОessionism in the DonНМs 

region – the nationalist circles had to elaborate a more complex positioning. they 

support Putin in his interpretМtion of the ОonliОt – RussiМ hМs the ‘right to proteОt’ 

Russian minorities abroad when they are threatened by an unfriendly regime – but 

МООuse him of hМving insufiОient ОourМge to defend militМrily the seОessionist regions. 

For the more rМdiОМl, the ОorreОt solution wМs not to ОreМte М new frozen ОonliОt 

against the kiev authorities, but to turn the donbas into a second crimea, a successful 
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example of an almost blood-free annexation. the current situation of a humanitarian 

crisis, with several thousand dead, hundreds of thousands of displaced, a destroyed 

industrial fabric, and no political solution in sight, is apprehended more a failure for 

Russian great-powerness than a success. For those calling for a general ‘awakening’ of 

the RussiМn populМtion – suddenly reМdy to ight not only for DonНМs, Нut to export М 

‘national liberation’ war in Russia itself – against Western presence and oligarch 

domination, the disillusion is even greater. Russia’s population supports the kremlin’s 

reading of the crisis and the need to protect donetsk and lugansk. however, it shows a 

growing fatigue linked to the ongoing crisis and is mostly concerned about the impact 

of sanctions on standards of living; two elements that have disappointed Russian 

nationalist circles.

the Novorossiya Narrative and its Main Propagandists

Although disappointed, Russian nationalists try to take advantage of the current 

pМtriotiО Мtmosphere for ОonsolidМting their mediМ reМОh. The ight for DonНМs offers 

them М unique nМrrМtive. For the irst time sinОe the НМttle Нetween Yeltsin’s troops Мnd 

the defenders of the Supreme Soviet in OОtoНer 1993, RussiМn nМtionМlists inМlly hМve 

a story that celebrates their achievements in both words and images (and in music), 

offering the whole array of heroic battles and martyrs. igor strelkov, who was 

transformed into a living icon before being ‘recalled’ by the kremlin and slowly 

marginalised, embodied this narrative. one of the main successes of nationalists has 

Нeen the widespreМd use of the term of ‘NovorossiyМ’ to deine not only the DonНМs, 

but also other potentially secessionist regions of ukraine. With origins dating from the 

second half of the 18th century, the term was revived during the ukraine crisis and 

gМined indireОt ofiОiМl vМlidМtion when RussiМn President VlМdimir Putin used it during 

a call-in show in April 2014 to evoke the situation of the Russian-speaking population of 

ukraine.

As i explored in other papers, the ‘novorossiya’ term can be understood through a 

triple lens: ‘red’, ‘white’, Мnd ‘Нrown’. The irst ‘red’ ideologiОМl motif nurturing 

NovorossiyМ emphМsises Soviet memory. The ‘red’ reМding of NovorossiyМ justiies the 

donbas insurgency in the name of geopolitical arguments, Russia’s destiny as a large 

territory, and soviet perceptions of the donbas as a region proud of its industrial legacy 

and one that shows the way to a new oligarchic-free Russia. the ‘white’ approach to 

novorossiya sees the donbas insurgency as a vehicle that can open the way to a 

renewМl of politiОМl Orthodoxy. This, in turn, will Оonirm RussiМ’s stМtus Мs М herМld of 

conservative values and christianity and, for some adherents of this view, popularise 

the notion of a new monarchy. it sees in orthodoxy both a civilisational principle that 

makes Russia a distinct country, and a political value that resonates with the regime. 
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novorossiya also became the engine of the so-called Russian spring, which claims 

thМt the ongoing ‘nМtionМl revolution’ should not only ight Kiev, Нut export itself to 

RussiМ. This motif ОМn Нe deined Мs neo-fМsОist Мnd therefore ‘Нrown’; it ОМlls for М 

totalitarian national revolution that would overthrow the current regime and transform 

society. it combines an allegedly leftist discourse denouncing corporations and 

oligarchs, and a focus on the dangers threatening the survival of the nation, two 

features typical of fascist movements.

the most vocal and organised group that has been able to make the most of the 

ukrainian crisis is the izborsky club. created in late 2012 as a response to the 

bolotnaya protests organised by the liberal opposition, the izborsky club brings 

together almost 30 nationalist or conservative ideologists and politicians – who often 

hМve ОontrМdiОtory views Мnd ОonliОtuМl personМl relМtions – under the leМdership of Мn 

old but always vigorous Alexander Prokhanov. Prokhanov, who presented himself as a 

soviet imperialist, cultivated his own network of friends in the military and the security 

services, and uses the club as a platform to develop a nationalist storyline that can 

then be transmitted to the upper echelons of power. the club’s main members – 

ProkhМnov irst, followed Нy the Оo-founder VitМli AveryМnov, Мnd then Нy the 

Eurasianist geopolitician Alexander dugin – have been able to consolidate media 

visibility through their personal contacts at channel one – Mikhail leontyev, among 

many others – to get high visibility on television and online journals. three other club 

members have also used their visibility in the Russian public space to support 

‘novorossiya’: natalia narochnitskaya, director of the Paris-based institute of 

democracy and cooperation, and famous promoter of political orthodoxy; Father 

tikhon (shevkunov) a prominent cleric and best-selling writer, the editor of the 

conservative web-portal Pravoslavie.ru, and rumoured to be Vladimir Putin’s personal 

confessor; and sergey glazyev, adviser to the president for regional integration issues, 

in charge of supervising the Eurasian union project.

eurasia or Russian World? empire or Xenophobia?

despite this visibility, the concept of ‘novorossiya’ and the rapid production of new 

ideological narratives to explain the ukrainian crisis failed in resolving the apparent 

contradiction between the Eurasian union project and the notion of the ‘Russian world’ 

(Russkii mir) advanced by the Russian state to protect Russian minorities abroad. the 

EurМsiМn strМtegy does not Мspire to reОreМte the Soviet Union, Мs US ofiОiМls 

unfortunately stated. Rather, it is based on the need for a more modern approach to 

reassert Russia’s role in its periphery in a more competitive way, based on economic 

integration. it calls for Russia to look south to central Asia and east to Asia to balance 

Western inluenОe, Мnd to МООept multi-ethniОity in the nМme of this regionМl hegemon 
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status. the ‘Russian World’ narrative originally was based on an ethnocentric vision of 

Russians as a divided nation, with 25 million ‘compatriots’ abroad. in the 2000s, it was 

able to bypass this ethnic/linguistic focus to broaden its scope, and now looks at 

boosting Russia’s soft power abroad by shaping a ‘Russian voice’ in the world. 

however, the terminological inexactitude, which blurs the distinction between the 

Russian world, Russian compatriots, and Russian-speaking population, continues to 

endow this notion with an ethnocentric tone that contradicts the multiethnic appeal of 

Eurasianism.

the ‘Eurasia’ and ‘Russian World’ narratives seem to compete, offering a multinational 

versus Мn ethnoОentriО deinition of RussiМ’s role in EurМsiМ. However, severМl lМyers in 

fact need to be dissociated. First, if ‘Russian World’ is understood as Russia’s 

‘civilisational project’ and ‘voice’ in the world – claiming the respect of established 

regimes against street revolutions as in syria, or family-oriented christian values 

against gay marriage – then the Eurasian union is only the economic side of the 

country’s reassertion as a regional hegemon. if ‘Russian world’ is understood as the 

defence of ethnic Russians or Russian-speaking population in the near abroad, it is a 

purely instrumental tool used when the Eurasian appeal fails: only those countries 

which refuse to integrate into Russia’s regional hegemon strategy – georgia, Moldova, 

post-yakukovich ukraine – see their Russian minorities ‘activated’; those who play 

according to the rules, such as nazarbaev’s kazakhstan, do not have to face Moscow’s 

support for their Russian minorities. in both cases, the ‘Eurasia’ and ‘Russian World’ 

nМrrМtives imНriОМte in eМОh other more thМn they ОonliОt.

the real contradictory point in the Russian nationalists’ narrative is thus not linked to 

the near abroad or foreign policy issues, but to domestic stances: how can Russia 

become an (imperial) regional hegemon when society is massively xenophobic? two 

thirds of the population asked for a visa-regime with the central Asian and south 

caucasian republics and would like to see immigration stopped. on that issue, only the 

‘national-democrats’ came up with a logical solution, accepting the idea of a ‘retracting’ 

Russia, looking for integration with the West, and establishing a new iron curtain with 

central Asia and Asia globally, to avoid being ‘invaded’ by migrants. this ‘national-

democratic’ group lost its popularity during the ukrainian crisis: its pro-Maidan stance 

destroyed its legitimМОy to deine RussiМ’s identity. The nМtionМlist groups thМt won from 

the ukrainian crisis are on the opposite side of the spectrum, giving priority to the 

regional hegemon scheme without risking addressing openly the xenophobia issue. on 

that, they follow the presidential administration line of postponing the moment of 

choosing a national identity narrative and hoping to maintain the lowest common 

denominМtor without deining the level of inОlusiveness Мnd exОlusiveness of RussiМ’s 

nationhood.
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conclusion

the ukrainian crisis has affected the landscape of Russian nationalism by fragmenting 

the ‘national-democrat’ scene and strengthening nostalgic aspirations for the recreation 

of soviet great-powerness, of Russia’s imperial mission, and of the Eurasian union 

project. however, media saturation around the ukrainian crisis will not be eternal, and 

the disappearance of the migration issue from the spotlight is probably only temporary. 

both the regime and the nationalist milieu close to it as the izborsky club gained time, 

but the ‘national-democrat’ narrative, both xenophobic and pro-European, could return 

sooner rather than later.
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to a large degree, the tragic events that unfolded in ukraine in 2013-14 were driven by 

developments beyond ukraine’s borders. of course, domestic factors also played a 

crucial role, and ukrainian political actors at all points across the political spectrum 

must share in the blame for what transpired. but it was ukraine’s ambiguous 

geopolitical position, and the clumsy interventions of competing outside powers 

pursuing their own self-centred agendas, that pushed ukraine’s log-jammed domestic 

politics over the brink into violent civil war.

the three main protagonists were Russia, the European union, and the united states, 

in roughly descending order of importance.

the evolution of Russia’s Relations with ukraine since 1991

MosОow hМs hМd difiОult, testy relМtions with UkrМine ever sinОe the two Оountries split 

off from the soviet union in 1991. the relationship with kiev is a sub-set of Russia’s 

problematic relationship with the outside world at large following the soviet collapse. in 

2014, ukraine became the touchstone of two decades of Russian frustration and 

insecurity, with tragic consequences.

First Mikhail gorbachev, and then boris yeltsin, wanted to be treated as an equal 

partner by the united states. however, the soviet collapse meant that Russia was 

stripped of half its population, a third of its territory, and all its bloc of ideological allies 

and client states. in the 1990s, the loss of superpower status combined with economic 

collapse and an ideological vacuum created a profound identity crisis in Russia. yeltsin 

was humiliated by his dependence on loans from the West, and by nAto’s decision to 

expand the alliance to include former Warsaw Pact countries. the bombing of 

yugoslavia by nAto forces in 1999, in a bid to stop human rights violations in kosovo, 

was a turning point. it underlined the geopolitical marginalisation of Russia, unable to 

protect serbia – its traditional ally. in the 2000s, on the foundation of a growing 

economy (thanks to rising world oil prices) Vladimir Putin forged a new Russian identity 

– that of a great power, able to stand up to the depredations of the us, the world’s ‘sole 

superpower.’ the idea of Russia as a great power was something which resonated 

strongly with the Russian public, and which of course had deep roots in soviet and 

Russian history (Mankoff , 2011; trenin, 2014).

ukraine was a litmus test of Russia’s resurgence. With 46 million people, it was by far 

the largest of the states that had split away from Moscow’s control in 1991, and it was 

strategically located between Russia and the West. zbigniew brzezinski famously 

argued that ‘without ukraine, Russia ceases to be a Eurasian empire’ (brzezinski, 
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1997, p. 46). ukraine’s new leaders were keen to build a sovereign, independent 

country – even those who were Russian-speakers and came from eastern ukraine, 

such as leonid kuchma, president from 1994-2005. ukraine joined the commonwealth 

of independent states, the loose association of 11 former soviet states, but was wary 

of any closer military or political alliance with Russia. ukrainians complained that 

Russia never fully accepted their existence as a sovereign nation. Putin himself 

reportedly told President george W. bush in 2008 that ukraine ‘is not even a country’ 

(bohm, 2013). ukrainians resented the policies of the soviet era, which were aimed at 

suppressing ukrainian culture – above all the 1932 famine (the holodomor) that 

followed stalin’s collectivisation drive. traditionally, Russians treated ukrainians as a 

‘younger brother,’ with a language and culture that were rooted in the countryside, and 

that were but a pale shadow of Russian civilisation. Russia also objected to kiev’s 

efforts to persuade the country’s Russian-speakers, who amount to half the population, 

to adopt the ukrainian language, and its refusal to legally protect the rights of Russian-

speakers.

on the other hand, the two countries continued to maintain close economic ties. Russia 

remained ukraine’s largest trading partner, and much of ukraine’s export industry 

(focused on steel and chemicals) was based on the supply of cheap energy (principally 

gas) from Russia (balmaceda, 2013). Russia, in turn, was dependent on ukraine for 

the transit of half its natural gas exports to Europe, and Russia’s defence industry 

relied on some crucial components from ukrainian factories (such as the engines for 

ballistic missiles).

in the 1990s, Russia and ukraine established a modus vivendi of sorts. under the 1994 

budapest Memorandum, brokered by the us, Russia recognised ukraine’s sovereignty 

and territorial integrity – in return for which kiev gave up any claim to the former soviet 

nuclear weapons which were still located on ukrainian territory. in 1997, kiev gave 

Russia a 20-year lease on the sevastopol naval base in crimea, home of Russia’s 

black sea Fleet. in the mid-1990s, Russian nationalists agitated for the return to 

Russia of crimea, which had been given to ukraine in 1954 to mark the 300th 

МnniversМry of UkrМine’s uniiОМtion with RussiМ. However, Yeltsin refused to give Мny 

support to this ОМmpМign Мnd it izzled out.

Russia found itself bogged down in testy horse-trading with ukrainian leaders over the 

course of the next two decades. Whether the leaders of ukraine were ‘pro-Russian,’ 

such as Presidents kuchma or Viktor yanukovych, or ‘pro-Western,’ such as President 

Viktor yushchenko or Prime Minister yulia tymoshenko, the issues remained the same 

– above all, hard bargaining over the price ukraine paid for Russian gas. the fragile 
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equilibrium between Moscow and kiev was threatened by the 2004 orange Revolution, 

which saw the electoral defeat of Viktor yanukovych – kuchma’s chosen successor and 

Russia’s favourite candidate – at the hands of his West ukrainian rival, Viktor 

yushchenko. A wave of ‘colour revolutions’ in georgia (2003), ukraine (2004), and 

kyrgyzstan (2005) saw authoritarian leaders toppled by popular protests demanding 

fair elections. Putin saw this as an orchestrated campaign by the West to spread 

democracy – and pro-Western governments – into the post-soviet space, and he took 

decisive steps to prevent this phenomenon from reaching Moscow, tightening 

restrictions on the opposition while creating pro-kremlin popular movements.

the colour revolutions came against the backdrop of the eastern enlargement of the 

two key Western regional organisations – the European union and nAto. Putin 

became convinced that Russia was subject to a deliberate strategy of encirclement and 

containment by the us. Russia’s relations with the us deteriorated after the invasion of 

iraq in 2003, which Putin bitterly opposed. he was further angered by the Western 

recognition of the independence of kosovo in February 2008. things came to a head in 

August 2008, when georgian President Mikhail saakashvili sent his forces into the 

breakaway region of south ossetia, killing several Russian peacekeepers in the 

process. Russia responded with a full-scale invasion, driving back the georgian forces 

and going on to grant recognition to south ossetia and Abkhazia. in retrospect, we can 

see Russia’s actions in georgia in 2008 as setting a precedent for what would happen 

in crimea in 2014: Moscow used military force to change internationally-recognised 

borders.

in 2009, the newly elected President barack obama tried to revive the partnership with 

Russia’s new president, dmitry Medvedev, launching a ‘reset’ of relations with Moscow. 

this produced some positive results – a new strategic Arms Reduction treaty was 

signed in 2010 and the us started using the northern distribution network across 

Russia to ferry troops and equipment into Afghanistan. however, relations deteriorated 

once more in the wake of the 2011 Arab spring, which Russia saw as yet another 

example of America’s aggressive democracy promotion. Moscow was angered by the 

toppling of MuМmmМr GМddМi in LiНyМ following NATO Мir strikes Мnd, in 2012, vetoed 

proposed un action to halt the syrian civil war. in september 2013, Russia scored a 

diplomatic coup by persuading President bashar Assad to decommission syria’s 

chemical weapons, allowing obama to step back from his threat to attack syria if 

chemical attacks continued. this showed that Russia and the us could still cooperate 

where areas of common interest were found.
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the uS Position

in the 1990s, the clinton administration treated Russia as an emerging democracy, a 

friend and partner of the united states. yeltsin was offered economic assistance to 

help with the painful transition to a market economy and, in 1998, Russia joined the g7 

group of advanced industrial nations (which became the g8). however, Washington 

saw a security vacuum opening up in Eastern Europe in the wake of the soviet 

collapse. it seemed logical to plug the gap by offering membership in the north Atlantic 

treaty organisation – a defensive alliance – to the newly democratic central and East 

European countries that were eager to join. the victory of Vladimir zhirinovsky’s 

nationalist party in the 1993 state duma election was a wake-up call that Russia could 

‘go bad’ and return to its imperialist ways. As early as 1994, President clinton publicly 

supported the idea of expanding nAto membership. in order to join the alliance, 

applicants had to be democracies and willing to put their forces under nAto command 

(which meant learning English, buying compatible weapon systems, accepting nAto 

bases on their territory, and so on). in return, under Article V of the nAto charter, the 

alliance pledged to come to the defence of any member state that was attacked. 

Poland, hungary, and the czech Republic joined nAto in 1999, and seven other 

countries (Estonia, latvia, lithuania, bulgaria, Romania, slovakia, and slovenia) 

entered in 2004. croatia and Albania also joined in 2009.

Russia objected to nAto expansion, pointing out that the soviet-led Warsaw Pact 

alliance had dissolved in 1991. nAto expansion meant that Russia was still seen as a 

potential enemy – although Western leaders insisted that this was not the case. some 

steps were taken to create a special relationship between nAto and Russia. in 1997, 

the nAto-Russia Founding Act created a Permanent Joint council in brussels and, in 

2002, the Rome summit created the nAto-Russia council. President george W. bush 

was keen to enlarge nAto further east as part of his post-9/11 ‘Freedom’ agenda. 

however, at the April 2008 bucharest summit, nAto’s European members blocked 

bush’s plan to offer ukraine and georgia a membership action plan (stent, 2014, pp. 

165-74). in consolation, they were told that the door was still open to nAto 

membership in the future – which redoubled Russia’s determination to prevent such a 

development.

After the 1994 budapest Memorandum that led to the denuclearisation of ukraine, us 

policy towards ukraine was mostly subordinate to us policy towards Russia. ukraine’s 

transition to democracy and a market economy suffered from the same ills as 

neighНouring RussiМ: the rise of М weМlthy oligМrОh ОlМss who stiled Оompetition, while 

colluding with a deeply corrupt political elite. there was a surge of optimism after the 

orange Revolution in 2004, but that soon dissipated as the yushchenko administration 
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fell prey to the sМme kind of Оorruption Мnd inighting thМt hМd dogged its predeОessor. 

With the victory of the pro-Russian yanukovych in more or less free elections in 2010, 

us strategy seemed to have reached a dead end. Washington effectively sub-

contracted Western policy towards ukraine to its partners in brussels.

the european union’s Position

the collapse of communism in Eastern Europe caught the European union – and 

everyone else – by surprise. the Eu itself was in the process of introducing deepening 

social and economic integration under the 1992 Maastricht treaty, which renamed the 

European community the European union. the 1995 schengen agreement saw the 

abolition of border controls between participating countries, and a common currency, 

the Euro, was introduced in 1999. in 1998, brussels began accession talks with central 

and East European applicant countries. Applicants had to be functioning democracies 

(‘copenhagen criteria’) and harmonise their domestic legislation with the body of Eu 

law (the 108,000 documents of the acquis communautaire). these conditions were 

more stringent than those for nAto membership; as a result, central-East Europeans 

stМrted joining NATO ive to ten yeМrs Нefore they joined the EU.

the decision to enlarge the Eu was controversial. the living standard in the former 

communist countries was less than half that of the Eu, and massive investment would 

be needed to bring their infrastructure up to Eu levels. Existing Eu members feared an 

inlux of ОheМp lМНour from the new stМtes, Мnd thМt Мll the regionМl development funds 

would be diverted to the East. nevertheless, a political consensus for enlargement did 

emerge. germany pushed for enlargement as a way to stabilise its relationship with 

neighbouring Poland – which accounted for 40 of the 76 million citizens in the new 

states. britain and denmark supported enlargement as an alternative to ‘deepening’ Eu 

integrМtion, iguring thМt it would Нe hМrder to Мgree on the ОreМtion of stronger federМl 

institutions if there were 28 members instead of 15.

in 2004, 10 new members joined the Eu: Estonia, latvia, lithuania, Poland, czech 

Republic, slovakia, hungary, slovenia, Malta, and cyprus. Romania and bulgaria 

followed in 2007, and croatia in 2013. Enlargement did contribute to a delay in 

deepening. A new drМft EU Оonstitution, introduОing quМliied mМjority voting, wМs 

rejected by referenda in France and the netherlands in 2005. it was not until 2009 that 

a watered-down version, the lisbon treaty, came into effect. the Eu’s eastern 

enlargement was a major advance for the cause of democracy in Europe. however, it 

came at a price. one problem was what to do with the countries lying outside the 

expanded Eu. While there is still hope that the remaining countries in the balkans 
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(bosnia, Macedonia, Montenegro, and serbia) will eventually join the Eu, it was hard to 

see belarus, Moldova, or ukraine joining anytime soon. they were even poorer than 

the new wave of member states, and they were far from democratic. belarus was ruled 

by Alexander lukashenko, ‘the last dictator in Europe,’ while Moldova was riven by the 

secession of the Russian-speaking republic of transnistria. With 46 million inhabitants, 

ukraine was too large and too politically unstable to be a serious candidate for Eu 

entry in the foreseeable future, although some Eu states, notably Poland, thought that 

an action plan for membership should be on the table.

in the meantime, in 2003, the Eu launched a new European neighbourhood Policy to 

provide a framework for cooperation with countries that were not going to be put on the 

membership track. the policy included 10 countries of north Africa and the eastern 

Mediterranean (the ‘southern neighbourhood’), in addition to Armenia, Azerbaijan, 

belarus, georgia, Moldova, and ukraine. the relationship with the post-soviet states 

was formalised as the ‘Eastern Partnership’ at a summit in Prague in May 2009 

(korosteleva, 2012; korosteleva, 2013). Russia was invited to join, but declined, 

preferring to keep its more privileged bilateral relationship with brussels. the Eu 

signed a Partnership and cooperation Agreement with Russia in 1994, followed up with 

an agreement on four ‘common spaces’ in 2003. since 1997, Russian and Eu leaders 

have held biannual summits (suspended since January 2014).

the carrot offered to the Eastern partners was ‘association status,’ which carries some 

of the Нeneits of memНership suОh Мs the lowering of trМde НМrriers Мnd possiНly the 

lifting of visМ requirements. The grМnting of suОh Нeneits wМs ОonditionМl on pМrtner 

countries respecting democratic values and the rule of law, and bringing their policies 

into line with EU proОedures. With the SОhengen visМ-free zone ОhМllenged Нy М lood 

of refugees from north Africa, brussels urgently needed to maintain secure borders to 

the east. Visa waivers would be offered in return for cooperation in tighter border 

controls and agreement on the return of refugees to the country from which they 

entered the Eu. 

in 2011, brussels re-launched the European neighbourhood Policy, tying aid to 

benchmarks in economic and political reform – that is, more money for more reform 

and, presumably, less money for less reform (European union, 2011). the Eu spent 7 

billion Euro ($10 billion) on the EnP for 2011-13, but two-thirds of the money went to 

the Mediterranean countries. optimists argued that association status would stimulate 

states to improve their domestic governance. cynics saw it as an empty gesture that 

hМd no reМl politiОМl or inМnОiМl Оommitment from Brussels. One ОruОiМl fМОtor thМt wМs 

largely ignored was Moscow’s determination to disrupt and prevent the efforts of its 

neighbours to reach association agreement status with the Eu. While the Eu insisted 
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that its Eastern partnership policy was just about establishing good relations with 

neighbouring states, Russia viewed it through a geopolitical lens (gretsky, 2014). 

Russian Foreign Minister sergei lavrov complained, ‘What is the Eastern Partnership, 

if not Мn Мttempt to extend the EU’s sphere of inluenОe?’ (Pop, 2009).

the 2013 crisis

the Eu began negotiations for a free trade and association agreement with ukraine in 

2008. however, after yanukovych won election to the presidency in February 2010, he 

moved quickly to centralise political power and bring ukraine back into Moscow’s orbit. 

in April 2010, Medvedev and yanukovych signed a deal to extend Russia’s 1997 lease 

of the sevastopol naval base for 25 years beyond 2017, in return for a 30% cut in the 

natural gas price. in June 2010, the ukrainian parliament voted to abandon nAto 

membership aspirations. in october 2010, the constitutional court overturned the limits 

on presidential power introduced in 2004. in november 2011, former prime minister 

YuliМ Tymoshenko wМs sentenОed to seven yeМrs on spurious МНuse of ofiОe ОhМrges 

(connected to the signing of the 2009 gas deal with Russia). in April 2013, the 

European court of human Rights declared tymoshenko’s sentence illegal. 

yanukovych’s actions left brussels in a quandary. some Europeans pushed for the 

introduction of sanctions on ukrainian leaders and the suspension of talks on the 

creation of a free trade zone until tymoshenko was released. others argued that 

isolating yanukovych would drive him further into the arms of the kremlin. A similar 

tension between democratic principles and the logic of realpolitik dogged Eu policy 

towards belarus.

The EU’s plМn to open up the UkrМiniМn eОonomy Нrought it into ОonliОt with Putin’s 

efforts to create a deeper economic union in the post-soviet space. this was a priority 

for Putin, who wМs determined to forestМll the expМnsion of EU inluenОe Мnd the 

presumed democratisation that would accompany it. in January 2010, Russia launched 

a customs union with belarus and kazakhstan, introducing tariff-free trade between 

the three countries. this was the precursor to the Eurasian Economic union, launched 

on 1 January 2015. in september and december 2013, Armenia and kyrgyzstan 

agreed to join the union. Putin hoped to persuade ukraine to join as well, but this 

would not be possible if ukraine signed the free trade agreement with the Eu.

the Eu pressed ahead with its plans for ukraine, despite misgivings over the state of 

democracy and the rule of law there. the Association and Free trade Agreements were 

initialled in brussels in July 2012, and were due to be signed at a summit in Vilnius on 

29 november 2013. however, European parliamentarians were insisting on 
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Tymoshenko’s releМse Мs М Оondition for inМl МpprovМl. In the Оourse of the summer, 

Putin increased the pressure on ukraine – for example, in July, Russia banned the 

imports of ukrainian chocolates from the Roshen company (owned by the man who 

would later become ukraine’s president, Petro Poroshenko). on 21 november, 

yanukovych abruptly announced that he would not, after all, sign the association 

agreement in Vilnius, and the parliament rejected the Eu’s demand to release 

tymoshenko. yanukovych’s refusal to sign the agreement triggered the Euromaidan 

protests, which spiralled out of control over the winter.

it is unclear whether yanukovych refused to sign the agreement because of the 

tymoshenko issue, or because he was conducting a bidding war between Russia and 

the Eu. Eu Enlargement commissioner Štefan Füle said yanukovych had been asking 

for $27 billion in aid to sign the agreement. on 17 december, Putin agreed to lend 

ukraine $15 billion, and to cut the price of gas by a third (from $400 to $268 per 1000 

cubic meters). however, by then it was too late to prevent yanukovych’s loss of control 

of the situation on the streets.

international players (Russia, the Eu, and the us) were heavily involved in the 

unfolding politiОМl ОonliОt. IroniОМlly, eМОh МООused the other of interferenОe in 

ukrainian affairs. the Eu's catherine Ashton and the us Assistant secretary of state, 

Victoria nuland, encouraged yanukovych and the protesters to reach a compromise - 

while RussiМ wМs pushing YМnukovyОh to hold irm. RussiМn propМgМndМ portrМyed 

nuland as the architect of the protests, playing video of her giving out food on the 

Maidan square, boasting that the us had spent $5 billion on democracy promotion in 

ukraine, and playing tapes of an intercepted 6 February phone conversation in which 

she discussed the composition of the future ukrainian government. Putin’s advisor, 

sergei glazyev, opined that ‘the entire crisis in ukraine was orchestrated, provoked, 

Мnd inМnОed Нy AmeriОМn institutions in ОooperМtion with their EuropeМn pМrtners’ 

(simes, 2014). the collapse of the 21 February agreement in the face of insurgent 

demonstrМtors Мnd the light of YМnukovyОh wМs seen Нy MosОow Мs the point of no 

return. they assumed the new government would sign the association agreement with 

the Eu, apply to join nAto, and revoke the agreement granting Russia the use of the 

sevastopol base. Putin responded with force and vigour – annexing crimea and using 

surrogates to launch an insurrection in east and south ukraine.

Putin’s decision to annex crimea on 16 March caught the international community by 

surprise. Recognition of national sovereignty and the inviolability of borders are central 

to the international state system and, since 1991, the Russian Federation (like the 

soviet union before) had been an ardent defender of these principles. the Eu and the 

us responded swiftly with ‘smart’ sanctions, imposing asset freezes and travel bans on 
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a few dozen politicians directly involved in the crimean annexation. german 

industrialists doing business with Russia urged chancellor Angela Merkel not to bow to 

us pressure to introduce broader sanctions. As the surrogate war raged in east 

ukraine, on 16 July, the us introduced ‘sectoral’ sanctions on strategic corporations, 

barring them from long-term borrowing. the next day, separatists apparently shot down 

Malaysian Airlines Flight 17. this atrocity, and Russia’s seeming unwillingness to help 

bring those responsible to justice, caused a groundswell of support for tougher action, 

particularly in the netherlands and germany. on 25 July, the Eu expanded its 

sМnОtions to Мn МdditionМl 15 top RussiМn government ofiОiМls (though it wМs not until 

12 september that they imposed sectoral sanctions). Putin responded on 6 August by 

introducing a one-year ban on imports of fruits and vegetables, dairy products, and 

meat from countries that had imposed sanctions on Russia.

the political association agreement with the Eu was signed on 21 March 2014, and the 

economic chapters on 21 June. implementation of the economic dimension was 

postponed for a year as an incentive to Russia to help bring peace to East ukraine. 

NegotiМtions in Minsk, under the МuspiОes of the OSCE, resulted in М shМky ОeМseire 

on 26 August, but agreement on a permanent solution remained out of reach. kiev 

refused to yield to Russian demands that ukraine would abjure from nAto 

membership and would grant full autonomy to the secessionists in donetsk and 

luhansk. Russia had suspended gas deliveries through ukraine in June, which was not 

an immediate problem since demand is low in summer and ukraine had ample 

reserves. negotiations continued over supplies for the next winter. on 31 october, 

ukraine agreed to pay Russia $3 billion in arrears and $1.5 billion as prepayment for 

2015 gas at a price of $378 per 1000 cubic metres.

conclusion

ukraine is a struggling, fragile, and poorly governed state that found itself torn apart by 

the forces of shifting tectonic plates. on one side was the shrinking ‘plate’ of the 

Russian state, and on the other side the expanding ‘plate’ of the Euro-Atlantic 

community. cooperation between the rival parties was complicated by the fact that 

Russia was looking at the world through a military-strategic lens, focusing on issues 

such as nAto enlargement, missile defence, and protection of its hard power assets 

such as the sevastopol base. in contrast, the Eu is a post-modern entity that builds 

long-term relationships based on human rights and the free movement of goods and 

services.
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the chances for miscommunication were high. the Western players underestimated 

the importance of ukraine to Putin and his willingness to break the rules of the post-

1991 international system in order to prevent what he saw as threats to Russia’s 

national interests. there was a mismatch between the incremental carrots being 

offered by brussels and the big sticks being wielded by Moscow. As Andrew Wilson put 

it, the EU ‘took М НМguette to М knife ight’ (Wilson, 2014).

nevertheless, the us and Eu stood their ground, and deployed economic sanctions to 

counter Putin’s use of not-so-covert military force. At the g20 meeting in brisbane in 

NovemНer 2014, Merkel sМid thМt ‘old thinking in spheres of inluenОe together with the 

trampling of international law must not be allowed to succeed’ (lough, 2014). the 

collapse in the oil price in the second half of 2014 (it fell from $115 a barrel in June to 

$60 Мt yeМr’s end) multiplied the impМОt of the inМnОiМl sМnОtions, Мnd plunged RussiМ 

into a currency crisis and recession. the baguette may yet prevail over the knife.
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With the breakup of the soviet union on 31 december 1991, the united states and its 

Western allies faced a critical challenge: building a post-cold War security architecture 

for Europe thМt would prevent ОonliОt Мnd institutionМlise ОooperМtion in whМt former 

soviet leader Mikhail s. gorbachev had called ‘our common Europe home.’ in 

particular, a decision had to be made about what to do with the north Atlantic treaty 

organization (nAto), the purpose of which had been to defend Western Europe from 

invasion from a soviet union and Warsaw Pact that no longer existed.

the question of nAto’s post-cold War role had already come up in 1990 during 

negotiМtions Нetween Western Мnd Soviet ofiОiМls over GermМn reuniiОМtion. InitiМlly, 

MosОow insisted thМt М uniied GermМny within NATO wМs unМООeptМНle. When it 

became clear that Western governments would not accept, and Moscow could not 

НloОk М uniied GermМny within the AlliМnОe, MosОow pushed for guМrМntees thМt NATO 

forces would not move eastward into the territory of the former german democratic 

Republic.

As it turned out, negotiМtions over reuniiОМtion were effeОtively mooted Нy the rМpid 

collapse of communism in Eastern Europe and growing political and economic turmoil 

in the USSR. UniiОМtion took plМОe with GermМny Мs М NATO memНer Мnd without 

formal restrictions on nAto’s conventional or nuclear force dispositions on german 

territory (sarotte, 2014a; sarotte, 2014b; shifrinson, 2014). the Alliance also made 

clear at its July 1990 london summit that it had no intention of dissolving itself even if 

soviet troops pulled out of central Europe (nAto london summit declaration, 1990). 

the consensus in Western capitals was that nAto, and America’s military presence in 

Europe, should remain the cornerstone of Western security.

nonetheless, Washington and its allies tried to accommodate Moscow’s security 

concerns by advocating new arms control measures that would entail deep cuts in 

conventional and nuclear forces in Europe. they also called for the strengthening of 

the ОonliОt prevention Мnd ОooperМtion funОtions of the ConferenОe for SeОurity Мnd 

cooperation in Europe (cscE, since renamed the organization for security and 

cooperation in Europe, or oscE), which included all nAto and former Warsaw Pact 

countries as members. Finally, they indicated that nAto would gradually become a 

political rather than military organisation, and that it would commit to regular 

ОonsultМtions with Soviet ofiОiМls on seОurity Мnd politiОМl mМtters. To thМt end, М North 

Atlantic cooperation council (nAcc) was established on 20 december 1991, with 

participation by all nAto and former Warsaw Pact member-states, including 

(eventually) all 15 of the soviet successor states.
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that was more or less where matters stood when the soviet union dissolved at the end 

of 1991. As the ussR’s legal successor, Russia faced a host of internal problems, 

including a collapsing economy that diverted attention from national security concerns 

Мnd inОreМsed MosОow’s МlreМdy ОonsiderМНle need for Western inМnОiМl МssistМnОe. 

Nevertheless, RussiМn foreign poliОy ofiОiМls, the Нulk of whom hМd served Мs Soviet 

ofiОiМls, Оontinued to suggest thМt NATO Нe disНМnded, Нut if not, thМt it should Мt leМst 

refrain from moving forces further east or engaging in ‘out of area’ operations in Europe 

without Russian permission, notably in the balkans, which by then was descending into 

violence.

the extent to which nAto was a sore point for the new Russian leadership was 

highlighted at the end of december, when Russia’s pro-Western foreign minister, 

Andrey kozyrev, made a startling speech at a cscE meeting in stockholm that The 

New York Times’ WilliМm SМire would ОhМrМОterise Мs М ‘peek Мt Cold WМr 2’ (SМire, 

1994). Pretending to be an anti-Western successor to himself, kozyrev complained, 

inter alia, about, 

the strategies of nAto and the WEu [the West European union, a 

now defunct military arm of the European community – EWW], which 

are drawing up plans to strengthen their military presence in the 

baltic and other regions of the territory of the former soviet union 

and to interfere in bosnia and the internal affairs of yugoslavia 

(Rotield, 2009). 

As kozyrev later explained, his mock speech was intended as a warning about what 

might happen should the West fail to help Russia economically, isolate it politically, or 

contain it militarily.

in fact, Russian suggestions for a new European security’s architecture based on the 

Europe-wide cscE/oscE received little consideration in the West at the time, positive 

or negМtive. In pМrt, the reМson wМs thМt Western ofiОiМls were preoООupied with other 

proНlems, notМНly the violent unrМvelling of YugoslМviМ. But Western ofiОiМls Мlso 

assumed that Russia was, and would remain, too weak to become a serious security 

problem for the foreseeable future, and that as a result its security concerns could be 

safely ignored.

Another critical decision was made by Western governments in this period that would 

have important, and unforeseen, consequences. on 7 February 1992, just a few weeks 

after the soviet dissolution, the European community (Ec) signed the so-called 
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Maastricht treaty, which entailed a commitment to ‘deepening’ the organisation and 

transforming it into what would become the European union (Eu). Among other 

measures, the treaty would lead to the establishment of a common currency, the Euro, 

in January 1999.

this commitment to deepening came, to no small degree, at the expense of ‘widening.’ 

in part, this was because deepening raised the bar for accession, but it was also 

because deepening used up political capital that might otherwise have been spent on 

widening. As the historian John lewis gaddis would put it in a 1998 article, the Eu’s 

‘single-minded push to achieve a single currency among its existing members’ meant 

that it was ‘left to nAto to reintegrate and stabilise Europe as a whole, which is 

roughly the equivalent of using a monkey wrench to repair a computer’ (gaddis, 1998, 

p. 147). A deОМde lМter, design lМws with the Euro would Мlso mМke Europe’s GreМt 

Recession all the worse and threaten to undo the entire European project.

it was not until mid-1993, however, that the question of nAto enlargement began to be 

seriously discussed in the West. the issue was raised by Presidents Vaclav havel of 

the czech Republic and Arpad goncz of hungary, who, on a visit to Washington in April 

1993, informed us President bill clinton that their countries wished to join nAto as 

soon as possible. other central European governments, notably Warsaw, followed suit. 

their reasoning was clear. As lennart Meri, the Estonian president, told one of 

clinton’s senior foreign policy advisors, ‘the only way to keep Russian troops from 

reoccupying his country when yeltsin gave way to a more traditional Russian leader 

was for Estonia to be in nAto and protected by the American nuclear umbrella’ 

(talbott, 2002, p. 94).

Russian President boris yeltsin was preoccupied at the time by an intensifying struggle 

with oppositionists in the Russian parliament, and initially he seemed to take the 

possibility of nAto enlargement in stride. on a trip to Poland in August, he indicated 

that he ‘understood’ Warsaw’s desire to join nAto, and he would make similar 

statements on trips to Prague and bratislava. As it turned out, this would be the only 

moment when the Kremlin expressed Мnything Нut irm opposition to enlМrgement.

yeltsin’s position changed after the violent showdown with the opposition on 21 

september 1993. Reportedly under pressure from the Russian military, whose support 

had been critical to yeltsin in his victory over his opponents, yeltsin wrote to several 

Western leaders, including clinton, that his earlier ‘understanding’ of nAto expansion 

was conditional on Russia having a central role in the new European security system. 

While he had indicated previously that Russia might be willing to join the Alliance at 
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some point, his government would not accept membership for Poland or other East 

European countries without simultaneous admission for Russia.

yeltsin’s letter caused considerable debate within the clinton administration, and it 

ultimately convinced the White house to postpone offering membership to particular 

countries (talbott, 2002). instead, Washington proposed that nAto adopt a 

‘Partnership for Peace’ (PfP) programme for the former communist countries of Eastern 

Europe and the soviet successor states. PfP members would carry out joint military 

exercises with nAto, work on ‘interoperability’ with nAto equipment and procedures, 

participate in joint peacekeeping and humanitarian operations, and consult with nAto 

in the event of security threats. the White house hoped that the PfP would mollify 

Russia, which would be encouraged to join, but it also described the program as a kind 

of ‘halfway house’ for eventual membership and enlargement down the road (chollet 

and goldgeier, 2008). And it was clear, given that the demand for enlargement was 

driven by fears of a resurgent Russia that nAto membership was off the table for 

Moscow.

not surprisingly, PfP was received coldly by most central European governments, 

which continued to push for full and rapid accession. this was particularly true after a 

far-right nationalist party, Vladimir zhirinovsky’s ldPR, won an unexpected 17% of the 

party list vote in Russian parliamentary elections on 12 december 1993. the strong 

performance by Russian nationalists raised new alarms in Poland, the baltic states, 

Мnd elsewhere МНout RussiМn efforts to ОМrve out М sphere of inluenОe not just on the 

territory of the former soviet union – what Russians were calling ‘the near Abroad’ – 

but in central Europe as well.

nonetheless, the PfP was approved at nAto’s brussels summit in January 1994. the 

Alliance also made clear that it expected to take in new members on its eastern 

borders in the reasonably near future, as stated in its Final declaration:

We expect and would welcome nAto expansion that would reach to 

democratic states to our East, as part of an evolutionary process, 

taking into account political and security developments in the whole 

of Europe (nAto brussels summit declaration, 1994).

by then, nAto enlargement had become an important partisan issue in Washington, 

with Republicans pushing the White house to offer membership to central European 

countries in short order. leading Republicans also argued that enlargement was 

needed to protect democratic governments in central Europe from Russia intimidation 
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Мnd militМry pressure. The White House, they Мsserted, wМs Мdopting М ‘RussiМ irst’ 

policy that mistakenly assumed that ‘as went Russia, so went the rest of Eurasia.’ 

Accommodating Moscow on security matters, they argued, would do nothing to keep 

Russia from ‘backsliding’ on democracy and engaging in neo-imperialist policies in 

former soviet space and East-central Europe.

Pressure on the МdministrМtion to Оome up with М irm plМn for enlМrgement intensiied 

in the lead up to the november 1994 congressional elections. newt gingrich, soon to 

be speaker of a Republican-controlled house, included a demand in his ‘contract for 

AmeriОМ’ thМt М irst round of enlМrgement tМke plМОe no lМter thМn 1999. Of pМrtiОulМr 

concern to the administration was the possibility that Republican criticism of its ‘Russia 

irst’ poliОy would undermine support for DemoОrМts Мmong CentrМl EuropeМn heritМge 

voters, particularly Polish-Americans, in important swing states in the mid-West.

As a result, clinton stated repeatedly over the course of 1994 that he expected PfP to 

lead eventually to full membership for countries that met nAto’s criteria as democratic, 

law-governed states with institutionalised civilian control of the military. he also argued 

that the PfP was open to all former Warsaw Pact countries, including Russia, and that 

as a result, enlargement would neither isolate Moscow nor lead to a new division of 

Europe. Why Russian participation in the PfP programme but enlargement for post-

communist countries other than Russia would be acceptable to Moscow was never 

made clear.

At any rate, by the end of 1994, the clinton administration had effectively committed to 

nAto enlargement, even if it left open the timing and extent of the process (goldgeier, 

1999). Pressured by post-communist countries in central Europe that were worried 

about Russian aggression down the road, concerned about a loss of political support 

from central European heritage voters, but hoping at the same time not to provoke 

Russia unduly, it settled on PfP and delayed enlargement as the least-worst option. 

the fact that domestic political considerations were an important factor in driving the 

most important strategic policy for the united states after the collapse of the soviet 

union was widely recognised at the time.

As it turned out, the democrats lost control of both houses of congress in the 

november elections regardless, and the PfP failed to placate Moscow. the intensity of 

Russian opposition to enlargement was made clear by yeltsin in september 1995, 

when he Мsserted thМt it ‘will meМn М ОonlМgrМtion of wМr throughout Europe for sure’ 

(ErlМnger, 1995). These oНjeОtions only intensiied Мfter the pro-Western Kozyrev wМs 
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replaced by the ‘realist’ and former Fsb director Evgeny Primakov as Russian Foreign 

Minister in January 1996.

nAto moved ahead with its enlargement plans nonetheless. in september 1995, it 

issued an Enlargement study laying out criteria for accession. Applicant countries were 

invited to stМrt М diМlogue on МООession eМrly the next yeМr, Мnd the AlliМnОe Оonirmed 

thМt it would МnnounОe its deОision on the irst round of МООession Оountries Мt its July 

1997 summit. As it turned out, the irst round wМs limited to PolМnd, the CzeОh 

Republic, and hungary, which joined in early 1999. bulgaria, Estonia, latvia, lithuania, 

Romania, slovakia, and slovenia joined in March 2004, and Albania and croatia did so 

in April 2009, bringing the total to 28 member states today.

it is important to emphasise that enlargement was opposed, in many instances 

pМssionМtely, Нy mМny inluentiМl AmeriОМn foreign poliОy experts, DemoОrМts Мnd 

Republicans alike (kupchan, 1994; ikle, 1996; Rosner, 1996; Mandelbaum, 1996; 

kline, 1997; lieven, 1997; kennan, 1998; gaddis, 1998; Waltz, 1998). Most notably, 

more thМn 40 inluentiМl foreign poliОy experts, inОluding former US SenМtors from Нoth 

sides of the Мisle, former МmНМssМdors, former ОМНinet ofiОiМls, Мnd МОМdemiОs who 

were not known as particularly pro-Russian or dovish, wrote an open letter to President 

clinton dated 26 June 1997, which began as follows: 

We, the undersigned, believe that the current us-led effort to expand 

nAto, the focus of the recent helsinki and Paris summits, is a policy 

error of historic proportions. We believe that nAto expansion will 

decrease allied security and unsettle European stability’ (burton et 

al., 1997). it went on to list a host of reasons, all of which were by 

then familiar to anyone following the controversy, why nAto 

expansion was a mistake of ‘historic proportions.’

Moscow’s continuing objections to enlargement, along with widespread domestic 

criticism of the policy establishment, led the clinton administration to make another 

effort to arrive at an institutional arrangement that would square the enlargement circle. 

on 27 May 1997, nAto and Russia signed the Founding Act of the Russia-nAto 

Permanent Joint council. Among other provisions, the Act called on the signatories to 

support the ОonliОt prevention efforts of the CSCE Мnd respeОt the UN SeОurity 

council’s sole right to authorise the use of force against a sovereign member state. in a 

key passage on nAto force dispositions, it also stated that nAto agreed that, 
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in the current and foreseeable security environment, the Alliance will 

carry out its collective defence and other missions by ensuring the 

necessary interoperability, integration, and capability for 

reinforcement rather than by additional permanent stationing of 

substantial combat forces (Russia-nAto Permanent council 

Founding Act, 1997). 

nAto would interpret this to mean that it could send ‘rotational’ forces to the territory of 

new member states but not establish permanent bases there ‘in the current and 

foreseeable security environment.’ Again, the hope was that the council would allow 

enlargement to proceed with Moscow’s acquiescence.

InitiМlly, there were indiОМtions from MosОow thМt it might go Мlong with М irst round of 

enlargement if the council gave Russia real discretion over nAto’s force dispositions 

and out-of-area operations (simes, 1998). that this was not going to be the case was 

soon made clear by nAto’s bombing campaign against serbia in 1999. Washington 

and its allies pressed the un security council to authorise nAto to use force to 

prevent what Western governments considered the forced displacement of hundreds of 

thousands of Albanians by serbian forces. When china and Russia vetoed the 

resolution, nAto proceeded regardless, on the grounds that it was exercising its right 

of collective self-defence, despite the fact that it was clearly engaging in an out-of-area 

operation. For Russia, nAto’s bombing campaign without unsc authorisation made 

clear that the Alliance had no intention of allowing Russia a meaningful veto over nAto 

operations. For Western governments, the episode suggested that Russia had no 

interest in a peaceful, democratic, and stable Europe.

nAto was again a critical factor in the next major crisis in Russia’s relations with the 

West, the August 2008 Russo-georgia war. in late 2007, it became clear that the 

george W. bush administration was pressing its allies to offer Membership Action 

Plans (MAPs) to georgia and ukraine at nAto’s April 2008 bucharest summit. the 

plan was rejected by key nAto members, including France and germany, among other 

reasons because they were aware that doing so might well cross a red line for the 

kremlin (lieven, 2008). but the bush administration did manage to convince its allies to 

accept a compromise whereby MAPs would be offered to ukraine and georgia in the 

future. As the summit’s concluding declaration made clear, that day might well come 

soon: 

nAto welcomes ukraine’s and georgia’s Euro Atlantic aspirations 

for membership in nAto. We agreed today that these countries will 
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become members of nAto… therefore we will now begin a period 

of intensive engagement with both at a high political level to address 

the questions still outstanding pertaining to their MAP applications 

(nAto bucharest summit Final declaration, 2008).

not surprisingly, Moscow concluded that nAto membership for georgia or ukraine 

might well happen in the not-so-distant future.

the bucharest summit came on the heels of another event that the kremlin considered 

a serious and gratuitous provocation. With encouragement from the united states and 

many of its European allies, kosovo declared independence from serbia on 17 

February 2008. Washington, london, and Paris announced they were affording kosovo 

diplomatic recognition the next day, and most European countries, including germany, 

followed suit over the course of the next month.

This wМs the irst Мnd only time thМt United StМtes Мnd its Мllies offered reОognition to М 

government that was seceding unilaterally from a un member state. the Western 

argument about recognising the successor states of the soviet union, czechoslovakia, 

and yugoslavia had been that these three federations dissolved into their constituent 

units, not that any one of the latter was seceding from a surviving rump state (Walker, 

2004). that, however, was clearly not the case with what the state department by then 

was referring to as ‘the Former Republic of yugoslavia,’ because rump serbia was not 

a formal federation and kosovo had never had equal status with serbia proper.

As serbia’s traditional patron, Russia reacted sharply to Western recognition of 

kosovo’s independence. it made clear that it would use its security council veto to 

block un membership for the region, and it argued that recognising kosovo would 

serve as a destabilising precedent. to emphasise the latter point, it indicated that it 

might well follow the Western lead and recognise the independence of some or all of 

the breakaway regions in its neighbourhood – Abkhazia, south ossetia, transnistria, 

and nagorno-karabakh.

After more than eight years of robust economic growth and the consolidation of 

Russian President Vladimir Putin’s ‘power vertical,’ the kremlin was signalling that its 

security concerns and political interests, particularly but not only in post-soviet space, 

could no longer be ignored. Accordingly, 2008 witnessed a ratcheting up of Russian 

pressure on georgia. Among other measures, Moscow increased military presence in 

AНkhМziМ Мnd South OssetiМ, intensiied its МlreМdy hМrsh ОritiОism of the GeorgiМn 

government, and carried out large-scale military exercises along its border with 
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georgia. As the summer progressed, artillery exchanges and small-scale skirmishes 

escalated along the line of control separating south ossetian and Abkhazian forces 

from georgian troops. despite multiple warnings against using military force against 

South OssetiМ or AНkhМziМ from Western ofiОiМls, the GeorgiМn president, Mikheil 

SММkМshvili, inМlly took the НМit Мnd ordered his militМry into South OssetiМ in August. 

the result was a Russian invasion and a decisive military defeat for georgia, which 

ended any hope that tbilisi had of reasserting its sovereignty in Abkhazia or south 

ossetia for the foreseeable future.

the August 2008 Russo-georgia War marked the low point in Russian relations with 

the West in the post-cold War era. A number of factors, including the election of barack 

obama as us president and his administration’s commitment to a ‘reset’ with Moscow, 

contributed to a reduction of tensions over the next several years, but little was done to 

address the underlying cause of those tensions, which was a security system for 

Europe that Russia rejected. the result was an even worse crisis at the end of 2013.

the immediate trigger for the ukraine crisis was not, however, nAto enlargement. 

Rather, it was an Eu plan to offer association agreements, coupled with so-called deep 

and comprehensive Free trade Agreements, to Moldova, Armenia, georgia, and 

ukraine at its Vilnius summit in late november 2013. ukraine was politically unstable, 

highly corrupt even by the standards of the region, and in dire economic straits at the 

time, Мnd Мs М result, EuropeМn government Мnd EU ofiОiМls Мssumed thМt MosОow 

realised that Eu membership for ukraine was a very distant prospect at best. this was 

particularly true because the Eu was itself in serious trouble, thanks to the 2008 global 

inМnОiМl Оrisis, design lМws with the Euro, Мnd the rise of EurosОeptiО pМrties. The lМst 

thing the Eu needed at the time was a larger, poorer, and more economically 

distressed greece on its hands.

the kremlin, however, viewed Eu accession very differently. From its perspective, 

association agreements for Armenia, georgia, Moldova, and ukraine were direct 

challenges to Putin’s principal geopolitical objective in his third term as president, 

which was the establishment of a ‘Eurasian union’ of former soviet republics, one that 

would institutionМlise RussiМ’s sphere of inluenОe in post-Soviet spМОe. This would Нe 

accomplished by creating, and then deepening and widening, a Eurasian Economic 

union that, like the European community before, would lead eventually to a full-blown 

economic-political union. the Eurasian union, along with the collective security treaty 

organization (csto), would become a Russian-dominated equivalent of the Eu and 

NATO. It would Мlso НeОome one pole in whМt RussiМn ofiОiМls desОriНed, ОorreОtly, Мs 

an increasingly multipolar world.
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central to this project – not only for security, but also for economic and cultural reasons 

– was ukraine. Particularly galling to the kremlin was the Eu’s insistence that signing 

the association agreement would preclude kiev from joining the Eurasian Economic 

union. it also viewed Eu accession as an irrevocable step toward full-blown 

incorporation into the Western institutional order and a backdoor path to eventual 

nAto accession.

As a result, Moscow responded by using all means at its disposal short of war to put 

pressure on Armenia, Moldova, georgia, and ukraine to reject Eu membership. 

RussiМ’s leverМge wМs vМried Нut powerful, inОluding offers of inМnОiМl МssistМnОe, 

threats of economic reprisals, below market prices for natural gas, and political 

pressure, some open Мnd some Оovert. Its tМsk wМs mМde eМsier when inМnОiМl 

tightening by the us Federal Reserve bank – so-called tapering – caused a spike in 

interest rates on emerging market debt, including ukraine’s. the rate spike turned what 

was an already serious economic slowdown in ukraine into a debt-servicing crisis over 

the summer of 2014 (steil, 2014).

The irst Оountry to ОhМnge Оourse on EU МООession wМs ArmeniМ, whiОh МnnounОed in 

early september 2013 that it was no longer interested and would join the Eurasian 

Economic union. For whatever reason, the ukrainian president, Viktor yanukovich, 

held out, perhaps because he hoped to get the best economic deal possible from 

Russia or the Eu. nevertheless, in the end kiev followed Armenia and announced that 

it was accepting a generous aid package from Russia and would not sign the Eu 

association agreement.

the result was the Euromaidan uprising in kiev, violence on the streets of kiev, the 

mobilisation of anti-Maidan forces in eastern and southern ukraine, the fall of the 

government, Мnd the light of YМnukoviОh, who wМs Нy then hМted МОross UkrМine, to 

Moscow. With a government taking power in kiev that would be hostile to Moscow, that 

would seek to join the Eu and reject membership in the Eurasian Economic union, and 

that might press to join nAto at some point, the kremlin reacted by putting into place 

what were doubtless long-standing contingency plans for the occupation of crimea and 

the destabilisation of ukraine’s already volatile eastern and southern regions.

---

There ОМn Нe no douНt thМt NATO enlМrgement hМs Нrought mМny Нeneits to its new 

members. it has helped integrate former Warsaw Pact members into Europe, reduced 

the risk of interstМte ОonliОt Мmong the former Оommunist Оountries of CentrМl Europe, 
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and allowed new member-states to spend less on security while modernising their 

defence forces. Above all, it has meant that the small and militarily vulnerable baltic 

stМtes ОМn Нe reМsonМНly Оonident thМt NATO memНership will deter RussiМ from 

intimidating, or invading, their countries in the current standoff between Russia and 

nAto.

that said, it is also true that nAto expansion has contributed to – indeed, one can 

reasonably argue that it has been the principal cause of – a dangerous geopolitical 

struggle for inluenОe in the Оountries to RussiМ’s West Мnd South, МНove Мll UkrМine. 

the Russian political elite is virtually unanimous in viewing nAto as Russia’s most 

serious security threat and a direct challenge to its interests as a great Power. it 

likewise views enlargement as an unjust and unnecessary incursion into Russia’s 

rightful sphere of inluenОe, Мnd EU expМnsion Мnd demoОrМОy promotion Мs stМlking 

horses for nAto and Western hegemony in post-soviet space.

One ОМnnot know with ОonidenОe whМt would hМve hМppened hМd the Clinton 

administration rejected nAto expansion in favour of a concerted effort to build a 

European security architecture that included, rather than excluded, Russia. the 

obvious mechanism for doing so was the cscE/ocsE. As many Western foreign 

policy experts advocated at the time, nAto could have remained in place, with a 

reunited germany as a member, and it could have assisted with the transformation of 

post-communist countries through a PfP-type program. At the same time, Western 

governments could have worked with Russia to transform the oscE/cscE into an 

authoritative organisation overseeing dispositions, arms control measures, monitoring 

missions, and armed peacekeeping operations. Above all, the West could have 

postponed enlargement unless and until a genuine security threat to central Europe 

emerged from Russia.

As is turned out, nAto enlargement eventually ran up against the countervailing power 

of a resurgent Russia with a preponderance of hard power along its borders. it did so 

irst in GeorgiМ in 2008, Мnd it did so МgМin in UkrМine in 2014.
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When Russian special forces seized crimea at the end of February 2014, without their 

insignia, but with the latest military kit, it seemed as the start of a new era of warfare. 

CertМinly, the ОonliОt in UkrМine hМs demonstrМted thМt MosОow, in М Нid to squМre its 

regional ambitions with its sharply limited resources, has assiduously and effectively 

developed a new style of ‘guerrilla geopolitics’ which leverages its capacity for 

misdirection, bluff, intelligence operations, and targeted violence to maximise its 

opportunities. however, it is too soon to declare that this represents some 

transformative novelty, because Moscow’s ukrainian adventures have not only 

demonstrated the power of such ‘hybrid’ or ‘non-linear’ ways of warfare, but also their 

distinct limitations.

the Genesis of the idea

the essence of Russia’s tactics was precisely to try and avoid the need for shooting as 

much as possible, and then to try and ensure that whatever shooting took place was on 

the terms that suited them best. to this end, they blended the use of a range of assets, 

from gangster allies to media spin, in a manner that draws heavily on past political 

operations, not least the aktivnye meropriyatiya (‘active measures’) of soviet times 

(Madeira, 2014).

While not entirely new, their tactics were given a particular novelty simply by the 

characteristics of the contemporary world, something recognised by the chief of the 

general staff Valerii gerasimov, in a crucial article from 2013, in which he noted that 

‘the role of non-military means of achieving political and strategic goals has grown, 

and, in many cases, they have exceeded the power of weapons in their effectiveness’ 

(gerasimov, 2013). in what is ostensibly a piece on the lessons of the ‘Arab spring’ – 

which kremlin orthodoxy presents as the result of covert Western campaigns of regime 

change – he outlines a new age in which:

Wars are no longer declared and, having begun, proceed according 

to an unfamiliar template… [A] perfectly thriving state can, in a matter 

of months Мnd even dМys, Нe trМnsformed into Мn МrenМ of ierОe 

Мrmed ОonliОt, НeОome М viОtim of foreign intervention, Мnd sink into 

a morass of chaos, humanitarian catastrophe, and civil war.

There Мre М vМriety of reМsons why todМy’s RussiМ mМy ind itself fМvouring operМtions 

in which, still to quote gerasimov, ‘the open use of forces – often under the guise of 

peacekeeping and crisis regulation – is resorted to only at a certain stage, primarily for 

the МОhievement of inМl suООess in the ОonliОt.’ For М stМrt, despite the still-formidМНle 
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size of its military, in practice, many of its forces remain antiquated, poorly trained, and 

scarcely operational. Moscow clearly has the preponderance of military and economic 

muscle in post-soviet Eurasia, the region in which it feels it has hegemonic rights. 

however, not only is this apparent advantage to a considerable extent neutralised by 

the risk of involving the usA, china, or even the European union in case of obvious 

aggression, it is also often not so overwhelming as to guarantee a quick and above all 

risk-free Мdventure. Even the ive-dМy wМr МgМinst GeorgiМ in 2008, while М viОtory, wМs 

М sufiОiently pМinful one – with friendly ire inОidents, ОommuniОМtions mix-ups, Мnd 

vehiОle НreМk-downs – thМt it gМlvМnised meМningful militМry reform for the irst time in 

more than two decades (cohen and hamilton, 2011).

Non-linear instruments

InsteМd, RussiМ inds itself in М situМtion where mМny of its strengths Мre either less 

decisive than it might like, or else are constrained because of economic or geopolitical 

realities. Put bluntly, a country with an economy somewhere between the size of italy’s 

and brazil’s is seeking to assert a great power international role and agenda. to this 

end, Russia has turned to this new ‘guerrilla geopolitics’ as a means of playing to its 

strengths and its opponents’ weaknesses. it has also invested disproportionate 

resourОes into the Мssets most useful for suОh ОonliОts.

These Мre, НroМdly speМking, three, Мnd they releОt how this is М wМy of wМr whiОh 

even more explicitly than most targets not the opponent’s military or even economic 

ОМpМОity, Нut their will Мnd МНility to ight Мt Мll. Of Оourse there is М ‘kinetiО’ element ¬– 

the need to deploy Мrmed forОes Мnd sometimes for them to ight – Нut the forОes 

required for this will tend to have to operate with more autonomy than has in the past 

been usual for Russian troops, and likewise with greater precision. thus, Russia has 

been developing its special and intervention forces, especially its 12,000 or so 

Spetsnaz. these are generally described as special forces, but they are highly mobile 

and effective light infantry akin to us Rangers or the French Foreign legion, rather 

than true commandos (galeotti, 2015). instead, the newly established special 

operations command (kso) has perhaps 500 true operators in what in the West would 

be called ‘tier one’ akin to the british sAs or us delta force. nonetheless, the 

Spetsnaz, like the VdV Airborne troops or the naval infantry marines, represent an 

‘army within an army’ able to operate professionally, decisively, covertly if need be, and 

outside Russia’s borders.

there is an 'intelligence-war' dimension beyond the 'military war'. the kremlin has 

devoted particular resources in its intelligence community. the Foreign intelligence 
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service (sVR), the Main intelligence directorate (gRu, military intelligence), and even 

the Federal security service (Fsb), which is increasingly involved in overseas 

operations, are not only agencies tasked with gathering information about foreign 

capabilities and intentions. Rather, they are also instruments of non-linear warfare, 

spreading despair and disinformation, encouraging defections, and breaking or 

corrupting lines of command and communications.

The third pМrtiОulМr foОus for Kremlin efforts hМs Нeen its ОМpМОity to ight the 

‘information war,’ to broadcast its own message and undermine and contest those of 

others in the name of winning the war in their hearts and minds (Pomerantsev and 

Weiss, 2014). the Rt international television station, for example, has become a 

crucial player not only in espousing the kremlin line, but, perhaps more importantly, in 

challenging Western media orthodoxy with a glitzy mix of genuine investigation, bizarre 

conspiracy theory, and cynical disingenuousness (ioffe, 2010; o’sullivan, 2014). its 

2015 budget is due to increase by almost 30%, suggesting the kremlin appreciates its 

role.

crimea: When it Works

the application of these new, deniable, and politically driven tactics in ukraine has 

proven their potential value, but also the risks. in so many ways, crimea was the 

perfect context in which the Russians could test out their new approach. the Peninsula 

already had Russian black sea Fleet facilities including the 810th independent naval 

infantry brigade, amongst whom kso operators could quietly be secreted under cover 

of regular troop rotations. the local ukrainian military forces, which in any event would 

never get clear orders from kiev, were essentially technicians and mechanics, not 

front-line combat troops. the local population, alienated by twenty years of neglect and 

maladministration by kiev, were largely willing to join richer Russia, and there were 

political and also criminal powerbrokers especially eager to become the agents of a 

new Muscovite order.

on 27 February, kso and naval infantry seized the crimean parliament building and 

began blockading ukrainian bases on crimea. despite their modern Russian uniforms 

Мnd weМpons, the lМОk of insigniМ on these ‘little green men’ Мnd MosОow’s lМt deniМl 

that they were Russian troops was enough to inject a moment’s uncertainty into the 

calculations in both kiev and nAto. Were they mercenaries, could it be crimean 

vigilantes, or was this some unsanctioned adventure by a local commander? this 

deliberate maskirovka, or deception operations, was enough to give the Russians and 

their local allies the time to take up commanding positions across crimea, including 
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НloОkМding UkrМiniМn gМrrisons, suОh thМt even if they hМd then Нeen ordered to ight, 

they would have been in a very weak position. ultimately, they surrendered after at 

most the demonstrative use of a few tear gas grenades, and Russia was able to seize 

crimea without a single fatal casualty (howard and Pukhov, 2014).

the reasons for the success were several. the new government in kiev was already in 

disarray and mistrustful of its military commanders, something Moscow could 

encourage. the Russians had not only good troops already in-theatre and the 

opportunity covertly to introduce more, they also had a broadly supportive local 

population. ukrainian forces, by contrast, were largely not combat ready, scattered in 

smaller garrisons, demoralised and in some cases sympathetic to or suborned by the 

Russians. likewise, the local police and even ukrainian security service (sbu) were 

penetrated by the Russians, while there were ample allies within the crimean political 

and criminal elite to provide both compliant front men and a supply of thuggish ‘local 

self-defence militias.’

For Moscow, these were the ideal possible conditions. they precluded the need to 

destabilise the target before intervention, allowed Russia to wage a pre-emptive 

information war to establish grounds for its mission, and allowed it to use its troops to 

assert and maintain a near-bloodless fait accompli with, if not deniability, at least a 

degree of ambiguity.

the Donbas: When it Doesn’t

however, the subsequent adventure into south-eastern ukraine – Novorossiya in the 

new Russian lexicon – while undoubtedly also following the non-linear war playbook, 

has shown how this is by no means the guaranteed war-winner some had initially 

assumed. Again, the Russians armed and supported irregular allied detachments, 

backed by a deniable force of their own special forces, while presenting this as an 

entirely spontaneous and local response to an illegal transfer of power in kiev. the full 

panoply of Russian propaganda was deployed to muddy the waters in the West, 

especially by presenting the new ukrainian regime as comprising or depending on 

‘fascists.’

the expectation appears to have been again that this would be a quick operation that 

would capitalise on Western hesitancy and its need for consensus politics. chaos 

would be stirred up in novorossiya to demonstrate to kiev just what could happen if it 

fМiled to МppreОiМte its plМОe within MosОow’s sphere of inluenОe. RМther thМn fМОe М 

Russian-backed insurgency just at the time it was trying to build a new ukraine, the 
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government would make suitable obeisance and concessions, above all ruling out 

further movement towards the European union and nAto and also constitutional 

guarantees for Moscow’s allies and clients in the east. Russian active operations would 

be ended, and all before the West had had a chance to decide what to do.

so much for neat plans, and the kremlin’s glib assumptions that all would run smoothly 

epitomises a cocky attitude that prevailed in government circles after crimea. As one 

senior military advisor told me at that time, ‘Russia is back. And we now know of what 

we are capable.’ the very disarray in kiev, which had worked to Moscow’s advantage 

over crimea, now proved a serious problem, as there was no one there able or willing 

to make the kind of politically ruinous concessions the Russians were demanding. 

instead, a ‘short, victorious little war’ (as interior Minister Plehve invoked before the 

disastrous 1904-5 Russo-Japanese War) turned into a ‘bleeding wound’ (as Mikhail 

gorbachev characterised the 1979-88 invasion of Afghanistan).

Militarily, Russia could maintain the war, not least by the drip-fed addition of military 

mМtériel for the ighters of the self-proОlМimed Donetsk Мnd LugМnsk People’s 

RepuНliОs. RussiМn troops mМintМin М role on the НМttleield in the guise of ‘volunteers’ 

alongside locals, mercenaries, and adventurers, including many Russians and 

cossacks marshalled and armed by the gRu in Rostov and moved across the border 

into ukraine (RFE/Rl, 2014). others provide training or technical support for the heavy 

weapons Russia has provided. in situations where it looks as if government troops 

might even mМke serious heМdwМy on the НМttleield, suОh Мs in August, М lМrge Нody of 

Russian troops were deployed across the border directly to ensure that the insurgent 

forces were not defeated, only then to be withdrawn – all without any formal 

acknowledgement of their role.

Russia has been able to maintain an insurgency which, by all accounts, has some 

genuine local support, but which in military terms is really best considered a loose 

coalition of local warlords, gangsters, opportunists, and kremlin proxies. however, it 

has done so at catastrophic cost, considering the economic impact of the consequent 

Western sanctions regime, and with no evidence of any successful outcome. both kiev 

Мnd MosОow now wМnt the ОonliОt to end, Нut unless one side or the other is willing to 

make greater concessions than have yet been placed on the table, novorossiya risks 

НeОoming Мn unviМНle frozen ОonliОt, М pseudo-stМte dependent on MosОow for its 

security and economic survival, while in return dooming Russia to continuing 

international opprobrium and economic crisis.
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conclusions: Politics is All

Why suОh М different outОome? The irst ОruОiМl differenОe wМs in the intended 

outcome: seizing crimea was a relatively simple objective and although the issue 

would have been more complicated had the ukrainians fought, either on kiev’s orders 

or local initiative, ultimately it was up to the Russians to win or lose. their subsequent 

Мdventure, though, wМs М politiОМl gМmНit to inluenОe UkrМiniМn politiОs Мnd, Мs suОh, 

dependent on a multitude of factors beyond Moscow’s control, or even imagination.

Most of the same operational advantages were present. A contiguous border allowed 

for the quick deployment of forces and reliable resupply of men and matériel. the 

Russians had and have near-absolute command of the air and a preponderance of 

artillery. ukraine's forces have proven largely of indifferent quality; their capacity is 

undermined by Russian intelligence activity, including the presence of foreign agents 

within the ranks of their command structure (galeotti 2014). Moscow had the initiative, 

and could also rely on local allies and agents.

but while in military terms, the operation was a success, the military is purely a part of 

the political campaign, and that has been a disastrous failure. What this highlights is 

that this new style of war, which seeks to rely on multiple military and non-military 

shocks to paralyse the enemy and break their will to resist, depends above all on a 

clear and accurate understanding of the political context in which it will operate. Putin 

gambled that over crimea, kiev would be unable to respond meaningfully and on time, 

and that Western anger and dismay would likely soon ebb, not least as new crises and 

challenges arise to direct its attention elsewhere. he was probably right. but perhaps 

over-emboldened by the effortless victory in crimea, he overreached dangerously in 

his subsequent intervention into mainland ukraine.

the Russian state won the ‘military war’ to create novorossiya. it won the ‘intelligence 

war’ to support combat operations. it even had successes in the ‘information war’ to 

undermine Western enthusiasm for direct involvement, at least until the tragic blunder 

which was the shooting down of Mh17. however, the essence of ‘non-linear war’ is that 

all these diverse components must effectively combine to win the underlying ‘political 

war’ to achieve the desired aim, and here Moscow is losing, and losing badly.

does this mean that ‘non-linear war’ is just a temporary fad? no. in an age of 

interconnected economies, expensive militaries, and the 24/7 news cycle, if anything 

the fusion of М rМnge of different types of ОonliОt will НeОome the norm. Indeed, 

МrguМНly the ОomНinМtion of Western militМry Мid on the НМttleield, eОonomiО sМnОtions, 
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and political pressure represent a similarly non-linear and asymmetric response. Where 

Russia leads, the West – but also perhaps china, india, and other powers looking to 

asserting their power in restrictive and non-permissive political environments – may 

well follow, albeit carefully learning the lessons of crimea and novorossiya alike.
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the crisis in ukraine has produced a new narrative about Vladimir Putin’s leadership. 

In ОontrМst to the stМted modernising goМls of his irst two presidenОies – the 

МОhievement of greМter stМte efiОМОy Мnd the improvement of living stМndМrds Мnd 

prosperity for ordinary Russian citizens – Putin has been recast as the saviour of the 

Russian nation. this new narrative includes a mission to protect the citizens of the 

‘Russian World’ that live beyond the borders of the Russian Federation. in some 

analysis, this has led to parallels with slobodan Milosevic’s political journey in the 

former yugoslavia (Whitmore, 2014).

yet, while Vladimir Putin has shown strong patriotic instincts throughout his political 

career, he is not a natural nationalist. in an article titled ‘Russia: the Ethnicity issue,’ 

which Putin published in January 2012 ahead of the presidential election, his 

ambiguous support for ethnically-based nationalism was apparent. he warned about 

the dangers that ethnic chauvinism posed to the territorial integrity of the Russian state: 

‘i am convinced that the attempts to preach the idea of a “national” or monoethnic 

Russian state contradict our thousand-year history,’ he averred, ‘this is a shortcut to 

destroying the Russian people and Russian statehood, and for that matter any viable, 

sovereign statehood on the planet’ (nezavisimaya gazeta, 2014). Moreover, his 

regime’s relationship with the nationalist leadership in eastern ukraine, and their 

ideological backers in Russia, has not always been cordial during the ukrainian 

ОonliОt. Putin’s Оommitment to the ОreМtion of М new territory, ‘NovorossiyМ,’ whiОh 

would lead to the breakup of ukraine, has been questioned by nationalist ideologues 

and militia leaders throughout the crisis (sonne, 2014).

nor has Putin’s public support base been drawn over the years mainly from the 

nationalist political camp. Rather, public opinion evidence from the early and mid-2000s 

(Whiteield, 2005, 2009) indiОМtes thМt Putin Мnd his government wМs signiiОМntly less 

likely to be supported by nationalist and anti-Western citizens and that there were only 

very limited differences socially and ideologically between his supporters and those for 

so-called liberal politicians. indeed, Putin’s political success may have been founded 

on his relative centrist and modernising stances: an organised and strong state, and 

one which deliberately made political use of the soviet past, but not ethno-nationalist or 

anti-Western.

to explain the new narrative of Putin and Putinism, we argue, it is necessary to 

exМmine the politiОМl strМtegy thМt deined Putin’s return to power in 2012. This strМtegy 

emerged in response to the threat that Russian nationalism posed the Putinite system 

in the МftermМth of the 2008-09 inМnОiМl Оrisis. This Оrisis disОredited the modernising 

МgendМ thМt frМmed Putin’s irst two presidenОies, Мnd undermined the regime’s 

previous support base. the potential for a nationalist backlash was evident in the 
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nationalist support for the electoral protests against the Putin regime in 2011-12, and in 

the strМtegies for Оounter-moНilisМtion thМt drove Putin’s ight НМОk in 2012. Thus, we 

argue that the ukrainian crisis has reinforced a trend that was already present prior to 

Russia’s annexation of crimea. but we also contend that the crisis has raised the 

stakes for the Putin regime. if Putin fails to deliver in ukraine, the possibility of a 

challenge to his authority from a more radical nationalist agenda is likely to be greater 

than it was before the start of the crisis.

Putin’s contentious Return

Putin’s third presidential term was always going to be different from his previous stints 

in the kremlin. in contrast to the relatively trouble-free election victories in 2000 and 

2004, Putin’s eleОtion in 2012 oООurred within the midst of the irst serious populМr 

politiОМl revolt МgМinst his rule. His ОontroversiМl deОision to return to presidentiМl ofiОe 

in september 2011 – in place of incumbent dmitry Medvedev – took place at a time of 

declining support for the ruling party, united Russia. opposition forces were in the 

ascendant, and the proposed switching of roles with Medvedev – with the sitting 

president lined up as the next prime minister – divided his political allies. in the event, 

the parliamentary elections that were held in december 2011 provided the focus for 

signiiОМnt protest МgМinst the regime. MМss protest took plМОe on the streets of 

Russia’s main cities, with thousands of Russian citizens claiming that the elections 

were fraudulent.

the break that Vladimir Putin took from the presidency between 2008 and 2012 also 

ОoinОided with the gloНМl inМnОiМl Оrisis, whiОh hit RussiМ in 2008. This Оrisis 

undermined the appeal of the programme of economic modernisation, which had kept 

Putin in power for the previous eight years. the crisis slowed down earnings growth, 

challenged the government’s capacity to manage the economy, and made those who 

were direОtly МffeОted Нy the inМnОiМl Оrisis less willing to put up with the negМtive 

features of Putin’s rule, such as corruption and the overconcentration of political power. 

it also undercut whatever vestiges of support remained for the neo-liberal, 

globalisation, and pro-Western model of economic development. the West was now 

seen to have feet of clay, while at the same time it could even more credibly be blamed 

for Russia’s national humiliations over the previous two decades.

CruОiМlly, the gloНМl inМnОiМl Оrisis eroded support Мnd ОonidenОe in the regime. In the 

summer of 2009, we conducted a nationally representative survey of 1,500 Russian 

Оitizens, Мnd found thМt respondents who were direОtly МffeОted Нy the inМnОiМl Оrisis 

were more likely to respond negatively to questions concerning popular support for the 
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politiОМl leМdership of the Оountry, the efiОМОy of the politiОМl Мuthorities, Мnd the МОtuМl 

prМОtiОe of demoОrМОy in RussiМ (ChМisty Мnd Whiteield, 2012). ImportМntly, our 

МnМlysis found thМt individuМls who were Мdversely МffeОted Нy the inМnОiМl Оrisis were 

less willing to pledge their support either to Putin or Medvedev in a future presidential 

eleОtion (ChМisty Мnd Whiteield, 2012, p. 201), Мnd were more likely to Нelieve thМt the 

social and political situation in the country had become less stable as a result of the 

gloНМl inМnОiМl Оrisis (ChМisty Мnd Whiteield, 2012, p. 202).

therefore, declining support for the regime was already apparent before united Russia 

announced Putin as their presidential candidate in september 2012. throughout 2011, 

support for the governing party fell, and claims of corruption were skilfully used by 

opposition leaders against the authorities. Putin’s decision to return to the kremlin 

acted as the trigger for underlying discontent, which focused on the 2011-12 electoral 

cycle. the parliamentary elections of 2011 provided an opportunity for protest from 

opponents of the regime who held М vМriety of grievМnОes. SigniiОМntly, support for the 

protests came not only from the usual suspects – supporters of Western-style political 

democracy – but also from nationalists who rejected the Western path of political and 

economic transition.

the Nationalist threat

Radical nationalist opposition to Putin’s decision to return to the presidency was 

evident in the political makeup of the protests that took to the streets of Russia’s cities, 

in particular Moscow. the sight of nationalist yellow-and-black banners, mixed in 

among the distinctive colours of Russia’s leftist and democratic opposition, was a vivid 

signal to the kremlin that protest against the regime covered the entire political 

speОtrum. Yet, this opposition wМs not only Оonined to the relМtively smМll numНers of 

committed nationalist activists who took to the streets in december 2011. A far greater 

problem for the kremlin was the mass basis for such views among citizens who 

supported the protests.

in our work, we have researched the attitudes of those who supported the electoral 

protests of 2011 (ChМisty Мnd Whiteield, 2013). We ОonduОted М nМtionМlly 

representative survey of 1,200 Russian citizens in the week after the presidential 

elections of 2012. of those that we surveyed, almost half (47 per cent) agreed with the 

stМtement thМt the protests were justiied. This igure wМs ОompМrМНle to the results of 

Russian polling agencies, notably the levada centre, at this time. our analysis of the 

demographic and attitudinal characteristics of the supporters of the electoral protests 

was revealing. We found that supporters of protest tended to be concentrated in the 
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main metropolitan centres of Moscow and st. Petersburg; their support for the protests 

was motivated by opposition to Putin’s decision to return to the presidency; and their 

political attitudes were not, as was a common narrative in the Western press at the 

time, supportive of a Western path of political transition as in the orange Revolution – 

instead, supporters of protest were more likely to support authoritarian solutions to 

Russia’s problems, and were likely to hold strong ethno-nationalist views.

this normative orientation of those who backed the electoral protest against the regime 

posed Putin a number of serious problems on his return to power. the potency of 

authoritarian and ethno-nationalist attitudes among his critics were in addition to the 

effects of metropolitan residence and opposition to his decision to return for a third 

term. For example, controlling for other predictors, we found that those who strongly 

agreed with ethno-nationalist statements (e.g. Jews have too much power and 

inluenОe in RussiМ) were 18 per Оent more likely to support protest thМn those who 

disМgreed, Мnd those who Мgreed thМt the overthrow of demoОrМОy would Нe justiied if 

it solved the country’s problems were 25 per cent more likely to support protest 

(ChМisty Мnd Whiteield, 2013, p. 9).

given the underlying problems facing Russia’s leadership – predictions of future 

economic crises and growing discontent with systemic corruption – the regime was 

particularly sensitive to this opposition. in response, the kremlin set about building a 

new majority that would drive Putin’s third presidential campaign. this campaign 

involved more direct engagement with nationalist themes.

Putin’s Fight Back

the kremlin’s concern about the nationalist threat can be seen in the nature of the 

counter-mobilisation campaign that was organised in the immediate aftermath of the 

december protests. Pro-kremlin rallies centred on patriotic themes that would provide 

the basis for Putin’s presidential election campaign. in place of the earlier emphasis on 

modernisation, which had been the buzzword of the Medvedev presidency, the focus 

moved in a conservative direction, with greater prominence given to themes of order 

and the need to protect the state.

Particularly revealing were the individuals involved in the counter-mobilisation activities 

of early 2012. conservative and nationalist intellectuals like sergei kurginyan and 

Alexander dugin participated in events aimed at rallying support for the authorities, as 

well as other individuals associated with late soviet-era patriotic and nationalist politics. 

this constituency had been largely peripheral in front-line Russian politics since the 
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early 1990s. they have advocated a worldview that has been sharply critical of the 

direction of change that has taken place in Russia since the collapse of the soviet 

union. thus, the authorities were compelled to draw strength from individuals who 

were not natural bedfellows. during the constitutional crisis of october 1993, for 

example, many of these individuals had backed an uprising against the regime that 

Putin helped to consolidate. the fact that, twenty years later, this voice was called on 

to help the same regime to revive its support, and later provide intellectual and military 

leadership for an armed insurgency in eastern ukraine, underlines the leadership’s 

predicament.

nonetheless, this strategy was successful politically. Putin succeeded in mobilising 

enough support to win the presidentiМl eleОtions on the irst round with 64 per Оent of 

the vote. since then, the regime has promoted a conservative agenda that has 

consolidated this support and marginalised those opposition politicians who threatened 

to make a breakthrough in late 2011. the conservative campaign – energised by such 

high-proile inОidents Мs the Мrrest Мnd imprisonment of the Pussy Riot punk roОk 

feminists for their performance of an anti-Putin stunt in Moscow’s cathedral of christ 

the saviour – succeeded in keeping Putin’s core support mobilised and, crucially, it 

reconnected Putin with conservatively-inclined citizens who had threatened to join with 

the opposition.

the impact of crimea

the direction of travel had therefore been established before the start of the ukrainian 

crisis. the conservative agenda that emerged was politically more authoritarian, as 

illustrated by the backsliding over initiatives aimed to raise political competition; socially 

more conservative, as highlighted by the measures against sexual minorities; and more 

critical of Western action in the area of foreign policy. Although the effects of this 

strategy require more systematic analysis, which is the focus of our current research, in 

general the conservative agenda appears to have been successful in consolidating and 

mobilising Putin’s core support: state employees who have seen their living standards 

rise signiiОМntly under his leМdership. This group shМres the government’s 

conservative and patriotic agenda.

However, the UkrМiniМn Оrisis Мnd RussiМ’s МnnexМtion of CrimeМ wМs signiiОМnt in 

nullifying the criticisms of those who were sympathetic to anti-regime protest. it 

extended Putin’s support to encapsulate a broad constituency of Russian citizens, 

which includes both moderate patriots, who are ideologically supportive of political and 

economic modernisation, and more radical nationalists who reject the Western path of 
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development (bunin, 2014). For the moment, at least, Putin appears to have assuaged 

the radical constituency. the decline in anti-kremlin nationalist mobilisation, which was 

evident in the comparatively low turnout by anti-regime activists in the national unity 

day marches in november 2014, provides some evidence for this.

What, then, do we conclude about Putin and Putinism? We do not see the man and the 

regime Мs deined Нy prinОipled ideologiОМl nМtionМlism. RМther, this turn to nМtionМlism 

releОts М politiОМl strМtegy – likely to preserve the existing ‘kleptoОrМtiО’ politiОМl 

economy – that classically mobilises nationalism to divert attention from the regime’s 

failings and to put the blame for the humiliation widely said to be felt by Russians on 

the West and on internal political and social enemies. it is also a means of 

incorporating actors who were the strongest and most dangerous opponents of the 

regime. these, of course, were not the almost completely marginalised liberals, but 

rather the mobilised nationalists who took to the streets in 2011-12.

this broad coalition of core supporters, moderate patriots and more radical nationalists 

accounts for the sharp spike in support for Putin during the ukrainian crisis. yet, the 

ability of the regime to maintain this coalition presents a new set of challenges. unless 

the ukrainian crisis has radically transformed the attitudes of Russian citizens, which 

we douНt, the Kremlin will hМve to sМtisfy М diverse rМnge of ОonliОting demМnds. This 

tМsk will Нe rendered more difiОult Нy eОonomiО Оrisis Мnd the internМtionМl limitМtions 

to territorial expansion in eastern ukraine. the regime’s willingness to engage with 

more radical nationalist ambitions, such as the creation of ‘novorossiya’, may have 

raised expectations beyond realistic limits. this may become a new focus of opposition 

to the regime Мs the ОonliОt in UkrМine grinds on. Thus, Putin’s nМtionМlism proНlem 

hМs not Нeen resolved Нy the UkrМiniМn Оrisis, Мnd it Оould deine the remМinder of his 

presidency.
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isaiah berlin (2006, p. 17), in his essay titled ‘Politics as a descriptive science,’ argues 

that the central issue of political philosophy is the question of ‘why should any man 

obey any other man or a body of men?’ bearing this in mind, any attempts to account 

for the public support of a particular political leader could be approached from this 

broad philosophical standpoint. Why are some politicians admired and why do people 

submit to them freely? Why some are not? how do popular politicians become so 

popular? Why are some occasionally treated as national heroes and thereby enjoy the 

compliance and support of their compatriots? how can we account for these 

developments in the Russian case, in which Vladimir Putin almost achieved the status 

of ‘national hero’ and a public approval rating unthinkable for many of his counterparts 

in the West? to what extent has the ukrainian crisis contributed to these 

developments?

some analysts may indeed feel tempted to reduce their explanations of Putin’s 

‘national hero’ status to the pressure of events in crimea and ukraine. some may 

relate his success to Russia’s impressive economic performance that, within a decade, 

pulled the country out of poverty and created a stable and resilient economic structure 

with a healthy trading balance, impressive gold reserves, and the virtual absence of 

stМte deНt. Some others mМy look even deeper Мnd hope to ind Мnswers in the 

emergent political stability that, although looking to many liberals like political 

stagnation, gave Russians a welcome breathing space much required in the wake of 

the turbulent era of the 1990s. While we should not dismiss such empirical factors 

entirely, mere economic and political stability, as well as Russia’s geopolitical 

successes in crimea, cannot provide satisfactory answers to the question that we are 

trying to deal with. crimea indeed contributed to the surge of national consolidation, 

while economic and political stability initially led to the shifting away from issues of 

mere survival to a host of existential questions, such as ‘who are we?’, ‘how should we 

live?’, and ‘who is responsible?’ (see similar theoretical critiques in the Western context 

by habermas, 1981, p. 36; Edwards, 2004, p. 115; ingelhart, 1989; giddens, 1990). At 

the same time, we must continue our search on deeper existential levels rather than 

empirical ones for the answer to the question of a leader’s political popularity is 

unavoidably philosophical. such explanations belong to the discursive, and not the 

economic, military, or political, realm. this article will argue that the secret of Putin’s 

‘national hero’ status can be found in the way that he has presided over a fundamental 

paradigmatic shift from a liberal to a traditionalist episteme that took place in the 

discursive sphere of Russian society.

From a theoretical point of view, it is important that the birth of the post-modern world 

hМs seriously elevМted the signiiОМnОe of the disОursive reМlm. It is disОursive prМОtiОe 

that shapes much of today’s politics and it is dominant interpretations of historic events 
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Мnd soОio-ОulturМl struОtures of soОiety thМt deine the redistriНution of power, form the 

‘regime of truth’, and compel one group of people to obey another. discursive mapping 

of human history now challenges the universalist, rationalist, and positivist accounts 

that aspired empirically to explain the development of societal relationships. the 

ОentrМl question НeОomes: how ОМn М dominМnt disОourse Нe identiied Мnd whМt 

factors and actions are responsible for its criticism, change, and transition? truth, 

therefore, becomes particular and contingent on idiosyncratic interpretations that are 

irmly emНedded in the spМtiМl Мnd ОhronologiОМl Оontext. Quentin Skinner (2002, p. 

53), following barry barnes and david bloor, observes that ‘the only possible judge of 

the truth of our beliefs must be whatever consensus over norms and standards may 

happen to prevail in our local culture’. hence, we can narrow our search by asking 

whether one or Мnother ‘regime of truth’ МООurМtely releОts the ‘needs of soОiety under 

which it had originated’ (taylor, 1998, p. 223; skinner, 2002, p. 28; Mouffe, 1988, p. 37; 

gray, 2000, p. 14; kymlicka, 2004, pp. 117-9). Within these conditions, the role of 

political ideas, words, and statements becomes consequential. in many ways, we could 

depend on them for explaining social change, shifts in the redistribution of power, and 

the rise of inluentiМl politiОМl igures.

Foucault, skinner, and Wittgenstein share this explanatory approach of social change 

emphasising, each at their theoretical level, the importance of discursive, linguistic 

events and treat the language of politics as a ‘tool’ responsible for political action, 

whiОh is suНjeОt to mМnipulМtion, ОritiОism, modiiОМtion, Мnd ОhМnge (Tully, 1988, pp. 

5-8). Foucault (1989) in The Archaeology of Knowledge introduces the idea of a 

‘discursive event’ that represents a ‘basic unit of communication… unique as event and 

repeatable as thing’ (Flynn, 2005, p. 53). A radically new statement, a book, a work of 

an author, a political idea – all feature in such discursive historic events. these events 

are ‘epistemic’ for they have the power to alter the entire paradigm of social self-

perceptions, the web of socio-political relationships, and the redistribution of political 

power (Foucault, 1989, p. 172). hence, these events work as ‘epistemological acts and 

thresholds’ for they ‘suspend the continuous accumulation of knowledge, interrupt its 

slow development, and force it to enter a new time, cut it of its imaginary complicities’ 

(Foucault, 1989, p. 4). the emergence of an epistemic event results in the relevant 

commentary and in the gradual accumulation of a pool of similar discursive statements. 

these statements, as skinner (1978) notes, incrementally manipulate the established 

political, moral, and ideological conventions of the age until such manipulations enter 

into insurmountable contradictions with the dominant use of hegemonic ideology. this 

dynamic steadily changes society’s self-perceptions, appreciation of the outside world, 

Мnd its Мttitudes to historiО events. It prompts this soОiety to redeine morМl Оonventions 

and create a new regime of power and truth. hence, we witness a certain ‘paradigmatic 

shift’ thМt ОhМnges ‘speeОh-МОt potentiМls of normМtive terms’ Мnd signiiОМntly redeines 
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society morally (tully, 1988, p. 13; skinner, p. xi). those politicians who manage to ride 

the wave of discursive change often become ‘national heroes’ for they manage 

МООurМtely to releОt the suНtle Мnd innermost ОhМnges of their soОieties Мnd preside 

over the ineluctable paradigmatic change.

Another question of importance is: how can we historically demarcate the emergence 

of a discursive event that achieves a change of a paradigm? What induces the change 

of ОonventionМl disОourse in the irst plМОe? It Оould Нe Мrgued thМt disОursive events 

do not spring up out of the Нlue. Their surfМОing МlwМys releОts the needs of the soОiety 

under which they had originated. As skinner (1978, p. xi) notes, ‘political life itself sets 

the main problems for the political theorist, causing a certain range of issues to appear 

problematic, and a corresponding range of questions to become the leading subject of 

deНМtes’. Thus, politiОМl proНlems of the Мge get their initiМl releОtion in the disОursive 

realm before proceeding to become a formed political action. on the one hand, socio-

politiОМl ОhМnges within М soОiety must Нe sufiОient enough to produОe new demМnds 

and expectations. on the other hand, an appropriate discursive event must surface and 

start to provide gradual but steady shifts within the socio-political and socio-cultural 

structure. this situation does not necessarily or immediately lead to a radical 

transformation of the dominant political paradigm, but it may well change the way in 

which such a paradigm is narrated.

this explanation invokes berlin’s (2002, pp. 28-9) argument that knowledge plays a 

leading role in the legitimation of certain regimes of compliance in which knowledge 

sМtisies ‘ignorМnОe, Оuriosity, douНt’ Мnd responds to the question of ‘why should I 

obey?’ such knowledge must tend to the compelling desire of humans to resolve 

existential issues such as the nature of ‘truth, happiness, reality… for this is what they 

[humans] mean by “good”’ (berlin, 2002, pp. 32-3). due to the particular nature of truth, 

such knowledge often comes in the shape of new historic and political myths, as well 

as new interpretations of old conventions. these myths, which constitute the projection 

of the culture’s unconscious values, form the basis of paradigmatic and structural 

narratives (giddens, 1979, p. 21; harkin, 2009, pp. 45-6; hroch, 1985; breuilly, 1985; 

sorel, 1999; casirer, 1946). From this follows that historic and political myths, as well 

as epistemic ‘discursive events’, are created to match our expectations (skinner, 2002, 

p. 28). therefore, we may treat discursive events as a new form of knowledge that 

strives to Мddress the most pressing politiОМl proНlems of the Мge Мnd releОts slow Нut 

unavoidable paradigmatic shift. here again, the ability of a political leader to satisfy 

‘curiosity and ignorance’ by appealing to an appropriate type of knowledge and the 

ability to operate a particular type of disОursive stМtement – whiОh releОt the longing for 

unconventional interpretations of existing ideology and the production of new myths – 

contribute decisively to his/her standings.
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To releОt these theoretiОМl stipulМtions in the RussiМn ОМse, we must divide the 

analysis between two distinct but interconnected spheres: political structural and 

disОursive. In the irst ОМse, we must seleОt some proНlemМtiО МreМs of the politiОМl Мge 

that generated expectations and societal requests for the creation of new myths and 

narratives. in the discursive realm, we must distinguish those epistemic, historical 

events thМt led to М ОhМnge in the pМrМdigmМtiО nМrrМtive Мnd ОontriНuted signiiОМntly 

to the formation of new myths. in this light, to account for Putin’s public success is to 

map out the point in history at which ideological transition had begun and to ascertain 

the way in which he led such a change.

one stable feature of Russian political life is seen in a permanent struggle between two 

competing paradigms: liberal and traditional. these two paradigmatic views, explaining 

the politics of an age and trajectories of a country’s development, compete and replace 

each other over the course of Russia’s history (kara-Murza, 2008; Filatov, 2006). both 

paradigms have different tasks, priorities, and objectives, and tend to differing needs 

generated by Russian society. the traditionalist (statist) paradigm is concerned with the 

preservation of the country’s territorial integrity, security, refuting the external threat and 

consolidating domestic political and economic stability. the liberal paradigm challenges 

the traditionalist perspectives at the existential level. it is geared towards the issues of 

social justice, fairness, transparency of government, and keeping the state’s 

authoritarian tendencies in check (yanov, 2003; shevtsova, 2008). the duality and 

struggle between these two radically different paradigms constitutes the essence of 

Russian political life. these two competing paradigms are narrated differently at 

different historic periods, each time depending on a particular historic context. it is 

important that each paradigm creates different historic myths that tend to different 

needs and requirements of Russian society, and hence uses different modes of societal 

and political interpretation. the rupture of the previous paradigm and its subsequent 

change takes place through the accumulation of discursive events that somehow 

releОt the growing ОulturМl Мnd eОonomiО needs of RussiМn soОiety.

These two ОМrdinМl pМrМdigms of RussiМn politiОМl life hМve Нeen redeined in М vМriety 

of different wМys during the pМst hundred yeМrs. The irst serious redeinition of 

Russia’s existential narrative took place in the aftermath of the october 1917 

Revolution. then the previously liberal tendencies of the age seen in the quest for 

social justice spawned by the Russian Revolution were replaced by statist traditionalist 

interpretations disguised in the form of soviet communism. it created a watershed in 

Russian history and necessitated the formation of qualitatively new Russian myths. 

those myths, though existentially and, above all, unconsciously, repeated the general 

socio-psychological pattern of the Russian Empire, still rested on a qualitatively 

different discourse. soviet ideological and mythical constructs have been met by 
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practical historical necessities of Russia’s industrialisation and the building of military 

potentiМl ОМpМНle of ighting the NМzi invМsion Мnd suНsequently responding to the 

challenges of a bipolar world, of which Russia was a central part. this was an 

invariably traditionalist discourse that was skilfully embedded within soviet rhetoric.

the collapse of the soviet union provoked a serious existential crisis through the 

radical destruction of previously established epistemic myths. it was important that the 

dissolution of the soviet narrative did not coincide chronologically with the actual 

collapse of the soviet state. the liberal counter-myth emerged as early as in the late 

1960s and early 1970s (byzov, 2006; English, 2000. some historians date it back to 

the 1940s; see lukin, 2009, p. 71; kharkhordin, 2005, pp. 83-7; timashev, 1946) and 

had become gradually entrenched in the soviet societal landscape. the need to recast 

the Soviet system to МООount for unsМtisied Оonsumer demМnd ОontriНuted to the 

emergence of a new public political ideal based on hedonistic tendencies and demands 

for higher living standards. towards the end of the 1980s and early 1990s, the 

transition to the liberal paradigm was complete. however, this was an epistemic shift of 

formidМНle mМgnitude. HenОe, the inМl Мnd irretrievМНle loss of the trМditionМlist Soviet 

epistemic foundation resulted in the profound loss of a sense of direction and 

paradigmatic uncertainty. it destroyed the coherent narrative that linked Russian 

imperial and soviet history into a single comprehensive unit. this atmosphere of 

epistemological uncertainty fuelled the quest for a new knowledge and narrative. true 

to form, those nМrrМtives hМd to hМve М trМditionМlist lМvour.

A difiОult weН of RussiМ’s soОietМl relМtionships wМs formed towМrds the end of the 

1990s and pointed in the direction of an emerging consensus over the need to reinvent 

the structural narrative in a way which would be embedded in a sense of national self-

awareness, tradition, statism, and dignity. some subtle messages on Russia’s new 

particular self-consciousness began to appear within the commercial advertising 

sphere – an area that is exceptionally sensitive to the innermost needs of society. they 

hМve Мlso emerged in the ОinemМtiО Мrt. A prime exМmple is the nМtionМlist ilm Brother, 

which struck a chord with the absolute majority of Russians. in the realm of 

international relations, this subtle shift has been visible through the replacement of 

liberal and pro-Western Russian foreign minister Andrei kozyrev with the more 

pragmatic and traditionalist yevgeniy Primakov. Russia’s questioning and distinct 

stМnОe on the NATO НomНing of YugoslМviМ hМs releОted thМt ОhМnge well.

in the domestic political sphere, discursive events have been seen during the second 

chechen campaign, when Putin declared his determination to tackle the problem in the 

most decisive and radical manner. his statements on the need to pacify the region and 

his practical support of the army elicited a response among many Russian military 
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personnel, thus creating an avalanche of patriotic commentary and discussion 

(Troshev, 2001; Medvedev, 2001). All these events signiied the rupture of RussiМ’s 

previous liberal narrative that had dominated the discourse, formally and informally, 

most probably from the détente period, when the need for structural reform of the 

Russian political system became apparent.

the subsequent growth of similar discursive events – seen in the calls to revise 

RussiМn history (Putin’s 2013 VМldМi speeОh), to ind Мn МppropriМte plМОe for the 

country within the international arena (Putin’s 2007 Munich speech), to reinvent 

Russia’s anthropology on some traditionalist perceptions of stable identities – gave 

birth to profound epistemic shifts and transformations that became clearly visible within 

a decade. the general change of Russia’s discourse, an epistemic shift from the liberal 

to traditionalist myth created a new atmosphere, a new regime of truth, a new 

ideological environment, which, though not fully formed, had an air of great 

expectations and a sense of a return to the Russian traditionalist mission.

it could be argued that the explanations of Putin’s popularity may be found in the fact 

that he was rightly attuned to the gradual change of the paradigmatic narrative that was 

taking place, moving from liberalism to traditionalism at the time of his arrival to the 

presidency. Putin, through an attempt to create a new coherent socio-historic narrative, 

came close to a situation in which his ideas became ‘true to the needs’ of Russia’s 

society. he was well-attuned to the requirements of the new traditionalist paradigm that 

could provide new answers to existential questions, that could meet the challenge of 

contextualising concrete Russian peoples within the historical, political, and 

international scene. From this point of view, an extremely positive response from 

Russians to Putin’s actions during the ukrainian crisis has been entirely logical. 

ukraine and crimea represented, using Foucault’s terminology, a ‘population of events 

in the space of discourse in general’ (Flynn 2005, p. 51). it was an instance, or perhaps 

the apex, of the decade-long process of Russia’s epistemic shift – a shift that involved 

the creation of a new leader and the formation of radically new historic and 

contemporary social narratives. the secret of Putin’s success, in the view of the author, 

is his attempt to recreate a narrative of the Russian structure in a new form. his 

attempted myths resonated well with the majority of the Russian public. the ukrainian 

crisis unmasked those hidden passions of Russian society and became the focal point 

for this long search for self-rediscovery within the broader context of Russia’s history.
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the Russian leadership views mass communication as a crucial arena of global 

politics, in which rival powers work to undermine each other and further their own 

interests at others’ expense. the ability to project narratives to foreign audiences is 

therefore considered a matter of national security, as is the ability to control the 

circulation of narratives at home. in its Foreign Policy concept of 2013, Russia 

deОlМred thМt it must ‘ОreМte instruments for inluenОing how it is perОeived in the 

world’, ‘develop its own effeОtive meМns of informМtion inluenОe on puНliО opinion 

abroad’, and ‘counteract information threats to its sovereignty and security’ (Russian 

Foreign Ministry, 2013). in line with these goals, the Russian government has invested 

heavily in media resources that can convey its point of view to other countries, such as 

the tV news channel Rt.

MeМnwhile, independent Мnd ОritiОМl voiОes hМve Нeen inОreМsingly stiled within 

Russia’s domestic media environment. state control over news on the main television 

ОhМnnels (Pervyy KМnМl, RossiyМ 1, NTV) hМs Нeen tight for yeМrs – Мll of them releОt 

and support the government’s stance. there is still pluralism in the press, on the radio, 

and on the internet. however, the ukraine crisis has coincided with a clampdown even 

in these ‘freer’ parts of Russia’s media landscape: the popular news website lenta.ru 

has had its editorial team replaced and the internet and satellite channel dozhd has 

been evicted from its premises.

the narratives described in this chapter can be observed throughout the Russian 

media which are aligned with the state – from state-owned federal channels to 

commercial tabloids like Komsomolskaya Pravda and the widely-used state news 

agency/website RiA novosti. some of the narratives have caused considerable 

consternation in kiev. the post-yanukovych ukrainian government quickly banned 

Russian channels from ukrainian cable networks, fearing that tendentious Russian 

reporting was stoking unrest in the eastern regions. it has certainly caused widespread 

offence in other parts of the country. ukraine has set up a Ministry of information in an 

Мttempt to ‘repel RussiМ’s mediМ МttМОks’ (InterfМx-UkrМine, 2014). The ОonliОt in 

ukraine has thus become an ‘information war’ as much as a conventional one. 

studying Russia’s main narratives can tell us much about the ideas, fears, and goals 

that drive its foreign and domestic policy.

Narratives of ‘the West’, the uSA and the eu

Anti-western narratives were already a salient feature of Russian political and media 

discourse before the crisis in ukraine began (smyth and soboleva, 2014, pp. 257-275; 

yablokov, 2014, pp. 622-636), but the crisis has imbued them with particular vitriol. 
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these narratives attribute various negative characteristics to the usA and Eu states 

via an interrelated set of plotlines that explain current developments with reference to 

‘historical’ patterns. negative narratives about the West serve the goals of the Russian 

leadership in a number of ways: they diminish the credibility of western criticism of 

Russia, they legitimise Russian behaviour in the eyes of the public, and they defend 

Russia’s self-identity as a European great power. At the same time, the narratives 

frame how Russians at all levels of society, including the elite, interpret world politics. 

therefore, the fact that they are used instrumentally to bolster support for the Russian 

authorities should not obscure the fact that the narratives have also been internalised 

Мmong those in Мuthority Мnd thus inluenОe the direОtion of poliОy.

characteristics attributed to western governments by the Russian media include 

hypocrisy, risibility, arrogant foolishness, and a lack of moral integrity to the point of 

ОriminМlity. RussiМn television inds evidenОe of these ОhМrМОteristiОs in events Нoth 

past and present. At one point in summer 2014, for example, it referred back to us 

President Woodrow Wilson promoting democracy and self-determination ‘just for 

export’ while denying rights to African and native Americans. the presenter claimed 

thМt the USA hМd demМnded ‘the right to judge everyone Нy its own very lexiНle 

standards for a hundred years’ (Rossiya 1, 2014). such claims undermine the validity 

of international condemnations of Russian actions in ukraine by conveying that those 

doing the Оondemning hМve only their own selish interests Мt heМrt – not Мny reМl 

moral values.

‘double standards’ (dvoynyye standarty) is a charge that is levelled against the West 

time and time again by the Russian state media as they report and echo the words of 

the RussiМn president, foreign minister, Мnd other ofiОiМls. President VlМdimir Putin, for 

instance, pointed out that American troops and military bases were all over the world, 

‘settling the fates of other nations while thousands of kilometres from their own 

borders.’ this makes it ‘very strange’, he argued, that the Americans should denounce 

Russian foreign troop deployments so much smaller than their own (Putin, 2014). not 

only does such a line of argument again attack the moral standing of Russia’s critics, it 

also implies, through a comparison of Russian actions with ‘similar’ American actions, 

that Russia is just behaving as great powers do – for few doubt the usA’s great power 

status.

The RussiМn mediМ frequently moОks western leМders Мnd ofiОiМls for their lМОk of 

understanding and for making foolish errors. When Putin gave an interview to French 

journalists, a Russian presenter said the president had ‘patiently and politely engaged 

in tackling illiteracy, as if warming up ahead of meetings with colleagues from America 

and Europe’ (Rossiya 1, 2014a). sometimes the mockery is personal. us state 
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department spokeswoman Jen Psaki became a target, with Russian television alleging 

that internet users had adopted the word ‘psaking’ to mean issuing categorical 

stМtements without irst ОheОking their МООurМОy (RossiyМ 1, 2014Н). The impliОМtion is 

clearly that condemnation of Russia originating from such sources should not be taken 

seriously.

the Russian media do differentiate, however, between the usA and Europe. the usA 

is more often accused of outright criminality. over summer 2014, us ‘war crimes’ in 

ukraine were highlighted regularly and the charges reinforced through parallels with 

history. in June, for instance, a Russian presenter claimed:

ten years ago the Americans used white phosphorous against 

people in the iraqi town of Fallujah. Afterwards the White house lied 

that it hadn’t done so… now the usA is covering up its accomplices 

in the criminal deployment of incendiary ammunition in ukraine 

(Rossiya 1, 2014c).

A report МНout the trМgiО ОrМsh of light MH17 similМrly oНserved thМt there hМd Нeen 

only a few cases of the military shooting down civilian aircraft, but the most serious had 

Нeen IrМniМn Air light 655, downed Нy the US Air ForОe in 1988, for whiОh ‘AmeriОМ 

didn’t even apologise’ (Rossiya 1, 2014d).

Vesti Nedeli presenter Dmitriy Kiselev interprets events against a 

photo of Obama and the Ukrainian Prime Minister, Arseny Yatsenyuk, 

captioned ‘The West - Sponsor of Genocide’.
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European states, on the other hand, were generally portrayed as being led astray 

МgМinst their own Нest interests Нy mМlign AmeriОМn inluenОe. RussiМn Foreign 

Minister sergey lavrov claimed that international attempts to ‘restrict Russia’s 

possibilities’ were led primarily by the usA, not the European powers; he argued that 

the Americans were ‘trying to prevent Russia and the Eu from uniting their potentials’ 

due to their goal of ‘retaining global leadership’ (lavrov, 2014). According to Russian 

television, the sanctions imposed on Moscow were forced through by the usA ‘to 

weaken the Europeans along with the Russians and get them hooked on [American] 

shale gas’ (Rossiya 1, 2014e). germany and France are the countries which – in the 

Russian narrative – the usA is particularly desperate to prevent drawing closer to 

Russia. Around the anniversary of the outbreak of World War i, Russian television 

again drew on history to make its point, reporting:

then, as now, germany and Russia were acquiring strength. With 

their peaceful cooperation, the old world had every chance for 

prosperity Мnd inluenОe. Then, Мs now, the English Мnd AmeriОМns 

had a common goal – to sow discord between Russia and germany 

and in doing so, exhaust them. then, as now, willingness to destroy 

part of the orthodox world was used to bring Russia into a big war. 

then, it was serbia, now it is eastern ukraine (Rossiya 1, 2014f). 

this plotline is used to suggest that Russia and Europe would enjoy a close and 

untroubled relationship were it not for American interference. tensions with the Eu can 

thus be accounted for without having to acknowledge any fundamental differences that 

might threaten Russia’s European sense of self.

When used strategically in an international context, narratives ‘integrate interests and 

goals – they articulate end states and suggest how to get there’ (Miskimmon, 

o’loughlin, and Roselle, 2013, p. 5). three dominant plotlines point particularly to the 

RussiМn leМdership’s goМls vis-т-vis western Оountries. The irst relМtes to western 

‘interference’ causing instability around the world. this plotline situates unrest and 

violence in iraq, syria, libya, Afghanistan, georgia, ukraine, and elsewhere all within 

the same explanatory paradigm: the West (led by the usA) gets involved, then 

countries fall apart. the resolution proposed – either implicitly or explicitly – is for the 

West (above all the usA) to adopt a less interventionist foreign policy. Russia’s desire 

to see the usA less involved in the domestic affairs of other states relates particularly 

to ukraine and the post-soviet region, but extends similarly to parts of the world where 

RussiМ’s ОomfortМНle Мnd proitМНle deМlings with entrenОhed МutoОrМtiО leМders 

(SМddМm Hussein, MuМmmМr GМddМi, BМshМr Мl-AssМd) hМve Нeen disrupted Нy 

American support for such leaders’ removal.
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A second goal-oriented plotline relates to the West (above all the usA) seeking global 

dominance and acting without due consultation with others. the logical resolution to 

this plotline favoured by the Russian leadership is to grant non-western countries such 

as Russia (or perhaps, more accurately, Russia and those who agree with Russia) a 

greater say in international decision-making. this goal is expressed in Russian calls for 

‘multipolarity’ and endorsement of formats such as bRics and the g20.

A third major goal-oriented plotline relates to the ‘inevitable’ continuation of Russia’s 

cooperation with Europe. the narrative projected by Russian leaders and state media 

insists that commercial and business ties between Russia and the Eu are continuing to 

develop, despite political tensions, because both sides have so much to gain from 

‘pragmatic cooperation’. the end state which Russia’s leaders envisage to resolve 

security problems in Europe is a ‘single economic and humanitarian space from lisbon 

to Vladivostok’ (a space which obviously attaches Europe to Russia while detaching it 

from the usA) (Putin, 2014a).

All these Russian goals are associated with the Russian state’s preferred identity as a 

European great power. by opposing western ‘interference’ abroad, the Russian 

leadership hopes to block political changes – particularly in the post-soviet region – 

whiОh might diminish the internМtionМl inluenОe whiОh it ‘must’, Мs М greМt power, exert. 

by rejecting international formats in which Russia’s preferences are overridden in 

favour of formats where Russia’s voice is louder (e.g. bRics), the Russian leadership 

is claiming the right to be heeded, which great powers ‘must’ enjoy. by pushing for 

greater economic cooperation with the Eu and promoting the idea of a common space 

from lisbon to Vladivostok, Russia is asserting its membership of Europe, while striving 

to minimise Europe’s ‘western-ness’ – the aspect of Europe’s identity that connects 

with the usA and excludes Russia.

Narratives of Russian Nationhood

the narratives by which Russia projects its position on ukraine in the international 

arena are inextricably linked to the grand nation-building mission that has been 

underway on the domestic stage since the tail end of the yeltsin era, and which has 

intensiied signiiОМntly under Putin. It must Нe rememНered thМt, unlike other post-

soviet nations (including ukraine), when communism fell in 1991, Russia’s centuries-

long history as the core of a larger, imperial entity ended abruptly, and it was left with 

no clear sense of what it was, of its ‘natural’ boundaries and basis for ‘belonging’, or of 

its key national myths. the fact that remnants of its former imperial conquests 

(including the Muslim regions of the north caucasus) remained within its borders, and 
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that Russia is still a vast, multi-ethnic, multi-lingual country, have not made the task of 

answering those questions any easier.

It is unsurprising, therefore, thМt the Мnti-westernism thМt hМs reОently deined RussiМ’s 

post-ukraine international stance, and that has recurred periodically throughout 

Russia’s history, has also dominated its domestic nation-building programme. crucially, 

it has been at the heart of efforts to establish the basis for national belonging. this was 

crystallised in the extensively reported address that Putin gave to the two houses of the 

Russian duma following the annexation of crimea. one of the most striking lines of the 

speeОh mМde referenОe to ‘М ifth Оolumn… М dispМrМte НunОh of “nМtionМl trМitors” with 

which the West now appears to be threatening Russia’ (Putin, 2014b). the reference to 

‘national traitors’, a term associated with the stalin-era repressions, had a chilling effect 

on Russia’s now beleaguered opposition movement, but it was in keeping with the 

scapegoating of west-leaning liberals and other marginal groups that had been growing 

over the past two years. the label soon gained currency among prominent pro-kremlin 

television commentators. during a special edition of the Voskresnyi vecher programme 

broadcast on the Rossiya channel on 21 March 2014, and in response to a question 

from the host, Vladimir solovev, dmitrii kiselev attributed his inclusion in the list of 

individuals named in western sanctions against Russia to the actions of such national 

traitors (kiselev, 2014).

it is commonly assumed that the anti-us and anti-European hysteria which gripped the 

Russian public sphere in 2014 is attributable solely to a kremlin strategy implemented 

with an iron hand and from the top down. however, this is not entirely the case. First, 

RussiМ is not the Soviet Union, Мnd ОertМin prominent mediМ igures linked to (Нut not 

necessarily coincident with) the kremlin line are given the freedom to develop kremlin 

thinking to extremes well Нeyond whМt might Нe permissiНle in ofiОiМl ОirОles. When 

punitive sanctions were imposed on Russia, kiselev was at the centre of a frenzy of 

cold War rhetoric, using the platform of his Vesti nedeli programme to point out that 

Russia alone among nations has the capacity to turn the usA into ‘radioactive dust’ 

(Rossiya 1, 2014h). he was echoed by extreme right-wing writer Aleksandr Prokhanov, 

like kiselev a frequent presence on Russian television, who announced that his 

15-yeМr-long dreМm of М return to the Cold WМr hМd Нeen fulilled (BМrry, 2014). The 

two commentators, both close to Putin’s inner circle, offer a sobering demonstration of 

the dependency of Russian national pride in its distortive, Putinesque manifestation on 

the ‘treacherous, conspiratorial West’ that in the aftermath of the ukraine crisis is 

Russia’s constant nemesis.

secondly, kremlin thinking itself is developed in part in response to, and under the 

inluenОe of, ideologiОМl Оurrents ОirОulМting Мt М level Нelow thМt of ofiОiМl disОourse, 
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which employs the state-aligned media to ‘mainstream’ those currents and thus 

legitimate the accommodations it makes with them. in the months following the 

annexation of crimea and the peak of hostilities in Eastern ukraine, for example, the 

EurМsiМnist Мnd extreme nМtionМlist AleksМndr Dugin, who hМs Нeen inluentiМl in 

shМping ofiОiМl disОourse, onОe МgМin stМlked RussiМn tМlk shows. He hМd Нeen 

somewhat sidelined prior to this and his re-emergence was an indicator of the new 

pathway the Russian political elite had now embarked upon. in an interview with the 

well-known presenter Vladimir Pozner, dugin advocated the outright invasion of 

ukraine by Russia (dugin, 2014).

dugin’s account of Russia as the leader of a powerful union of slavic and central Asian 

states capable of reconciling islam and christianity is only one of a set of core 

ideological narratives with which news and current affairs programmes are framed. in 

addition, there is the isolationist Russian nationalism1 which rails against migration, 

privileging the status of ethnic Russians and showing little interest in engagement 

beyond Russia’s borders. this competes with an imperialist variant that is nostalgic for 

the soviet union and keen to preserve the Russian Federation as a multicultural state. 

Finally, a narrative2 has emerged positing Russia as a global standard bearer for 

‘traditional values’, with either an orthodox christian, or a dual orthodox and Muslim, 

inlexion. EМОh ОМrries its own НrМnd of Мnti-western sentiment Мnd eМОh hМs its 

champions on Russian state-aligned television. the kremlin has sometimes struggled 

to navigate these narratives, but in justifying Russia’s actions in crimea and Eastern 

ukraine, Putin succeeded in blending several of them, bringing one or more of them to 

the fore for particular purposes.

the pretext for Russia’s actions in crimea, and later for both its tacit and its explicit 

support for the separatist rebels in Eastern ukraine, focused on the protection of its 

‘compatriots’ (sootechestvenniki). The ОonlМtion of this term with ‘ethniО RussiМns’ 

(etnicheskie russkie) and ‘Russian speakers’ (russkoiazychnye) releОts the 

ethnicisation of national identity characteristic of isolationists such as Arkadii 

Mamontov, host of Rossiia’s Spetsialnyi correspondent show. but the ‘compatriots’ 

theme also had resonance for pseudo-imperialists like Prokhanov and the Eurasianist 

dugin. news broadcasts, including channel 1’s Novosti, gave sympathetic treatment to 

demonstrations throughout Russia and called to endorse the resistance of Russian 

speakers in crimea and the donetsk and luhansk regions of ukraine to the new kiev 

authorities. the demonstrators’ slogans and demands were quoted at length:

1  guillory, s. (2013) ‘how Russian nationalism Fuels Race Riots,’ the nation, 1 november. Available at: 
http://www.thenation.com/article/176956/how-russian-nationalism-fuels-race-riots
2  schwartzstein, P. (2014) ‘iraq’s christians see Putin As savior,’ the daily beast, 29 June. Available at: 
http://www.thedailybeast.com/articles/2014/06/29/iraq-s-christians-see-putin-as-savior.html 

http://www.thenation.com/article/176956/how
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Russia doesn’t abandon its own’; ‘sevastopol – we are with you’… 

with slogans like this the inhabitants of Petropavlovsk came to a 

meeting in support of their compatriots. they spoke both Russian 

and ukrainian… ‘We ukrainians are with the Russians; we are one 

country, one nation; we have both ukrainian and Russian blood in us; 

there is no separate ukraine and no separate Russia’… ‘the 

fraternal people of ukraine are connected to us historically, culturally 

and by their spiritual values. our grandfathers and great grandfathers 

fought together on the front and liberated our great soviet union 

(channel 1, 2014). 

the different forms of nationalism did not always work in harmony, however, as 

illustrated by shifts and contradictions in coverage of the resistance of the Muslim tatar 

popular to the annexation of crimea. some pre-annexation news broadcasts 

acknowledged the tatar community’s unease about the possibility of a Russian 

takeover, even including open admissions that many crimean tatars were not pro-

Russian. later broadcasts echoed Putin’s triumphal annexation speech which insisted 

(МgМinst Мll the evidenОe) thМt most CrimeМn TМtМrs supported reuniiОМtion with RussiМ. 

in this representation, the crimean tatars were used as a symbol of crimea’s and 

Russia’s unity in diversity. this ambivalent recognition and simultaneous denial of the 

‘crimean tatar problem’ exposed the tension between Putin’s neo-imperialist/

Eurasianist variant on Russian patriotism (one which, like its nineteenth and twentieth 

century predecessors, aspires to square the need for inclusivity and inter-ethnic 

harmony with the imperative to maintain the dominant ethnic group’s power), and the 

isolationist nationalists, for whom ‘Muslim minorities’ constitute a problem.

the slogans quoted above were indicative of a further powerful narrative of nationhood 

driving Russian media responses to the consequences of regime change in ukraine: 

the myth of the great Patriotic War and the shared struggle of the Russian and 

ukrainian peoples against fascism. this in turn was linked to the purported role of nazi 

extremists in the Euromaidan movement and the new ukrainian regime. Accusations 

that the new kiev regime is packed with, tolerant of, or manipulated by nazi extremists 

have continued to remain at the centre of Russian media accounts of the Euromaidan 

uprising and their efforts to discredit and de-legitimise the post-yanukovich government 

and its actions. Emotive references to Banderovtsy (followers of the ukrainian war-time 

nazi collaborator stepan bandera) abounded in the discourse not only of media 

commentators, but Russian political leaders including Putin himself. Pro-kremlin outlets 

have consistently emphasised the role of volunteer soldiers from the right-wing Pravy 

Sektor in prosecuting kiev’s ‘punitive operation’ in Eastern ukraine.
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Russia’s international broadcaster, RT, links an attack on pro-

Russian separatist ighters in Eastern Ukraine to the far-right political 
party Right Sector.

As recently as november 2014, the Rossiia television channel was reporting on 

meetings at which all elements of the Russian political mainstream recalled the shared 

memories of the victory against hitler and united against the threat of ukrainian 

nazism. on 4 november, it broadcast a story about a political rally organised to 

coincide with Russia’s ‘day of national unity’ and attended by the communist Party, 

the kremlin-aligned united Russia Party, zhirinovskii’s liberal democratic Party, and 

the social democratic Just Russia Party. All four leaders were reported to have 

condemned fascist extremism at the heart of the new ukraine (zhirinovsky, ziuganov, 

and Mironov, 2014).

Finally, however, the anti-fascist agenda coexists in an uneasy relationship with the 

links that the kremlin has been forging with far-right forces throughout Europe (and 

indeed the usA) as part of its efforts to promote Russia as the world leader of 

‘traditional, conservative values’. Russia’s endorsement of the nuclear family and the 

orthodox church, its antagonism to non-standard sexualities, and its scorn for 

‘politically correct’, liberal tolerance of difference have resonated with the likes of 

Marine le Pen in France, tea Party supporter Pat buchanan in the us, and nigel 

Farage’s ukiP in britain. the visceral opposition of many of these groups to the Eu, 

and to the entire ‘European project’, helps explain the support they have expressed for 

the RussiМn position on UkrМine Мnd ofiОiМl RussiМn mediМ outlets hМve not Нeen slow 

to capitalise on this. nigel Farage has appeared 17 times on Russia’s international 

television channel, Rt (Russia today), since december 2010, and his relationship with 
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it has come under scrutiny in the uk press. but as the Guardian points out, sympathy 

for Russia is not limited to the margins of british politics:

Farage’s views on the Eu’s role in the ukraine are shared by some 

Tory EurosОeptiО MPs. In М Bruges Group ilm on how the EU hМs 

blundered in the ukraine, John Redwood says: “the Eu seems to be 

lexing its words in М wМy thМt RussiМ inds worrying Мnd provokes 

RussiМ into lexing its militМry musОles” (Wintour Мnd MМson, 2014). 

What might seem the most paradoxical and counter-intuitive of allegiances is, in fact, 

just one illustration of the multiple ideological reversals and realignments that are the 

continuing aftermath of the collapse of communism and the ending of the cold War.

conclusions

one conclusion we might draw from our survey of the Russian media response to the 

ukraine crisis is that Russian tactics in what some have called the ‘new cold War’ 

should not be attributed to a purely cynical eclecticism (exploiting whichever political 

and ideological currents and trends that serve current needs, no matter what their 

provenance). Although such eclecticism is apparent, we should not ignore the (so far 

unsuccessful) efforts to knit the dominant narratives, despite all their many 

contradictions, into an ideological fabric capable of providing the basis for a coherent 

worldview and a stable sense of national identity. nor should the notion of an all-out 

‘information war’ between Russia and the West, and the way it is used to justify any 

manner of distortion by omission, exaggeration, or sometimes downright untruth, be 

seen outside the Оontext of the residuМl inluenОe of the Leninist МpproМОh to mediМ 

objectivity as a ‘bourgeois construct’, or of a reaction against established values of 

impartiality and objectivity that extends well beyond Russia (Wintour and Mason, 2014).

however, and in a further challenge to received wisdom on Russian media coverage of 

ukraine, the development of the post-ukraine Russian world view is not an entirely top-

down proОess Мnd НetrМys the inluenОe of powerful suН-ofiОiМl Мnd populМr 

discourses, which must be alternatively appropriated, moderated, and reconciled with 

one Мnother, Мnd with the ofiОiМl line. RМther thМn М pМssive tool in the Kremlin’s 

hands, the state-aligned media are at times serving as an active agent in managing this 

process.

it would be wrong, too, to explain Russia’s actions and their mediation by pro-kremlin 

press and broadcasting outlets as those of an aggressive, expansionist nation 
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determined to extend its sphere of inluenОe into new МreМs. RМther, they releОt the 

perception of a threat to what Russia sees as its rightful status as a great power, and to 

its current regional interests (however distorted and misplaced we may believe those 

interests to be). Finally, the visceral anti-western rhetoric that dominates Russia’s 

public sphere to its inevitable detriment is not as undifferentiated as is often suggested; 

ultimately, Russia continues to harbour the desire to be seen as a European nation and 

as part of a continental bulwark against untrammelled American hegemony.

the correctives we propose to more reductive accounts of Russian media coverage of 

UkrМine do not diminish the reprehensiНility of RussiМ’s МppМrent willingness to lout 

both international law and basic standards of objectivity in news reporting. 

nonetheless, the roots of the current crisis over ukraine cannot be fully understood 

without appreciating the nuances, origins, and complexities of the media narratives by 

which Russia attempts to legitimate its behaviour.
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introduction

ukraine was all over the international headlines from the end of 2013 through summer 

2014. the fast changing, complex story was usually narrated through rather simple 

frМmes Мnd the greМtest Мttention wМs devoted to issues with internМtionМl signiiОМnОe. 

As the war in eastern ukraine became protracted and Russia showed no signs of 

reversing its annexation of crimea, the story began slipping from the international 

news.

When looking at how events in ukraine were reported by western media, it is important 

to keep a few questions in mind. how was information collected and disseminated? 

how were media messages framed and by whom? What was the audience reaction, 

impact on public opinion? Media studies scholars have long noted that while media is 

often perceived as a powerful tool in shaping public opinion, audiences are active and 

respond to media messages in different ways based on their beliefs and underlying 

value systems (hall, 1980). At the time of this writing, winter of 2014-2015, it seems 

that international public opinion remains divided over the causes and consequences of 

events, the character of the Euromaidan protests, Putin’s sending Russian troops into 

CrimeМ, Мnd the nМture of the militМry ОonliОt in eМstern МreМs of UkrМine. This is pМrtly 

due to the fact that a variety of representations were visible in media reports.

The diverse reporting on UkrМine releОts the nМture of how gloНМl mediМ orgМnisМtions 

function. they operate in a 24/7 environment, are subject to budgetary pressures, and 

few have permanent correspondents in ukraine. Also, they need to balance between 

attracting audiences, upholding the normative goal of objective reporting, presenting 

two sides of the story, and describing the news in simple, comprehensible narratives. 

As a producer explained to me just before i was going live on national canadian 

television when the protests in ukraine were beginning, ‘Remember, you’ll have 3 

minutes to explain things to an audience that knows very little about ukraine. keep it 

clear and easily understandable.’

Equally important was the initial effectiveness of Russia’s information machine. the 

kremlin showed itself to be very skilled at quickly providing materials to international 

media outlets in the forms of press releases and statements by key Russian actors 

when news was breaking about ukraine. therefore, the framing and terminology used 

in international media reports was often shaped by these Russian sources. Russia 

directly reached out to western audiences with their English language tV channel 

Russia Today, and paid major international newspapers, such as The New York Times, 
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The Wall Street Journal, The Daily Telegraph, Le Figaro, El Pais, and others, to run 

their supplement, Russia Beyond the Headlines (halby, 2014). 1

Also, the messages coming out of ukraine were sometimes mixed, or belated. When 

protests erupted in ukraine, the then-government did its best to portray the protesters 

as rabble-rousing, fringe, fascist elements which were aiming to destabilise the country. 

The protesters were not М uniied, Оohesive group, Мnd while mМny did Мttempt to get 

their message out to the international media, they were not always successful in doing 

so. the interim government did not do a very good job in presenting information to 

either ukrainian or international media when they came to power in February, when 

Russian forces took control over crimea, and when violence began in eastern ukraine. 

this started to improve after Petro Poroshenko was elected president in May, but 

Оonfusion remМined. UkrМine ofiОiМlly Оontinued to lМНel its efforts in the DonНМss Мs 

an ‘Anti-terrorist operation’ while repeatedly reporting on Russian military hardware 

and troops on its territory.

competing Narratives

As already mentioned, there were variations among western media reports. information 

and presentation is shaped by country of origin, the editorial policies of the media 

outlet, the form of ownership of the media outlet (public, private, independent), and 

type of medium (television, radio, newspapers, internet, social media). that being said, 

a number of general trends were visible, which i noticed while monitoring the news and 

in my own 104 media appearances in canada, the us, britain, italy, ukraine, Japan, 

hong kong, and Australia, to media outlets of all genres and formats, from national 

corporately-owned television to public broadcasters, small independent newspapers, 

and blogs.

Euromaidan Protests

Western media reports and images about ukraine during the Euromaidan protests 

often focused on the dramatic: clashes between protesters and riot police, attacks on 

journalists, deaths of protesters, high-level meetings and announcements by 

politicians, President yanukovych travelling to Moscow, Prime Minister Azarov 

resigning, CМnМdМ introduОing visМ restriОtions for key government ofiОiМls responsiНle 

for violence, or the 1 February Munich summit on ukraine. narratives were usually 

1   This informМtion wМs Оonirmed Нy М memНer of the editoriМl stМff of one of these newspМpers in М 
private exchange with the author. he explained that this was done for revenue purposes.
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framed in rather simple terms. A struggle between Russia and Europe, East and West 

ukraine, police versus protesters.

two main representations dominated the reporting and analysis during this period. one 

was that ukrainians were making a pro-European choice, were prepared to brave the 

cold and face riot police to stand up for their European values in central kiev. Reports 

using this frame focused on the size, creativity, and endurance of the protests, showing 

the musiО, EU lМgs, stМtements of support Нy EuropeМn Мnd North AmeriОМn ofiОiМls. 

the other common frame was that ukraine was divided between those in the West who 

wanted to be seen as part of Europe, and those in the East who preferred to remain 

closer to Russia. in these reports, attention was given to the pro-yanukovych 

supporters who assembled in their own camps, and the nationalist symbols and chants 

used by some of the pro-European protesters.

Most media made efforts to use expert commentary and voices from ukraine (national 

Public Radio, 2014). yet much of the coverage did not clearly explain that the protests 

were coming from various parts of the country and sectors of society that transcended 

the simple East/West divide. For example, few reports noted that many protesters were 

chanting pro-European slogans in Russian. or that public opinion polls showed 

widespread dissatisfaction with the yanukovych ruling elite nationwide, including in 

crimea, donetsk, and luhansk.

Perhaps the greatest shortcoming in international reporting was that the causes of 

violence were not adequately explored. dramatic images of clashes were widely 

circulated, and made it onto many top-photos-of-2014 lists. however, the overwhelming 

majority of protesters were peaceful, creative, and only a small extreme element 

advocated violent methods. the radicals caught the attention of the cameras, as did 

their slogans and nationalist insignia. but few reports were asking the question: who 

instigated the violence?

Unexpected Regime Change, Interim Government, and Russia’s Annexation of Crimea

In the end, the protests suООeeded in ousting ViОtor YМnukovyОh – he led the Оountry 

and turned up in Russia a few days later. but the unexpected and fast-moving events 

from late February through early March 2014 created a rather sensational and 

sometimes confused picture in many international media reports at the time. ‘ukraine 

Protesters seize kiev as President Flees,’ was Time magazine’s headline on 22 

February, with the sub-heading ‘President yanukovych escapes to eastern power base 

of kharkiv and refuses to resign’ (Frizell, 2014). in fact, when yanukovych disappeared, 
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parliament called an emergency session and, running a bit roughshod over the rules, 

hastily elected oleksandr turchynov as interim President and Arseniy yatseniuk as 

acting Prime Minister. the way this occurred raised the question of legitimacy. 

legitimacy remained a recurrent theme in many international reports until Poroshenko 

was elected President in late May, as did the question of whether the far right was on 

the rise in ukraine. 

this also permeated into the reporting on Russia’s annexation of crimea which 

followed shortly. overall reporting on crimea at the time events were unfolding caused 

muОh misunderstМnding for months to Оome. To Нe fМir, it wМs М difiОult story to report 

on. it was fast-moving, Russia was deliberately clouding the issues with its actions and 

stМtements, UkrМine wМs reeling from the power struggle thМt YМnukovyОh’s light 

caused, and western journalists who arrived on site were intimidated, sometimes 

prevented from ilming (Ormiston, 2014). The result wМs thМt mМny mixed messМges 

reached audiences.

From initial reports, it was not entirely clear what was happening. two days after the 

invasion began, on 3 March 2014, AP reported, ‘ukraine’s mission to the united 

nations is claiming that 16,000 Russian troops have been deployed in the strategic 

crimea region, while Russia’s un ambassador told the council, Monday that ukraine’s 

fugitive president requested troops.’ that same day, in a live broadcast, cnn anchor 

Wolf blitzer repeated a claim by Russia’s united nations Ambassador, Vitaly churkin, 

that nazi sympathisers had taken power in Western ukraine. his colleague, cnn 

international correspondent christiane Amanpour, jumped in and said, ‘you’ve got to be 

really careful putting that across as a fact. Are you saying that the entire pro-European 

ukrainians are anti-semites? that’s what the Russians are saying, and that’s what 

Professor cohen is saying’ (cnn, 2014). confusing things further was the fact that the 

masked, heavily armed troops entering crimea were not wearing any insignia and 

refused to identify themselves as Russian forces. so western reporters did not name 

them as Russians, and ukrainians began calling them ‘little green men.’

dramatic images once again dominated reporting of the crimea crisis, such as the 

stМndoff Нetween unМrmed UkrМiniМn forОes ОМrrying М lМg Мnd singing while fМОing 

masked men pointed machine guns at them and shot into the air (bbc, 2014). And the 

framing of the story lacked clarity. to an uninformed audience, it was not evident 

whether Russia was protecting ethnic Russians from an illegitimate fascist, right-wing 

government in kiev, or whether Russia was invading a neighbouring country. the fact 

that crimea’s legitimately elected government was deposed at gunpoint was not 

highlighted, yet plenty of attention was devoted to the event called a referendum a few 

weeks later. Many media outlets ran headlines similar to that that by ctV on 16 March, 
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‘crimea referendum results show more than 95% of voters seek to join Russia’ (ctV, 

2014), while few cited public opinion polls from a few weeks before showed that 

support for union with Russia was around 41% (kyiv international institute of sociology, 

2014). Many reports included the fact that crimea had been transferred to ukraine by 

Russia in 1954, far fewer noted that the peninsula was the crimean tatar homeland 

conquered by the Russian Empire in the 18th century.

the choice of images, terminology, information presented or omitted in many 

international media reports is one reason that the entire issue of what happened in 

crimea, how, why, and the results, are still subject to debate.

War in Eastern Ukraine

the same is largely true about what was/is happening in eastern ukraine, in the 

oblasts of donetsk and luhansk. the beginning of the story was originally 

overshadowed by events in crimea. heavily armed, masked men began storming and 

taking over government buildings in donetsk at the same time as the ‘little green men’ 

were taking over in crimea. the oscE Mission was issuing reports on the violence as 

early as mid-March. however, the story did not really start hitting the international 

headlines until April, when pro-Russian forces announced that they wanted a 

referendum like the one that was held in crimea, and ukraine began pushing back in 

what it labelled an Anti-terrorist operation.

it was around this time that the phrase ‘information war’ began appearing regularly in 

the reporting and discussions about ukraine. From April onwards, two distinct frames 

were visible. one was that pro-Russian separatists opposed the new government in 

kiev, wanted to break away from ukraine, and were prepared to use force to 

accomplish their goal. the other was that Russia was pursuing a hybrid war against 

UkrМine Нy sending in Мrms, funds, Мnd personnel to fМn the lМmes of sepМrМtism with 

the aim of de-stabilising the country and re-exerting control over it.

From April onwМrd, reporting from the ground НeОМme difiОult НeОМuse journМlists 

started being kidnapped by the heavily armed masked men (dyczok, 2014).2 this 

НeОМme evident to gloНМl МudienОes when MМlМysiМ Airlines light MH17 wМs shot down 

over donetsk on 17 July. the international press corps rushed to the scene of the crash 

site, only to be denied access or given limited access, while being bombarded with 

contradictory versions of where the threat to safety was coming from and who shot the 

plane down.

2   In the irst three weeks of April, Мt leМst 18 journМlists were kidnМpped.
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MМny reports presented the ОonliОting stМtements Нy RussiМn Мnd UkrМiniМn sourОes. 

For example, the bbc reported that ‘foreign volunteers, including Russians, have been 

ighting in UkrМine. RussiМ denies sending regulМr troops there. The UkrМiniМn 

government and the West say that Russia has sent heavy weapons and well-trained 

troops to help the separatists in eastern ukraine’ (Peter, 2015).

Fewer delved deeper into the underlying issues, questions, and evidence that might 

help shed light on the story. Pro-Russian separatist sentiment was widely written about, 

but rarely explained that although it existed since the country became independent in 

1991, it hovered around 33-35% in donetsk and 25% in luhansk (kiis, 2014). Few 

posed the question of timing – why did violence break out when it did? And the 20 

november admission by igor girkin ‘strelkov’, key organiser of the ‘donetsk People’s 

Republic’, that he served in the Russian secret service until 2013 and deliberately 

stМrted Мrmed ОonliОt in Donetsk did not mМke it into mМny internМtionМl reports 

(Prokhanov, 2014).

As the ОonliОt drМgged on, ОeМseires Мnd negotiМtions fМiled to produОe results while 

numbers of casualties and internally displaced people grew, the story began to lose its 

immediacy and drama. it appeared in international headlines less frequently. gradually 

there was more acknowledgement that some Russians were involved in what was still 

largely labelled ‘the ukraine crisis.’ Reports about right-wing resurgence dissipated 

after two elections (Presidential 25 May, and Parliamentary 26 october) showed that 

ukrainians were not voting for right-wing candidates and parties. but the term 

‘ukrainian civil war’ continued to be regularly used.

conclusion

OverМll, it is difiОult to Мssess whМt impМОt internМtionМl reporting on the UkrМine story 

has had on public opinion worldwide. some have argued that the normative rules of 

objective reporting – presenting all sides of the story, presenting only information that 

ОМn Нe indisputМНly veriied – hМve worked МgМinst the lМrger goМl of providing Мn 

accurate picture of what is really going on in a situation where information is being 

used as a weapon (lane, 2014; the insider, 2014; Alex shprintsen, cbc tV producer, 

in a series of conversations with the author).

communication studies show us that one function of the media is agenda setting: not 

telling people what to think, but rather what to think about (Mccombs, 2004). so when 

words and phrases like ‘persecution of ethnic Russians,’ ‘referendum,’ or ‘illegitimate, 

right wing government’ appear in reports, they remain in audiences minds. that said, 
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they likely evoke a variety of responses because each person interprets media 

messages through her/his own value system.

Another role media plays is that it frames news into narratives that use familiar 

reference points to help audiences make sense of information in ways that are familiar 

(Entman, 1993, pp. 51-58). often the ukraine story was reported in easily recognisable 

portrayals of protesters vs. police, East vs. West, a new cold War. over time, this led 

to ukraine increasingly being represented as an object of a power struggle between 

Russia and the us/Eu, rather than an independent subject of international affairs. but, 

as historian ivan lysiak-Rudnytskyi showed, ukrainians have a way of turning things 

on their head and shifting the balance of power that can affect the course of history 

(lysiak-Rudytskyi,1981).
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Russia’s annexation of the crimean Autonomous Republic and the barely hidden 

fomenting of the separatist movement in eastern ukraine have brought the country to 

the edge of a new cold War with the West. Western media has depicted Putin’s 

government as an antipode of all that is good and normal in international relations, as 

having been ‘evil enough’ (Motyl, 2014) to merit comparisons with neo-nazis and the 

ku klux klan. german chancellor Merkel led an attack on Russia’s president 

personally, starting with accusations of him living ‘in another world’ (baker, 2014) and 

ending with a homegrown psychoanalysis of ‘he acts the way he does to “prove he’s a 

man”’ (Ernst, 2014).

ukraine, being in a de facto state of war with Russia’s proxies in donbas, has not fallen 

short of related rhetoric and sought to outdo its western sponsors in vilifying Russia 

and the Russians. A typical set of clichés includes ‘a country of the insane’ (shchetkina, 

2014) – although the Who (2011) statistics shows the actual burden of mental health 

disorders in Russia to be one half of the western average – ‘a fake, phantom country… 

biggest madhouse on Earth’ (kostyk, 2014), ‘a large gas pump with atomic missiles’ 

(lutsenko, 2014), ‘a special operation writ large’ (golovakha, 2014), and, of course, a 

‘Mordor’ (Presa ukraïny, 2014).

Both the ‘Mordor’ Мnd the ‘mМdhouse’ designМtions Оrept into ofiОiМl Мnd semi-ofiОiМl 

pronouncements of ukraine’s political elite: ministers, spokespersons for the 

government, and the like. An advisor to ukraine’s Minister of defence, oleksandr 

DМnyliuk, vows to engМge the relМtives of the RussiМn Мrmy volunteers ighting on the 

separatist side in donbas ‘so that they would become the principal anti-war activists in 

Mordor’ (Vidomosti, 2014). the Minister of interior answers the question on chances for 

Russia’s invasion by qualifying it as ‘a type of question of when the madman will have 

his next bout’ (the insider, 2014). the deputy governor of the dnipropetrovsk region 

borys Filatov calls Russian politicians ‘the kremlin bastards’ (kostyk, 2014). All of this 

gets sympМthetiО press in the West, whiОh, in turn, reinforОes the viliiОМtion zeМl НМОk 

in ukraine. As the title of a recent bloomberg View article goes, ‘Putin's Russia, 

tolkien's Mordor: What's the difference?’ (bershidsky, 2014).

clearly, such portrayal, if anything, reinforces the besieged fortress mentality that 

keeps Putin’s regime going. ViliiОМtion of the opponent does not help to solve either 

internМtionМl or inter-ethniО ОonliОts, just the opposite. And yet, the situМtion of М de 

facto breach of ukraine’s sovereignty and territorial integrity, which the unlawful 

МnnexМtion of the CrimeМ represents, seemingly justiies the hostile rhetoriО on Kiev’s 

part. Equally, Russia’s support of the separatist movement in donbas cannot but trigger 

ukraine’s worst suspicions of a neighbouring country’s desire to dismantle ukraine by 

force. it appears natural, in such a situation, that Russia’s image would get a serious 
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beating in the eyes of the ukrainian public. however, is it true that the current round of 

badmouthing Russia and the Russians is a purely situational development, a 

predictable reaction to the unfriendly actions of a neighbouring power? or does it 

reveal something more profound than that, something perhaps indicative of not only the 

present state, but also the historic evolution of the ukrainian national identity as such? 

is Russia really a ukraine’s ‘other,’ and if it is, what are the factors that explain this 

distancing? is Russia truly, as a ukrainian philosopher recently observed, a ‘Europe 

perverted, like conchita Wurst, more or less’ (yermolenko, 2014)? both framing and 

answering of the ‘othering’ question may be of direct importance to the resolution of the 

ongoing ОonliОt.

the origins of Alienation

ukrainian identity shaped through the centuries of counter-position to external 

overlordship. First, Mongol, then LithuМniМn, Polish, Мnd inМlly MusОovite inОursions 

hardened the perception of separateness that descendants of the western branch of a 

onОe uniied KievМn Rus’ people felt towМrd their Оlosest ethniО relМtives to the North 

and north-East. ukraine’s ethnogenesis had been largely completed under the 

conditions of foreign domination of the erstwhile kievan Rus’ western lands. by the 

time it was over, the luckier eastern Rus’ians had managed to establish a new state of 

their own, resurrecting the tradition of the kievan statehood in the great Princedom of 

Muscovy. ukraine stayed under foreign domination until the liberation War of 1648-

1654 and the conclusion of the Pereyaslav Agreement with the Russian tsar Alexis. the 

essence of the agreement, which brought ukraine’s cossack hetmanate and the lands 

it controlled under the protection of the Russian tsar in a rather typical vassalage 

relationship of the time, is still hotly debated in both countries. While Russians have 

perОeived it Мs Мn МОt of reuniiОМtion, UkrМiniМn nМtionМlist historiМns see PereyМslМv 

as the beginning of 350 years of Russia’s colonial domination, which trampled 

underfoot the early sprouts of liberty and self-rule – the sprouts that could presumably 

blossom into a European-type of independent ukrainian statehood, were it not for the 

Muscovite treachery and bad faith.

the perceptions of Russia’s ‘betrayal’ of ukraine at the birth of the ukrainian national 

sovereignty have led to the development of what John Morrison (1993, pp. 679-680) 

desОriНes Мs М ‘permМnent inferiority Оomplex Мnd М lМОk of ОonidenОe in negotiМting 

with Moscow’ on the part of the ukrainian political elite who cannot stop fearing ‘that 

any deal with Russia is a potential trap, however favourable to ukraine it terms might 

МppeМr.’ HenОe, UkrМiniМn elites were Мmong the irst to rejeОt the terms of the Novo-

ogarevo agreement that Mikhail gorbachev hoped would modernise and replace the 

old soviet union treaty. ukraine’s president kravchuk torpedoed a quasi-federal 
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version of the agreement on the establishment of the commonwealth of independent 

StМtes (CIS), following whiОh, М rМther insuНstМntiМl МООord of loose regionМl МfiliМtion 

was signed by Russia, ukraine, and belarus. Finally, Russia’s attempts to lure ukraine 

into the customs union were met with a sense of distrust and apprehension: if Moscow 

was willing to cough up $15 billion in loans and lock-in its gas prices at a level 30 

percent below the European average, there must have been a catch of some sort. that 

was a typical perception among the Maidan activists, who saw Russia’s offer, which 

came concurrently with a technical delay in negotiations with the Eu, as clear evidence 

of a plot to undermine the country’s sovereignty and freedom of international 

association.

had a similar offer come from any other country, it would, in all probability, be accepted 

with great enthusiasm. however, Russia’s case is different. First of all, the Russian 

Empire and its successor state, the ussR, had been the two states most actively 

involved in shaping the ukrainian national identity over the last 350 years. second, the 

Russian imperial government had restricted the use of the ukrainian language in 

printed media, on stage and in education on more than few occasions. third, the soviet 

regime was responsible for the worst tragedy in modern ukraine’s history – the great 

famine of 1933 (‘holodomor’). Against such a background, ukrainian nationalists 

learned to perceive Russia as ukraine’s true other, i.e. a nation as close to being 

ukraine’s opposite as could be reasonably imagined. in demonising Russia, they were 

much helped by a long shadow of history.

the Shadow of history

the would-be ukraine experienced centuries of foreign domination: by Mongols, 

lithuanians, Poles, and, in various parts of its future territory, Austrians, hungarians, 

Romanians, crimean tatars, and turks. however, it was Russia and the Russians that 

were destined to become the dreaded and hated other in the eyes of the ukrainian 

nationalist intellectuals from the early nineteenth century on. the paradox of the 

situation lies in the fact that, for the Russians themselves, ukrainians have never been 

perceived as foreigners, but rather as a branch of the greater Russian tree, a 

marginally different part of the same ‘all-Russian’ ethnos. the protectorate that Alexis 

extended to the cossacks and the subsequent annexation of a nucleus would-be 

ukraine by catherine the great1 were, to the Russian mind, as distant from the 

occupation of a foreign land as legal claiming of one’s own inheritance could be from a 

highway robbery.

1   see maps on the historic evolution of ukrainian borders in nicolai Petro’s chapter in this volume.
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Russia’s ‘otherness’ for ukraine can be explained precisely by the degree of ethnic 

closeness and the soundness of the Muscovites’ claim on the kievan princes’ 

patrimony. At the start of the ukrainian nationalist mobilisation, its standard-bearers 

enОountered М rМther difiОult dilemmМ of М disinterested ‘Little RussiМn’ populМtion thМt 

seemed content with its ‘ruski’ identity – and the de facto subaltern status of the 

ukrainian pen elite. After ivan kotliarevskyi’s Aeneid (1798), there was no denial that 

the separate, even if closely related to the dominant language of the Russian empire, 

ukrainian vernacular actually existed. hence, a separate ukrainian identity, still called 

the Russian (‘ruski’) in galicia and other eastern regions of the habsburg Empire, had 

entered the stage circa 1830s, and with it, a question: what to do with this 

separateness, once discovered?2 the answer was easy in ukraine’s western lands, 

dominated by the non-slavic ethnicities and the traditionally ukrainophobic Polish 

szlachta. UkrМiniМns hМd to ight for their ОulturМl Мnd nМtionМl self-determinМtion. But 

what about the country’s core, now safely within the dominion of ukraine’s ethnic and 

religious brethren – the Russians?

having ukrainian identity evolve so close to the Russian one and within the envelope 

of Russian state institutions presented ukrainian elites with a choice between 

assimilation and revolt. Assimilation into the ‘little Russian’ and, eventually, ‘great 

Russian’ identity was not without its rewards, and became a path that ukrainian 

МristoОrМts, Оlergymen, Мnd pen elites treМded for Оenturies. No less igures thМn 

nikolai gogol, the writer, and hryhorii skovoroda, an eighteenth-century wandering 

philosopher, a ‘Russian socrates,’ spring to mind.

the revolt started with taras shevchenko and continued with a host of intellectuals 

whose attitude to Russia is best described as Russophobic in a literal sense, or full of 

existential fear and loathing of moskali (a pejorative for Russians), who were blamed 

for all real and alleged misfortunes of the ukrainian people. however, this anti-Russian 

nationalism faced two problems that had to be explained away: one of successful 

cooptation of the ukrainian elites into the institutions of the Russian state, and another 

of intense Оross-fertilisМtion Мnd fusion of the two Оultures. While the irst Оould Нe 

presented as manifestation of a devious assimilationist plan, the second has been 

deОried Мs М result of the ОoloniМl RussiМn inluenОes on the UkrМiniМn mind. In Нoth 

ОМses, ‘Мlien’ inluenОes hМd to Нe rejeОted Мnd reversed to МvМil ‘puriiОМtion’ of the 

nМtionМl spirit − М must-do prerequisite for М politiОМl Мutonomy.

2   it must be added that many galician intellectuals at the time kept craving unity, rather than 
separateness from Russia, pledging, in Markian shashkevych’s (n.d.) words, eternal bonds to their 
‘Russian hearts and the Russian faith.’
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Myth-Making as Geopolitics

ukraine’s nationalists fought off, and defeated, more Russophile members of the 

movement who, like Mykhailo drahomanov, rejected the idea of political separation 

from Russia as preposterous. instead, they chose to advance the negative identity of 

ukraine as a ‘non-Russia’ par excellence. this was a no small feat, which required a 

good deal of rewriting of history in combination with geopolitical revisionism.

the historical construction focused on denying Russia’s statehood its kievan roots. the 

idea that ukraine is part of Europe, while the ‘Eurasian’ Russia is not, can be found 

right at the beginning of a long tradition of Russophobic scholarship. An extreme 

version of this argument, originally advanced by an early champion of racial exclusivity, 

FrМnОiszek DuОhiński, in the mid-nineteenth Оentury, hМs Нeen reОently reМnimМted in 

the UkrМiniМn politiОМl disОourse (MolОhМnov, 2002, pp. 169, 222-227). DuОhiński went 

to great lengths to underscore the ‘Asianness’ of the Russians, which in the Eurocentric 

universe of the time was tantamount to barbarism and accounted, in his view, for both 

the despotic and subservient propensities of the Russian psyche. to sever the 

UkrМiniМns from the RussiМns, he ОonОoОted М quМsi-sОientiiО explМnМtion of ethniО 

differences between the two nationalities, imagining their descent from different and 

completely unrelated tribes: the ‘Aryans’ in the case of ukraine, and the ‘turanians’ in 

the case of Russia:

the Muscovites are neither slavs nor christians in the spirit of the 

[true] slavs and other indo-European christians. they are nomads 

until this day, and will remain nomads forever (cit. in Rudnytsky, 

1987, p. 189). 

the myth of the non-slavic origin of Russians was enthusiastically embraced by the 

ukrainian radical nationalists, and has had a certain impact on Western academia (cf. 

Paszkiewicz, 1983). it denies Russians not only the state and dynastic links to the 

kievan Rus, but even a degree of ethnic kinship to the ‘true’ Eastern slavs, presenting 

Russian origins as a result of interbreeding between Mongol invaders and local ‘Finno-

ugric’ tribes of the Volga basin. An underlying, though rarely stated, premise of this 

argument is racist: the truly ‘Aryan’ ukrainians are not only sharply differentiated from 

but are presumed to be genetically and culturally superior to the ‘Eurasian’ Russians.

Fully in line with pseudohistoriОМl musings М lМ DuОhiński, UkrМiniМn writers todМy deny 

the Russians their slavic origins, arguing that ‘in truth, they are the people that 

descended from the Finno-ugric tribes’ (ukrinform.ua, 2014). Respected ukrainian 
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scholars, though not going that far, concur in arguing for ukrainian primordial 

uniqueness and early separation from other Eastern slavs. Academician yaroslav 

isaievych (1996) advanced the idea that ethnic differences between future Russians, 

ukrainians, and belarusians can be traced back to the times of scythians and 

sarmatians. A standard university textbook asserts that ‘the origins of the ukrainian 

culture are lost in the hoary antiquity,’ that ‘ukraine is the ancestral home of the indo-

European peoples,’ and that ‘the main population of ukraine has not changed since the 

stone age’ (Ryabchenko et al., 2014, pp. 13, 33, 48). A pseudo-scholar opinion 

popularised in mass media and repeated in a high school textbook maintains that ‘in 

the 5th millennium bcE ancient ukrainians invented the wheel and the plough… 

domesticated the horse’ (serediuk, 2007; krivich and surgai, 2009, p. 81). Meanwhile, 

Russia is seen as an anti-civilisation, ‘the Moscow ulus based on the traditions of the 

golden horde,’ as ‘the Asian (Russian, Russian orthodox) civilisation’ that ‘has no 

future’ (hryniv, 2014).

the uses of othering

After the start of a war against the pro-Russian separatists in donbas by the 

Poroshenko government, the ‘othering’ of Russia has been elevated to new heights. 

Russophobic and not infrequently racist pronouncements typically characterise in-

house speeches and propaganda of the right-wing nationalist groups, such as the 

proto-fascist svoboda (‘Freedom’) party, the former strike force of the Maidan – the 

Right sector, the Patriot of ukraine, the ukrainian national Assembly-ukrainian 

national self defence (unA-unso), the stepan bandera ‘trident’ (‘tryzub’), and 

others. leader of ukraine’s Radical Party and the second runner-up in the 2014 

presidential elections oleh lyashko demanded that the ‘Moscow invaders and their 

accomplices’ be executed by hanging (baltija.eu, 2014; lozovy, 2014). the website of 

the ‘tryzub’ carries an appeal to ‘dam the kryvyi Rih quarries with corpses of the 

moskali’ (banderivec n.d.), while the website of the unA-unso promises to dump the 

bodies of dead Russians into the kerch strait until such time when they form a bridge 

to ‘reunite kuban with ukraine’ (unA-unso n.d.).

the nationalist volunteer militias, e.g. the Azov battalion, whose members also 

brandish the nazi and ss insignia, have been at the forefront of ukraine’s civil war with 

pro-RussiМn sepМrМtists. The wМr, whiОh they presumМНly ight to Нring UkrМine Оloser 

to Europe, for many of them, including the Azov commander, Verkhovna Rada MP 

Andriy biletskiy, is nothing else than implementation of the ‘ukrainian racial social-

nationalism,’ which, among other things, demands ‘the racial cleansing of the nation’ 

(biletskiy n.d.). how so? the thing is, the ukrainians, according to Mr. biletskiy, form 

‘one of the biggest and one of the very best kind’ parts of the ‘European White Race – 
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the creator of a great civilisation and the highest human achievements.’ the ‘historical 

mission’ of the ukrainian nation, he goes, is ‘to lead the White Peoples of the world in a 

inМl ОrusМde for their survivМl – М ОrusМde МgМinst the Semite-led suНhumМnity’ 

(biletskiy n.d.). As commentaries in ukraine’s social media attest, a sizeable portion of 

the country’s ‘netizens’ would not be averse to the idea of consigning anyone suspect 

of the pro-RussiМn sympМthies to the rМnks of thusly deined ‘suНhumМnity’. The Azov’s 

recent transformation into a special regiment of the national guard of ukraine, and 

biletskiy’s promotion to the rank of lieutenant colonel, both show that the government 

opted to turn a blind eye even to the most unpalatable declarations of its armed 

supporters.

the othering of Russia and the Russians produces surprising echoes of biletskiy’s 

pronouncements in speeches of ukraine’s top politicians and statesmen. the June 

2014 speech by Prime Minister yatsenyuk referred to the donbas separatists as 

‘suНhumМns’ Мnd ‘ilth’ (UriМdovyi portМl, 2014), lМter replМОed with ‘inhumМns’ Мnd ‘evil’ 

in the ofiОiМl English trМnslМtion (EmНМssy of UkrМine in the United StМtes of AmeriОМ, 

2014). PresidentiМl ОМndidМte Poroshenko hМd viliied the Мnti-government protesters in 

donbas as ‘terrorists, criminals and non-humans’ that ought to be ‘destroyed’ as early 

as April 2014, and repeatedly designated armed opposition to his regime as ‘non-

humans’ (lb.ua, 2014; President of ukraine, 2014a-b). A senior adviser to the Minister 

of the interior indicated that his department was preparing suggestions on the 

curtailment of democratic rights and freedoms for the pro-Russian activists in donbas: 

‘if М Оitizen wМnts to live in RussiМ, Нe my guest: SuitОМse − stМtion − RussiМ!’ (InterfМx-

ukraine, 2014).

The othering of the МutonomisМtion movement in DonНМs Нefore the very irst shot in 

the ОonliОt wМs ired helped trМnsform whМt stМrted like Оivil disoНedienОe protests into 

a full-blown separatist guerrilla. systematic abasement of the donbas defenders in the 

ukrainian press as ‘subhumans,’ ‘bastards,’ ‘imbeciles,’ ‘potato beetles,’ ‘cockroaches,’ 

and the like cannot but foment their desire to continue resistance. Parallel to that, the 

othering of RussiМ Мs М ‘Оountry thМt supports Мnd inМnОes terrorism’ (ShulhМ, 2014), 

the Russian President as a ‘d---head’ (culzac, 2014), and the Russians as ‘not a 

people, Нut М rМННle’ (GМzetМ.uМ, 2014) Нoth justiies Kiev’s МОtions in the Оivil wМr in 

the East and encourages its further escalation.

the othering of the opponent understandably serves as a potent instrument of war-

mongering on both sides. it boosts patriotic credentials of the elected politicians; 

entrenches new, post-Maidan elites; propels journalistic, academic, and artistic careers; 

and helps transform yesterday’s thugs into tomorrow’s statesmen. unfortunately for the 

majority of the population, it also prolongs the war and suffering. the ethno-nationalist 
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mobilisation, achieved by means of othering of the ethnic outgroup members, builds 

politicians’ power bases and generates resources for political action in the situation 

where other resources are lacking or are sorely inadequate. Additionally, nationalist 

othering helps to disguise the struggles whose real objects are money, power, status, 

Мnd property Нy representing them, deОeptively, Мs mere identity ights (MolОhМnov, 

2000).

geopolitical uses of othering are equally important. Russophobia plays well with the 

established western tradition of treating Russia as ‘Europe’s other,’ a ‘barbarian at 

Europe’s gate,’ a constant historical ‘irregularity’ (neumann, 1999, pp. 103, 110). 

UkrМine’s inluentiМl Мllies in the West, stМrting with the right-wing UkrМiniМn diМsporМ 

organisations, ‘have considered Russia, both tsarist and communist, their historical 

enemy because it had been the prime oppressor of ukraine’s freedom’ (ukrainian 

canadian congress n.d., Community proile). interestingly, some of the most 

authoritative for today’s nationalist champions of the ukrainian cause are found among 

the nazi collaborators that fought the soviet union in World War ii. these ‘long-dead 

ukrainian fascists’ (snyder, 2010) are still being worshipped today by the most active 

ighters МgМinst the pro-RussiМn reНels in DonНМs. Fully in line with rМОiМlised views of 

their interwar predecessors, some of the modern ukraine’s radical nationalists are, 

onОe МgМin, seeing their mМin enemy Мs the ‘MusОovite-Jewish mМiМ,’ Мnd, should 

such views become widespread, it must bode ill for the country’s Russian and Jewish 

minorities (Padden, 2014).

While ukrainian neo-fascism is less than welcome in the West, ukrainian Russophobia 

might well be. Just as Russia has been Europe’s other for centuries, it has been 

constructed as the American ‘other’ by a group of professional cold warriors, such as 

zbigniew brzezinski, dick cheney, and John Mccain. As noted by Andrei tsygankov 

(2009, pp. 105-106), one of the long-standing ideas of anti-Russian lobby in the us 

foreign policy establishment has been the one of breaking the Russia-ukraine 

connection and tying ukraine unconditionally (and at Russia’s expense) to the West. 

hence, ukrainian politicians’ moves to ostracise Russia strike a chord with an 

inluentiМl group of western elites thМt inОlude МdvoОМtes of the Euro-AtlМntiО 

hegemony, the liberal hawks, and the militant western values promoters, as well as 

historically Russophobic Eastern European nationalists (tsygankov, 2009, pp. 13-14).

FinМlly, the othering of RussiМ Мnd the RussiМn МОtivists in UkrМine justiies the new 

elite’s grab of power and property. the current government in kiev is as oligarchic as 

ever, yet signiies Мn importМnt ОhМnge in the relМtive weight of different Нusiness ОlМns 

that control the country’s economy: the beginning of the demise of the donetsk clan. 

instead, the dnipropetrovsk faction under the leadership of the billionaire-governor ihor 
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kolomoisky is back, and ready to expand into the donbas region (Prostakov, 2014). 

supporters of the victorious faction have to be rewarded, and are being rewarded – by 

political appointments, concessions, and new acquisitions blessed by the state. 

nationalisation of the titanium mining and processing plants previously controlled by 

dmytro Firtash, and their de facto transfer to kolomoisky, portends a new round of 

property redistribution (boiko, 2014). in this battle, everyone designated as ‘Moscow’s 

agent’ stands to lose, while primitive corporate raidership by victorious oligarchic 

groups gets gloriied Мs defenОe of nМtionМl interests. 3

conclusion

The seeming intrМОtМНility of the ОonliОt in eМst UkrМine ОМn Нe explМined Нy more thМn 

one factor. the explanation prevailing in the West is that of a ‘bad’ Russia pressuring 

ukraine to abandon its European dream and consistently undermining the very 

sovereignty of the ukrainian state. the ‘bad Putin’ theme is a variation on the topic. 

More perceptive analysts remind the readers of the nAto expansion to the East and 

argue that the West provoked Moscow into action (Mearsheimer, 2014). ‘nationalising 

policies’ in ukraine and the plight of the Russian-speaking minorities have also been 

invoked on more than one occasion (e.g. Molchanov, 2014; Petro 2014). Regional 

alienation and de facto exclusion from the political process in kiev played a large part. 

had it not been for the Maidan activists twice – in 2004 and 2014 – overturning the 

results of what people in donbas saw as a legitimate presidential election, the rebellion 

perhaps would not have started. had it not been for killing of the pro-Russian 

demonstrators in odessa on 2 May 2014, and the shelling and bombing of the donbas 

cities during the ‘anti-terrorist operation’ by the ukrainian army, the protest would not, 

perhaps, have morphed into a civil war.

this war is much helped by demonisation of the opponent, which goes on all sides of 

the ОonliОt, inside Мnd outside UkrМine itself. Moreover, ethniОisМtion of the essentiМlly 

political and economic differences between ukraine’s regions makes compromise more 

difiОult to reМОh. The invoОМtion Нy the UkrМiniМn politiОiМns Мnd diplomМts of the 

identity markers of a savage, beastly outgroup, a ‘scum’ (Portnikov, 2014), 

‘suНhumМns,’ ‘НМstМrds,’ when referring to sepМrМtists in DonНМs, ОМnnot Нut Оonirm 

the worst worries of those who might still be leaning to the idea of devolution and 

power sharing. the threats of legal punishment and political marginalisation propel 

continued resistance.

3   the importance of ‘the shield of nationality’ for protection of foreigners against corporate raidership has 
Нeen noted in WellhМusen (2015). As М ОorollМry to this proposition, we should not Нe surprised to ind 
out that a symbolic stripping of nationality in the act of othering paves the road for dispossession of rival 
groups within the same society.
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As the late samuel huntington argued, identity is a given that cannot be changed. An 

attempt to build a new ukrainian nation by othering its Russophone components is 

doomed to НМОkire. By the sМme token, politiОМl moНilisМtion МgМinst the ‘RussiМn 

aggressor’ can be, at best, a temporary solution to the problem of civic unity. Russia 

may eventually close its borders with ukraine, just as kiev desires, and stop supporting 

the self-proclaimed Novorossiya republics. kiev may eventually succeed in bringing the 

embattled region to heel. but will it succeed in reintegrating donbas after the 

devastation caused by the war? Will donbasites agree to be the second-class citizens 

in the ethno-nationally streamlined, Russophobic society? At the moment of this writing, 

it seems impossible to envision such an outcome. Perhaps the war against donbas 

sepМrМtists hМs solidiied UkrМine’s politiОМl nМtion; yet it hМs Мlso mМde it МНundМntly 

ОleМr thМt the pro-RussiМn МОtivists do not it in there. It is entirely possiНle thМt 

ukraine’s ethno-regional split can still be healed. however, to make it happen, 

authorities in kiev need to change their attitude to Russia and the Russians. chanting 

‘SuitОМse − stМtion − RussiМ!’ will not help.
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the ukraine crisis and the imposition of economic sanctions by Western powers and 

their allies have the potential to cause a radical shift in economic policy in Russia, with 

important implications for Russia’s future place in the global economy. this is because 

Western economic sanctions and Russia’s response to those sanctions have set 

Russia on a course towards greater isolation from the Western parts of the global 

economy, and towards greater state control of economic activity at home. this chapter 

considers the effects that Western sanctions have had to date, and what they might 

meМn for the future of the RussiМn eОonomy. The irst seОtion provides М Нrief 

description of the sanctions regimes put in place by Western powers and Russia over 

the course of 2014. A second section considers the immediate impact that these 

sanctions have had upon the Russian economy. A third section explores some of the 

possible effects that sanctions may have upon domestic political economy in Russia. A 

fourth Мnd inМl seОtion Оonsiders the possiНility of М RussiМn eОonomiО ‘pivot’ to AsiМ.

economic Statecraft by Russia and the West

Economic statecraft refers here to the economic measures employed by Western 

powers, their allies, and Russia as instruments of foreign policy, especially in relation to 

RussiМ’s role in the ОonliОt in UkrМine (BМldwin, 1985; HМnson, 1988). In Мddition to 

measures targeted at individuals, Western countries imposed a range of so-called 

sectoral sanctions. they include: the suspension of preferential economic development 

loans to Russia by the European bank for Reconstruction and development (EbRd); a 

ban on trading bonds and equity and related brokering services for products whose 

maturity period exceeds 30 days with some of Russia’s largest state-controlled banks 

(including sberbank and gazprombank), three Russian energy companies (including 

Rosneft, transneft, and gazprom neft, although not gazprom, which has been subject 

to us sanctions), and three Russian defence companies (oPk oboronprom, united 

AirОrМft CorporМtion, UrМlvМgonzМvod); М НМn on loМns to ive mМjor RussiМn stМte-

owned banks: sberbank, Vtb, gazprom bank, Vneshekonombank (VEb), and 

Rosselkhozbank; an embargo on arms trade between Eu members and Russia; a ban 

on exports of so-called dual-use items, i.e. civilian industrial goods that can be used as 

(or to produce) weaponry or for other military purposes; and a ban on exporting certain 

energy equipment Мnd providing speОiiО energy-relМted serviОes to RussiМ’s most 

technology-intensive oil exploration and extraction projects (e.g. Arctic deep-water 

exploration and onshore tight oil).

in response, Russia imposed its own counter-sanctions. While a range of different 

counter-sanctions were applied by Russia from March 2014 onwards, the most 

eОonomiОМlly signiiОМnt sМnОtions were Мpplied in August 2014, with the one-yeМr НМn 
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on imports of fruit, vegetМНles, meМt, ish, milk, Мnd dМiry from Мll EU Оountries, Мs well 

as additional Western countries, including the usA, norway, Australia, and Japan.

immediate effects of economic Sanctions

Western governments targeted three sectors with the sectoral sanctions regime 

devised in the summer of 2014: the defenОe industry, the oil industry, Мnd the inМnОiМl 

seОtor. Thus fМr, the effeОts hМve not Нeen uniform, with only the inМnОiМl seОtor 

experienОing Мny signiiОМnt effeОts to dМte.

output in the defence industry rose in 2014, despite sanctions, due to growing demand 

from abroad (in 2014, Russia was the world’s second largest exporter of armaments) 

and from at home (i.e. due to the rise in procurement that was planned as part of the 

state Armaments Programme to 2020 [GPV-2020]) (Rosstat, 2014). Although Russia 

had some important defence ties with some Western countries, the vast majority of its 

exports go to countries in Asia, Africa, and latin America. consequently, such 

sanctions should only have an impact over a longer period if military-use technology 

transfers from the West to Russia are suppressed, and if this then results in a 

degradation of the Russian armaments industry.

sanctions have not affected production levels in the oil industry, either. instead, output 

has continued to rise, reaching a post-soviet record of over 10.6 million barrels a day 

in november. this is because Western sanctions are not designed to affect production 

levels in the immediate future. Rather, they are designed to affect future production in 

Russia’s newer, harder-to-reach deposits in the Arctic, off-shore and in Russia’s 

bazhenov tight oil deposit.

SМnОtions on the inМnОiМl seОtor hМve exerted М more immediМte impМОt on the 

Russian economy. Access to Western capital markets is now largely closed to most 

RussiМn ОorporМtions, forОing mМny RussiМn irms to repМy their externМl deНt МheМd of 

sОhedule due to the impossiНility of reinМnОing or ‘rolling over’ their Оredit lines. TotМl 

non-inМnОiМl ОorporМte (whiОh inОludes mМny lМrge stМte enterprises, suОh Мs Rosneft 

Мnd GМzprom) Мnd inМnОiМl seОtor externМl deНt Мmounted to Мround $610 Нillion in 

september 2014 (cbR, 2014). At the prevailing exchange rates in december 2014, this 

amounted to over 60 per cent of gdP. of this, nearly $130 billion is scheduled for 

repМyment Нefore the end of 2015, rМising the prospeОt of RussiМn irms sОrМmНling to 

secure scarce dollars to service their external debt (cbR, 2014). While this is causing 

some disОomfort for mМny irms, it is Мlso true thМt most of the irms with foreign 

currency-denominated external debt are natural resource exporters who also generate 
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substantial foreign currency revenues, which should enable them to service their debt 

obligations.

Russia’s own counter-sanctions have yet to have any observably positive effects in the 

form of М signiiОМnt inОreМse in output in the МgriОulturМl seОtor. This is proНМНly 

because producers in those sectors that Western producers were most active, such as 

pork, Нeef, Мnd dМiry produОts, Мs well Мs speОiiО ОМtegories of fruit Мnd vegetМНles, 

hМve trМditionМlly Нeen inefiОient. Indeed, it wМs preОisely these suН-seОtors thМt 

proved resistant to accession to the World trade organisation in 2012 due to fears that 

they would not be able to compete with foreign producers (connolly and hanson, 

2012). this has meant that domestic production has not risen dramatically, as some 

initially hoped. instead, exporters from countries that have not participated in the 

Western sanctions regime, such as Argentina, brazil, china, chile, and turkey, have all 

Нeneited Нy inОreМsing their shМre of the RussiМn food mМrket. The prospeОts for food 

production in the affected sectors may be brighter: government policies to promote the 

development of domestic producers through a state-led import substitution strategy are 

being devised, and may involve an expansion of subsidies and other forms of state 

support.

the costs associated with the imposition of the agricultural counter-sanctions are borne 

by Russian consumers. the cost of food forms a large proportion of the typical 

household budget. As a result, any price rises caused by the food embargo are bound 

to have an immediate effect on Russian consumers. to date, food prices have risen, 

nudging Russia’s end-of-year consumer price index (cPi) towards double-digit levels, 

with the price of banned products rising considerably faster than average (Rosstat, 

2014). however, the embargo appears to be hitting middle-class, urban consumers 

more than most due to their propensity to consume imported food products to a greater 

extent than poorer sections of the population.

Finally, the fact that the Russian economy appears to be slowing down at the same 

time that sanctions have been applied has created the impression that sanctions are 

causing growth to slow. the rapid depreciation of the rouble in late 2014 reinforced this 

perОeption. However, suОh Мn interpretМtion ОonlМtes ОorrelМtion with ОМusМtion. The 

Russian economy was already in the midst of a protracted reduction in the average 

annual rate of gdP growth before the ukraine crisis. Western economic sanctions may 

have exacerbated a pre-existing trend, but the effect has been modest. instead, the 

appreciation of the dollar against all major currencies and, more importantly, the 

precipitous decline in oil prices over the course of the second half of 2014 provide a 

more accurate explanation for the depreciation of the rouble and the deterioration in 

Нusiness ОonidenОe thМt wМs evident towМrds the end of the yeМr (Connolly, 2015).
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to sum up so far, the economic effects of the economic statecraft that has 

accompanied the ukraine crisis have so far been relatively modest. this is to be 

expeОted. After Мll, ofiОiМl stМtements from Western governments do not indiОМte thМt 

sanctions are intended to cause a slowdown in overall Russian economic performance. 

it is important, however, to try, insofar as is possible, to separate the effects of 

sМnОtions from the effeОts of pre-existing Мilments МfliОting the RussiМn eОonomy. 

Without making this distinction, it is possible to fall into the trap of asserting that 

Western powers are responsible for any deterioration in Russian economic 

performance, an argument that is increasingly and misleadingly deployed by both the 

authorities in Russia and by some commentators in the West.

longer-term effects of Sanctions

if the economic effects of economic statecraft are relatively modest, the long-term 

effect on the trajectory of political economy in Russia could well be more profound. 

Assuming that the sanctions regimes stay in place for a period of years rather than 

months, it is useful to consider how this might shape the model of political economy in 

Russia.

the longer sanctions persist, the more the market-oriented (i.e. liberal) policy elite – 

hitherto well entrenched in Russia’s key economic policy positions in the Ministry of 

Finance and Ministry of Economic development, as well as the central bank of Russia 

– is likely to be marginalised. this appears to be the case thus far. Economic statecraft 

has meant that economic policies that are consistent with a more dirigiste and 

introverted economic policy are becoming increasingly popular. Already, import 

substitution is being promoted across different sectors of the economy, most notably in 

defence, energy, manufacturing, and agriculture – the key sectors of the Russian 

economy. ‘soft’ capital controls are in place to regulate the sale of foreign currency 

from RussiМ’s lМrgest enterprises, Мnd the stМte is intervening in the inМnОiМl seОtor to 

mМintМin inМnОiМl seОtor stМНility (FinmМrket.ru, 2014). Under suОh Оonditions, seОtions 

within the Russian elite in favour of even greater military spending and state-led 

modernisation will likely become emboldened at the expense of the more liberal, 

‘economic’ bloc within the elite. over time, this may result in the state using its 

dominant position in Russia’s ‘commanding heights’ to raise the rate of investment in 

the economy through the use of state-directed lending to selected ‘strategic’ 

enterprises.

sanctions may thus serve to entrench the current system of governance rather than 

weМken elite support for Putin. This Оould hМppen НeОМuse sМnОtions hМve speОiiО 
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distributional effects in oligarchic societies like Russia, and can serve to bolster the 

state and enrich politically important individuals and organisations (brooks, 2002). the 

leadership may use the opportunity presented by the deterioration in relations with the 

West to transfer economic resources to key political allies.

to illustrate this point, consider how Russia is currently responding to the embargo on 

the sale of Western defence or dual-use technology to Russia, and to the severance of 

trade relations with ukrainian defence enterprises. While supply chains have been 

interrupted, this has offered the leadership the chance to shift more resources to 

develop the domestic defence industry instead. Already, programmes to produce 

substitutes for items previously imported from ukraine and the West are being drawn 

up thМt will require the МlloОМtion of signiiОМnt stМte resourОes.

SuОh import suНstitution strМtegies Мre unlikely to Нe efiОient from Мn eОonomiО point of 

view, Мs it is unlikely thМt RussiМ will produОe goods Мs efiОiently or to the sМme 

stМndМrd Мs Western irms Мny time soon. But from М politiОМl perspeОtive, the diversion 

of extra resources to the domestic defence industry would create a constituency that 

Нeneits from sМnОtions. In the Оontext of RussiМ’s ongoing reМrmМment progrМmme, 

this outcome could further increase defence industry support for the current leadership.

similar effects are likely to be observed in the energy industry. it is widely 

acknowledged that Russia will require access to foreign technology and know-how in 

the future if it is to exploit the geologically harder to reach oil and gas deposits in the 

Arctic and the Far East. but because the existing sanctions regime is designed to deny 

Russia the tools to do this, the government might opt to expand direct state ownership 

of the industry, and form partnerships with state-owned companies from friendlier 

countries (china, for instance) to develop indigenous industrial capabilities to replace 

Western technologies.

AgМin, suОh М solution would not Нe Мs eОonomiОМlly efiОient Мs Оurrent МrrМngements 

to access technology and know-how through joint ventures with the likes of bP and 

Exxon-Mobil. but those charged with managing an energy industry dominated even 

more by the state than it is now would arguably become even more powerful, not less. 

As with the defence industry, such import substitution policies are likely to be politically 

efiОient, if not eОonomiОМlly efiОient.

TМken together, the trМjeОtory of RussiМ’s reМОtions to eОonomiО sМnОtions only Нriely 

outlined here are pushing it away from the path of reintegration with the global 

economy that she has undergone over the course of the last twenty years. instead, a 
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self-sufiОient, quМsi-МutМrkiО relМtionship with the gloНМl eОonomy mМy emerge. 

Although Russia would remain far more open than it was during the soviet era, it would 

be a deeply worrying step backwards for those hoping the country would become an 

open and active part of the global economy. domestically, the creeping accumulation of 

measures that expand the role of the state in the economy – from ‘soft’ capital controls 

to the wide rМnge of import suНstitution poliОies thМt inОlude inМnОiМl support Мnd 

measures to suppress competition – threatens to create a more overtly dirigiste system 

of political economy that exists at present.

A Pivot to the east?

The inМl element of RussiМ’s reМОtion to Western eОonomiО stМteОrМft is its stМted Мim 

of intensifying its economic and political relations with Asia, especially china. Even 

before the ukraine crisis, Putin, apparently taking a leaf out of us President barack 

obama’s book, announced a new ‘pivot to Asia’ strategy, in the hope that Russia will be 

able to leverage the perceived economic dynamism of countries like china and south 

korea to its advantage (lo and hill, 2013). Many within the Russian elite feel that Asia, 

and especially china, is a more dynamic economic region than the West, and one that 

comes with less political baggage.

An Asian pivot has other advantages. in particular, it is viewed as providing a rationale 

to boost the development of Russia’s Far East. Although the region is full of valuable 

natural resources, it suffers from a sparse and declining population and a neglected 

economy. developing the region would, like it did under soviet rule in the 1960s and 

1970s, require considerable state involvement. Again, powerful constituencies from 

within the RussiМn elite would likely Нeneit from Мny stМte-led development projeОt in 

the Far East.

Therefore, Мny moves towМrds greМter integrМtion with the AsiМ-PМОiiО eОonomy should 

be viewed as connected to wider tendencies towards greater state involvement in the 

economy. indeed, the agreements on greater cooperation between Russia and china 

signed in recent years, and including the much-celebrated gas deal apparently 

formulated in May 2014, are typically agreements between state and quasi-state 

entities on both sides. this pattern of state-centric relations is surely more appealing to 

the Russian leadership than the more market-based relationships required for closer 

relations with Western economies.

however, there are some important obstacles to any planned Asian pivot. on the one 

hand, Russia’s trade relations with Asian countries, and especially china, have grown 
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rapidly in recent years. in 2000, the northeast Asian trio of china, south korea, and 

Japan accounted for just 5.5 per cent of total Russian imports (un comtrade, 2014). 

By 2012, this igure hМd grown to 25 per Оent. RussiМn exports to the region Мlso grew, 

albeit at a slower rate. in 2000, the three Asian countries accounted for 7.5 per cent of 

total Russian exports; by 2012, this had grown to 12.5 per cent.

on the other hand, the paltry level of Asian investment in Russia also reveals serious 

gМps in eОonomiО integrМtion. Even Мfter М numНer of high proile energy Мnd 

infrastructure deals, china, south korea, and Japan collectively account for just over 

one per cent of foreign direct investment in Russia. so while Russia may be importing 

a growing volume of goods from Asia, it still turns overwhelmingly to Europe for capital.

second, Russia needs to invest in costly infrastructure in its Far East (roads, railways, 

pipelines, and so on) if it is to fully engage with Asia’s growing economy. Any such 

spending will require massive private and public investment, and it is far from clear 

whether such spending will materialise. if it does, it is likely that resources will come 

from the Russian state, adding yet more substance to the reassertion of the state in the 

Russian economy.

third, the growing asymmetry between Russia and china may be even more important. 

Quite simply, the Russian economy is dwarfed by china’s and the gap between them is 

growing. While the prospect of closer ties with its largest neighbour offers a tantalising 

prospect – an economic and political counterbalance to the West at a time when 

relations with the us and Western Europe are at a 20 year low – the chinese are not 

under any such pressure. Russia is a relatively minor trade partner, accounting for just 

over 2 per cent of china’s total trade. With Russia’s relations with the West 

deteriorating, it is more likely china will exploit Russia’s relative isolation and secure 

more favourable terms in any deals.

overall, while pivoting to Asia might be desirable in principle to Russia’s ruling elite, the 

reality of the situation is that Europe will continue to be Russia’s main source of trade 

and capital, as well as technology and know-how, for the foreseeable future. Moreover, 

should the Russian state intensify efforts to accelerate the strengthening of economic 

ties with Asian economies, it is likely that centralised economic development of 

Russia’s Far East will be the order of the day, rather than any natural, market-based 

switch. As a result, expansion of trade with Asia is likely to be built on state-to-state 

relations with china and india in the areas of energy and defence.
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conclusion

As should now be clear, Western economic sanctions are moving Russia away from a 

model of economic development approximating the Western model, i.e. based on the 

primacy of the market and openness to the global economy, or at least the Western-

dominated parts of the global economy. in its place, policy-makers are slowly 

constructing a system that eschews market-based solutions to economic development 

problems, and which favours selective integration with the global economy, with a 

preference for other state-driven political economies. the leadership in Russia is, in 

line with many previous Russian governments throughout history, using the presence of 

an external threat to justify centralisation of the model of political economy at home. 

this model is beginning to take shape, and involves the suppression of economic 

competition, state control over the ‘commanding heights’ of the economy, especially 

inМnОe, energy, Мnd defenОe, Мnd the deteriorМtion of the Нusiness environment for the 

market-based portions of the Russian economy. in short, such a model threatens to roll 

back many of the more positive elements of Russian economic transformation that 

have taken place since 1991.
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Russian leaders and western analysts have advanced a number of arguments justifying 

or explaining Russia’s 2014 invasions of ukraine. understanding the motivations for 

Russia’s actions is important in the short term because efforts to anticipate the course 

of the ОonliОt depend on understМnding RussiМ’s goМls. In the long term, however, 

inding М durМНle settlement will depend on understМnding whМt RussiМ hopes to gМin. 

Moreover, strategy for many states in the region, for the us, and for nAto depends on 

understanding the scope of Russian ambitions.

Much of the discussion in the West has centred on the question of whether Russia’s 

actions should be thought of as aggressive or defensive. both of those views see the 

motivation as primarily geopolitical. in contrast, this chapter focuses on sources of the 

invasion that are both domestic and transnational: Russia invaded ukraine, at least in 

part, to prevent the transnational spread of revolution from ukraine to Russia. For post-

revolution ukraine to succeed as a stable, prosperous, liberal democracy tied closely to 

Europe would fundamentally undermine the claim that Russia cannot succeed as a 

liberal democracy. Putin’s legitimacy rests largely on that claim. if ukraine could 

succeed as a democracy, Russians might logically ask themselves why Russia could 

not do the same. Moreover, the success of the ‘revolution of dignity’ would demonstrate 

a method for bringing such change to Russia.

this explanation does not directly contradict geopolitical perspectives, but to the extent 

that the motivations concerned ukraine’s effect on Russian domestic politics, the 

implications for future Russian behaviour are different. Either geopolitical explanation 

would lead us to expect that Russia will seek to stabilise some revised status quo. the 

domestic explanation leads us to believe that Russia will seek to prevent any level of 

stability that enables a territorially truncated ukraine to proceed with domestic reform 

and closer ties with Europe.

Geopolitical explanations

the aggressive or opportunistic view sees Russia as having seized upon instability in 

ukraine to seize territory that it has long coveted. 

the ultimate goal, which has motivated and guided [Vladimir Putin] 

since he took over the presidency 14 years ago and which he has 

pursued with remarkable consistency and persistence, is to recover 

most, if not all, key assets – political, economic and geostrategic – 

lost in the collapse of the soviet state (Aron, 2014). 
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the defensive view sees Russia, alarmed by the eastward expansion of the European 

union and nAto, as reacting to the threat that ukraine’s revolution would lead to the 

expansion of hostile European powers into territory that had traditionally belonged to 

Russia, and through which Russia has repeatedly been invaded: ‘the united states 

and its European allies share most of the responsibility for the crisis. the taproot of the 

trouble is nAto enlargement, the central element of a larger strategy to move ukraine 

out of Russia’s orbit and integrate it into the West’ (Mearsheimer, 2014). ‘twenty years 

of nAto’s eastward expansion has caused Russia to feel cornered… the ukraine crisis 

was instigated by the West’s attempt, last november, to smuggle the former soviet 

republic into nAto’ (van den heuvel and cohen, 2014).

this debate between offensive and defensive, which echoes the debate between 

‘traditional’ and ‘revisionist’ explanations of the cold War, is based on an underlying 

Мgreement thМt the ОonliОt is essentiМlly МНout geopolitiОs – МНout whether UkrМine will 

be part of the East or West, about whether Russia will accept or reject the borders it 

was left with after the dissolution of the soviet union, and about whether we are 

entering a new cold War. in contrast, much of the western literature in recent years has 

viewed the spread of democracy via popular revolutions without much reference to 

geopolitics – democratisation simply represented the spread of a universally 

recognised value.

the transnational Spread of Democracy and Autocracy

the ‘third wave of democratisation’ has spawned a large literature on the transnational 

diffusion of democracy. Much of this literature focused on the role of the Eu in 

promoting democracy in post-communist Eastern Europe. Following the ‘coloured 

revolutions’ in serbia, georgia, ukraine, and kyrgyzstan, many analysed the diffusion 

of revolutionary tactics. in its most simplistic form, it seemed that there was a recipe for 

overthrowing the corrupt hybrid regimes of the region.

At least since the 2004 orange Revolution, we have seen a concerted response by 

Russia and other autocratic regimes. domestically, autocratic governments, not only in 

Russia but in central Asia and latin America as well, put pressure on ngos and 

opposition politicians and created pro-government groups, such as Russia’s nashi, that 

could be called upon to counter protesters in the street. Moreover, these governments 

have collaborated to combat the transnational spread of democracy. Autocracy as well 

as democracy can diffuse, and Russia among others has increasingly sought to 

promote it (d’Anieri, 2014). by watching each other’s examples, they copy successful 

domestic tactics. by invoking the rhetoric of pluralism, they have sought to counter the 
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notion that one social system is best. by creating their own monitoring groups, they 

have provided international legitimacy to elections that other groups would not approve.

From this perspective, the lines between domestic, transnational, and international/

geopolitical blur. because changes in regime type can have enormous geopolitical 

impacts, the spread of particular regime types, or the resistance to them, becomes a 

geopolitical tactic. if the West, in viewing democracy as a universal value, 

underestimates this, Russia clearly does not. Putin sees the spread of promotion of 

democracy as aimed against Russia’s interests. thus, Putin has pointed to what he 

sees as the hypocrisy of the us position on crimea. in the case of kosovo, Putin 

argues, the us stated that the secession of a territory could be legal even against the 

opposition of the state from which it was seceding (Putin, 2014a). by alleging a double 

standard, Putin hopes to demonstrate that us talk of international law and democracy 

is a geopolitical weapon, not an actual principle.

Sources of Putin’s legitimacy

Vladimir Putin has based his legitimacy on several claims. not least of these is the 

argument that he has been constitutionally and democratically elected. that he sees 

value in this source of legitimacy is shown by the fact that he took the trouble of 

passing the presidency to dmitri Medvedev for a term. clearly, however, he 

understands that his claim to democratic legitimacy differs from that made in western 

democracies, because he and his team have constructed an alternative conception of 

democracy, which they have called ‘managed democracy’ or ‘sovereign democracy,’ 

similar to what guillermo o’donnell has called ‘delegative democracy’ (o’donnell, 

1994; kubicek, 1994).

‘Managed democracy’ consisted of three pillars: control of other political institutions by 

a powerful presidency, control over mass media, and control over elections (Petrov, 

2005). While the irst of these wМs put in plМОe, Мt leМst on pМper, Нy Boris Yeltsin Мs 

early as 1993, the latter two were initiated during the early years of Putin’s rule. 

important early steps included the takeover of much of Russia’s independent media 

and the abolition of elections for regional governors. the key was the weakening of 

institutions with sources of legitimacy independent of the presidency.

the term ‘sovereign democracy’ was elaborated upon by Vladislav surkov, an advisor 

who has held senior positions in both Putin and Medvedev governments (sakwa, 

2011). While there wМs never Мny preОise deinition of ‘sovereign demoОrМОy,’ or more 

speОiiОМlly of how ‘sovereign’ demoОrМОy differed from other forms, it МppeМrs thМt the 
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word ‘sovereign’ in this formulation had both domestic and international connotations. 

domestically, the state was to be dominant, and thus relatively autonomous from 

society. in contrast to the western notion of ‘popular sovereignty,’ ‘sovereign 

democracy’ assumed that the state leads the people, rather than the other way around. 

internationally, the term appears to mean that Russia’s notion of democracy is to be 

deined solely on RussiМn terms, Мnd thМt internМtionМl or trМnsnМtionМl ОlМims on whМt 

democracy should mean in Russia are rejected as interferences in Russia’s internal 

affairs. to simplify, Putin’s autocracy is legitimate because it is necessary: it has 

created and maintained internal order in a Russia that had nearly collapsed under a 

regime based more on western notions of democracy. it has also protected Russia 

against a hostile West that has used democracy promotion as a tool to weaken it. in 

sum, while ‘sovereign democracy’ sounds like a theoretical construct or an ideology, in 

practice it turned out to be a very particular proposition: that only Vladimir Putin could 

maintain Russia’s internal stability and prevent its humiliation by hostile external forces.

A second source of legitimacy, in the eyes of many analysts, is the growth of Russia’s 

economy. growth in the Russian economy under Putin, in contrast with the collapse of 

the 1990s, justiies Putin’s methods of rule. More НroМdly, the performМnОe of МutoОrМtiО 

regimes like Russia and china contrasts with stagnation in the us and Western 

Europe. it also contrasts with poor performance in ukraine.

how ukraine threatens Putin’s legitimacy

ukraine threatens Putin’s claim that western style democracy is inappropriate for 

Russia. in this respect, the widespread Russian view that ukraine is ‘really’ part of 

Russia is particularly dangerous. if ukraine is indistinguishable from Russia, and 

ukraine can establish a European style democracy – and even aspire, however 

unrealistically, to Eu membership – why could not Russia?

When a pro-western and anti-Russian Viktor yushchenko looked likely to win the 2004 

ukrainian presidential election, Russia threw considerable weight behind the campaign 

of Viktor yanukovych. the subsequent orange Revolution demonstrated Russia’s 

fears: in ukraine, a pro-reform and anti-Russian government came to power in place of 

М pro-RussiМn one. In RussiМ, people Мngered over Оuts in soОiМl Нeneits took to 

streets. While Putin’s government was able to resist these protests, they led to several 

new steps, including the formation of the new nashi pro-government youth organisation 

and the doctrine of ‘sovereign democracy.’
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However, when Putin oversМw the fМlsiiОМtion of the 2011 pМrliМmentМry eleОtion, 

protests re-emerged on a much larger scale. in having dmitry Medvedev step aside in 

2012, so that Putin could resume the presidency, Putin left no doubt as to who was in 

ОhМrge, regМrdless of who held whiОh ofiОe. The point wМs not just МНout the 

sovereignty of the state, but about Putin’s leading role in it. in both instances, it 

appeared as though Putin understood that unless his dominance was widely 

understood, there was a danger that some elites might challenge his role (see hale, 

2014).

however, falsifying the 2011 elections brought its own problems, namely protests in the 

streets that resembled the protests that had set off the orange Revolution in ukraine 

and the Rose revolution in georgia. these protests, welcomed and encouraged by the 

united states, represented a genuine challenge to Putin’s power, and while he was 

able to beat them back, it appears that he continues to perceive such a threat.

the events in ukraine in 2013-2014 reinforced that threat. it is unclear whether Putin 

really believes what he says about the role of the Eu and us in fomenting the 

overthrow of Viktor yanukovych (2014b) – though the presence of senator John 

Mccain and Assistant secretary of state Victoria nuland on the Maidan made the 

accusation more plausible. the prospect was that ukraine would, with the aid of the 

Eu, begin turning itself around. if so, it could become an attractive model for Russians, 

and a very different model than the one Putin has been insisting is the only one 

available. Putin expressed this candidly in november 2014, stating, 

in the modern world extremism is being used as a geopolitical 

instrument Мnd for remМking spheres of inluenОe. We see whМt 

tragic consequences the wave of so-called colour revolutions led to. 

For us this is a lesson and a warning. We should do everything 

necessary so that nothing similar ever happens in Russia (quoted in 

korsunskaya, 2014).

implications

to the extent that Russia’s invasion of ukraine was driven by the fear of ‘contagion’ of 

populМr revolution, whМt impМОt does it hМve on the future of the ОonliОt? In ОontrМst to 

М solely geopolitiОМl understМnding of the ОonliОt, this view would leМd us to foОus less 

on either the territorial questions or on the relationship with Europe and the us, and 

more on the situation within ukraine.
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if we focus primarily on territory, whether we see Russia’s motivations as aggressive or 

defensive, then the logical goal is the establishment of some new territorial status quo 

in Europe. Whether that means consolidating the gains of 2014, or expanding further, 

the goal would be to obtain eventual acceptance of the new boundaries. With crimea, 

that already may have been achieved. Even a defensive interpretation might expect 

Russia to seize a land corridor linking crimea to Russia, or even to go all the way to 

transnistria, seizing odessa along the way, and cutting off ukraine from the black sea. 

Any territorial expansion beyond the immediate neighbourhood of the september 2014 

ОeМseire line would Нe to further ОhМllenge Europe, Мnd possiНly to demonstrМte how 

little it could do to prevent Russia from pursuing its objectives. A more limited solution 

would be a quid pro quo in which Russia agreed to maintain the new status quo in 

return for Europe keeping ukraine at a distance. something similar to this has been 

proposed by two prominent American strategists, Michael o’hanlon and Jeremy 

shapiro (o’hanlon and shapiro, 2014).

if Russia’s actions in ukraine have been motivated more by fear of revolutionary 

contagion, as hypothesised here, then Russia’s strategy going forward might look very 

different. it will not be enough to hold crimea and donbas if what is left of ukraine 

becomes a functioning democracy. Russia does not necessarily need to seize more 

territory, Нut it does need to prevent UkrМine from stМНilising. By freezing the ОonliОt – 

but maintaining the potential for it to reignite quickly – Russia can ensure that investors 

shun ukraine, that the government is distracted from other endeavours, and that self-

organised military forces retain their strength at the expense of the ukrainian state.

Mearsheimer (2014) advocates some form of neutralisation of ukraine – citing the 

model of AustriМ in the Cold WМr. If the ОonliОt is entirely geopolitiОМl, thМt might work. 

but if it is also about ukraine’s domestic politics and their implications for Russia, such 

a result would likely be unacceptable to Russia. A deeper problem with neutrality is that 

it is much harder to do in the post-cold War world than in the cold War world. building 

a functioning liberal democracy in ukraine almost certainly depends on close ties with 

the European union – both for support of reform, and for strictly economic reasons as 

well. competing in Europe on uneven terms with members of the Eu, ukraine’s 

economy would almost certainly stagnate – forcing it to cut a deal with Russia.

The overlМp of domestiО, trМnsnМtionМl, Мnd geopolitiОМl fМОtors will mМke the ОonliОt 

extremely difiОult to resolve. For RussiМ to feel seОure with regМrd to UkrМine, UkrМine 

needs not only to be territorially truncated or geopolitically neutralised; it needs either 

to be controlled by Russia – and autocratic – or to be dysfunctional. if neutralisation is 

not a viable strategy, then renewed stability would depend either on the West 

acquiescing in renewed Russian control of ukraine, or on Russia accepting the loss of 
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ukraine (minus crimea and the donbas). it is more likely that a non-cooperative result 

will emerge, in which Russia may limit its military activity, but will continue to ensure 

that ukraine cannot do what is needed to prosper or join Europe.
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Any observer looking at Russian politics at the end of 2014 cannot fail to be struck by 

the magnitude of change over the course of that year. 2014 saw Russia expand its 

territory by the absorption of crimea, taking to itself the land of a neighbouring state 

МgМinst the wishes of thМt stМte’s government. It sМw RussiМns ighting in М ОonliОt 

against the ukrainian armed forces on the territory of ukraine. it saw Russia’s relatively 

stable, albeit fractious, relationship with the western powers dramatically worsen, with 

sanctions imposed by the us and the Eu on many of those close to President Putin. it 

sМw eОonomiО deОline, Мs the rouНle Мnd oil priОes fell drМmМtiОМlly Мnd ofiОiМl RussiМn 

forecasts posited recession in 2015.

Few, if any, analysts predicted these developments. A year earlier, in december 2013, 

the heМdlines from RussiМ were different. An ofiОiМl Мmnesty in DeОemНer 2013 

mМndМted the releМse of the highest proile prisoners in RussiМ – oligМrОh MikhМil 

khodorkovsky and Pussy Riot members nadezhda tolokonnikova and Maria Alekhina 

– all of whom had been the subjects of sustained campaigns for their freedom in the 

West. A few months eМrlier, in SeptemНer 2013, leМding opposition igure Aleksei 

navalny performed strongly in Moscow’s mayoral election, as other opposition 

candidates across the country gained a handful of seats and mayoralties, including that 

of Russia’s fourth largest city, yekaterinburg. Even in early 2014, Russia’s global image 

was burnished by a successful Winter olympics in sochi.

the ominous turn of events in 2014 reveals the complexities of forecasting Russia’s 

path of development. A tendency to polarisation and preconception can lead to 

insufiОient Мttention to nuМnОe Мnd Оompeting voiОes within RussiМ. My reОent 

research has focused on two particular approaches to assessing political developments 

within Russia, namely political narratives and political forecasting (bacon, 2012a; 

bacon, 2012b). this article sets out how narrative analysis helps us to discern Russia’s 

key interests from the perspective of the ruling regime, and then draws on these 

indings to Оonsider the Оomplexities of sОenМrio Нuilding Мs RussiМ moves into the 

second half of this century’s second decade.

the Russian Narrative

in terms of public political narratives, at the methodological centre of narrative analysis 

lies the normative assertion that in order to better understand a political system, we 

should take seriously – and therefore pay close attention to – the stories that its 

politiОМl МОtors tell МНout themselves Мnd their system. This is not М Russo-speОiiО 

assertion. to understand the united states, we need to be cognisant of narratives 

representing the us as the leader of the free world and promoter of democracy. to 
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understand the Eu, we must acknowledge its developing story of ever-closer union. 

these narratives are repeated, believed, and enacted. they highlight factors that 

matter within a political system. they reveal self-conceptualisations that play into policy 

development. us secretary of state John kerry acknowledged the ubiquity of systemic 

narratives after meeting with Russian Foreign Minister sergei lavrov in March 2014, 

noting that they ‘talked for a good six hours and… really dug into all of Russia’s 

perceptions, their narrative, our narrative, our perceptions, and the differences between 

us’ (kerry, 2014).

to assert that narratives matter and that we should take seriously what political actors 

say about themselves and their systems is not, of course, to accept the content of 

these nМrrМtives Мs true Мnd right. PuНliО politiОМl nМrrМtives Мre МrtiiОiМl ОonstruОts, 

making selective use of different elements to create a desirable account. in analysis of 

puНliО politiОМl nМrrМtives, these elements – or ‘nМrrМtive pМrts’ – Мre identiied Мnd 

interrogated. choices made in terms of inclusions and omissions serve to reveal the 

central concerns of political actor-narrators. the narrative parts include temporalities 

and agents, symbols and motifs, plots and sub-plots. Analysis of narrative parts 

highlights the choices made in terms of when stories begin and end, who are the 

heroes Мnd villМins, whМt Мre the most signiiОМnt themes, Мnd how the story might 

develop. Applying the narrative analysis approach to Russia’s stance on ukraine in 

2014 fМОilitМtes ОlМriiОМtion of those elements whiОh pМrtiОulМrly motivМte RussiМn 

action. i have developed such an analysis in detail elsewhere (bacon, 2015), and 

summarise it here before turning to the application of that analysis in developing future 

scenarios.

OfiОiМl RussiМ hМs Нuilt М nМrrМtive Мround events in UkrМine, whiОh, in terms of 

temporalities, looks back further than the narrative of the Putin regime has habitually 

done. this is not just a matter of the narrative’s unexpected emphasis on the pre-

modern period – Мs exempliied Нy President Putin’s dwelling on the 10th Оentury 

baptism of grand Prince Vladimir in his annual address to parliament in december 

2014 (Putin, 2014c) – but of the temporal pivot around which Russia’s national 

narrative now revolves, namely the end of the cold War. For most of the Putin era 

(from 2000 onwМrds), his regime deined itself Мnd its МОtions Мs post-Yeltsin, with the 

turn of the millennium being the decisive moment. the symbols of the Putin narrative 

(for example, the introduction of the national unity day holiday and the establishment 

of the united Russia party) developed the story of President Putin bringing unity and 

stМНility to М Оountry riven with politiОМl, soОio-eОonomiО, Мnd ethno-nМtionМl issures 

during the ‘time of troubles’ of the 1990s. From early in Putin’s third term, and 

particularly in 2014, the narrative’s temporality has decisively shifted. the key moment 

now is the soviet collapse, after which – so Russia’s narrative now relentlessly reminds 
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us – RussiМ ‘found itself in suОh М difiОult situМtion thМt reМlistiОМlly it wМs simply 

incapable of protecting its interests’. but today, that narrative asserts, the time has 

come ‘to refute the rhetoric of the cold War’ since a strong and independent Russia 

with national interests which demand respect is back on the scene (Putin, 2014a). in 

2014, this insistence on respect for national interests was, according to President 

Putin, a key factor which led to the absorption of crimea and sevastopol into the 

Russian Federation.

Analysing narrative parts facilitates our awareness of where the kremlin believes the 

events of 2014 in ukraine stem from in temporal terms. the narrative analysis 

approach also enhances awareness of whom Russia perceives as ally or opponent. in 

the story told by President Putin – most notably in his speech on the acceptance of 

crimea and sevastopol into the Federation in March 2014 – two particular nuances 

stand out. First, the view widely held in the West of Russia and ukraine as enemies 

does not match that held by Vladimir Putin. in his narrative, the ‘fraternal ukrainian 

people’ are part of the ‘we’ on whose behalf Russia is standing against potential 

western encroachment. second, there remains a small degree of ambiguity in the way 

the West, and particularly the united states, is portrayed in the Putin narrative. 

Although the Russian narrative repeatedly portrays ‘the united states or its allies’ as 

the villains of the piece who use any excuse to contain Russia (Putin, 2014c), Russia’s 

president also insists on using the words ‘partners’ and ‘friends’ in relation to them, as 

exempliied Нoth in the CrimeМ SpeeОh of MМrОh 2014 Мnd in his Мddress to pМrliМment 

in december 2014. When questioned as to his use of the phrase ‘our American friends’ 

in a television interview in november 2014, President Putin responded, ‘of course, they 

are all our friends’ (Putin, 2014b).

The МmНiguity in Putin’s referenОes to Western friends Мnd pМrtners releОts the 

importМnt inМl МspeОt of nМrrМtive МnМlysis in relМtion to RussiМ Мnd UkrМine whiОh this 

short article covers, that is, the existence of plot and sub-plot. it is perhaps beyond 

ОliОhé to note the historiОМl МmНiguity Мnd ОonliОt within RussiМ in terms of relМtions 

with the West and whether Russia’s path is as a unique civilisational exemplum or, as 

Putin himself once put it, part of the ‘mainstream of civilisation’ (Putin, 1999). the 

contemporary version of this debate spans questions of democratic development 

versus increased authoritarianism, and decisions over whether Russia’s path in terms 

of economic, security, and diplomatic priorities should be predominantly internationalist 

or nationalist, European or Eurasian, ideological or interest-based. narrative analysis 

distinguishes between plots and sub-plots in political narratives, with the latter 

providing lexiНility Мnd МlternМtive poliОy options. The suН-plot within М politiОМl 

narrative does not represent an opposing view, since the narrative of opposition forces 

differs from that of the ruling regime, but rather a sub-plot presents another course of 
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action within the overarching story. For most of the Putin years, since 2000, the 

regime’s narrative plot has – whatever its relationship to reality – posited Russia as a 

reliable international partner, modernising and democratising in peaceable and non-

ideological pragmatism within the framework of international law. the alternative path 

of nationalism, military power, and great Power hegemony existed only as a sub-plot, 

to be hinted at as a potential turn to be taken, but for the most part serving as 

background. Events in ukraine in 2014 saw the sub-plot become the main plot in 

Russia’s political narrative. the pronouncements of Russia’s political élite have 

followed this new line with ubiquitous ease and notable rapidity, as talk of historical 

vocation, military glory, and western malfeasance dominate where more sober, 

restrained, and diplomatic language had previously been the norm.

The ОhМnging inluenОe of think tМnks Оlose to the regime illustrМtes well this shift. 

during the Medvedev presidency (2008-2012), the think tank closest to the regime was 

the institute of contemporary development (insoR), whose board of trustees is 

chaired by Medvedev and whose reports habitually sought to push policy in a more 

liberal and reformist direction. in the autumn of 2012, apparently with tacit government 

encouragement (khamraev, savenko, et al., 2012), a new ultra-conservative think tank, 

the izborskii club, was formed, bringing together the leading names in anti-western and 

Eurasianist thinking, such as Aleksandr dugin, Aleksandr Prokhanov, and President 

Putin’s advisor on Eurasian integration, sergei glazyev. their early reports seemed 

somewhat fantastical and detached from the real world, being replete with vague 

notions of orthodox ‘spirituality’, militarism, and nostalgia for a non-existent Red-White 

amalgam of the soviet union and imperial Russia (delyagin, glazyev, et al., 2012; 

izborskii club, 2012; dugin, 2013). As noted in this article’s opening paragraph, the 

ОhМnges, whiОh 2014 wrought in ofiОiМl RussiМ’s nМrrМtive, Мre suОh thМt these ideМs 

now МppeМr Оlose to the ofiОiМl line. When the United StМtes imposed its irst round of 

sanctions on named Russian individuals, sergei glazyev was on its list. if insoR 

seeks to push Russia in a more reformist direction, the izborskii club pushes for further 

steps Мlong М reМОtionМry pМth. The extent to whiОh the disОourse of ofiОiМl RussiМ hМs 

travelled along this path may perhaps be judged by german chancellor Angela 

Merkel’s reported assertion that President Putin has ‘lost contact with reality’ and is 

‘living in another world’ (baker, 2014). the world of Russian ultra-conservatism is a far 

cry from the norms of western diplomatic engagement.

Analysing the development of Russia’s political narrative in 2014 brings to light the 

central concerns of the Putin regime in relation to events in ukraine, revealing a 

nationalist revanchism which draws on notions of Russian power and destiny, and sees 

the West as an undesirable and hostile other. At the same time, however, the notion of 

suН-plot hМs signiiОМnОe Мs it keeps Мlive МlternМtive МpproМОhes. President Putin still 
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insists on referring to Western partners and American friends. Prime Minister 

Medvedev remains chair of the insoR board of trustees. the current sub-plot of 

international law and Russia as a state willing ‘to have as many equal partners as 

possible, both in the West and in the East’ (Putin, 2014c) remains in play as a potential 

future scenario, albeit one that seems unlikely to come to the fore again in the short 

term.

Building Future Scenarios

When it comes to developing future scenarios for Russia following on from the 

tumultuous events of 2014, the place of narrative is pertinent. since the end of the cold 

War, the dominant methodology employed by analysts and academics seeking to 

anticipate potential futures for states and regions has been the scenario approach. the 

sОenМrio methodology identiies key drivers Мnd elМНorМtes their effeОt in М series of 

divergent scenarios, for example, best case, worst case, and continuity (bacon, 

2012c). narratives play a central role in scenario development, as they are used to 

draw disparate drivers into a coherent and feasible story of the future. in the case of 

Russia’s post-2014 future, there has – at the time of writing – been no systematic 

scenario development process conducted and published in the light of the annexation 

of CrimeМ Мnd the ОonliОt in UkrМine. On the RussiМn side, the Kremlin’s nМrrМtive hМs 

been notably lacking in terms of future vision. Whereas the political narrative of Putin 

and Medvedev in previous years presented a clear picture of a modern, law-based, and 

more demoОrМtiО RussiМ to Оome Мt some undeined yet not-too-distМnt future point, in 

2014, there was little focus on future vision. on the Western side, in contrast, there has 

been no shortage of forecasts, though these have tended to come from media and 

policy analysts, rather than academics, and have correspondingly lacked something in 

terms of methodological rigour.

the most common western forecast at the end of 2014 is that, faced with declining oil 

priОes, М ОollМpsing rouНle, Мnd western sМnОtions, RussiМ’s eОonomiО difiОulties will 

worsen to such an extent that political pressure on President Putin will see him 

removed from ofiОe (BМОon, 2014). The politiОМl sОientist stМnds no more equipped 

than any knowledgeable Russia-watcher when it comes to certainty over whether such 

a scenario will come to pass or not. that said, the study of forecasting does provide the 

tools for a short and concluding critical analysis of this scenario based around two 

common hazards of forecasting, namely the temptation to shape forecasts around the 

forecaster’s own preferences and prejudices, and the danger of positing an outcome 

without a preceding process.
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in a paper at the Association for slavic, East European, and Eurasian studies 

convention 2014, david Fogleson analysed portrayals of and predictions about the 

Putin regime in the New York Times. he noted the preponderance of negative articles 

about Russia in the past decade and drew particular attention to the persistent image 

of Russia as ‘an unstable nation headed for a popular revolt against the Putin regime’ 

(Fogleson, 2014). critically analysing the repeated appearance of this forecast since 

2005, Fogleson concludes that, given Putin’s survival in power, the ‘correspondents 

would be disappointed. but disappointments have not led The Times’ editors to rein in 

prophets of Putin’s demise in the last year… one could go on citing examples of how 

wishful thinking on The Times’ editorial pages ran counter to the rising Russian patriotic 

support for Putin, whose approval rating climbed to over 80% according to public 

opinion surveys’ (Fogleson, 2014). shearer and stark go so far as to argue that the 

‘predilection among reporters for looking at events through the prism of their own 

expectations and beliefs’ is ‘especially noticeable among Moscow correspondents’ 

(shearer and starr, 1996, p. 37).

the phenomenon of wishful forecasting has a strong tradition in relation to Russia. 

Although it is widely accepted that remarkably few analysts in the 1980s predicted the 

collapse of the soviet union (seliktar, 2004), such was not the case almost two 

decades before the soviet collapse, when dziewanowski was able to assert that 

‘predicting the downfall of the soviet regime has been a favourite academic pastime in 

the West for well over half a century. Probably no other regime has ever survived so 

many prophecies of inevitable catastrophe’ (dziewanowski, 1972, p. 367). 

dziewanowski’s prophets were in the end correct, since the soviet union collapsed, but 

few would see the repeated and temporally inaccurate prediction of that collapse as 

effective scenario development.

the same might be said about constant assertions of the coming collapse of the Putin 

regime. the notion that such a collapse might come about through economic pressure 

МppeМrs Мt irst glМnОe to provide М ОertМin explМnМtory rigour to the sОenМrio. However, 

what is lacking here is process. the jump is made from the likely behaviour of a key 

driver – Russia’s economy – to a single political outcome. More rigorous scenario 

development would explore a range of potential political responses to economic 

decline, from regime collapse to regime strengthening enhanced by factors such as 

anti-western feeling or a more authoritarian turn by a defensive élite. Furthermore, the 

need for process to proceed outcome in scenario development insists, too, on 

providing an account of how Putin’s removal from power might come about. Absent 

revolution, there are a limited number of ways in which a Russian president can leave 

ofiОe, Мnd those who Мssert Putin’s Оoming downfМll need to Оonsider the proОess Нy 

whiОh eОonomiО difiОulty might leМd to М ОhМnge of the entrenОhed politiОМl leМder or 
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regime, particularly given that that there are numerous examples of severe economic 

problems in Russia without such a change. As i have noted elsewhere (bacon, 2014), 

the scenario of authoritarian stability and global power alongside economic decline and 

consumer dissatisfaction ought at least to be considered, given that it kept the 

brezhnev regime in power for decades. After all, the purpose of scenario development 

is not to predict, but to anticipate possible futures.
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What role may ‘diversity policies’ in ukraine and beyond play in further national 

developments? My major points here are that ukraine and all three neighbouring post-

soviet countries are implementing basically the same model inherited from the 

communist past, that it turns to be viable in a long run, and in the long run it is likely to 

keep contributing to political stability.

certainly, such notion as ‘diversity policy’ in the sense of a coherent strategy and 

institutional setting is questionable. nevertheless, one may conditionally regard ‘state 

responses to ethnic diversity’ or the ‘totality of national policies aiming at the 

accommodation of ethnic heterogeneity’ (Rechel, 2009, p. 8) as a single policy area 

deserving analysis as such, although it may be unpredictably broad and have no clear 

Мnd ixed НoundМries.

Macro-political differences between the post-soviet countries also beg questioning 

cross-national comparisons as such. indeed, ukraine is a country with a pluralist 

electoral democracy, having opted for European integration and the respective reforms, 

and Moldova is similar; by contrast, Russia and belarus are authoritarian systems. 

From another perspective, ukraine at least symbolically positions itself as a 

‘nationalising state’ (brubaker, 1996) supposed to serve primarily the needs of its core 

ethnicity – the ukrainians. on the contrary, Russia remains a ‘multinational federation’ 

and avoids explicit references to any founding ethno-nation; the latter (with some 

reservations) takes place also in belarus.

one may agree, however, that most post-soviet countries essentially still have a lot in 

common – they share such features as symbiosis of formal and informal institutions, 

Мnd МfiliМtion of Нusinesses with governmentМl ofiОes Мnd respeОtively ОМpturing of the 

state apparatus by private groups of interests (Ryabov, 2011). the commonalities are 

most striking in ethnic policies and their underpinning institutional settings 

(biaspamiatnykh et al., 2014), and in this context, the legislation on minorities or 

nationalities issues and the existence of specialised executive bodies are not important 

as such. the special laws on minorities (such as in ukraine, belarus, and Moldova) or 

ethniОity-relМted issues Мre НroМd in sОope, deОlМrМtive, Мnd ОontМin vМguely deined 

provisions, while the special governmental bodies are powerless and serve merely as 

supervisory organs, coordinators of individual cultural programmes, and channels of 

communication between minority ngos and the government. More important is the 

coherence in general principles, discursive and practical patterns demonstrated by 

public authorities and their civil society counterparts in the ways they frame and 

discursively reproduce ethnic heterogeneity in their countries.
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In Нrief, the mМin feМtures of the model МppeМr Мs (1) reОonОiliМtion of ОonliОting ОlМims 

through ‘systemic hypocrisy’ (brunsson, 1989); (2) ‘symbolic production’ (bourdeu, 

1993, pp. 29-73) of social reality as a substitute for instrumental policies; and (3) co-

optation, control, and marginalisation of potentially troublemaking public activists and 

МОtivities through neo-pМtrimoniМl institutionМl settings. A signiiОМnt feМture of these 

policies is that they are a continuation of soviet policy-making in the ethno-national 

sphere as it was formed in late 1980s prior to the ussR’s breakdown.

it is already a common wisdom that ethno-nationalism was ideologically and 

institutionally embedded in the soviet system of government. While the ussR was 

ofiОiМlly referred to Мs М non-ethniО or, more preОisely, М suprМ-ethniО formМtion, its 

irst-level Оonstituent entities (union repuНliОs) Мnd М numНer of seОond-tier Нuilding 

blocks (such as autonomous republics, provinces, and districts) were considered as 

ethnicity-based units (Martin, 2001; slezkine, 1994). in symbolic and institutional 

sense, such recognitions generated certain problems: ethnic fundamentals of the 

soviet republics and autonomies in combination with ethnic heterogeneity of their 

populМОes Нy deinition meМnt the emergenОe of irst- Мnd seОond-ОlМss Оitizens; the 

Soviet poliОies of soОiМl Мnd ОulturМl uniiОМtion Оould not Нut Нe Мt odds with the 

institutionalisation of ethnicity. the solution found is an eclectic combination of different 

and contradictory statements; bracketing out and hushing up controversial issues; and 

systemic discrepancies between talks, decisions, and actions (‘systemic hypocrisy’, 

according to brunsson (1989)).

One mМy sМy thМt these pМtterns Мre still reproduОing themselves in ofiОiМl rhetoriО Мnd 

patterns of governance of most post-soviet countries (hughes and sasse, 2002). 

Rhetoric and practices of ‘nationalisation’ in ukraine and its post-soviet neighbours as 

a rule are not coherent and consistent (kulyk, 2001; kuzio, 2001), and even in terms of 

symbolic representation, most of these countries are ‘hybrid forms’ combining the 

vocabularies of civic and ethnic nationalisms (brubaker, 1996, p. 105). Practices are 

often at odds with declarations; the latter are obscure and open to interpretation, while 

the former are often pursued regardless of normative frameworks. the post-soviet 

governments are sending mixed messages to their populaces, and all segments of 

their Оitizenry – those seeking МfirmМtion of the new ethno-nМtionМl proile of their 

countries and those who wish to maintain the soviet ethno-linguistic status-quo – can 

ind some disОursive Мnd orgМnisМtionМl niОhes for themselves within the system. One 

can talk about an equilibrium between activities aiming at different constituencies 

(roughly speaking, pro-nationalist and pro-status-quo). this balance shifts over time 

and does not necessarily satisfy all the target audiences, but in general it has turned 

out to be workable.
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The ethniО fundМmentМls of UkrМine Мre releОted in the 1996 Constitution Мnd severМl 

pieces of legislation. the ‘ukrainian nation’ is pointed out as the basis of the state as 

opposed to the ‘ukrainian people’, in the meaning of the entire citizenry, but numerous 

constitutional and legal provisions on equality of all citizens serve as a counterbalance. 

over the 23 years of independence, the ukrainian population received contradictory 

messages from the government and the elites. Endless complaints of the last two 

decades about both ‘ukrainisation’ and ‘anti-national policies aiming at freezing the 

soviet realities’ can be easily grounded with empiric evidence taken from language, 

mass-media, educational, and cultural policies (see Malgin, 2005; Ryabcuk, 2011).

notably, according to the soviet tradition, languages are referred to in legislation and 

practical policies as attributes of ethnicities. the status of the ukrainian language as 

the sole state language of ukraine corresponds with the symbolic ethno-national 

underpinning of the ukrainian state. in practice, the government and policy-makers 

cannot but recognise the realities – that Russian remains the lingua franca while clear 

boundaries between linguistic communities are lacking and language is decoupled from 

the ethniОity of its НeМrers. This generМtes М ОomНinМtion of ofiОiМl nМtionwide mono-

lingualism with limited attempts to introduce it in practice, and with the de facto 

toleration of bi-lingualism in the public sphere (kulyk, 2006; bowring, 2014).

ukraine is not unique, since numerous post-soviet laws on languages lack clarity, and 

the stМtus of lМnguМges remМins not ОleМrly deined. As М result, the Мuthorities enjoy М 

greМt deМl of lexiНility in the implementМtion (or non-implementМtion) Мnd further 

justiiОМtions of their МОtivity Мnd inМОtivity. The formulМ used Нefore the Soviet Union’s 

demise (state language plus Russian as the language of interethnic communication, 

plus optional protective treatment of individual minority languages), although 

transformed in different directions, has survived to date in belarus, Moldova, and 

ukraine. in fact, the law-makers symbolically strike a balance between speakers of 

different languages while practice is regulated by ad hoc political considerations and 

lexiНle informМl rules.

last but not least is that all potential dissident or protestant voices are, as a rule, 

incorporated into the system of government and stick to the agendas the governments 

impose. discursively, as a rule, most ethnic activists have nothing against the very 

concept of ethno-national statehood; they as well as the government manifest their 

eМgerness to prevent hМte speeОh Мnd ethniО ОonliОts, Мnd they Мre МgМinst the 

‘politicisation of ethnicity’ (and therefore ready to limit their activities to narrowly 

interpreted ‘culture’). in institutional terms, ethnicity-based organisations opt for 

МОtivities МООeptМНle to the ofiОiМl Мuthorities Мnd performed in the frМmework proposed 

Нy ofiОiМl Нodies (usuМlly these Мre ОonsultМtive Нodies for minorities) or mМinstreМm 
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political parties. this phenomenon has little to do with direct administrative pressure; 

rather, it is an outcome of the general perception that private activities can be 

successful if and only if they are incorporated into governmental patronage.

surprisingly enough, the Russian Federation demonstrates similar features. the 

Russian constitution and legislation do not single out Russians as the founding ethno-

nМtion; nevertheless, numerous ofiОiМl stМtements expliОitly emphМsise the leМding role 

of ethnic Russians in the current polity, the national history, and international relations 

(the ‘Russian World’), or the need to protect the ‘disadvantaged’ ethnic core of the state 

(Rutland, 2010, pp. 123-129). besides, the entire discourse of the country’s integrity 

Мnd the need to seОure equМl rights of Мll Оitizens justiies ОentrМlisМtion Мnd 

homogenising policies in all spheres of public life (Prina, 2011).

the Russian regional laws on languages adopted in the 1990s declared ‘titular’ 

languages as state languages of the republics on a par with Russian. in fact, the 

implementing mechanisms are lacking, and these laws play a symbolic role unless a 

regional government has the resources and political will to go further in their 

implementation in education and media. the latter is achieved again to a large extent 

through informМl or neНulously formulМted rules, or Нy disОretion of the ofiОiМls in 

charge (zamyatin, 2014). Accordingly, ethnic activism acts as an agent of the state. 

this begs no questions in the current circumstances of authoritarian rule and militant 

nationalism, but in the 1990s, ethnic activists and leaders of the ethnic republics 

demonstrated the same mode of behaviour.

Was this model a result of some sophisticated planning? there is no evidence of this; 

rather, it looks like inertia of the soviet period coupled with the lack of governmental 

resources either to introduce a complex system of power-sharing and positive action or 

to suppress groups not itting into the ideМl of homogeneous nМtion-stМte. A deep 

transformation of the linguistic and cultural characteristics of the society (either 

‘nМtionМlisМtion’ or further RussiiОМtion) would НeМr risks Мnd require unМffordМНle 

resources. instead, the elites opted for symbolic production at the same time 

‘nationalising’ and ‘multi-national’ statehoods rather than clear institutional changes. 

different views on the historic past of the newly independent states (or sub-state units 

in RussiМ) Мnd their desired ethno-ОulturМl Мnd linguistiО proile in most ОМses ОМnnot Нe 

reconciled discursively and institutionally; therefore, the elites have to stick to eclectic 

rhetoric and address different audiences with different and even incompatible 

messages. besides, maintenance of the state apparatus as a device for the distribution 

of mМteriМl Мnd non-mМteriМl Нeneits through the weН of Оlienteles Мnd pМtronМge 

relations create incentives for people and organisations who can speak on behalf of 

non-dominant groups to become part of the system and follow the mainstream rules of 
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the game and protocols of communication. in the cases of Russia and belarus, one 

should bear in mind the repressive capacities of the governments.

can one say that this development is a success story? the given model cannot be 

deemed ideal; in certain cases, it generated and perpetrated, rather than mitigated, 

tensions. For example, the ‘nationalising’ rhetoric of the ukrainian authorities and 

cultural elites too often provoked negative reactions in the general public in 

predominantly Russian-speaking regions (Malgin, 2005), although barely had a really 

negative impact on people’s daily lives. however, the 2014 crisis demonstrates that the 

threat to the country’s stability and integrity came from the outside; a part of the 

populМr opposition to the UkrМiniМn stМte plМyed М signiiОМnt role in some peripherМl 

areas while the country at large withstood both the domestic unrest and the external 

intervention. in a broader scale, neither Russia nor Moldova and belarus have 

demonstrated any clearly articulated and organised domestic opposition on ethno-

national or linguistic grounds to the mainstream perspective, in part because the latter 

is too eclectic, and almost each of the potential majority and minority spokesperson can 

ind his or her plМОe within the estМНlished system.

can one say that the ‘revolution of dignity’ and other recent changes in ukraine mean a 

cardinal shift in the country’s diversity policies? An obvious change is the increased 

Мmount of ofiОiМl Мnd non-ofiОiМl tМlks МНout the Нirth of ‘politiОМl’ or ‘ОiviО’ nМtion in 

UkrМine. One ОМn deinitely Мgree thМt the seОond MМidМn Мnd the ОonliОt with RussiМ 

have psychologically consolidated the population of ukraine regardless of ethnicity, and 

the presidential and parliamentary elections demonstrate that the previous negative 

expectations of further deepening cleavages and/or electoral support to radical 

nationalists have not come true. Apparently, the previously hot topics such as language 

legislation and its implementation have been put aside. however, one should mention 

that the topic of ‘civic’ nation is not a new one for ukraine; a similar rhetoric is in wide 

ofiОiМl use in BelМrus Мnd RussiМ. CiviО nМtionМlism ОМn Нe interpreted in multiple wМys 

Мnd ОМn Нe eМsily employed for the justiiОМtion of homogenisМtion or mМrginМlisМtion of 

minorities. Besides, it is often meОhМniОМlly ОomНined with tМlks or МОtions speОiiО for 

ethnic nationalisms.

there are no guarantees that the further distancing of the ukrainian political class and 

the general public from Russia may not lead to subsequent linguistic and cultural 

ukrainisation, and then a new round of domestic tensions, and then a new search for 

balance. the post-Maidan legislative initiatives, such as the ones aimed at abandoning 

the 2012 law on language policies or at penalising the Holodomor denial, are in this 

vein. The ofiОiМl reОognition of CrimeМn TМtМrs Мs Мn indigenous group in CrimeМ mМy 

be interpreted as a clear signal that the ukrainian government will provide for the 
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preferential treatment of the ‘indigenous’ population to the detriment of the ‘non-

indigenous’. in sum, this means that the mainstream eclectic ideological framework 

remains untouched; the contradictions will be resolved through balancing between 

different demands and preferences.

in terms of organisational settings, there is also no evidence that the legislative or 

executive branches will form new agencies, which would be capable of re-shaping and 

clarifying diversity policies. the mandate and competences of the commissioner on 

ethno-nМtionМl МffМirs Мppointed in June 2014 Мre limited Мnd vМguely deined, Мnd the 

state is doing very little to establish new mechanisms for dialogue with minority 

organisations and experts. the perspectives for administrative decentralisation and the 

effects it may generate for diversity management are still far from being clear.

ironically, similar questions and expectations apply to ukraine’s antipode – Russia. the 

rise of anti-Western and anti-ukrainian sentiments has not affected so far the rhetoric 

of ‘multinational people’ and of the need to consolidate the Russian ‘civic nation’. on 

the other hand, the talk about Russia’s cultural plurality and the federal structure do not 

stop uniiОМtion in eduОМtion, lМnguМge poliОies, Мnd mМss mediМ, Мs well Мs the 

ambivalent relations of the government with radical Russian nationalists. the 

‘nationalities policy’ remains in the domain of symbolic representations and is backed 

by a weak organisational underpinning. Ethnic spokespersons and organisations so far 

Мre inОorporМted into the stМНle system of ОommuniОМtion with ofiОiМl Мuthorities Мnd 

demonstrate full loyalty.

in sum, ‘diversity policy’ in ukraine, Russia, as well as Moldova and belarus, bears 

basically the same features. the said policy is mainly about creating and disseminating 

a narrative about the country as a multi-ethnic collectivity with certain ethnic or cultural 

core and thus a hierarchy – explicit or implicit – of ethnicities and languages. to be 

ОonОiliМtory rМther thМn ОonliОt-generМting, this nМrrМtive needs to Нe eОleОtiО Мnd thus 

to certain degree satisfactory to all segments of the population. differences between 

‘civic’ and ‘ethnic’ nationalism do not matter, because all top-down messages can be 

formulМted Мnd delivered either wМy. The system demonstrМtes lexiНility in the sense 

that the emphasis is shifting over time because of the political context; it has survived 

through more than two decades of independence and can survive longer.
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the focus of this collection has been on the dynamics of developments in ukraine in 

the context of Russo-ukrainian relations, with analysis of internal developments in both 

Оountries. A numНer of interseОting Оrises hМve Нeen identiied, eМОh of whiОh 

exacerbates the others while their interactions only intensify the contradictions that 

provoked the Оrises in the irst plМОe. The irst Оrisis is the one within UkrМine itself, 

whiОh ОМn Нe identiied Мs the Ukrainian crisis, while the second is the extreme 

turbulence in international affairs and in particular in the system of European security, 

which is conventionally labelled the Ukraine crisis. this is accompanied by a potential 

crisis in the Russian developmental model, exacerbated by events in ukraine since late 

2013 and the new era of contentious politics. these three crises feed on each other, 

but each has distinctive roots. clearly, there can be no sustainable solution to the 

challenges of ukrainian and Russian national development unless the broader crisis in 

international affairs is also resolved. however, at present there is little prospect of the 

latter, hence the former are likely to continue for some time.

european Monism

the articles presented in this collection clearly indicate a crisis in European 

development. the ukraine crisis demonstrated the triumph of a monist vision of 

Europe, one in which the European union (Eu) would be the main representative of 

what it means to be European in the context of the Euro-Atlantic alliance system. on 

the other side, although the Russian power system is profoundly monistic, in terms of 

European politics as a whole, the country stands for pluralism in the international 

system. this paradox is not yet reconciled, and endows the whole subject of study with 

numerous false windows and contradictory perceptions. the crisis is precisely a 

struggle over who will get to decide the fate of Europe, accompanied by rhetorical, 

discursive, and practical struggles over the national and political identity of Russia and 

ukraine.

As far as Europe is concerned, two models are on offer, although with different 

inleОtions they do not neОessМrily hМve to Нe in ОonliОt. SinОe the end of the Cold WМr, 

the idea of Wider Europe has become the predominant one in the West. this is the 

project of a continent centred on the Eu, with European space represented as 

brussels-focused, with concentric rings emanating from the centre, although with 

weakening force as they reach the periphery. the six founding members of the 

European Economic community created in 1957 have now been joined to encompass 

28 members, with the latest entrants coming from the former communist part of the 

continent. the central and East European countries sought liberal democracy, market 

reform, and, above all, the ‘return to Europe’, and this has been achieved with 

signiiОМnt results. A remМrkМНle puНliО Оonsensus prevМiled in these Оountries, Мnd in 
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an astonishingly short period they joined the expanded Atlantic community. this was an 

exemplary manifestation of the ‘Wider Europe’ model of development, and it has 

undouНtedly delivered suНstМntiМl (Мlthough not МlwМys unОontested) Нeneits to the 

countries concerned.

It is these Нeneits thМt GeorgiМ, MoldovМ, Мnd UkrМine now seek, Мlthough in these 

contested ‘lands in between’ there is no longer the same coincidence of domestic 

aspirations and geopolitical orientations. the ‘European choice’ is, paradoxically, 

precisely not European – it is Atlanticist, which is not the same thing at all. Atlanticism 

entails a combination of the Eu’s focus on normative, developmental, and governance 

issues with the hard security concerns of the nAto alliance and issues of 

Washington’s leadership. thus, the ‘European choice’ has lost much of its European 

character, and as far as Russia is concerned, has become far more contentious.

it is no accident that the ukraine crisis was precipitated by the Association Agreement 

with the Eu. Although negotiations had begun in 2007, before the Eastern Partnership 

had taken shape (EaP was formally launched in May 2009), the confrontation over the 

AA and its associated deep and comprehensive Free trade Agreement (dcFtA) 

ultimately represented a spectacular failure to establish a framework for inter-regional 

cooperation and engagement. this is very different from what had taken place in other 

spheres. Agreements with north African countries and much of central Europe 

effectively took place in a regional vacuum. no one questioned the right of Poland and 

the czech Republic, or even slovenia and croatia, to achieve their ‘return to Europe’, 

especially since in most of these countries there was a demonstrable popular 

consensus in favour. there was no such consensus in ukraine, and despite the 

virulence of the monist ukrainian nationalist assertions in favour of the ‘European 

ОhoiОe’, М signiiОМnt pМrt of the populМtion sought to retМin historiО links with RussiМ. 

the issue here is not ukraine’s sovereign choice to decide, but recognition that, when it 

came to the Eu, and even more over nAto membership aspirations, society was 

divided. Equally, the issue is not so much the mere fact of the Eu advancing to the 

East, but the now recognised failure to negotiate the terms of this advance into what is 

obviously a contested neighbourhood. several articles in this collection give details of 

these divisions and different views on integration.

this is where the second model of European development becomes operative. the 

idea of a Greater Europe has long been advanced as the framework to overcome the 

division of the continent. one of the most eloquent and resonant visions of such a 

Europe wМs the one outlined Нy MikhМil GorНМОhev, in the inМl period of the Soviet 

union. gorbachev issued the manifesto for this model of Europe when he spoke of the 

common European home in his speech to the council of Europe in strasbourg on 6 
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July 1989. he outlined a vision of a Europe comprising different social systems (soviet 

socialism still existed), but united through respect for sovereignty and political pluralism 

(gorbachev, 1989). this would be a continent united in its diversity, since when 

GorНМОhev irst МdvМnОed the ОonОept he Нelieved thМt the Soviet Union would develop 

on the basis of a ‘humane, democratic socialism’. instead of concentric rings 

emanating from brussels, weakening at the edges but nevertheless focusing on a 

single centre, the idea of greater Europe posits a multipolar vision of Europe, with 

more thМn one Оentre Мnd without М single ideologiОМl lМvour. GorНМОhev’s dreМm of М 

‘common European home’ transcending the bloc politics of the cold War era has 

resonance to this day, and has recently been the subject of a major study by the 

institute of Europe in Moscow (gromyko (ed.) 2014).

For the partisans of the wider European agenda, however, Russia’s advocacy of a 

greater European agenda taints the whole idea. Even though gaullist ideas of a 

НroМder Оommon EuropeМn spМОe from the AtlМntiО to the PМОiiО hМve often Нeen 

addressed, notably in nicholas sarkozy’s idea of pan-Europa (sarkozy, 2009), it is 

RussiМ whiОh is identiied with the greМter EuropeМn projeОt. Among the GreМter 

European plans was the idea of a new European security treaty, mooted by Medvedev 

in a speech in berlin on 5 June 2008, which called for the creation of a genuinely 

inclusive new security system to ensure that new dividing lines were not drawn across 

the continent. the initiative was greeted with polite contempt by the Western powers, 

although the ‘corfu process’ was established to assess the proposal. in keeping with 

his original strong European leanings, in a speech in berlin on 26 november 2010, 

Putin ОМlled for the geopolitiОМl uniiОМtion of Мll of ‘GreМter Europe’ from LisНon to 

Vladivostok to create a genuine ‘strategic partnership (Putin, 2010). As late as January 

2014 in brussels, in what turned out to be the last routine Eu-Russia summit, Putin 

once again referred to the idea of creating a free-trade zone from the Atlantic to the 

PМОiiО (Putin, 2014).

the greater European agenda has failed to gain traction, and is now considered as 

little more than an attempt by Russia to drive a wedge between the two wings of the 

Atlantic alliance, the Eu and the us. in other words, a monist vision of European 

security identity prevails, and alternative models of European architecture 

delegitimised. My fundamental argument in this chapter is that this European monism 

not only found a ready reception among ukrainians, but in fact helped sustain a narrow 

vision of European national identity. Equally, it has only reinforced the monism of the 

Russian political order, lacking a benign geopolitical environment to advance a more 

pluralistic domestic managerial system.
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ukraine between Monism and Pluralism

narrow representations of Europe found natural allies among the monist nationalists in 

ukraine, provoking the greatest threat to European peace since 1945. this is not the 

place for an extended analysis of the tensions within the ukrainian state-building 

project since 1991, nor for a full discussion of the events since 2013 (for a more 

detailed analysis, see sakwa 2015, from which this article draws). however, for the 

purposes of the broader argument, it is necessary to outline the monism within ukraine 

that is the counterpart of the monism that has become predominant in Atlantic Europe. 

Although it is now customary to laud the ‘pro-European’ choice of the ukrainian 

electorate evidenced in the May 2014 presidential and the october 2014 parliamentary 

elections, the tensions between contrasting ukrainian state-building models have not 

disappeared (as several chapters in this collection demonstrate), and will undoubtedly 

resurface to poison European international relations in years to come.

on the one hand, there is the ‘ukrainising’ position that posits a monist vision of the 

ukrainian nation, stretching back to the historical break with the kievan tradition 

wrought by the Mongol invasions from the thirteenth century. this is the view that 

instead of a single East slavic community, the ukrainian nation evolved separately 

from its Russian and belarusian confrères. in the post-communist era, this monism is 

reinforced by post-colonial ideas about the need to extirpate the baleful consequences 

of Russian imperial domination. From this perspective, it is quite unacceptable to grant 

Russian equality as a state language, since this would occlude the natural pre-

eminence of the ukrainian language and inhibit hegemonic interpretations of ukrainian 

traditions. thus, the heart of this model of state building is separation from Russia 

politically, and intense efforts to build up an alternative cultural foundation to the polity. 

Any engagement with Russia from this perspective was contingent and forced, until the 

country could achieve its ‘natural’ orientation to Europe. it is this monist version that is 

now supported uncritically by the partisans of wider Europe and the Atlantic powers in 

general, even though its ‘restitutive’ assumptions (that there is some primordial 

ukrainian nationhood that needs to be recovered and purged of unnatural accretions) 

are inevitably challenged by other narratives.

on the other hand, the more pluralistic reading of ukrainian history is advanced by 

parts of the Russophone population, and endorsed by Vladimir Putin and a large part of 

the Russian elite. this is the view that ukraine is a fundamentally pluralistic community, 

not in the multicultural sense of adapting to the arrival of different nations, but in the 

fundamental sense that the country, like Russia, is pluricultural, comprising a number of 

autochthonous communities. thus, Valentin yakushik (2005) argues that ukraine is 

bicivilisational, with ukrainians and Russians as co-equals in the state, together with a 
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rich variety of other peoples, notably Ruthenians, gagauze, hungarians, Jews, 

Romanians, and crimean tatars. nicolai Petro in this collection refers to the 

Russophone population as ‘the other ukraine’, and stresses that the current tension 

goes back generations. Mikhail Pogrebinskii and his colleagues have explored the 

features of ukraine’s inherent pluralism (see, in particular, Pogrebinskii et al. and 

kiryukhin in Pogrebinskii and tolpygo (eds), 2013). From this perspective, it is the 

failure to give constitutional expression to this pluralism that provoked the crisis of 

2014.

the debate focuses on who has the right to decide what it means to be ukrainian. both 

monists and pluralists united in the early stages of the ‘revolution of dignity’ from 

november 2013 in their condemnation of the corruption and degradation of Viktor 

yanukovych’s presidency, but they differed in the model of the ukrainian state that they 

wished to see emerge from the crisis. the restitutive model, when applied in Estonia 

and latvia, provoked endless tensions which are still not resolved, despite the two 

countries being members of the Eu, but when applied in ukraine, it has deeply 

polarising consequences. numerous surveys demonstrated that secessionism hardly 

igured in the eМrly МmНitions of the plurМlists, yet with the viОtory of М pМrtiОulМrly 

narrow and aggressive form of monist nationalism in the February Revolution of 2014, 

it is hardly surprising that there was a counter-mobilisation in favour of pluralism and 

insistence that the ‘other ukraine’ was a legitimate partner in rebuilding the ukrainian 

state. instead, this voice is now harried and persecuted.

the ukraine crisis: Geopolitics at home and Abroad

the divisions within ukrainian state building have now become internationalised. on 

the one side, the Atlantic community has lined up with the ukrainian monists, while 

Russia supports the pluralists. Even though the idea of ‘federalisation’ within ukraine 

elicits a sharply negative reaction among the ukrainian monists, the necessity of some 

sort of substantive decentralisation of authority and responsibility to the regions 

commands a great deal of support. Just as the idea of greater Europe is tainted by its 

association with Russia, so too is the idea of ukrainian federalism, for the same 

reason. Elements of the European bipolarity of the cold War years has been restored, 

with Russia now once again ranged against the rest, although now lacking the bloc of 

allegedly friendly states in Eastern Europe. this in part helps explain why Russia has 

been so keen to recreate the functional substitute for the old comecon states in the 

form of the Eurasian Economic union.
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the ukraine crisis is ultimately only a symptom of a much deeper failure to establish an 

equitable and inclusive post-cold War international order. in the absence of peace 

conference, an asymmetrical peace was imposed in Europe. both nAto and the Eu 

expended considerable effort to mitigate Russia’s alienation. Russia joined nAto’s 

Partnership for Peace (PfP) in 1994; in 1997, the Founding Act on Mutual Relations, 

co-operation and security was signed, which created a nAto-Russia Permanent Joint 

council (PJc); and in 2002, a new nAto-Russia council (nRc) with greater authority 

replaced the PJc. however, regular political and military dialogue between the partners 

at times of crisis, as in 2008 during the Russo-georgian war, were suspended, only 

highlighting that these bodies were indeed mitigatory rather than substantive. From the 

Atlanticist point of view, this was only natural: Russia was only half the former soviet 

union, and in certain respects a failed economy and polity, so why should it be treated 

as an equal in geopolitical terms? At the same time, it was only natural that the 

perОeived seОurity vМОuum in CentrМl Мnd EМstern Europe should Нe illed Нy М 

defensive alliance, which, by reducing insecurity and risks, would in the end enhance 

even Russia’s security.

in the early years of his leadership, Putin was ready to accept these arguments, and 

worked hard to improve relations with both the Eu and nAto, although he, no less 

than boris yeltsin, insisted on Russia’s great power status. the puzzle to be explained, 

then, is why relations with both organisations deteriorated so spectacularly, to the point 

thМt todМy outright militМry ОonliОt is not to Нe exОluded. All sides undouНtedly НeМr 

their share of responsibility, but ultimately it was the failure to grasp the realities of the 

new geopolitics of Europe and the failure to imagine a different future for Europe that 

has created the new dividing lines.

In the end, NATO’s existenОe НeОМme justiied Нy the need to mМnМge the seОurity 

threats provoked by its own enlargement. At the bucharest nAto summit in April 2008, 

georgia and ukraine were promised eventual membership, although Membership 

Action Plans (MAPs) were deferred because of german and French concerns that 

moving to Russia’s borders and encircling the country could provoke a dangerous 

reaction. From Russia’s perspective, there was no security vacuum that needed to be 

illed; from the West’s perspeОtive, who wМs to deny the ‘sovereign ОhoiОe’ of the 

central and Eastern European states if they wished to enter the world’s most 

successful multilateral security body. the former Warsaw Pact and baltic states joined 

nAto to enhance their security, but the very act of doing so created a security dilemma 

for Russia that undermined the security of all. this fateful geopolitical paradox – that 

nAto exists to manage the risks created by its existence – provoked a number of 

ОonliОts. The Russo-GeorgiМn WМr of August 2008 МОted Мs the forewМrning tremor for 

the major earthquake that engulfed Europe over ukraine in 2013-14.
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Russia, ukraine, and the Breakdown of european order

one of the main narratives of the current crisis is that Russia has become a revisionist 

state. the takeover of crimea in March 2014 can certainly be interpreted in this light 

(for example, Allison, 2014). however, the Putinite view is that Russia’s actions were a 

response to the prior breakdown of the system of international law (notably in Western 

intervention in iraq and recognition of kosovo’s independence in 2008), and then the 

breakdown of the ukrainian state order. the associated debates are well covered in 

this collection. the key point is that the ukraine crisis is both a symptom and the cause 

of the crisis in international politics. it is also an indication of the inability to establish 

what would pass for ‘normal’ relations between Russia and ukraine in the post-cold 

War period. indeed, relations between the former soviet republics throughout the 

Eurasian region are characterised by distrust and the failure to establish a genuinely 

new post-soviet community based on sovereign equality and shared security 

institutions.

the ukraine crisis and the drastic breakdown in relations between Russia and ukraine 

are thus, in the old Marxist parlance, ‘over-determined’. by this i mean that there are a 

multipliОity of ОМuses, Мny one of whiОh mМy well hМve Нeen sufiОient to provoke М 

crisis, but taken together a veritable ‘perfect storm’ has engulfed the two countries and 

Europe as a whole. it may be useful to summarise these factors, although no attempt 

will be made to examine them in depth here. i will start from the general and then move 

to the speОiiО, reОognising thМt eМОh issue is highly ОontroversiМl. Nevertheless, for 

ОlМriiОМtion of the fundМmentМl issues Мt stМke, suОh Мn exerОise is useful.

Above all, it is now clear that no effective system of European security and political 

order was established in the post-cold War era. it is not helpful to look for people to 

blame for this lamentable state of affairs, but instead we should look to the structural 

causes. undoubtedly, Putin has now challenged the established system, but it should 

be remembered that he came to power as one of the most committed Europeans that 

Russia has ever had as a leader. For a variety of reasons, his attempts to achieve the 

integration of Russia into European and Euro-Atlantic structures failed, and instead he 

became increasingly alienated from these institutions. Russia as always was facing 

fundamental domestic problems, including the second chechen war, regional 

fragmentation, and much else. his responses were typically robust, and in many cases 

accompanied by egregious human rights violations, but overall they were legitimate, 

although perhaps disproportionate, responses to real challenges, and were recognised 

Мs suОh Нy the RussiМn populМtion, Мs releОted in Оonsistently high opinion poll rМtings. 

these were not simply manufactured through media manipulation (although there was 
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plenty of thМt Мs well), Нut releОted М deep Оurrent of populМr support for his poliОies 

and achievements, which included until recently a spectacular rise in living standards. 

thus, the common trope of arguing that Putin’s lack of connection with reality is to 

blame for the current crisis results too often in scapegoating, and excuses a more 

fundamental failure to examine the structural roots of the crisis. these lie in the 

asymmetrical end of the cold War and the failure to create an inclusive and equitable 

system of European security, and this in turn arose from the inability to accept Russia 

as it is – a great power with legitimate interests in Europe and Eurasia, although 

accompanied by some profound governance problems. Recognition of this, of course, 

does not entail a repudiation of values or the occlusion of the sovereignty of 

neighbours, but it does suggest that a more realist and less ideological approach would 

have established an environment in which differences could have been resolved 

through dialogue and diplomacy. instead, now the very notion of dialogue is 

discredited, while the practices of diplomacy have degenerated into name-calling and 

sanctions. All the European and Atlantic powers bear their share of responsibility for 

this.

Further, the breakdown in Russo-ukrainian relations has long been in the making. on 

the one side, the consolidation of a distinctive type of Russian political economy and 

public sphere became increasingly incognisant of the interests and concerns of 

neighbours. in other words, the Russian power system itself in the Putin years moved 

away from the riotous, and in many ways damaging, pluralism of the yeltsin years in 

the 1990s towМrds М fМr more monist system. There remМins signiiОМnt freedom of 

debate in the public sphere, but the political expression of pluralism is tightly controlled. 

in addition, it would be inaccurate to describe the Putin system as ‘nationalist’ in the 

classic sense, since Russia remains a deeply pluricultural society, in ethnic, religious, 

and indeed in political cultural terms, and any attempt excessively to privilege one 

community over the others would threaten the stability of the whole. this is why the 

Putin system has tried to remain so resolutely ‘centrist’, drawing on the power of all 

fМОtions Мnd Оommunities, Нut not Мllowing Мny to predominМte. Nevertheless, releОting 

the alienation from the existing international order and the political struggles of the 

period of contentious politics in 2011-12 accompanying Putin’s return to the presidency, 

the regime has become somewhat radicalised. this is a radical centrism that is ready 

to challenge the hegemonic powers abroad, to reshape the political relationships in 

Eurasia and Europe, and to advance a revivalist conservatism at home (sakwa, 2014).

At the sМme time, the UkrМiniМn nМtionМl projeОt Мlso НeОМme rМdiОМlised, Мs releОted 

in several of our contributions. Already, the orange Revolution of Autumn 2004 had 

propelled a radical nationalist to power, and although the administration of Viktor 
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YushОhenko wМs torn Нy fМОtionМl ОonliОts with others from the OrМnge ОМmp, notМНly 

yulia tymoshenko, his leadership represented a breakout from kuchma-style 

multivectorism. the repressive and abusive presidency of yanukovych served further to 

radicalise not only the ukrainising tendency, but this was now complemented by the 

strengthening of the militant radicalism of the inter-war and wartime years. this was 

accompanied by a renewed emphasis on the ‘European choice’. the Association 

Agreement offered by the Eu in the framework of the Eastern Partnership proposed a 

lifeline to break out from the corruption and economic degradation in which ukraine 

had been mired for so long. the original idealism of the Maidan protests was based on 

the profound repudiation of the failures of the past, but its idealism was not rooted in a 

substantive real political constituency. it was not able to sustain a political formation 

that could institutionalise its idealism. instead, the protest movement became 

radicalised, and in conditions of external threat, it took extreme ukrainian nationalist 

forms that was then instantiated in the power system created in the presidential and 

parliamentary elections of 2014. in short, the ukrainian polity assumed extreme monist 

forms. this monism, as noted above, is reinforced by the monism of the Euro-Atlantic 

system.

how to escape from this cycle of intensifying monism, which has created a situation 

where a full-scale war in Europe is no longer inconceivable? the refusal of the kiev 

authorities to negotiate, let alone recognise, the insurgent forces in the donbass leaves 

only the military solution in play. the Eu and the Atlantic community have failed to 

provide a framework for a negotiated settlement, although the brave and important 

work of certain institutions, above all the oscE and the un, should be recognised. the 

anti-Russian monism of the us congress has long been acknowledged as a problem 

(tsygankov, 2009), and this certainly does not create a benign environment for a 

settlement of European problems. As for Russia, it is obvious that the Putin 

administration cannot abandon the insurgents. this would be considered a betrayal 

that would resonate down the ages. Russia was reluctantly drawn into the donbass 

ОonliОt, releОted in Putin’s pleМs not to stМge the 11 MМy 2014 referendums in Donetsk 

and lugansk, but it cannot now abandon the ‘separatists’ (although initially it was not 

separation from ukraine that was sought, but only a more pluralistic form of ukrainian 

stМte-Нuilding). The stМlemМte is Оomplete. Only Мfter the intensiiОМtion of the multiple 

crises will the fever break, and the healing process begin – if there is anyone left to do 

the healing.
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since the beginning of the confrontation between 

Russia and ukraine in november 2013, a lot has 

been written about its root causes, the motivations 

of the main actors, and possible scenarios for the 

future. however, few have looked at what came to 

be called the ‘ukraine crisis’ from the point of view 

of Russo-ukrainian relations, and grasped the 

perspectives of various groups involved, as well as 

the discursive processes that have contributed to 

the developments in and interpretations of the 

ОonliОt.

the authors of this volume each present a facet of 

the intense and dangerous turmoil provoked by the 

breakdown in relations, and thus contribute to a 

deeper understМnding of М Оrisis thМt now МfliОts 

both European and global affairs.


